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.so easy on the ears that you can listen deep into the night without the
slightest fatigue ...listening to music becomes subtly but surely elevating,
elating in the quiet sort of way that nourishes and strengthens the spirit.
And that is what music was meant to do."
•

-Harry Pearson, Fi Magazine, February 1998

Iknow of no better preamplifier, so if you want the very best, start saving
now. They won't be around forever ..."
-Alan Sircom, Hi -Fi Choice, October 1997

The ART constitutes anew reference for what is possible from audio replay,
and delivers asound quality that others merely hint at."
-Martin Colloms, Hi -Fi News, June 1997

• .the ART belongs in that very small class of products without peer.. ."
-Wes Phillips, Steirophile, May 1998

... the ART preamp made it all so intimate. Every nuance is there,
to touch and be touched."
-Tom Milner, The Audio Adventure, June 1996

R

• .one of akind. The ART establishes new standards for
reproduction of instrumental tonality, dynamics, liveliness, and
even soundstaging ..."
-Myles Astor, Ultimate Audio, December 1997

preciation

conracl-johnson It just sounds right.
For more information, write, phone or fax: 2733 Merrilee Drive•Fairfax, VA 22031•Phone: 703-698-8581•Fax: 703-560-5360
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his is my last issue as Stereophile's
equipment reports editor. I have o
accepted ajob elsewhere in the
industry, and, as apublic relations consultant, will be actively promoting this
wonderful hobby of ours in adifferent
capacity.
It's hard to leave. Ilove this job, and I
adore the people I've been working with.
I'll miss 'em. But most of all, I'm going to
miss being exposed to Stereophiles vocal,
frequently cantankerous, but always passionate readership. One thing I loved
about my job was that Ialways knew evactly who Iwas writing for: people just like
me. Not identical to me, but folks who
shared my priorities. People who thought
aday spent without listening to music just
wasn't worth getting out of bed for.
Wes Phillips (right), says goodbye to (left to right) copy editor Richard Lehnert, music editor Robert
Baird, publisher emeritus Larry Archibald, and editor John Atkinson.
People who didn't find it odd to own multiple recorded performances of the saine
piece — or, for that matter, duplicate
sive. As Judith Martin (aka Miss Manners)
tle to do with my passion for engaged
copies of the saine pressirt*
has said, "Honesty has conic to mean the
music listening —or yours either, if you're
It's easy to forget how much we audioprivilege of insulting you to your face
atypical Stereophile reader.
folks have in common. All the fussin' an'
without expecting redress." But the shrillIs the audiophile obsession destined to
fightin' reminds me of an old blues song,
ness and mean-spiritedness of so much of wither away, the victim of changing times
"Denomination Blues" (there's a great
what passes for audio bonding have
and revved-up lifestyles? Idoubt it. Music is
performance on Ry Cooder's Into the
become repulsive. If Iwere an outsider, I alife-enhancing energy. It has the power to
wouldn't expose myself to any group that
Purple Vallty, Warner Bros. 2052-2): "The
communicate across cultures and through
denominations have no right to fight / carried on like this.
the centuries. It can be (has been, for nie) a
Iworry that while we're indulging in all
powerfully restorative force — the very
They ought to go on and treat each other
antidote for the pressures of an ever more
this squabbling about audio minutiae, the
right / It's right to stand together and
very idea of sitting down and listening
hectic era. Perhaps, given the temper of the
wrong to stand apart /When none shall
times, listening attentively to music could
intently to music is becoming an anachroenter heaven but the pure in heart."
even be considered an act of rebellion.
nism. John Atkinson explored this in the
I'm not proposing audiophiles stop
Let's make it acivil one. —Wes Phillips
February issue's 'As We See It": As life
arguing completely. Being a fan means
speeds up and people feel compelled to
having strong opinions, and the give-andGone, but not totally
accomplish several things simultaneously,
take of aspirited discussion is much of the
It saddens all of us at Stereophile that Wes
pleasure inherent in fandom. But there's a "just" sitting and listening to music is beginPhillips, one of the most talented writers
ning to seem as quaintly odd as something
tone of spitefulness in the "audio wars"
and one of the most perceptive listeners
described in aJane Austen novel —or as
these days that Idon't hear when, say,
that Ihave had the privilege to work
odd as reading aJane Austen novel. "I know
baseball fans argue. Thty remember that
beside, has decided to explore adifferent
people used to do that, but it sounds boring."
the game is greater than their differences.
career direction. We all wish him well in
Faced with such incomprehension, the
Iwish Icould say the same about my parthe world of public relations, as an assodifferences
between
tube
fanciers
and
ticular band of obsessives.
ciate of Bryan Stanton at J.B. Stanton
solid-state advocates, classical listeners and
Check out the rec.audio.high-end or
Communications in Connecticut —I
rock fans, or scientific objectivists and
recaudio.opinion forums on the Internet —
wonder how Wes's unreconstructed
impassioned
subjectivists,
pale
to
naught.
or ramble through the Swede mailbag —
Virginia ancestors will take to his beWhen Iused to sell hi-fi, Ibelieved that
and this pernicious trend becomes obvicoming aYankee — but readers should
anyone who heard the difference between
ous. For lack of abetter name, I'll call it
note that his byline will not disappear
a
great-sounding
system
and
a
mass-mar"rightism," as in "I'm right, so you're
from Stereophile. In addition to his
ket
rack
would
just
naturally
ivaiit
the
betwrong." At its most extreme, this attitude
review of the Adcom GFP-750 preamter sound. These days, I'm not so sure.
allows no room for differences of opinion;
plifier, Wes still has afew scheduled to
With
a
few
exceptions,
the
brochures
its bearer "knows" his opinion is the truth,
appear in April. And he will continue
piled on my desk promoting new proand that anyone who adheres to adifferent
with his popular "Quarter Notes" colducts to be unveiled at the 1999 ICES
tenet is not merely wrong, but is spreading
umn (see p.123), in which he writes
extol
the
virtues
of
multiroom
systems,
falsehoods —or is amoron. (Name-callabout the sound quality of recordings
computer
convergence,
or
custom
instaling, too, seems to be on the rise.)
that catch his fancy.
lation compatibility. While none of these
Maybe the overall level of discourse in
All the best, Wes. —John Atkinson
our society has simply become more abra- goals is objectionable per se, they have lit-
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There is a new type of power which fully realizes all of the subtlety and force that audio reproduction inspires. It's
called The Power of ES -the "Elevated Standard" in high fidelity performance. And it's available only from Sony.
The TA-E9000ES is the world's first preamplifier to utilize the same 32-bit floating decimal point DSP
technology found in our finest professional products. Its three separate 32-bit engines can decode Dolby Digital,
dts or MPEG 5.1 channel audio, as well as 96kHz /24-bit PCM stereo.
The Sony TA-E9000...it's the power you want, it's the delicate balance of power you need,
IT'S THE POWER OF ES.
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Two Days in August

Wes Phillips,Jerome Harris, and
John Atkinson outline the ,qenesis of
Rendezvous, Stereophile'sfirst
1(172: recording.
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Dave Holland:
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Zan Stewart sits down with abassist

who has been on the scene since
Miles Davis' electric band of the '70s,
through thefreejazz movement, and
on to the straight-ahead quintet
he now leads.

82

A Visit to the
Revel Factory
Larry Greenhill travels to Califirrnia

to interview loudspeaker designer
Kevin Voecks.
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We See It
Equipment reports editor Wes Phillips bids
Stereophile and its readers afondfarewell.

Letters
lipid this month: spiritual guidance, the Acadany and the Coalition, decorating with
subscription cards, suggestionsfor the Web, common-setue cable dressing and real-world
physics, "V" is for Victory, CD-R recorder pros and cons, playback accuracy, two-channel
vs surround sound, and rediscovering Ry Cooder's Show Time.

21

Industry Update
High-end news, including dealer-promoted seminars, plus: things are looking up on the
British hi-Ji front, the Dutch AES discusses high sampling rates and measurements,
Canada's new levy on recordable media, and the Recording Industry Association of
America ,gets tough on security.
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Sam's Space
If 'hen it comes to integrated amplifiers, audiophiles are spoiledJr choice; Sam Telle
says. One of his newfavorites is Bel Canto's SET i40.
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Analog Corner
It lic! hiel Frimer gets his hands on Rega's $1275 Planar 25 tunuable/tonearm combo,
then explains why he'd like to get his hands on somefolks at the New York Times.
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Undercurrents
Pro audio vs the audiophile: George Rdsch stands behind complicated truths
in defense if his obsession.
Fine Tunes
Jonathan Scull jumps back on the power grid this month to discuss how to get grounded.
Aural Robert
Although Springsteen's recent boxed set may attract newfans, his diehard '70s loyalists
remember when "Bruce was still Bruce" Robert Baird recalls the Bruce qfconcerts past,
and says his Aioodbye to equipment reports editor (44's
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Wes Phillips reviews the latest audiophile recordings.
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Record Reviews
Tracks, Bruce Springsteen's new collection q
f66
previously unreleased soles, is voted our March
"Recording ofthe Month." In Classical, we lend an ear
to Renée Fleming's new recording of Dvorák's Rusalka,
the latest by the Evita Trio, and apair of tango records
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Randy Newman boxed set, which covers 30 years.
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tech, air-gapped output transformers, 200%

not of a compulsion to be different, but of a
dedication to excellence in high-performance audio. This dedication now extends

watt plate dissipation KR-300BXLS* triode

to a new level of Cary Audio triode sound.
This new level of true triode sound would
not be fully appreciated without new, high-

duty cycle power supplies, and the new 90vacuum tubes.
Very few things

in

life
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absolutely

uncompromising. We are honored to count
Cary Audio triode amplifiers among them.
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Letters
Spiritual guidance
Editor:
First, Larry Archibald ("The Final Word,"
Vo122 No.1, p218) tells us that Jesus
Christ was not clairvoyant. Thanks for the
spiritual guidance. Then, he rambles on
about lo-fi video sound.
Stereophile used to be ahi-fi audio magazine. Larry, please pack up your lightning rod, take the money, and go while
you're still ahead.
Jim C. Allen
jcallen@earthlinkmet
Larty's always-stimulating "The Final Word"
column appears on p.154 of this issue.
—JA
Cost no object
Editor:
One Bow Technologies ZZ-eight CD
player: $7500.
One Conrad-Johnson ART preamplifier: $14,995.
Six pairs of VTL MB-750 Signature
monoblocks: $14,490/pair.
One Audio Artistry Beethoven loudspeaker system: $28,000/system.
Interconnects and speaker cables:
$10,000.
Having Hyperion Knight and friends
perform in your listening room: priceless.
Scott
apolackwich@compuserve.com
Priceless
Editor:
1) Sort through house, collecting all
junk.
2) Transport collection to nearest flea
market.
3) Extract $250 (plus tax) from
strange people.
4) Set navigation computer for nearest B&W loudspeaker dealer.
5) On way to dealer, stop by June
Allison's house and obtain free sample
of Depends.
6) Arrive at B&W dealer.
7) Plunk down $250 (plus tax) for
pair of DM-302 loudspeakers.
8) Sneak out of store unobserved,
jealously clutching small (unobtrusive)
corrugated cardboard box.
9 Insert box into car's trunk.
10 Drive home.
11 Open trunk, carry box into home
with afrown: "What piece of egregious
Stereophile, March 1999

kitsch did my relative send me this
Christmas? Humph!"
12) Open box and hook up speakers
to (formerly) vanilla stereo system.
13) Brew cup of chamomile tea, pretending to be apatient person.
14) Snuggle into Depends.
15) Select favorite CD and place in
player.
16 Turn up volume.
17 Press Play.
18 When somewhat recovered:
a) Check Depends for structural
integrity.
b) Try to determine which hit
floor first: jaw or keester.
19) Send copies of this instruction
manual to everyone Iknow. Harry Kight
h.kight@worldnet.attnet
The Academy & the Coalition
Editor:
Ifeel compelled to respond to the letter
from Joe Piccirilli [of the Academy Advancing High Performance Audio &
Video] in the December 1998 Stereophik
(p.11). His central point was that the
A/V industry does little to promote
itself. He also offered up aseries of secondary questions regarding how to go
about it and who would do the work.
The fact is, the National Coalition for
Home Theater was formed within the
last year for just the purpose that Mr.
Piccirilli adamantly supports. It's obvious that Mr. Piccirilli was unaware of
NCH'T's existence. And that may be
our fault. Otherwise, he would have
known that 28 major manufacturers im-

Letters to the Editor should be sent to
The Edito4 Stetrophile, P.O. Box 5529,
Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529. Fax:
(505) 983-6327. E-mail: Letters@
stereophile.com .Unless marked
otherwise, all letters are assumed to
be for possible publication. If you
have problems with your subscription, call (800) 666-3746 or visit
www.stereophile.com . Please
note: We are unable to answer
requests for information about specific products or systems.

mediately became active participants.
CEDIA, PARA, and CEMA have also
heartily endorsed the program, as have
several publications.
Add to this the fact that 100% of the
NCH'T's monthly fees are dedicated to
delivering the industry's key messages
to targeted media outside the intraindustry publications. We view our
real competitors as "discretionary product categories" (RVs, boats, and timeshare resorts). Our core message is
straightforward: Dollar for dollar, consumers spend more time enjoying their
home theater (or entertainment system) than their RV, boat, and the like.
[Home theaters] will also not need
intensive maintenance.
To date, we have delivered our message to readers of the Wall Street Journal,
Fortune, Variety, INC magazine, the
Cadillac and Mercedes owners' magazines, in-flight magazines, and ahost of
other publications and media.
It is my belief that manufacturers are
astute business people who have, for a
considerable time, been seeking a
forum to represent the promotion of
our product category. They seek afervent dedication to the industry. Most
important, they also realize that if they
don't start working toward recruiting
consumers away from competitive categories, the entire industry will stagnate.
Neal TMe/den
National Coalition for Home Theater
We're watching
Editor:
AHAAA! We all knew that as soon as
Stereophile was purchased, the indiscriminate cost-saving changes would start.
Where are the 25 flyout subscription
cards in this month's issue? Not only were
these cards decorative additions to my
coffee table, kitchen, bathroom, living
room, pantry, and listening-room floors,
but when they were thumbtacked to the
walls equidistant between my speakers
and listening chair, my solid-state amplifier sounded distinctly tubelike.
Cancel my subscription. This is
undoubtedly the beginning of the end
for Stereophile.
Just kidding. I'm hopelessly addicted
to your blasted magazine. Keep up the
11

good work. But remember. ..
we're
watching.
Eric Guerrazzi
guerraz@ibm.net
Keep up the good work
Editor:
Ihave been reading Stereophile for two
years now, and, quite frankly, it is the
best reference around. Also, the website
is great! Keep up the good work.
Michel Lominy
mlominy@prestrge.ca

same quality, resolution, and convenience of a
paper magazine (years away at this point),
there will still be aplace for pulp. But even
then, there will likely be those who still prefer
certain media in aform that they can archive
in their own private physical libraries. In the
meantime, we'll simply respond to the needs of
the audiophile reader as they evolve, which is
why every month you'll be seeing more articles
from past issues on unmstereophilecom —
for free.
—Jon Iverson, webmaster

with ridiculous products of little value at
exorbitant prices.
Tim O'Connor
Tim.Oconnor@ecolab.com

History, Lars, &the Tens
Editor:
Inearly missed the December 1998
issue of Stereophile at my local newsstand, as the cover graphics looked very
much like acertain mid-fi magazine. I
guess it was only amatter of time.
Considering the English connections
Common sense...
within the magazine, Ifind it amazing
Web suggestions
Editor:
that nobody appeared to know the reaEditor:
Jonathan Scull's common-sense cableson for the V-shaped port on the
Have you considered putting up amore
dressing piece in the January issue
Tannoy Churchill (p.145). During the
comprehensive links page on your web("Fine Tunes," p.67) is one of those
war years, Churchill raised two fingers,
site in addition to your "Links 2Die 4"?
"Why didn't Ithink of that?" things.
palm out, signifying "V for Victory."
If you did that, Iwould certainly bookDressing the cables in my system has
You or the Tannoy importers are obvimark it. Also, please have afeature for
resulted in much-improved sound defiously too young (yeah, right!), or didn't
links to be recommended and added.
nition, hence better staging. The timstudy your history books.
Ye
pani are finally at the back of the orchesIdo have two requests: First of all, as
silent_dawn @ho tmaihorn
tra, and stay there!
much as Ilike "Sam's Space," Ithink we
This tweak is worth the cost of a can all do without the Swedish/American
Web criticisms
year's subscription to Stereophile, at least.
grammatical comments by Lars, as reportEditor:
Thank you.
CC Watson
ed by Sam. The sell-by date has expired on
You are doing audiophiles adisservice
London, Ontario, Carrada
these so-called amusing anecdotes.
with the low quality of www.stereophile.
Second, I have had enough of
com. Ineed to read older reviews, and I ... and real-world physics
Jonathan Scull's "J-10," "K-10," "The
am not going to order single issues to
Editor:
Loft," "The Ribbon Chair," and other
find them. You should have these
The great benefit of suspending cables
specious comments. Are we supposed
reviews and all of your old articles on
above carpets and floors has been
to be impressed? Many of us live in inthe website. As well as making your
known for some time now. Its effect is
teresting apartments, go to France, have
information much more available to
to reduce capacitive and resistive loadinterests in interior design, etc. So
audiophiles, this would increase interest ing —bleeding signal from the wire
please, Jonathan, check your ego at the
in your magazine and would more than
conductor to both the wire insulation
door. It's bad enough that you tweak
cover the expense of getting them on
and the carpet/floor, and back to the
equipment so much that your reviews
the web (really!).
wire conductor at alater interval — reare almost pointless.
Victor Savage
However, if you want to remain a sulting in less signal reaching the loudNew Ur&
print-only medium, you don't have
speaker, and in the smearing of the
much of afuture.
Robe Cohen
music by this later signal arrival. Of The Spica TC-50...
bcohen@bway.net course, the correct materials and meth- Editor:
od of accomplishing this arc crucial for Any idea where one can find replaceIt appears that both YC and Mr Cohen have the greatest musical pleasure.
ment parts (tweeters) for this now-distapped into the ongoing e-mail discussions the
To accomplish this goal, Isuggest continued classic?
MikeJarman
staff has been having in recent months! Stereocable manufacturers work synergistijarms@epix.net
phile is now in poççeççion of what wefeel is the cally with the cable-suspender manufacmost complete set ofquality audio and video links turer by spending less money on eso...and replacement parts
available anywhere; which we plan to deploy in
teric, often expensive dielectrics, insula- Editoi:
our "Links 2Die 4" section in the nearflame.
tions, and cable network devices, and
Devoted owners of Spica TC-50 speakWatch the websitefor an announcement.
concentrating on the real physics that ers will be happy to know that replaceAs for the archiving ofpast reviews on the result in good reproduced music. In
ment tweeters are available from
website aprocedure is in place to bring these other words, make agood product that
Madisound at (800) 831-3433. This
articles to the Internet; it will unfold itse!fin
has apositive synergy with the mantweeter (TWO25A-4 ohm) seems to be
coming months. For those who can't wait, right ufacturer that builds the cable sussonically identical to the original, though
now we have hundreds ofpages offeature arti- pender, again using sound physics to purists may choose to replace both
cles available online in our Archives section
form both amore affordable system and
tweeters. Mounting differs only in that
that have been hand-picked byJohn Atkinson
one where the whole is greater than the
one of the ears of the cutout must be
and/or suggested by readers. To do this nght is sum of its parts. The outcome would
widened to accept the adjacent terminals.
neither cheap nor easy, as I'm sure readers can
benefit the music lover (an affordable
The wider terminal is positive.
imagine, but the process is underway and there price for this combo) and the manufacA very satisfactory replacement
is no looking back!
turer (with increased profits from highwoofer is available for alimited time
One area where Mr. Cohen and Idisagree er sales volume due to the products'
from MCM Electronics, (800) 543is that print has no future. Until there is an
affordability to the customer).
4330: their part number 58-3800, from
inexpensive way to transmit electronically the
Please don't sell the music lover out
Catalog 42. This 4 ohm woofer is an
12
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Letters
at home, and at least some of them have
the courage to try to attach aperipheral to
it. And CD-R drives are quite abit cheaper than the $649 Philips unit—the newspaper ads are trumpeting prices as low as
$199 for some models.
But caveat emptor! After doing lots of
research online and casting about for a
good price, Ispent $250 on aCD-R solution for my trusty old Macintosh. Ialso
had the opportunity to use the Philips for
afew weeks.
My conclusion: the Philips CDR880 is
the bargain!
First, before you take the CD-R route,
remember that you may need to buy a
new CD-ROM drive (many stock CDROM drives do apoor job with audio),
or alarger hard drive (74 audio minutes =
approximately 750 megabytes of hardRecord CDs on your PC #1
disk space).
Second, make sure you do some
Editor:
Iwas just wondering why anyone with a research before you choose a CD-R.
home PC would bother to buy one of the
There are many mechanisms out there,
and they are not all equally adept at recordconsumer-audio CD-R recorders. The
ing audio. You'll also need to pay attention
"audio-grade" recordable (and re-recordto the software that comes bundled with
able) blanks that are sold for use with
the CD-R drive —beware the bargain that
them are many times more expensive
saddles you with bad software.
than their data-grade counterparts.
Here are the best online resources for
(Presumably, this difference in price goes
climbing the learning curve:
to record companies and their artists as
compensation for "lost" revenues. However, no one Iknow is in the habit of
"pirating" commercial recordings. Rather,
they use their recorders — be they CD,
nscette, or MiniDisc — for making compilations, and for archiving old recordings
that they already own.)
Why not invest just afew more dollars
in a computer CD-R drive and the
appropriate software and make CDs on
Runs in
data-grade blanks? Iimagine that the savings from doing so would more than
make up the difference in cost rather
quickly.
Does anyone know of any potential
sound-quality degradation that could
result from making CDs this way?
Joe Rizzo
_ToeRizzo@FirstUSA.com

excellent match in overall balance and
efficiency, but sounds slightly more open
in the upper midrange, so both woofers
should be replaced. The 71
4" basket neatly covers the original cutout, but the
raised burrs of the original screw holes
must be removed. (I used a/14" bit as a
hand tool, then blackened the holes with
amarker pen.) Drill new X2 mounting
holes immediately inside the old holes,
through the recessed shelf of the cutout,
and mount the new woofers with #6x1"
round-head screws. The existing black
vinyl forms an adequate gasket.
When removing the original woofers
or tweeters, be sure to note the polarities
of the differently colored connecting
wires.
Jeny Landis
Berkeley, CA
"

The CD-Recordable FAQ: This is the
single best place to start, hands down:
www.fadden.comicdrfaq/
The CD-ROM Digital Audio FAQ:
www.tardis.ed.ac.uici- psyche/cddil
Adaptec dominates the world of CDRsoftware: www.adaptec.com/productsoverview/needforcdthtml (general introduction); www.adaptec.comicgi-bin/
cdrmain.cgi (database of CD-R specs).
Newsgroups: Lots of helpful people
will answer your questions gratis. But
before you ask, please search the archives
to see if the question has already been
answered (newsgroups can be searched at
www.dejanews.com):alt.comp.periphs.
cdr, altcomp.periphs.cdr.mac, comp.pub
lish.cdrom.hardware, comp.publish.cd
rom.software.
As for me, Isaved $350 by taking the
CD-R route. But Imiss the Philips. It was
so much easier to use, so much more convenient, and it throws in an A/D converter that the computer solution lacks.
(The CD-R, of course, can burn data
discs, which the Philips cannot do.)
Having to copy songs to the hard drive
before burning them to disc is abigger
hassle than it might at first appear. Yes,
there are ways to burn directly from a
CD-ROM drive to aCD-R drive, but

Great Sound
The Family

Record CDs on your PC #2
I m.
First, let me say thank you for Wes
Phillips' great review of the Philips
CDR880 CD recorder in the September
1998 Stereophile. While this is not, strictly
speaking, ahigh-end audio component,
you rightly understood that your readers
would be excited about the prospect of an
affordable CD recorder. Isure was!
But WP failed to touch on the obvious
competitor to the Philips recorder — the
computer-based CD-R drive. I'm guessing that most Stereophile readers have PCs
Stereophile, March 1999

AVANCE USA Inc.
80 King Spring Road, Windsor Locks
CT 06096, USA, 1-888-245-7693
Internet: www.avance•international.corn
E-mail: avance internet.dk
The Sigma Series from Avance. Priced from $499 to $1,599 per pair.

Letters
you have to have the right CD-ROM and
software to pull it off. Suddenly the
Philips looks more price-competitive.
As for the relative cost of media, using
WP's little "cheat" (see "Sneaky People,"
September, p.155) enables the Philips to
use regular CD-Rs, now commonly
priced at less than $1 apiece. Of course,
that trick works only if you burn the
whole disc at once. What if you want to
make acompilation? Well, if you can find
an audio CD-RW, you can use it as an
erasable master in the Philips. Just make
your compilation on the CD-RW, then
drop it into your source transport (cross
your fingers that it will read CD-RW
media), and burn the whole disc onto a
cheap data CD-R blank. Then erase the
CD-RW and start again!
All in all, Fm satisfied with the CD-R
solution Ichose, but only barely. The
Philips CDR880 is truly a wonderful
component. Before you take the CD-R
road, ny the Philips and see if its ease of
use is worth acouple hundred dollars to
you—both the Good Guys and Audio
Advisor offer the 880 with a30-day satisfaction guarantee, Ibelieve. You may be
surprised.
Fred von Lohmatut
_fird@vonLohmann.com
Playback sound on your PC #1
Editor:
Where can we find ahigh-grade soundcard with aheadphone jack for our PCs?
Steve G. Rnk
senk@wat.win
Playback sound on your PC #2
Editor:
There may now actually be an audiophilequality soundcard available at areasonable
price. Creative Labs recently announced
their new Sound Blaster Live, and it looks
impressive. Idon't have one yet, so Ican't
tell you how it sounds, but at about $200
it looks worth checking out.
In case you don't think there are any
audiophile-class PC soundcards, Iurge
you to check out Roland's SC-88Pro and
Event Electronics' Layla.
[no name supplied]
Sycraft Studios
(in no way affiliated with Greve Labs)
Chalk up aconvert
Editor:
After several years of reading Michael
Freiner, Ifinally decided Ihad to see for
myself. Igot amuch better cartridge for
my old turntable, floated it on the bicycleinner-tube/bags-of-sand method from
Soundstage!
(www.soundstage.com/
weaver03.htm), bought a Rotel RQ970BX phono preamplifier, and later the
14

Disc Doctor's brushes and fluid.
Chalk up another convert for Michael.
Inow play mostly records, and Ihaunt
every used-record store in my area. Great
fun, great listening pleasure, relatively
inexpensive, and without Stereophile I
would never have made the attempt.
William D McInerney
West Lafayette, IN
bincinern@purdue.edu
Mikey was right
Editor:
Here's something of interest from the
November 30, 1998 issue of Business
Week from an article entitled "Chips that
Mimic the Human Senses":
"In late September, for example,
Motorola Inc. unwrapped new audio
chips with better fidelity and bargain
prices. CD players now have chips that
handle sounds in 16-bit snippets. By harnessing smaller transistors, Motorola
crammed the performance of its 24-bit
chips —mainly found in studio gear—
onto asmaller piece of silicon. The result:
true-to-life sound for as little as $5. With
24-bit chips, CD players will sound just
as 'warm' and rich as a virgin vinyl
recording, says Valerie K. Hase, head of
digital-audio operations at Motorola."
Looks like Fremer's been right all
these years.
Gregg Fedchak
Boonvilk NY
satire@aiusa.wm
Mikey was wrong
Ldnor:
I am writing you a short note to
inform you that Michael Fremer's
December '98 "Analog Corner" column (Vol.21 No.12, p.51) contains
some misinformation.
The excellent turntables from the
UK's Nottingham Analogue Studio
have been available in the US for quite
some time. These turntables and arms
will musically trounce the majority of
Stereophilds Class A and Class B decks
with ease! And they are built with battleship, bulletproof quality
Several years ago Iwas ready to take
delivery of a Linn LP12. Iwas saved
from alifetime of tedious setup by the
Nottingham Spacedecic/Space Arm
combo. Most important: Musically,
there is no contest. Design, build quality,
real music. You guys need to obtain and
review this product.
Wake up, Michael —Listener magazine reviewed Nottingham's outstanding
Spacedeck over ayear ago. Nottingham
Analogue products are distributed in the
US by Renaissance Sounds (Richard
Messer), 1732 Cunliff Drive, Sarasota, FL

34239. Tel: (941) 955-5888.
New or old accuracy?

John Bello
Sarasota, FL

In response to Ron Resnick's letter
("New Accuracy," January 1999, p.19), I'd
have to disagree completely with his arguments. He says that "the goal of highend audio is to reproduce as closely as
possible the sound of the original musical
event," and goes on to explain how LPs
and 24/96 media need to be compared
on that basis, not on how well they reproduce the master tapes.
It's clear to me that while the goal of
the entire recording/playback chain is
to reproduce the original musical event
faithfully, the goal of high-end audio (ie,
the playback-only part of the chain) is
only to reproduce the master as faithfully as possible. It is the responsibility of
the recording/mastering studios to reproduce the event faithfully on the master tape.
Does the writer mean to imply that it
may be desirable for aplayback mechanism to exhibit reverse-errors to make up
for errors in the master tape, thereby
coming closer to the original event than
the master? Isn't it more logical to
demand strict standards of accuracy in
playback, regardless of whether that flatters or shows faults in the master tapes,
and, when it shows faults, to demand
more from the master tapes?
Is it me, or is there something Fm
missing?
Agim Perolli
perolli@worldnet.att.net
Two-channel or surround sound?
Iread John Atkinson's "As We See It" in
January with interest. Iwas on the verge
of agreeing with his contention that the
"catastrophic change" from two-channel
to multichannel music recordings will
happen when multichannel recordings
become the norm. But he went on to say
that the other necessary condition will be
that multichannel recordings must offer
backward compatibility with two-channel playback systems.
We have lots of precedents that backward compatibility of new-format program material is not essential to creating
the catastrophic change to which JA
rightly refers. Home-electronics consumers were prepared to invest great
sums to convert entirely from black-andwhite TV to color, and from 78 recordings to LPs, then to CDs, and in every
case without backward compatibility
between these new program media.
Audiophiles — conservative, to be
sure—are also prepared to invest even
Stereophile, March 1999
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Shakespeare's plays were first performed "In-TheRound" at the Globe theater in London. In the
modern world, Rotel brings new meaning to "lnThe-Round" with the very best performances of
stage and screen played through our RSX-965
surround-sound receiver. With 5.1 decoding
and 5 x 75 watts per channel, the actors
have never been more "at home" with the
audience.
No matter what the format— Dolby ProLogic, Dolby Digital or DTS; Rotel's
RSX965 will play it automatically. We've
even future-proofed it with a special
connector to allow for any technology that
might yet come along.
We've also added a few amenities that you
wouldn't find in a1600 London theater. Like a
back-lighted smart remote with pre-programmed
codes for Rotel components and most other home
theater equipment. You can even rename the five
video inputs on the RSX-965 to make remembering
where you've plugged it all in alot simpler.
No more stage-fright. Rotel makes it easy to enjoy all
your favorite music and movies "in -sur-round':

REFT EL_
54 Concord Street
N. Reading, MA 01864-2699
Phone: 978.664.3820
Fax: 978.664.4109
www.rotel.com

AUDIO ADVENTURE'S MANUFACTURER OF THE YEAR

THE ANT CAN

LIFT TEN TIMES ITS WEIGHT.

So don't be surprised when you hear the PSB Alphas in a
home theater or music system -big performance, small package.

"What has always impressed me most about Paul Bartons'
designs (and Ireviewed many of his creations over the years)
is their musicality. The little PSB Alpha bookshelfspeaker....remains
abenchmark for sonic performance in the $200/pair range."
Lawrence B. Johnson
Stereophile Guide to Home Theater, Vol.3 No.3

leSPEK
II
E
?S
888 772 0000
www.psbspeakers.com

more in new equipment and systems,
not to speak of software, often without
backward compatibility. As one of those
who has made such moves in the past,
and remembering the reason Ijumped,
I would argue that consumers and
audiophiles are prepared to adopt new
formats when they offer obvious and
significant improvements in quality over
the prevailing existing format. At the
same time, they have to have areasonable degree of confidence that asufficient quantity and variety of the new
program material will be available. They
don't demand backward compatibility
of the new format.
David Werthman
david.werthman@excite.com
As hard to find as Hoffa?

Editor:
As abig Ry Cooder fan, Iwas knocked
out by the David Durchholz piece in
the December 1998 Stereophile. And I
am eager to point out ahappy mistake:
Show Time, the wonderful live album
Mn Durchholz raved about, is available
on CD. CDnow carries it and lists it
under "Cooder Imports."
Iseem to recall hearing about another live recording he did in the early
1980s —appropriately called Ry Cooder
Live —but Ihaven't been able to find
this one anywhere. Perhaps Mn Durchholz —or areader—could give me
the 411 on this elusive album. Jimmy
Hoffa is easier to find.
Tony Peyser
Tonyhyser@aol.com
The Ry Cooder Live EP (29.09) was
released in 1981 on German Warner Bros.
92.3801-1 (LP). Two f six tracks had
already appeared on Show Time, but the
other four remain, as far as Iknow, othenvise
unreleased. They are: "Crazy 'Bout an
Automobile," "If Walls Could Talk""Thel*ry
Thing That Makes You Rich," and "Look at
Granny Run Run."
-Richard Lehnert

oits

What happened to "Quarter Notes"?
Editor:
What happened to the December 1998
issue's "Quarter Notes" column? Iwas
looking forward to it. And contrary to
the assertion of Wes Phillips (and apparently John Atkinson) in the September
installment of "Quarter Notes," Ihope
I'm not the only one to point out that
Jim Morrison not only rhymed "fire"
with, urn, "fire," but also with "higher,"
"mire," "liar," and "pyre"
Bob Cosner
[address withheld]
Sadly, ive had to omit "Quarter Notes"from
the' December issue due to lack ofspace, but it
returns with abang in this issue.
—JA
Stereophile, March 1999

PROOF
POSITIVE!
Earl
1.111111
"The magic is the amp's ability to
recreate the art-form flawlessly"
MOON W5 -TIER vol 9, #3
"It is lyrical, it sings...a is, I
believe,
music at the highest level." MOON
W5 -Ultra High Fidelity No. 49
"...the MOON W5 power amp is
one of the very few products which
left me craving its musical delights
long after the music had stopped."
Audiophilia -March 98
"I could write paragraphs of adjectives and superlatives, but Iprefer asingle one Unsurpassed"
MOON P5 -UHF No. 50

Caspian
• Integrated CD player
'--• Integrated amplifier
• Tuner
• Power amplifier
• 5 Channel AV amplifier*
• DSP surround sound
processor*
'not shown
Finish. silver or mattetit

je-)

,

Caspian
'97 winner
HI ,11
Best amplifitati,
component up to f.1000 *>.
Caspian -.4'98 winner
Best Buy Integrated/.
Power amp from WOO

e

ee

e.

"We believe that the MOON P5 is
one of the rare components which
offers more bang forthe buck..and
examplary sonic caliber." The
Inner Ear Report -Vol. 10, #1
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19 years
of innovation!
SimAudio Moon
1" Street, Unit 1

3275,

St-Hubert, Quebec
Canada J3Y 8Y6

SimAudio Ltd.

111,\I Street #I, Kimpex Bldg.
(11<tittplain NY 12919 U.S.A
ear (450) 445-0032
(450) 445-6626

celeste@accent.net
www.simauctio.com

ROKSÁN
ROKSAN Audio Limited
158 Atlas Business Centre, Oxgate Lane,

London, UK, NW2
Tel: +44 (01181 830 7722/7133
Fax: +44 (0)181 8)0 1144
Email: info@roksan.co.uk Web: www.roksan.co.uk
USA QS&D
33 Mc Whirt Loop #108
Fredericksburg, VA 22406
Tel. 540 372 3711 Fax 540 372 3713
Email. ROKSANIJSA©aOLCOM Web. www.qsancld.com
Canada .lustice Audio Toronto
Tel. 905 780 0079 Fax 905 780 0443
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If you are that raro individual who knows what he wants
and

cognizes excellence when he hears it; who doesn't

rely on someone else's opinion or guidance; who makes his
own purchasing decisions; who has the power; who is a
leader; who can afford the best; who is not afraid to spend
less to get more

Aronov Audio has your amplifier!

,Aronov
Call 888-4-ARONOV for abrochure and the
location of the dealer nearest you, or visit our
web site at www.aronovaudio.com
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Funny, with all the synthetic effects and gimmicks
available on today's A/V receivers -no one is talking
about what really counts -delivering the best sound
for the dollar. The NAD T770 surround sound receiver's
unique design provides everything you need to enjoy
agreat movie or music. And, as with all NAD products,
it maintains areputation for true value, performance
and simplicity.
NAD -to the rescue.

NAD

NAD T770 Surround Sound Receiver
70 watts into 8 ohms (all 5channels), Motorola DSP processors,

pure. and simple.

Dolby Digital and Pro Logic decoding, pre outs (all 5channels),
5.1 input for external decoder, 5video inputs, 2video outputs, 3digital inputs,
4 audio inputs, 2tape outputs, EARS. (Enhanced Ambience Recovery System),
Impedance Sensing Circuit (ISC) topology, remote control with NAD Link.

NAD Electronics of America

6Merchant Street

Sharon, MA 02067

Dolby Digital and Dolby Pro Logic are trademarks of Dolby Laboratories licensing Corporation.

800.263.4641

www.NADelectronics.com

Industry
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
In the fall of 1998, the British hi-fi scene
seemed full of gloom. There was bad
news about the problems at Rogers,
TGI's decision to close down the
Mordaunt-Short and Epos brands, and
rumors (mostly unfounded) of other
brands in trouble. Dealers, who had
found sales ticking along quite nicely
during the summer, were experiencing
an unusually lean fall, with few signs of
sales following the normal seasonal
growth trend even late into November.
Doomsayers were smug.
Thirty days later, things don't look
nearly as bad. The entry-level sector
seemed to have been rather flat in the
run-up to Chrisnnas,judging by some of
the slashed prices at the budget end.
Richer Sounds, the largest specialist hi-fi
retailer in the UK, with around 30 stores
nationwide, is selling aload of budget
components and speakers at well under
half list price, including acouple of relatively new JPW models. Irang JPW's
Peter Wanstall to inquire whether he
needed to shift aload of stock: "Not at
all! I've had to put 100 people on overtime to meet the demand!" JPW's parent group, AGI, is one of the current
bright spots, with anew 65,000ft2 pro-

Update

duction facility, 120 employees (more to
be hired in 1999), and massive investment in new production machinery.
One Richer Sounds bargain that
might interest Stereophile readers is the
remaindering of the cute, colorful,
and curvy little plastic-enclosure
Rogers db101, for £99.95/pair "while
stocks last." (www.richersounds.com ,
Tel: (44) 171-827-9827.)
If the budget end of the marketplace
looks like abattleground, the middle
and upmarket sectors seem to be performing pretty well. Venerable West
Hampstead dealer Audio T has awide
range of high-end brands, and reports
excellent trading.
Danny Haikin, manager at Grahams
in North London, said the shop had been
"unbelievably busy," but not so much at
the budget end of things. Arcam Alpha
8s and 9s were going much more strongly than Alpha is, for example. Naim
electronics and the new B&W speakers
were selling particularly well. Grahams
had sold 13 pairs of the Nautilus 805
stand-mount (at £1400/pair), most with
£500 granite stands. A solitary pair of
£200 "budget" 601s, however, had been
hanging around for months.
B&W timed its summer '98 Nautilus
800 Series launch superbly well, to pro-

vide the right sort of boost to compensate for global economic problems.
They started off with an enormous
Nautilus 801 order from Japan, initial
demand has far exceeded expectations,
and the company has been so busy
building 801s and 802s that the first
803s weren't actually built until December, once extra production facilities
had come on line. 1998 won't break any
records for B&W, but the company
confidently expects to match 1997's
turnover — which is probably more
than most competitors will manage.
Imported exotica isn't being left out.
Sound Image reports good reactions to
the new JMIab loudspeaker range, especially the stand-mount Mini Utopia.
The Musical Design Company recently
took over the importation of Wadia
products, and is very pleased with the
results, selling more per month than the
previous importer did in ayear.
And what about Mordaunt-Short,
whose corporate owner, TGI, had
announced on November 18, 1998 that
it was to shut down the brand? Jerry
Lewin, who owns the 12-outlet Audio
T chain, had been doing very well with
Mordaunt-Short's new elliptical 800
series, but was worried that he might
have to give them up should the brand

• Saturday, February 27, 8am: The
Vacuum Tube Valley Tube School will
sponsor aclass on practical tube knowledge for guitar and hi-fi amplification.
Tuition is $129 in advance; $149 at the
door. For more information, call VTV at
(650) 631-6550 or visit www.vacuum
tube.com.
• Sunday, February 28, 9am-2pm: The
Third Annual Southern California HiFi
Swap takes place, featuring vintage tube
geai; tubes, and other high-end equipment. The 9am "early bird" admission
price is $5; after 10am admission is $3.
(Tickets also entitle you to adiscount on
admission to the record/CD show next
door.) Parking is free. Vendor tables are
$35 in advance; dealer setup starts at
7:30am. No sales allowed before 9am.

Proceeds benefit the National Multiple
Sclerosis Society. For more information,
call Kevin Deal at (909) 931-9686 or visit
www.upscakaudio.com

Calendar
Those minor* audio-related seminars, shows,
and medire should fax (do not call) Steven
Stoner the when, ivhire, and who at (505) 9836327 at least eight weeks Ixfore the month oft&
event — ie, the deadline/or the May 1999 issue
Ls March 1, 1999. Mark thefax cover sheet "Rnthe attention of Steven Stoner—Dealer Bu!letin
willfax back aconfirmation of
your event. If pm do not receive corOnnation
within 24 hours, please* us again.
CALIFORNIA

The following events will be held at the
Sequoia Athletic Club and Conference
Center, 7530 Orangethorpe Avenue,
Buena Park (corner of Beach and
Orangethorpe, one block north of
ICnotts Berry Farm and 91). Call (714)
739-4141 for more information.
Stereophile, March 1999

GEORGIA

• Sunday, February 21, 2-5:30pm: The
Atlanta Audio Society is hosting alistening and Q&A seminar with Sedrick
Harris of Melos Electronics at the
Hellenic Center, 2124 Cheshire Bridge
Road NE, Atlanta. Among the products
to be auditioned are the tube hybrid
96kHz/24-bit audio DVD/CD player,
Quartetto switchable PP/SE stereo/
mono power amplifier, and possibly the
Pipedreams loudspeaker. Guests welcome. For more information, contact
Chuck Bruce at (404) 876-5659 or
21
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Update

be bought by a rival chain. Isee his
point, but the boundaries between
manufacture, sourcing, distribution, and
retail are becoming increasingly blurred.
A large and powerful retail chain will
always be tempted to source its own
brands, from which it is but ashort step
to brand acquisition and distribution.
And in fact, that is what happened. On
December 30, Audio Partnership plc
announced it was acquiring the Mordaunt-Short brand from TGI plc
(Tannoy Goodmans International).
Audio Partnership is the manufacturing/sourcing division of the Richer
Sounds Group. AP's chief executive,
James Johnson-Flint, described Mordaunt-Short as "The perfect partner for
our Cambridge Audio brand ....Both
allow people to enjoy near-high-end performance at an affordable price, and we
are committed to continuing this ethos."
He went on to stress the importance
of maintaining the brand's traditions,
and Al"s intentions to pick up where
things left off. AP is currently talking to
key members of the M-S team to
ensure maximum continuity.
The most obvious initial change is
that Richer Sounds will take over the
M-S brand's UK distribution. Overseas
distribution is expected to continue as
before, promised Johnson-Flint: "They
are looking for continuity of supply and
serious ongoing investment. That is
exactly what we intend to give them."
NETHERLANDS
Peter van Willenswaard
On October 13, 1998, 60 members of
the Dutch section of the Audio Engin-
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Bert van der Wolf's test setup for the Dutch AES comparisons of 24/96, 24/192, and DSD high-sampling
digital audio against the normal CD-format 16/44.

eering Society gathered in Hilversum, 15
kilometers southeast of Amsterdam. The
issue of the evening was: High Sampling
Rates, Listening and Measurements. Bob
Metzler was there, explaining the new
96kHz measurement capability of all
Audio Precision measurement equipment (even the portables, but not the
System One), and Dutch dCS representative Bert van der Wolf demonstrated
24/96, 24/192, and DSD high-sampling
digital audio against the normal CD-format 16/44. These comparisons in themselves hardly seem worth reporting, but
van der Wolf's methodology does merit
some attention.
As arule, two different D/A converters are used in sound-quality comparisons of the various new high-speed digital audio formats, or between them and
plain 16/44 CD. Or one D/A converter is used, but asample-rate converter is
inserted that switches between the formats. Or two entirely different digital
systems are set up. Or hybrid discs are
played on the same machine, but you're
not certain that the conversion process
from one format on the disc to the other

has been optimal. In short, there are too
many variables to allow you to draw
firmly founded conclusions.
Van der Wolf appears to have found
an elegant way around these pitfalls.
First, he created an analog source signal
by taking ahigh-quality 24/192 recording stored on ahard-disk drive and feeding the output to a192kHz dCS D/A
converter; obviously, the output of the
DAC is an analog signal.
He then set up an AID-D/A converter chain, again using dCS equipment (fig.1). These dCS converters can
be set to respectively encode and
decode either DSD, 24/192, 24/96, or
16/44. Different digital filter slopes can
also be chosen, varying from the standard brickwall type featuring avery narrow transition band (for 44.1kHz, rejection of spuriae dropping from -3dli at
22kHz to 120dli at 24kHz) to softer
slopes that create less dispersion (see
"Industry Update," March 1998, p.41).
dCS could easily offer these extra
options, as all their processing, including
the digital filtering, is executed in programmable DSPs.
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www.mindspring.corn/-chucksaudio
ILLINOIS

Holm Audio invites you to visit its new,
larger location at 2050 W. 75th Street,
Woodridge, which features nine listening
moms and two home-theater rooms.
Plans for agrand opening party are in the
works, as are seminars with avariety of
manufacturers (see below). During HI-FI
'99 in Chicago May 11-16, look for showcases of products from Cary Audio,
Acarian Systems, Electrocompaniet,
Black Diamond Racing, Nordost,
Vampire, and more. Call (630) 6631298 for more information.
• Saturday, March 13: Holm Audio
(2050 W. 75th Street, Woodridge) will
host Ted Denney III of Synergistic
22

Research for a discussion of Synergistic's "Your Cable for Life!" technologies, including demonstrations of
active and discrete shielding and the
Lifetime Passport Protection trade-in
program. Bring your old cables for
trade in. For more information, call
(630) 663-1298.
IOWA

•Tuesday, March 16: Audio Video Logic
(3702 Beaver Avenue, Des Moines) will
host Ted Denney III of Synergistic
Research for adiscussion of Synergistic's
"Your Cable for Lifer technologies, including demonstrations of active and discrete shielding and the Lifetime
Passport Protection trade-in program.
Bring your old cables for trade in. For

more information, call (515) 255-2134.
MARYLAND

•Wednesday, February 24: Silver Screen &
Sound (8832 Orchard Tree Lane, Towson)
will host Ted Denney III of Synergistic
Research for adiscussion of Synergisties
"Your Cable for Lifer technologies, induding demonstrations of active and discrete shielding and the Lifetime Passport
Protection trade-in program. Bring your
old cables for trade in. For more information, call (410) 296-0202.
MICHIGAN

The Audio Kiosk is celebrating the
opening of their second store at 2001
East Michigan Avenue, Lansing with the
following events. Register to win conStereophile, March 1999

Nautilus '800 Series

The Legend Lives.
Again.
..."the Nautilus 801's never sounded less
than fantastic in my system."
..."It had clarity and tonal truth that I've
heard very few speakers match..."
..."the same sort of effortless imaging that
asmall monitor has..."
.
.
."The Nautilus 801 is incredibly dynamic,
images and soundstages like crazy, and has
that special magic that marks it as one of
the great loudspeakers..."
..."This was probably the closest I'll ever
come to having Dylan in my living room..."
Wes Phillips
Stereophile Vol. 22, No 1

B&W Loudspeakers of America
54 Concord Street
N. Reading, MA 01864
Tel. 978.664.2870
Fax 978.664.4109
http://www.bwspeakers.com

LISTEN

AND

YOU'LL

SEE

If Ihad $12,000
I'd buy adCS
Elgar Ring DAC
instead.

"A breakthrough in sub-$2,000 CD players...[The ARCAM Alpha 9] withstood direct
comparisons to players/DACs costing several times as much, and made small potatoes of
the differences. Iwas particularly impressed with the bass extension, detail, and power...
its broad soundstage was truly thrilling with large and small ensembles, with superb
resolution of the music's inner voices. Iwould be hard-pressed to justify buying amore
expensive CD-only player."
Kalman Rubinson, Stereophile Vol. 22 No.I
"Significantly, Inever felt shortchanged by having a$1,599 CD player at the front end
of $60,000 worth of electronics and loudspeakers —the Alpha 9was that musically
compelling, communicative, and expressive. The Alpha 9is not only agreat-sounding CD
player, but atremendous value. Frankly, Iwould have recommended the Alpha 9for
its sound quality had it cost $3,000. What more can one say!"
Robert Harley, Fi — The Magazine of Music & Sound
*"But Idon't, so Ibought an ARCAM Alpha 9. It's the only CD player using a24-bit
chip set based on the Ring DAC technology inside the $12,000 dCS Elgar and the best
professional studio converters. Sure, I'd rather have an Elgar, but sometimes getting
through life requires setting priorities."
Dave Wright, (Happily Married) Alpha 9 Owner

ARCAM
For more information on the complete range of ARCAM amplifiers and CD players
call 1888-ARCAM-LTD or visit www.asIgroup.com

Arcam is distributed in North America by:
Audiophile Systems, Ltd., 8709 Castle Park Drive, Indianapolis, IN 46256 (317) 849-7103 and
Emerald Audio Resources, RR1, Palgrave, Ontario LON1P0, (905) 880-7170

Industry
The advantage of van der Wolf's
approach is that the source signal used
in the comparison between the different
formats is constant and known (it can be
listened to directly if desired). This signal is then passed through the digital
format of choice using the same set of
converters at all times. The only remaining drawback is that we were only
auditioning dCS's implementation of
A-to-24/192-to-A, A-to-24/96-to-A,
etc. It would be most instructive to
repeat the setup using 96kHz Crystal
converters (which also run at 44.1kHz if
desired), then repeat it again with the
Analog Devices variety —and then
again with their 192kHz converters, as
soon as they become available. If the
results for different brands coincide, we
would have near certainty as to the various merits of the different digital formats, with the exception of DSD,
where dCS is currently the only source
of DSD equipment other than Sony.
What we heard that evening in
Hilversum could not have been decisive, but it was interesting nonetheless.
The location of the meeting was ahighend hi-fi shop named Rhapsody.
Amplification was aSpectral DMC-20
and DMA-360s via Spectral cables, and
the speakers were Avalon Eidolons —
probably not today's most dynamicsounding speakers because of their
moderate sensitivity, but certainly of
low coloration and throwing a wide,
deep, detailed soundstage.
After we heard what 24/96 — and
especially 24/192 — had to offer, listener reactions to 16/44 digital varied from
frowns to out-loud sounds of dismissal.

Update

any, music publishers lose to private
recording. The argument that music
publishers lose large amounts of revenue to home recording has been presented often to legislative bodies around
the world, with varying degrees of success. When the cassette tape gained
popularity in the 1970s, the recording
industry sought and obtained levies on
blank tape, which went into funds from
CANADA
which they could draw to make up for
income "lost" to home recordists.
Barry Willis
The Home Recording Rights CoImagine that you are aCanadian with a
alition has fought the music industry
mid-sized accounting business. You
on this every step of the way, also with
have tons of data to keep track of, and
have found the recordable CD to be an varying degrees of success. One small
triumph is the official recognition,
excellent form of storage: convenient,
both in the US and Canada, of home
reliable, and cheap — until New Year's
recordists' fundamental right to transDay, 1999, when the cost of blank discs
suddenly doubled. You may not have
fer music they already own to other
the slightest interest in music, but one of media — provided the transfer is not for
any commercial purpose. A CD copied
your basic costs of doing business has
onto acassette tape for private enjoyjust skyrocketed because someone,
ment by the disc's owner falls within the
somewhere, has allegedly made an ille"fair use" provision of copyright law.
gal copy of acommercial music CD.
The advent of high-resolution digital
Canada's new levy on recordable
recording has upped the ante considermedia, including DATs and cassettes, is
ably. In the US today, "audio" CD-R
the result of persistent lobbying by the
discs cost six to ten times as much as
Canadian Musical Reproduction Rights
"computer" CD-Rs — despite the fact
Agency (CMRRA), amusic-publishers
that they are essentially identical —
trade organization, and four allied
because the recording industry manmusic-industry organizations. They sucaged to leverage some lawmakers into
cessfully convinced legislators in Ottawa
adding asurcharge. The cheaper comthat piracy —as in "home recording" —
is an epidemic in Canada, as the Reputer discs can be used in consumergrade Cl) recorders, according to some
cording Industry Association of Ameraudio hobbyists, who claim to have
ica periodically claims is the case in the
found various ways to work around the
United States.
identifying "flag" embedded in audio
The extent of the epidemic is largely
CD-Rs that enables recorders to operamatter of conjecture. No one has any
reliable figures on how much money, if ate. Computer users — see this issue's

But van der Wolf warned us not to
jump to conclusions: In his experience,
96kHz using asoft digital filter slope
could sound better than 192kHz with
steep filters.
Iemphasize again that no definite
proof was delivered here, but Ido hope
van der WolPs methodology will be of
inspiration to others.

Calendar
cert tickets, CDs, and acomplete music
system featuring Audio Refinement
and JMlab components. For more
information, call (517) 372-5471.
• Friday, March 5, 12-7pm: Representatives from Audio Analogue,
JMlab, Pathos, and YBA will be available to discuss your audio needs.
• Saturday, March 6, 2-5pm: Patricia
Barber will be on hand to autograph
copies of her 1995 release, Café Blue (a
1996 Stereophile Record to Die For), and
her new release, Modern Cool.
• Saturday, March 6, 7:30pm: Patricia
Barber will be in concert at the MSU
Warton Center. All seats reserved. For
ticket information, call (800) WARTON
or (517) 432-2000.
• Tuesday, March 9: Stereo Center/
Stereophile, March 1999

Front Row (2065 S. Linden, Flint) will
host Ted Denney III of Synergistic
Research for adiscussion of Synergisties
"Your Cable for Life!" technologies,
including demonstrations of active and
discrete shielding and the Lifetime
Passport Protection trade-in program.
Bring your old cables for trade in. For
more infomiation, call (810) 732-2220.
• Wednesday, March 10: Accutronics
(324 S. State, Ann Arbor) will host Ted
Denney III of Synergistic Research
for adiscussion of Synergistic's "Your
Cable for Life!" technologies, including
demonstrations of active and discrete
shielding and the Lifetime Passport
Protection trade-in program. Bring your
old cables for trade in. Call (734) 7414444 for more information.

NEBRASKA

• Thursday, March 4, 12am-8pm: The
Sound Environment (5600 S. 59th
Street, Lincoln) is demonstrating products from Madrigal Audio Laboratories, Revel, Mark Levinson, and
Proceed Electronics For information,
call (402) 423-3737, or visit sndenvl
@ibm.net or soundenvironmentcom
• Friday, March 5, I2am-8pm: The
Sound Environment (Rockbrook Village, 108th and West Center Road,
Omaha) is demonstrating products
from Madrigal Audio Laboratories,
Revel, Mark Levinson, and Proceed Electronics. For information,
call (402) 391-3842, or visit sndenvo
@ibm.net or soundenvironmentcom
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"This is it. Any questions?"

« If you are looking for
the
most musically enjoyable solid
state amp you can buy with
price no object... this is it.
If, on the other hand,
you're price sensitive and

111111111111111r
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IA R Peter Moncrieff

are looking for the most
economical entry point
to true high end sound...
this is it.
Any questions? »

For more information call
1-800-254-2510 or
1-800-663-9352
USA: Audio Plus Services
RO. Box 3047
Plattsburgh NY 12901
Fax: 514-585-5862
www.audioplusservices.com
Canada: Plurison
C.P. 537 Station Youville
Montreal Qc H2P 2W1
514-585-0098
Fax: 514-585-5862
www.plurison.com

the Complete system:
tuner $695
cd player $895
50 wpc integrated
amp $995
unified remote
control $ 50
Also available in black
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"Letters" column —don't have to try to
fool their machines because duplicating
a disc on a computer equipped with
both CD-ROM and CD-recorder
drives is almost as easy as making cassette copies on adubbing deck. (This
information, of course, is not to be taken
as an endorsement of this practice.)
Cl) "burners," as they are called, have
been common optional equipment in
the computer world for years, and are
now available for $200-$400 US, considerably less than a consumer-grade
audio CD recorder such as the $649
Philips CDR880. Despite the computer's market penetration and the prevalence of amedium within it that could
be used illegally, the recording industry
didn't sit up and take notice until CD
recorders came down in price and a
twin-transport CD dubbing machine
was introduced by Philips. David
Baskin, president of the CMRRA, put it
this way: "The arrival of twin-bay
audio-CD player/recorders is aserious
concern. We expect to see the sales of
blank CD-Rs explode with the availability of inexpensive recording equipment." Baskin's organization, like its US
counterpart, expects people to "pay for
the privilege" of copying CDs whether
they do so or not.
The new levy — as much as $2.50
Canadian per disc and $1.50 per cassette — is being imposed without
regard for how the discs and tapes will
be used. It is also being imposed without aplan to collect the fees or pay the
beneficiaries. The Canadian Copyright
Board won't take up those issues until
sometime in May. Until then, and

probably for along time afterward, all
users of blank discs and tapes will pay
for the misbehavior of a few bad
apples. The great irony in the new law
is that it won't affect offshore pirates
one bit. They will continue their
tawdry mass-production business as
usual. Resentful consumers, however,
having "paid for the privilege," will be
more likely than ever to violate copyrights. That's the recording industry's
self-fulfilling prophecy.
UNITED STATES
Jon Iverson
When going up against the consumer
electronics industry, the Recording
Industry Association of America has no
problem keeping the upstarts in their
place. In fact, with recent battles over
DAT and CD-R in mind, they appear
able to kill or mortally wound entire
formats at will. But fighting within the
computer universe is awhole new story,
as recently proved by the RIAA's stumble with Diamond Multimedia and
their portable Rio MP3 device last fall,
where ajudge disallowed the preliminary injunction obtained by the RIAA
that would have prevented the solidstate Rio from going on sale.
With their rump still stinging from
the Rio/MP3 setback, the RIAA is
ready to fight fire with fire. Adopting
the stance of aggressive tech companies
like Microsoft, the RIAA is gearing up
to "embrace and extend" in an effort to
get control of what they perceive to be
rampant digital music piracy. On
December 15, 1998, the RIAA announced the formation of the Secure

Update

Digital Music Initiative (SDMI), an
organization comprising music- and
computer-industry suits who will
attempt to create an open and universal
standard for downloading music from
the Internet. Several technologies
already exist for downloading music,
from companies such as Liquid Audio
and RealNetworks, as well as the notorious MP3. The announcement of
SDMI comes after arough year for the
music business, which has seen thousands of unauthorized websites offer
copyrighted material for free using the
M P3 audio format. But the group hopes
to settle on awidespread standard that is
acceptable to record labels and the
Internet industry alike.
Joining technology firms including
AOL, Sony, and Microsoft are several
major labels, including BMG Entertainment, EMI Recorded Music,
Sony Music Entertainment, Universal
Music Group, and Warner Music
Group. The consortium hopes to have a
set of standards in place by next fall in
order to capture the 1999 end-of-year
shopping season. First on the agenda
will be to find amethod of controlling
copyright violations to get ahandle on
the rampant piracy that the RIAA fears
is unstoppable with the MP3 format.
Some record labels have reportedly prevented their artists from releasing M1'3
tracks on aband's own website, which is
seen as away of getting around the large
music companies. Next, anew format
will have to provide arevenue mechanism to give labels the incentive to
release new material as astream of digits. Finally, the SDMI will likely try to

Calendar
•Thursday, March 25, 12am-8pm: The
Sound Environment (5600 S. 59th
Street, Lincoln) is hosting aday with
Brad O'Toole of Transparent Cable,
who will demonstrate audio, digital,
video and new power cables, and Luke
Manley of VTL, who will demonstrate
VTL pure tube amplifiers and preamplifiers. For more information, call
(402) 423-3737, or visit sndenvl@ibm.net
or soundenvironment.com
• Friday, March 26, 12am-8pm: The
Sound Environment (Rockbrook Village, 108th and West Center Road,
Omaha) is hosting a day with Brad
O'Toole of Transparent Cable, who
will demonstrate audio, digital, video
and new power cables, and Luke
Manley of VTL, who will demonstrate
Stereophile, March 1999

VTL pure tube amplifiers and preamplifiers. For more information, call
(402) 423-3737, or visit sndenvo@
ibm.net or soundenvironment.com.
NEW JERSEY

•Thursday, February 18: Freehold StereoVideo (3585 Route 9 North, Freehold)
will host Ted Denney III of Synergistic
Research for adiscussion of Synergistic's
"Your Cable for Life!" technologies,
including demonstrations of active and
discrete shielding and the Lifetime
Passport Protection trade-in program.
Bring your old cables to trade in. For
more information, call (732) 866-9500.
NORTH CAROLINA

Charlotte Audiophile Society, call Tom
Moore at (704) 643-2930.
PENNSYLVANIA

• Sunday, February 28, 3pm: The
Lansdown Woodwind Quintet
will perform at Elements Audio/
Video (10 Museum Road, Shillington).
Call (610) 775-9325 for information and
reservations.
• Wednesday, March 18, 6-9pm:
Elements Audio/Video (10 Museum
Road, Shillington) will host Daniel
Sperry of EAD for alecture and listening session featuring EAD's Encore,
Ovation, and Signature home-theater
processors. Call (610) 775-9325 for
information and reservations.

• For membership information on the
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Twenty years of avant-garde
manufacturing and engineering enables
KIMBER KABLE to offer the most
significant 'sane' loudspeaker cables
in High End audio.

The Monocle, BiFocal (biwire) and
TriFocal (triwire) cables allow signal to
flow untouched by external vibration
and RF influences. Each model
has been engineered and precisely
manufactured by KIMBER KABLE
to deliver the highest fidelity while
maintaining aconservative price.

Visit our web site or contact us for more
information and your nearest dealer.

Monocle X - 58o eight foot pair*
Monocle XL -$88o eight foot pair*
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Industry
develop a standard that provides the
minimum level of quality necessary to
garner amass market, yet require modest amounts of bandwidth.
Hilary Rosen, president and CEO of
the RIAA, stated at the press conference that "This initiative is about the
technology community developing an
open security system that promotes
compatible products in a competitive
marketplace. It's not about the recording industry imposing a standard on
technology companies."
Critics abound, however. In areport
from Bloomberg News, David Charles,
spokesman for Audiolinercom, which
operates amusic downloading service
that pays royalties to artists, says, "It's a
lot of smoke. It's not so much about
copyright issues as it is about commerce.
They want to ensure that people can't
get what they are selling for free."
Charles added that "we haven't heard
much feedback from artists so far. Only
executivespeak, and that's aproblem."
Others feel that the MP3 download cat
is already out of the bag, with industry
efforts only adiversion for the next several years. "They'll create the next
Betamax no one will want," said Gene
Hoffman, CEO of online record label

GoodNoise. "Between now and next
fall, MP3 will just get bigger." One analyst also claims that, regardless of what is
eventually implemented, the cost of
buying music will remain the same.
The new initiative is creating some
surprising alliances. RIAA foe Diamond
Multimedia immediately announced
that it intends to join the SDMI.
(Diamond and the RIAA, of course, are
currently in court wrangling over Diamond's MP3 player.) "Diamond's goal is
to support the digital delivery of popular music, and we're pleased to see the
industry working together on asolution," said Ken Wirt of Diamond.
"There is huge consumer demand for
digital music which is evident in the
success of our Rio PM P300 portable
music player. It is Diamond's intention
to support an industry standard that
allows all musicians, independents as
well as major acts, to participate on the
Internet as an exciting new medium for
distributing their music."
How will the new group turn folks
away from the popular MP3 format?
The RIAA claims that they will be
developing better-sounding audio
downloads. During the press conference, AT&T said it plans to have a

Update

major part in future technology, and
will be sharing its knowledge with the
rest of the industry. IBM has also been
furtively working with several major
labels on its own download system,
referred to as the Madison Project. The
plan is to create technology that allows
only authorized downloads that cannot
then be copied.
According to the RIAA's Hilary
Rosen, the SDMI does not intend to
select a specific technology for future
downloading, but rather would like to
implement aset of open standards that all
companies will comply with. Alex Alben
of RealNetworks commented, "This is a
first step. Getting the right people at the
table is the first accomplishment. Now
we will sit down and determine the standards that can be implemented."
Of concern to audiophiles, of course, is
what will be considered "good enough"
for anew format. In aworld where highly compressed methods such as MP3 are
considered "CD quality" —see this issue's
"Analog Corner" — one would hope that
the labels and computer mavens recognize the need for more than one universal standard, with the market for premium audio not relegated only to the physic,' world of CD and DVD.

Top row from the left, M16L Pre Amp, SA50 Class A Power Amp, M14 Phono Stage
Bottom: SA250 Class A Power Amp, New 8150 Integrated Amp, SA 100, 21001 Integrated Amp, 8150 in black & SA100

ADVANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES
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(918) 610-1296 FAX: (918) 665-6789
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AMERICA

Home Theater Magazine -Nov. 1998
•Internal DIA Conversion will blow your mind!
•Incredibly simple to use, uhide is rare tilde preamp/processors.
•Amazing performance for the price point

GERMANY

FRANCE

Audio Magazine -Oct. 1998

Revue Du Son Magazine -Oct. 1998

•Vorverstarker Referenzklasse

•The ingenious concept and the audiophile quality

The ACT3 is the only surround sound processor

of the Actin's ACT3 are its main points...
•This nouvel application places at your disposition

preamplifier placed in the Preamplifier Ratner Class
with the worlds most expensive stereo preamplifiers.
•Dolby-Surround-Verstarker Referenzklasse
The ACT3 is placed in the Dolby Surround Preamplifier
Reference Class rating higher than $10,0(X) processors.

the ability to associate with high technology and
powerful amplifiers al a reasonable cost.
•The ACT3 can pair with the best of amplifiers.
So why not one from the saine company?

In addition to being the highest technology currently available for stereo, Dolby®, and DTS®, the Acurus ACT3
has true upgradeability. The video, digital and analog circuit boards are removable as are the memory and micro
processing chips for total hardware and software upgradeability. It is the only preamp processor that is capable
of operating with HDTV. The ACI'3 can be upgraded to the future 24/192 DVD audio format when it becomes
the standard and high quality 24/192 DACs are available. Perhaps the most amazing Acurus feature is the price
of these American handmade components. The ACT3 and A125X5 amplifier cost alittle over $3,000for the pair.

MONDIAL DESIGNS LIMITED
20 Livingstone Avenue •Dobbs Ferry, NY 10522 •914.693.8008 •Fax 914.693.7199 •www.mondialdesigns.com
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he great integateds keep on coining!
Maybe it's because the giant
Japanese companies have lost interest in two-channel —when was the last
time you saw aSony stereo receiver? Or
because the prices of separate preamps
and power amps have climbed so high.
Maybe it's because integrateds are
easier to build now that aphono stage
doesn't have to be included (and heavily shielded).
A few years ago, agreat integrated
was tough to find — the YBA Integre
was about it. (It's still agreat buy.) Now
audiophiles are almost spoiled for
choice, with integrateds like the Bryston
B-60 and Conrad-Johnson CAV-50.
Great stuff— and keenly priced, too,
compared to preamp and power-amp
separates.
Bel Canto's single-ended 854 triode
class-A integrated amplifier, the SETi40,
is a bargain, too—although calling a
$5200 integrated a "bargain" seems
almost oxymoronic. At more than $5k,
how can it be abargain?
Well, it's almost impossible to do a
single-ended triode tube amp on the
cheap, so $5200 is agreat price —especially for an SET amp that puts out a
rated 37Wpc into 8 or 4 ohms. The
SETi40 is agreat buy, too, compared to
Bel Canto Design separates — like their
new SEP1 preamp for $2500 and
SET40 stereo amp for $4100, or $6600
for the pair. You can have the SETi40 for
$1600 less and you're probably not losing alot. In fact, you may be gaining —
integrateds often tend to sound better
than separates. There arc sonic benefits
to putting both in one box. And there's
convenience — you cut down on equipment clutter.
Bel Canto
Bel canto is "a style of singing characterized by beauty of tone rather than dramatic power," according to my Collins
Enelish Dictionary. In Italian it means, literally, "beautiful singing."
Nice name for an Italian amp, huh?
But Bel Canto Design products are
made not in sunny Italy but in snowy
Minneapolis, Minnesota. And the president and designer isn't aSanto or Gianni
or Paolo, but Giovanni — er, John. John
Stereophile, Mardi 7999

Bel Canto SETi40 integrated amplifier

Stronczer, who sounds on the phone
very much like Garrison Keillor. 1
The Bel Canto SETi40 may be just
what you need to keep warm on cold,
snowy Minnesota nights — an amp
whose output tubes glow almost redhot, and whose light is brilliantly reflected by a pair of optional gold-plated
rings. Gad, this amp is beautiful. I'd better watch out —John Atkinson will
accuse me of listening with my eyes.
The SETi40 is an integrated stereo
amp with three unbalanced line-level
inputs (very high quality, gold-plated
unbalanced RCA plugs) and a single
pair of gold-plated Cardas speaker binding posts. Simple. Elegant. Neat. The
on/off switch is on the back. You can
control the amp from the front panel,
but it's more fun to use Bel Canto's
spiffy remote, which will also control
their forthcoming digital transport. You
can use the remote to switch from
standby, adjust volume and balance,
select source, and mute.
This is the kind of amplifier that
makes your eyes light up and your heart
skip abeat when you turn it on. No —
don't worry about that bright light from
the 845 output tubes. The light is normal, and the 845 tubes are, by consensus, very reliable and long lasting. In
fact, the 845 tubes are said to improve
with age. And they're not expensive to

replace — you can get apair of Chinesemade 845s for as little as $60. (Through
their dealers, Bel Canto charges somewhat more; they test each tube, and sell
only those that are up to snuff)
Like the 30013 and 2A3 output tubes,
the 845 is an antique. According to Eric
Barbour (writing in Vacuum Tithe Valley,
Issue 9, Spring 1998), the 845 "entered
development by RCA in 1927 and [was]
not released until 1931 as the UV845."2
Barbour gives the 845 ahaircut, dismissing the tube as "ridiculously archaic and
difficult to drive ... "(I/TV, Issue 9, p.4).
"The large, crude 845 has become nearly areligious object to neurotic audiophiles, especially in Asia," he says (p.6).
Neurotic audiophiles??? Gee, Inever
met one!
As for "antique," John Stronczer does
not dispute the tube's ancient design.
But, as you'll hear in amoment, he loves
the 845, and thinks he has some mighty
good reasons for doing so.
The 845 tube is abiggie —roughly
half again as big as a300B, or about twice
the size of a 2M. The tube wasn't
Ilid Canto Design. 212 Third Avenue North, Suite
345, Minneapolis, MN 55401. Td: (612) 317-4550. Fax:
((»12) 317- 4554. Web: www.lidCantoDesign.com
2 The issue is available for 512 postpaid ($15 postpaid
foreign) front
ttttt Taw Vary, P.O. Box 691
Belmont. CA 94002. Tel: (650) 631-6550. Fax: (650)
654-2065. Web: www.vaenunitube.com.
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Balanced Audio Technology is pleased to introduce its
next generation of balanced preamplifiers.
BAT'S trademark musicality and powerful easy-to-use
interface set the standard in the industry.

New Solid State
VK-20 Preamplifier

\
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An innovative implementation
of BAT'S unistageTM design
gives the VK-20 stunning
transparency. Enjoy the plugin phono module available
throughout the line. Marvel
at the superb new user
Interface with its unmatched
flexibility and convenience.

New Tube
VK-30 Preamplifier
By incorporating next-
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generation Unistagen"
topology, dual-mono construction, custom oil
capacitors, and the new
architecture's electronic
shunt volume control with
140 steps of resolution ,
the VK-30 delivers captivating
musicality.

New Solid State
VK-40 Preamplifier
With massive energy
reserves, dual-mono
construction, and only the
finest selection of parts, the
VK-40 establishes abenchmark for the reproduction
of music that is without peer
in its class.

A new architecture
for the next generation of
Balanced preamplifiers

Visit your BAT audio specialist
today and listen to the music.

Balanced

Audio

Technology

26 Beethoven Drive
800.255.4228 a 302.999.8818 fax
VVilmington DE 19807 302.999.8865 e info@ balanced.com
Visit us online at http://www.balanced.com
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"I owned a pair of Spendor SP-1
speakers and Iwanted asingle-ended
triode that could drive them," he
explained. "The only thing that could, I
felt, was an 845 amp with at least 20W
of power. So Idesigned an amp that was
the direct ancestor of the SETi40."
Ah, the glow of the
This is the SETi4O's big advantage.
There are few speakers it won't drive,
thoriated tungsten
and if you find any, well, you probably
shouldn't buy them — the speakers, that
cathode!
is. Iwish speaker manufacturers would
get the sensitivity up — and, even more
The solid-graphite
important, the impedance. (It doesn't do
anode is sexy too —
SET fans much good if the sensitivity is
high but the impedance is abear; it all
it burns. You could
over the place.)
Ithink the SETi40 will drive most
get atubetan.
loudspeakers to sufficient levels for
most people in most rooms. 37Wpc is a
Ah ... the glow!
lot more than 10Wpc — or even
akick out of combining an "antique"
Ah, the glow of the thoriated tungsten
tube with the modern technology rep- 20Wpc. But 100Wpc is not alot more
cathode!
than, say, 37Wpc — afact that has yet to
resented by the Crystal CS3310 chip,
The solid-graphite anode is sexy too —
dawn on many power-mad audiophiles.
it burns, almost to the point of turning which is used in the SETi40 to control
Proponents of low-powered, singlevolume and various other functions,
red. But not to worry — as Stronczer
ended amps would argue that when you
like channel balance. It also adds some
points out, "the solid-carbon anode
gain, making the SETi40 not quite a increase power beyond 10Wpc or so,
plate is extremely rugged and can suryou lose too much resolution, detail,
"passive" integrated, but not exactly an
vive high temperatures.
palpable presence. The resolution and
"active" integrated, either.
"Actually, the tube likes to be run at
John Stronczer isn't passive either,
detail, maybe — Ithink you do lose a
high temperatures. The high temperatad. But the palpable presence — you
despite his soothing prairie tones.
tures help the getter in the tube to
know, the goosebump factor? Hey, the
"The Crystal CS3310 chip is transabsorb impurities and extraneous gases
SETi40 compares with the very best
parent as all get-out," John told me.
in the tube envelope. As aresult, the
low-powered SET amps.
"That's why Ilove it."
tubes tend to quiet down with time.
Maybe the best analogy is with phoGain without pain? Apparently so.
Newer tubes are typically noisier. The
Now, if you want to spoil the Bel
tography. If agreat 2A3- or 300B-based
tubes settle in with time and get better."
amp is acontact print, then an 845-based
So if you're acollector and you see a Canto's drop-dead gorgeous looks and
amp is aphotographic enlargement. No
partially hide the optional gold-plated
good pair of original RCA 845s used...
matter how good the enlarging lens, it's
rings, you can cage the entire amplifier
pounce. RCA 845s are long out of profor $180. If you do this, you might as
still an enlargement—an amplification,
duction. However, Richardson currently
if you will. This is why a21
/"by 21
4
/"
4
well skip the rings. This will protect kids
produces the tube in the US under the
Cetron brand name. I've not had a and pets from the tubes, and vice versa.3 Hasselblad will produce abetter enlarged
photographic image than a35mm Leica;
chance to compare various types of 845,
Not your tiny triode
why aview camera — say, aLinhof with
although the consensus seems to be that
agreat lens, such as aGoertz Dagor —
the Chinese 845s are very good indeed. John Stronczer doesn't dis the tiny triwill outdo aHasselblad. But aHasselblad
ode 300B amplifiers. Far from it! Those
You might control your lust for an origis much less hassle to lug around. Iwish
amps are what led him to produce
inal RCA 845.
Iowned one.
Anyway, you could probably get a amplifiers using the 845 output tube.
Anyway. The sound of agreat 300B or
"I heard 300B amplifiers in France at
tubetan listening to the SETi40 up
close. I'm kidding, but the output tubes Jean Hiraga's group on Altec speaker 2A3 amp is like an 8" by 10" view-camera contact print. And agood 845 amplisystems. They were splendid. They
will brighten aroom, and enable you to
fier is what? An enlargement of aphotosounded great, but these were 103dBlisten in the not-quite-dark without
graph taken with aHasselblad? Exactly!
stumbling over the furniture. Kind of sensitive speakers," he laughed.
Don't get me wrong. Ilove tiny tri"All those 300B amps had basically
nice, actually.
odes in a small bedroom, library, or
two triode stages and no or little feedAnd dig the burnished look of those
office, where you gotta listen close
back. Iwanted to do ahigher-powered
gold-plated rings.
(nearfield listening). In my office Ihave
amp that has the architectural simplicity
We're talking jewelry here.
an Audio Electronic SE-1, outfitted with
of a300B amp.
The ring towers are expensive to
super-low-power (and linear) RCA
make, so Stronczer offers them as options
2A3 output tubes. I'm keen, too, on
for $360/pair. Go for 'em! Each tower
3 Ihave another idea. Let little Zachary or Kimberly
Gordon Ranlcin's 8Wpc Wavelength
consists of five gold-plated rings held up
or Fido go ahead and touch the tubes if he/she/it
Audio Duetta 300B amp — his "entryby three gold-plated pillars. The look is
wants. They'll do it only once. (There's something of
W.C. Field's in me.) Or use common sense: Put the
level" power amp — for $4750.
reminiscent of Fritz Lang's 1926 silentamp on atable out of reach. The cage was apparently
If your wife/husbancVhousemate has
film masterpiece, Metropolis. Hey, the tube
designed with CE regulations in mind, to protect little
exiled you and your seestem to aclosetNigel and Nigella.
and the movie come from the same era.

designed for radio in the home (there
was no hi-fi then), but for use in radio
transmitters, mainly as a modulating
tube. Hi-fi purists may turn up their
noses at this, but the tube was designed to
modulate an analog audio signal. And the
845 is said to have excellent linearity —
one reason Stronczer likes it so much.
Using the 845, the SETi40 is, as Isaid,
rated at 37Wpc into 8or 4ohms. (An
impedance switch on the back lets you
goose the mostjuice from the amp.) You
might experiment with both settings,
regardless of your speakers' nominal
impedance. No harm can come from
running an "8 ohm" speaker off the 4
ohm setting. And you can flip the switch
on the fly with the speakers playing.

Stereophile, March 1999

When the 845 first entered development,
the talkies hadn't been introduced.
This is what's so cool about the Bel
Canto SETi40 — it's retro and futuristic
at the same time. Stronczer says he gets
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Start with Rectangular Solid Core® conductors, the most revealing and .
Less cable; more air.

musically accurate design in the world. Suspend them inside TARA Labs'
exclusive Isolation Air-Tube', with only pure air between. The large span
More air; less distortion.

of air eliminates the dielectric distortion and coloration you hear in cables
filled with plastic or fiber. The result is dramatic. Sound that's open and
Less distortion; more music.

spacious, revealing subtle detail and ambient information like never before.
RSC® Air interconnects from $295/m pair. Speaker cable from $1,200/8 ft pair.
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Less is more.

TARA LUS
541/488-6465
www.taratabs.com

*Rectangular Solid Core and RSC are registered trademarks of TARA Labs, Inc. r" RSC Air and Isolation Air-Tube are trademarks of TARA Labs, InI
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Sam's
sized chamber, lucky you—make the
most of your banishment and try lowpowered SET!
Calling Dr. Gizmo
Harvey Itoenberg — aka Dr. Gizmo—
is abig fan of tiny triodes.
"The 845 output tube is not quite
what the single-ended triode phenomenon is all about," Harvey once told me,
in one of his more Zen-like moments of
triodicity.
Irang up Dr. Gizmo to get him to
amplify his thoughts. (I should point out
that Dr. Gizmo hasn't heard the Bel
Canto SETi40, and is here reflecting on
higher-powered SET amps in general.) I
pushed the Record button on my trusty
RadioShack TCR-100 tape recorder,
recommended by Linda Tr-r-reep
(Marina's pronunciation) ...
"The 300B is very easy to drive, so
you need avery simple driver circuit
and a relatively small output transformer in terms of size and inductance,"
Dr. Gizmo explained.
"The 845, on the other hand, requires
amuch more complicated power supply
and amuch more complex driver circuit.
And the turns ratio on the output transformer has to be much higher because
it's a10k output transformer, instead of a
3k transformer with the 300B. That
means higher inductance, more phase
shift, worse transient response.
"The other thing is," he continued,
"the harmonics you get out of a300B
are related to the plate structure of the
tube. When you look at the plate of the
845, it's amassive hunk of carbon and
metal and it doesn't have the same type
of harmonics as asmaller tube.
"Bigger, higher-horsepower tubes
have a different mechanical construction and don't sound the same way.
There is aspeed and aharmonic quality
and atransient quality to asmaller tube
that's due to the mechanical construction of the tube.
"There're also the issues of overcoming the inertia of the larger tube, what
you have to do to drive the grid properly,
how to devise agood power supply... it's
just much more complex. There is acontinuum of refinement in power. The
lower you go in power, the more refined
the sound is. The higher you go in
power, the less refined it is. This is alaw
of the amplifier universe, and Idon't
know anyone who has ever overcome it."
Whew!
Okay, John Stronczer, what do you
think?
"I love the 845. Ilike what it does —
more than any other high-power triode
Stereophile,

March 1999

output tube. Maybe the tube is crude,
but compared to what? Iprefer the 845
over the 211, say, because the 845 has a
lower plate impedance.
"Basically, the 845 drives transformers better than a211. It does need more
voltage on the grid, but with my driver
circuit that's no problem."

'There are enough
other people
out there doing the
lower-power SET amps.
So there's no reason
for me to do it!'
—John Stronczer,
Bel Canto
Stronczer's circuit
John Stronczer uses apair of 12AX7
tubes per channel in asingle input/driver stage that provides 30dB of gain. He
uses aself-bias rather than agrid-bias
scheme for the 845s. (There's no need
for the user to adjust tube bias.)
"'This allows for higher grid resistance," he explains. "The input/driver
stage supplies over 100V RMS into the
400k ohm grid resistor of the 845. The
self-bias approach is more difficult to
execute than a grid-bias scheme. It
requires high-quality, high-value decoupiing capacitors, large power resisters,
and nearly 1200V DC on the main
power supply."
In other words, KEEP our! David
Manley once referred to such amplifiers
as "electric chair" amps. But...
"The 845 tube is very reliable,"
Stronczer stressed. "I have never replaced one because it wore out. You can
easily get 10 years of use out of them in
these applications."
In standby mode, the Crystal CS3310
chip stays powered, but the driver tubes
and the 845 output tubes are switched
off. Ifind the amp takes about half an
hour to get cooking from standby —
closer to an hour if the amp has been
turned off.
The Bel Canto SETi40 uses no negative feedback, global or local. As aresult,
the output impedance is on the high
side, at 3ohms. To avoid limiting bandwidth, the output transformer must be
of very high quality. Apparently, it is.
This is probably the main thing that
makes the Bel Canto SETi40 more
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expensive than, say, aConrad-Johnson
CAV-50. It's hard to do SET amps well,
on the cheap.
I'd still look for speakers with fairly
even impedance characteristics — ie,
speakers whose impedance does not vary
more than 20% or so from nominal
impedance (for instance, an 8 ohm
speaker whose impedance doesn't drop
below 6ohms). This is always safe advice
with single-ended triodes, and is not a
reflection of the SETi40 in particular.
Cutting the mustard
Over aperiod of several months (I was
auditioning other products at the same
time), Ifound that the SETi40 cut it
with anumber of speakers — the mustard, that is, not the cheese.
In fact, the amp worked in my
seestems with a variety of speakers,
including the B&W CDM1 SE, Triangle Zephyr II, Triangle Lyrr, Audio
Physic Step SE, and Verity Audio
Parsifal. Of those speakers, the only one
Ifound that could get it up, more or
less, on 7or 8W, was the B&W CDM1
SE — and even that one liked more
power. The Lyrrs or Parsifals on 7 or
8W? Forget it!
"I think there are enough other people out there doing the lower-power
SET amps, so there's no reason for me
to do it," says Stronczer.
Can you have it all?
So...can you get most of the advantages of asmall SET amp in alarger
amp — one that can drive speakers like
the Lyrr or the Parsifal?
In aword, yes.
The Bel Canto SE'Ti40 is very easy to
listen to. By that Imean that there's no
edginess to the sound. Transients are
crisp and quick. Sibilants are handled
very well, with no splash or spit. When
Martin Colloms reviewed this amp for
Hi-Fi News & Record Review last spring
(April 1998, pp28-29), he referred to
"the high musical involvement factor
and low listener fatigue." Agreed. Lack
of negative feedback has much to do
with the sound quality, Iam sure.
Funny thing about no negative feedback. Once you start listening to an
amplifier without feedback of any kind,
global or local, it's very difficult to listen
to an amplifier that uses even aminimal
amount of feedback. For me, anyway.
The SETi4O's tonal qualities are most
appealing — especially its midrange liquidity. It's the lust for liquidity that
drives so many to explore single-ended
triodes. The Bel Canto SE'Ti40 delivers
liquidity in spades.
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We're blushing!
With sound like this, Y2K looks to be a
great one."
"It's amazing-we're well into the Digital Age,
but it now appears that TACT Audio, aDanish
company, is the first to realize the full potential of digital audio by radically simplifying the
signal path from digital source to speakers.
Yeah, yeah, sure we've all seen and heard that
sort of hype before. We all know that even at
the most excessive, cost-be-damned levels of
the high end, where technology is continuously reshuffled and repackaged, the edge of the
art only creeps forward in barely perceptible
increments. Well, get ready for agiant step.
The Millennium's technology is so original, and
the sonic revelations it unleashes are so great,
it may require atotal realignment of our
expectations for reproduced music and
sound.'

Hold on to your ears: The fi(delity)
in "hi-fi" just got alot higher.
Right from the get-go everyone flipped over
the look and feel of the Millennium. As you
can see from the pictures, it's just plain gorgeous, with amassive and beautifully
machined alloy faceplate, agiant free-spinning
flywheel for volume control, and asuper-clean
industrial design that screams elegance. But it
was the sound that blew 'em away. One of my
pals listened for ajust aminute before concluding, "The Millennium will make every
speaker sound like asuper-detailed electrostatic without any of the 'stats weaknesses."
Everyone gushed "Wow!" or "I've never heard
anything quite like this before."

"The sound of the TACT Millennium seems
slightly brighter than our Mark Levinson
•
t reference amps, but not overly bright or
thin. It is more as if several filtering layers of distortion and artificial, elec:
tronic reverberation(especially in the
midrange), presumably generated
by conventional analogue circuits,
have been removed."
'The sheer fidelity of the
Millennium is immediately superior
to any analog gear we have ever
heard, including the best LP's!
This was probably the biggest surprise during our first listening session.'

"Listening to, no, make that through, the
Millennium can be amind altering experience. Ibecame addicted to the
Millennium's holographic imaging,
midrange palpability resolution way down
at the quietest levels, extended high frequencies, and arhythmically precise bottom
end; for transparency/information freaks
who savor every scintilla of sound,
the Millennium has no peer "
"The Millennium exerted an almost unbelievable degree of control over those speakers drivers; in my opinion, ALL other amps,
regardless of their pedigree, sound vague or
sloppy in comparison."
"We eagerly await the home theater version;
until then, this looks like the audio product
of the year -or maybe the millennium."

(HI Fl & Elektronik, Denmark
May, 1998)

TACT Audio Afillennnon

Overall Rating

The Millennium's revelatory sound even won
over one of my most rabid audiophile friends,
whose keenly analytical sensibilities were reeling after only afew minutes. This fella loves
vinyl, and only grudgingly listens to CDs.
But he was transfixed.
"No grain, very extended high frequencies,
incredible layering of depth," he ticked off,
shaking his head in disbelief "The sound is
completely free of the loudspeakers."
Steve Guttenberg, (Digital Home
Entertainment, December 1998)

"I doubt there'll be another audio revolution
so great, until we are born with phono sockets
growing out of our foreheads..."
Steve Guttenberg, (Home Theater
Magazine, December 1998)

"The Millennium heralds new times"
"If you have already used all superlatives, what
do you when you come across something that
is not just alittle bit better? In my case, I
just
sat there looking stupid while Ienjoyed music
so fluid, so light, and so immediate that it
somehow defied the idea of being reproduced. Here comes the old war horse:
It sounded much more like live music than
anything else Ihad heard at the Show,
or anywhere else for that matter"
"Iexpect not waves, but aregular Tsunami to
hit not just the high end, but the whole audio
industry"
Robert Joergensen
(www.soundstage.com, July 1998)

Stan Vincent (HIFI CHOICE, UK May 1998)

TACT RCS 2.2 "'Knocking down
walls"
"The RCS rendered adramatic, wholesale
improvement in the musical presentation.
Taking it out of the system instantly unmasked
the colorations introduced by the room, making them stick out like asore thumb."
"With the RCS, abass drum can cut through
the sound of abass guitar with depth and
impact. Inow hear the dynamic envelope of
each drum rather than having the attacks blur
into acontinuum.
"I also used the RCS subwoofer crossover with
the Revel Gem and Sub-15. The improvement
in bass clarity dynamic agility and pitch definition was staggering."
Robert Harley (Fi Magazine, July 1998)
Please visit our web site to read
even more reviews and to get
information about TACT Audio!

www.tactaudiacom
TACT Audio, Inc.
201 Gates Road, Unit G
Little Ferry, New Jersey 07643 USA

Tai
^Loose:::

Phone

201 440 9300

Fax

201 440 5580

e-mail

info@tactaudio.com
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What is "liquidity"? It's aharmonic
fullness and richness, asense that voices
and instruments are fully fleshed out.
Along with liquidity comes a lifelike
immediacy —again, typical of singleended triodes.
The sound of the SE'Ti40 is strikingly similar to what Iheard from apair of
Cary CAD-805C amplifiers ($8995/
pair), which also use the 845 output
tube. Of course, the Carys, being
monoblocks, produce asomewhat more
spacious soundstage —the Carys are the
soundstage champs. Otherwise, these
two amplifiers are quite close in their
sonic presentations.
If you like the Carys (or the Bel
Canto monoblocks) but can't swing
$9k, or you don't want the physical
intrusiveness of monoblocks, the
SETi40 makes aneat alternative. And
don't forget — with the aforementioned
monoblocks, you'll need apreamp, too;
preferably an active one, to get enough
gain. Igot plenty of gain with the Bel
Canto SETi40, thanks to that Crystal
chip. Stronczer calls it "a preamp on a
chip —almost." I'm impressed!
Weaknesses?
Bass response, for one thing. The
largely solid-state Pathos Twin Towers
produced a deeper, tighter bass with
the aforementioned speakers. The
Pathos, too, seemed abit more revealing of low-level detail — maybe the
845 isn't the greatest output device in
terms of resolution.
But we're not talking dramatic differences. Both amplifiers, the Pathos and
the Bel Canto, deserve to be rated Class
A— in "Recommended Components,"
that is. And as for the 845 output tube,
I'm not sure any other high-powered
triode output tube can resolve better.
What's more, the 845 output tube
does seem to have some very appealing
sonic characteristics. I've heard quite a
few 845 amplifiers now, including the
Cary 805C and Jadis 845. They have
certain things in common, such as
midrange liquidity and avery spacious
soundstage presentation.
Where the Bel Canto SETi40 scores
over the Pathos (similar power, similar
price) is in liquidity, immediacy, and
expansiveness. 'While the Pathos is more
austere, it's also ashade more revealing —
but not in aclinical way. The Pathos is
exquisitely revealing —I have no regrets
about buying it!
Icould live happily with either amp.
If Marina and Ihadn't already purchased
the Pathos for the living room, we might
have kept the Bel Canto. Slightly different sounds for different tastes.
Stereophik, march
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But what about saving approximately
$2000 and going with a ConradJohnson CAV-50?
Iwouldn't try to talk you out of it.
The C-J is afine integrated amp —one
of my laves — and has midrange liquidity to compare with the best SET
designs. Resolution? Ihave to give the
nod to the Bel Canto, with its singleended design and absence of negative
feedback. The sound is more lively,
immediate, and engaging. And the Bel

With the
Bel Canto SETi40,
you can probably keep
your favorite speakers
and have your
single-ended triode, too.
Canto has anifty remote control!
Finally, what about those smaller
SET amps that Dr. Gizmo and others
(including me) love so much?
lins is where it gets tough.
Ido hear more low-level detail and
more midrange liquidity with a great
300B amp like the Wavelength Audio
Duenu. In asmaller room, especially, with
appropriate speakers, you might consider
giving alow-power SET amp ashot.
But suppose you listen in a larger
room? And like to listen loud? And
don't want to give up your present pair
of speakers, which might sound undernourished on 7or 9Wpc?
With the Bel Canto SETi40, you can
probably keep your favorite speakers
and have your single-ended triode, too.
Igive it avery strong recommendation!
Beyond R2D4
Icouldn't write about this anti-audiophile stuff— software, that is —in last
month "Records to Die For." R2D4
selections are supposed to be in stereo,
after all. Vinyl is okay, but shellac is
apparently not. (I may get myself aserious 78rpm turntable and preamp.)
Even adyed-in-the-sheep audiophile
like Lars enjoys 1920s and '30s popular
recordings — he keeps yabbering about
what to buy and where to buy it.
"That's really yiving," he said the
other day.
"Is that aperson? Do you mean our
friend Irving, from the Bronx?"
"You know what Isaid. That old
music is yiving."
You bet. Yiving is like yarnming. It's
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what happens when yazz gets hot. As it
often did in the 1920s and '30s. And
especially when played through singleended triode tubes from the era.
When an audiophile visits —or, better yet, when amanufacturer conies calling —1 love to put on British dance
bands of the 1920s, or Rudy Vallee or
Benny Goodman or Artie Shaw records.
"He's yudging my equipment listening to that P"""
Heh-heh. Funny thing. Many of
these older recordings sound great —
especially on single-ended amps like the
Bel Canto SETi40 or the solid-state, single-ended, no-negative-feedback Pathos
Twin Towers.
My main source for this delicious,
decidedly nonaudiophile music is
Worlds Records. You can visit them on
the web at www.worldsrecords.com, or
write to World's Records, P.O. Box
1922, 890 Tamalpais Avenue, Novato,
CA 94947. Or call (800) 742-6663. Ask
for afree catalog.
This is the place if you're into Glenn
Miller, Artie Shaw, Spike Jones, Benny
Goodman, Cab Calloway, and Paul
Whiteman —or Al Bowlly. (Do you
like Al Bowlly, JA? He was the greatest
British popular vocalist of the 1930s,
and died in the London Blitz.) Service at
Worlds Records is great; if you have an
inquiry, they return your e-mail licketysplit, telling you what they don't have as
well as what they do.
You might also visit www.pastper
fect.com .
They're British, but hey —the
Internet is global. Or contact them at
the Glass Gramophone Company, Ltd.,
Lower Farm Barns, Bainton Road,
Bucknell, Oxon OX6 9LT, UK. The
selection here is more limited — only
their own discs — but the quality of
those discs is superb. Their motto:
"Original sound, today's clarity."
The recordings are old, and mono, of
course, but they've been cleaned up
beautifully without being spoiled. Service is prompt, too —I had my discs by
Royal Mail within aweek of ordering.
Two titles not to be missed: The Great
British Dance Bands (PPCD 78112) and
Fascinating Rhythm: Great Hits ,of the
Twenties (PPCD 78120) — dig "After
You've Gone," by the Charleston
Chasers, and "You Took Advantage of
Me," by Miff Mole's Little Molers!
This is exactly what you need to
make you forget all the noise elsewhere
in this issue about Super CD, DVDAudio, and the like. Not to mention
power cords, expensive cables, $3000
cartridges, etc.
Happy Listening!
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A powerful dual magnet system ensures 90 Wo utilization of the
magnetic energy. The vented pole piece provides additional cooling
of the motor structure. The progressively resistive flat spider adjusts
compliance at an optimum rate based on the driver's excursion,
allowing for maximum control even at high power levels. That's why
a Dynaudio immediately converts power into breathtaking bass
reproduction, efficiently and dynamically, with significant decreases in
intermodular and group delay distortions. We know. Do you?
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I

literally dropped everything when
Rega's new Planar 25 turntable
arrived afew weeks ago. I'd heard
the 'table compared with the Planar 3at
designer Roy Gandy's house when Ivisited Rega last fall — see "Analog
Corner" in the January '99 Stereophik —
and was anxious to audition it in my
own system and tell you what Iheard.
In analog, it's the little things that
count — hardly news to toilers and
tweakers in the vinyl underground —
and Rega's upgrade of the basic Planar 3
design to the Planar 25 can only be
described as visibly "small." But the
sonic improvements Iheard during my
first encounter with the $1275 arm/
'table combo were audibly big.
What Rega has done here is give you
alarge measure of the Planar 9's performance (sec review in Stereophik, August
1997, Vo120 No.8) for less than half the
price. How? One of the keys to the 9's
sound is its outboard power supply,
housed in asumptuous cast-aluminum
chassis. The supply drives the twinphase synchronous motor via quartz
oscillators (one for each speed) and highcurrent FET-based amplifiers. The supply trims the phases, virtually eliminating motor resonances. When Ivisited
Rega, Iheld amotor in my hand while a
technician adjusted the pots until it felt
as if it had stopped spinning — that's
how effective the circuit is.
Obviously, this alone improves speed
accuracy. More important, it allows the
motor to be hard-mounted directly to
the plinth. On the Rega 3, the motor
must be suspended to (one hopes) prevent vibrations from reaching the platter
and toneami. The problem with suspending the motor is that any movement
relative to the platter changes belt tension, which changes speed. Since the
motor is always vibrating, the speed is
always changing. While the changes are
not perceptible as shifts in pitch or any
other gross form of speed error, astute
analog observers have long noted that
these minute shifts cause ahardening and
brightening of any turntable's sound.
This is one reason why direct-drive,
phase-locked-loop turntables, while
measuring virtually "perfect" (and thus
declared so by the measurement-happy
Stereophile, March 1999

Fremer

mainstream audio press, back when it
covered analog), almost always sound
brighter and harder than belt-drive
turntables. The speed can never be spot
on, so the loop "hunts and pecks" for
perfection, overcompensating and undercompensating as it goes, thus creat-

budget 'table like the $1275 Planar 25.
Rega's chief electronics designer,
Terry Bateman, was responsible for the
9's drive circuit, and he set about finding
aless expensive way of achieving the
same result in the 25. He couldn't, finally, but he did manage to come up with
an inexpensive, ingenious, and compact
circuit that accomplishes agreat deal of
Iheld amotor in my hand what the 9's supply does in terms of
vibration control. The circuit is small
while aRega technician
enough to fit in the motor housing
under the plinth, and, more important,
adjusted the pots until
is effective enough to allow the motor
to be hard-mounted.
it felt as if it had stopped
This development led to the idea of
releasing anew turntable to celebrate
spinning —that's how
Rega's 25th year. With the drive upgrade in place and aretail price targeteffective the circuit is.
ed, Rega looked for other ways to
bring the 9's performance to the analog
masses. A new tonearm was fashioned,
ing the minute speed variations that
cause brightness. [The frequency of the the RB600 — essentially the RB300,
servo's huntirepecking n'as often around but wired with the RB900's low-capacitance Klotz GY 107 cable and Neutrik
3-5k1z, the ;elms where the ear is most senRCA plugs. The look is sexier than the
sitive. — Ed.]
In the case of the Planar 3, good as it
RB300's black powdercoat: glossy
clearcoat over silver-anodized finish,
is, the suspended motor causes asimilar
with the high-density tungsten counproblem. A hard-mounted, vibrationterweight used on the 900. The 600
free motor is one reason the Planar 9's
uses the 300's threaded-pipe mounting
sound simply overwhelms the 3's in
system and high-quality pre-loaded
terms of liquidity, focus, and harmonic
bearings. The 900 features ultra-highrichness, even though so much of the
tolerance bearings and a more rigid,
basic system is the same. Unfortunately,
antiresonant, three-point mount of
the cost of the electronic drive used on
the 9 makes it impossible to use on a stainless steel.

Rees $1275 Planar 25 turntable/tonearm combo
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Simply Spectacular
We're Mirage®. We're
known for our Bipolar
and Omnipolar® speaker
designs that revolutionized
the high-end speaker
industry. Now, Mirage®
introduces the FRx-Series,
once again establishing a
new standard in performance and styling in the
affordable speaker arena.
See it. Hear it. At your
Mirage® dealer today.

The New
FRx-Series...
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No point in further hammering CDs
in aturntable review. What you probably really want to know is how much
better the Planar 25 is than the 3, and
how much better the 9is than the 25.
To determine that, Ihad to (reluctantly)
remove the Grado — which, based on
limited listening on the Planar 25 and
through a $699 phono section, convinces me that it is among the finest carAt less than twice
tridges I've ever heard at any price —
and switch to more familiar transducers.
the price, the Planar 25
Itried the Clavis D.C., the Transfiguration Temper, the Grado Referis way more than twice
ence, and the $595 Rega Exact. Ialso
substituted the Ringmat for Rega's supas good as the Planar 3.
plied felt mat, and put inexpensive but
extremely effective Vibrapods under the
Planar 25's rubber feet. (To keep the
make small changes in VTA. Though the
Analog's Shifting Sands
'table level, you need to put an unnumBack when Ireviewed the Planar 9, I ami is clearly not parallel to the record
bered pod under the right front foot, a
surface when you look at the cartridge
was skeptical about its hard, ringy plat#2 under the left front foot, and a#3
body alone, you might think that it is.
ter and thin, low-mass plinth. Iwas
Iput the Planar 25 on the top shelf of under the rear foot, where the motor is.)
convinced that damping, and lots of it,
aZoethecus stand fitted with a con- Toward the end of the evaluation, I
was the key to low coloration and the
received a Paulson isolation stand,
accurate retrieval of information. I strained-layer-damped Z-Slab and
which uses monofilament to create a
thought about what records to spin.
couldn't understand why Roy Gandy
spring suspension between two platWhat apainful job! Staring me in the
would go to all that trouble to produce
face was a new MoFi gold CD of forms. But Ididn't have it long enough
an ultrahard ceramic platter that rang
to draw any meaningful conclusions
Squeeze's great East Side Story. I sat
when tapped.
about its benefit under the Rega.
down and played it on Naim's CDX
Well, the 9's dynamic, rhythmically
The Planar 25 is worthy of the finest
lithe performance turned my head. The
HDCD player fitted with the optional
cartridges in the world, though you
Simon Yorke's snapped it off. The Yorke's
outboard power supply (currently
can't adjust VTA without using spacers,
under review).
platter —24 lbs of (mostly) nonmagnetic
MoFi's transfer, using its new Gain 2 or one of the many VTA adjustment
austenitic stainless steel —also rings when
add-on devices on the market. Even
struck. And the amiboard, made of a mastering chain, is really outstanding:
without optimizing VTA, the Planar 25
immediate, dynamic, three-dimensionlight, rigid wood laminate, seems to be
al, and highly resolved on top. In other offered far richer, more refined sound
the opposite of what's needed.
than the 3, with a smoother, more
words, very "analoglike." The recording,
But hearing is believing. Both prodgraceful, and far more transparent midby Roger Bechirian, with Elvis Costello
ucts produce afast, clean, harmonically
co-producing, is especially honest for a band; deeper, better-controlled bass;
convincing, exceedingly well-organized
rock recording, and does justice to the
and pristine high frequencies.
sound. Instead of damping resonances,
Like the 9, the Planar 25 produced
great octave singing duo of Chris Difthese turntables (and other products,
ford and Glenn Tilbrook, who also
the kind of deep, tight, authoritative
such as Black Diamond Racing cones
bass and rich, buttery highs Iusually
wrote most of the tunes.
and shelves) use stiffness to raise their
associate with far more expensive
The gold CD has tremendous bass
resonant frequency. The higher that fre'tables. And like the 9, the Planar 25 liad
clarity and authority — especially the
quency, the more quickly the energy
the snappy, focused rhythmic decisivekick drum — and the cymbals ring,
can dissipate. Both damping and quick
ness found on the better turntables.
shimmer, and decay impressively. Since
dissipation can work effectively; many
The 3 sounded somewhat hard and
there's not abad tune on the disc, Ilisgreat examples of both can be found
thin compared to the Planar 25, and
tened straight through.
throughout high-end audio.
Then Iswitched to the LP. Granted, I couldn't control wide dynamic swings
nearly as well. At less than twice the
have an original British A&M pressing —
The Planar 25 steps out in style
price, the 25 is way more than twice as
a"Porky Prime Cut." This means it was
Setup of the Planar 25 is the same as
with other Rega 'tables: fast and easy.
mastered by George Peckham, one of good as the 3. If Iowned a3, I'd trade
the greatest rock mastering engineers of up to the Planar 25 in aminute. And
Since you can't adjust azimuth or VTA,
while the 9is, as Iremember, somewhat
once you've set overhang and antiskating the analog era. (Look for "Another Porky
more refined, Idon't think it's worth
Prime Cut" or "Pecko Duck" in the leadyou're ready to play records. A few days
the extra $1600 or so. You're better off
out-groove area.) It sounds much better
after the Planar 25 arrived, asmall box
investing in a higher-quality cartridge
bearing Grado's new Statement phono
than the American A&M version, but
and putting it on the Planar 25.
cartridge arrived. This $2600 wooden- the difference, good as the MoFi gold
The Planar 25 is afitting tribute to
bodied cartridge has the lowest output of CD is, was remarkable. The LP on the
Rega's 25-year legacy of producing
new Rega resolves much more detail,
any Grado in recent memory, if not ever:
great audio gear at reasonable prices. If
and while the CD was impressive on top,
7001).V. Iinstalled it in the Planar 25 and
you're in the market for a new
the shimmer and ring of the cymbals
attached the Neutrik connectors to the
turntable, you ought to hear it before
were far more real on the LP.
Lehmann Black Cube set for MC

The Planar 25 and Planar 9share the
same thin, light, but very rigid plinth of
chipboard and phenolic laminate, and
the same attractive wooden frame
(available in various finishes), which
attaches via three standoffs. The 25
sports the same three hollow-rubber
feet (tuned to slightly different frequencies) used on all Rega turntables.
The 9uses adrive hub of extremely
hard, exquisitely machined and polished
vanadium with dual 0-rings, and ahighdensity, ultrarigid ceramic-oxide platter
that takes three weeks to make. The 25
is fitted with the 3's plastic drive hub,
single 0-ring, and glass platter. All Rega
'tables are topped by afelt mat.
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(61dB) gain, loaded at 47k ohms.
The height of the new Grado, like that
of the others in the wooden-body line,
puts the arm below parallel to the record
surface, but not severely so. As Roy
Gandy loves to point out (or rub in, depending on your perspective), you have to
dramatically alter the pivot height to
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gourmets would blow their tops, and
the credibility of the food section would
be called into question for printing such
astatement from an unqualified source.
Well, there you go again
"Nothing personal against Mr. Lewis,
A few weeks ago, Jon Pareles, popbut is this kind of unsubstantiated,
music critic for the New link Times,
uncritical statement the current 'state of
wrote afront-page article in the Sunday
the art' in New York Times journalism? It
"Arts & Leisure" section about the new
is simply absurd to have 'computer peophenomenon of downloading music off
ple' covering this subject from anything
of the Internet. It was along, detailed,
but atechnical point of view. At least
thoughtful essay about the sociopolitiPareles doesn't claim the sound quality
cal, cultural, and business implications
rises above the level of a'Walkman casReading acomputer
of the new means of music distribution.
sette' in his piece. Given that there are
Amazingly, however, Pareles devoted but
writer tossing
very-high-quality, good-sounding Walkone sentence to the issue of the sound
men and awful ones, I'm not sure what
quality of MP3-compressed music.
off the sound issue
his statement really means, but at least
MP3 (MPEG 1or 2, Layer 3) doesn't
he's not claiming `CD quality' for the
sound particularly good. In fact, it's
in one sentence
freeze-dried format. Having spent 20
awful — hardly high-fidelity — but the
years as an audio reviewer, Iam particutechnology is in its infancy, and the poswas infuriating.
larly galled by the usurpation of my
sibilities are exciting, especially for disfield by computer writers who, for the
covering new music. Here is my (editmost part, don't know what they are
sounded twice as good. The Eminent, at
ed) response, which the limes published
the same price as the Bose but without
talking about when they delve into this
afew weeks later:
field. Ihaven't suddenly started reviewamplification, sounded best.
ing computers; they should not be
After that, the editor with whom I'd
"To the Editor, the New lilrk Tillit'S:
reviewing sound just because it is coinworked would answer none of my e"Mr. Pareles, incredibly, devotes but one
ing from acomputer.
mail pitches. Could it have been somesentence to the critical issue of sound
"If you would like an informed piece
thing Iwrote? Finally, after sending a
quality. Worse, that sentence — 'But
series of pestering e-mails, I got a on the sound of MPEG3, I'd be happy
digital copies are indistinguishable from
to write it for you, or if you'd like the
response. Iwas told that the section was
originals.' — is essentially meaningless.
names of ten other audio writers who
"Does Mr. Pareles really believe that going to steer clear of audio. Fair enough.
are qualified to do so, I'd be happy to
So when Iread that Diamond Rio
adownloaded and severely compressed
stuff, Iflipped. Reading a computer pass their e-mail addresses on to you.
MPEG3 copy of a16-bit, 44.1kHz CD
"I realize my tone is snappy here, but
writer tossing off the sound issue in one
sounds 'indistinguishable' from the
I see what's coming: the `dumbing
sentence was infuriating. And reading
original?
down' of sound — tasteless, fast-food
"At atime when there's hope for a Pareles — a fine music reviewer who
sound parading as 'state of the art' popalmost never mentions sound — doing
better-sounding and long-overdue
ularized by computer writers who arc
the same had me e-mailing the "Cirhigh-resolution digital audio format, the
cheerleading on asubject they know litcuits" editor in ahot flash. There was no
last thing we need arc uninformed, untle about. My job is to try and stop it."
point in writing aletter to the editor,
critical discussions of miserable-soundthe last time I'd tried that, Iwas told that
ing, though perhaps more convenient,
Here's the response Igot from Jim
NYT policy was to not publish contribmusic carriers.
Gorman, editor of "Circuits":
"Given the primitive state of today's
utors' letters.
Now, for your laughing and retching
Internet technology, the 'fast food'
"If you'd like, I'll pass this along to Pete
approach to music distribution does a pleasure, comes the full exchange
Lewis, to whom your remarks really
between me and "Circuits." First, my
disservice to the music, the musicians,
seem to be addressed. I think you
personal e-mail to the editor I'd worked
and the public."
should tell him directly what you think
with on the previous two pieces:
and I'm confident he would respond to
It was arelief seeing those words in
you. Jon Pareles, one of the Times music
"On what basis is Peter Lewis qualified
print, but afew weeks later, "Circuits,"
critics, concurred in his conclusions, as
to make the statement 'MPEG3 allows
the technology section of the Times, was
at it again. Peter Lewis, who writes a big audio files to be condensed to about you may have read, and perhaps you
one-tenth their size without signyicantly would like to write him as well. We
column called "State of the Art," waxed
hanniue the music quality'? Is he an experiwould also publish aletter from you, if
rhapsodic about the Diamond Rio
you like, although shorter and less
enced critical listener? A former audio
PMP300 — aportable player for downinsulting. As to your offer to write an
writer and/or reviewer? What? Or did
loaded music stored in memory. Lewis
article for us, Ihave no interest in writhe simply regurgitate apress release?
wrote, "MP3 allows big audio files to
ers whose idea of astory pitch is, 'Your
"This is like having a backpacker
be condensed to about one-tenth their
write acolumn in the food section of writer did an awful job, why don't you
size without significantly harming the
have me do it?' If you feel there is acorthe Times which states that 'Freeze-drymusic quality."
rectable error in this or any other piece
ing manages to reduce sushi to alightYeah, right.
we publish, please call it to our attention
weight powder without significantly
In the same section, Pareles wrote
and we will consider whether acorrecaffecting the taste and texture.' It wouldabout the sound of files downloaded to
tion is needed."
n't happen! because it is absurd on its face,
his Rio: "They sounded at least as fullyou buy one at any price. It's an incredible value, and afine performer.
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bodied as acassette on a Walkman."
'Whatever that means.
Before Itell you what happened next,
you need some background: Iwrote a
column on vinyl for "Circuits" last year,
and another one on computer loudspeakers. Icompared systems from Bose,
Cambridge SoundWorks, Altec-Lansing, and Eminent Technology. The
Cambridge, at half the Bose's price,
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Moi insulting? Iwouldn't take back a
word. Here's part of my response:
"I don't think Iinsulted Peter Lewis by
writing what Iwrote —any more than I
would feel insulted had Lewis — an
expert on computers — written to criticize an article I'd written on PCs which
dealt with aserious technological issue
with aone-sentence glib statement.
"As for my 'insulting' tone, why
shouldn't Ibe 'insulted' to read computer writers who are not qualified to write
about sound doing so on the front page
of asection of the New livk limes? I
guess Iwas, and Iguess it set me off, so
for that Iapologize.
"I am also an editor, and Iunderstand
your instinct to protect your writers, but
Ibelieve your first obligation is to serve
your readers, and Idon't believe what
was in today's 'Circuits' section regarding MPEG3 does that.
"What was written today doesn't
need a'correction.' It needs an article
explaining the subject. If you can devote
afull-length article to elevator technology, Icannot understand why the latest
technology relating to music reproduction gets two not particularly wellinformed sentences on the subject —
and that's not insulting, it's the truth!
"If my letter to you so poisoned my
relationship with 'Circuits,' so be it, but
please get someone to write about this
before a commercial technology that
seriously degrades recorded sound gets
swallowed whole by apublic that depends upon the New York Times to be
authoritative. You owe your readers that.
"Truly, Iwish you happy holidays—
even if Isound like anasty guy. I'm not.
I'm just very passionate about sound."
Every Stereophile reader should understand what we face: afuture world in
which computers are the center of
everything, from watching movies to listening to music. The shots will be called
not by audio and video designers, but by
computer techie geeks. Why? Because
they'll have usurped the power to do so.
They already are beginning to. As Lewis
states in his piece on Rio, "so there's alot
of pent-up demand for it among MP3
fans, especially young people who are
already using computers as alternatives
to dorm-room stereos."
No one covers audio for the New York
lima anymore. As far as the Times is concerned, everything that needs to be said
has been. Dozens of Tintes writers cover
computers and the Internet. Can you say
"oblivion"? We may be headed there, but
rm gonna go fighting the whole way! Cà
Stereophile, March 1999
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Undercurrents
George

C

all me naïve, but Ithought the HiFi Wars were merely in-house
squabbles. Yes, meter-carrying
objectivists and wide-eyed subjectivists
can carry on worse than Republicans and
Democrats in Congress But Ialways figured that once someone cues up Dark
Side of the Moon or Kind ofBlue, the partisanship subsides as we revel in our common passion for music and sound.
Cmon, everybody —group hug! Okay, I
exaggerate.
Naïve no more. Audiophiles aren't
the only ones fighting. A couple of
weeks ago, Isat in on aseminar about
professional recording gear, PA systems,
and that sort of thing —"pro audio" is
what they call it. Our teacher was
Jim, atall guy with an encyclopedic
knowledge of microphones, mixers, signal processors, and room
acoustics. At first, the seminar was
great. It fed my fantasy of becoming someday agreat producer or
recording engineer.
But nearly every time Idrifted
into adaydream of adjusting my
vintage Neumann tube mikes in
front of Julian Bream's guitar — a
smidgen here to improve imaging, a
jot there for transparency —I was
joked by Jim's comments about
how silly and stupid audiophiles are.
Out there in the world of pro
audio, it seems, audiophiles are
laughingstocks. "You don't need to
use fancy gold-plated connectors
on your cables," he told us. "You don't
need to keep them up off the ground,
either. Have you seen these little telephone poles that some audiophiles buy
for their cables?!?! Jeezr As the rest of
the class chuckled, I
just smiled..
But then the barbs came directly at me:
"... and those fancy hi-fi magazines!?!? I
hardly read 'em myself— except when I
want agood laugh."
Ihave apretty thick skin, but these
snide remarks about "hi-fi magazines"
got my goat. Still, Inever let on that I
write for one of those silly rags. Like a
spy in the enemy camp, Ijust sat back
and tried to figure out where this hostility was coming from.
Had Jim been beaten up by abully
subjectivist? Was he afailed tube-amp
Stereophite, March 1999

designer? No. His logic and motivations
were simple (but only at first). It always
boiled down to science. He told us again
and again that if you want to get into pro
audio, there's just ahandful of "scientific
principles" and "physical laws" that you
need to know. Get these basics right and
you're on your way. And as abonus,
you'll never become one of those silly
audiophiles.
If only it were so simple. Jim was a
classic example of what happens when
Physics 101 goes to your head. Yes,
Ohm's law, exotic theories in quantum
mechanics, and other laws of physics go a
long way toward explaining acircuit or a
silicon chip. Last time Ichecked, howev-

er —and Jim never did—there is ahuge
gap between our theories of electrons,
wires, and chips, and how equipment
actually sounds. Audio involves physics,
but also chemistry, biology, psychology,
psychoacoustics, and even those misty
heights of abstraction called aesthetics.
Physics and other hard sciences are just
one part of that big pie. Sorry, Jim, but
physical principles do not tell us everything we need (or would like) to know
about audio.
Don't get me wrong. I'm not claiming that spooky or mystical events occur
when you listen to your system. Like
Madonna, I'm amaterialist. Every link
in the chain, from the vibration of your
stylus to the goose bumps on your arms,
is grounded in physical processes. In

Reisch

philosophy-speak, everything "supervenes" on physical events; in Nietzschespeak, God has left the building. But
that doesn't mean that we understand
exactly what those processes are —
especially the ones inside the brain.
More important, we do not know how
they all fit together. Welcome to one of
philosophy's greatest hits — the debate
over the unity of science. Since Plato and
Aristotle, scientists have envisioned
human knowledge as ahuge jigsaw puzzle. The hope has always been that, as we
learn more and more about the world,
the different pieces —physics, chemistry,
biology, etc —will eventually interlock in
aseamless fit. Physics will become powerful enough to explain chemical
theories, and physics and chemistry
will someday illuminate the laws of
biology, psychology, even economics and sociology
This is adream. In fact, the sciences are Balkanized. They have
their own laws and principles, their
own terminologies, and it's just not
understood how they might someday connect. Within physics, for
example, it's taken hundreds of
years to unify the equations that
describe magnetic, electrical, and
nuclear forces, and there's still only
speculation about how gravity fits
into the picture. The ideal of acomplete unified science, encompassing
everything from physics to psychoacoustics, is along way off.
If and when that day comes, we'll
know alot more. We'll settle all kinds of
stubborn controversies, such as nature vs
nurture, the existence of free will, and
how Michael Jordan does it. We'll also
put the lid on controversies in audio,
including the one that most bothered
Jim: the existence of "golden-ear" audiophiles who can hear differences caused
by the slightest variations. "I'm not one of
those golden-ear types," he said. "It doesn't make much difference what kind of
wire you use, as long as it can handle the
current you're putting through it. You
know, Ionce met aguy who claimed he
could hear the difference between different brands of XLR connectors!"
According to Jim, as sure as F=Mil,
there are no genuine golden-ear audio47
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Undercurrents
philes. But for that belief to be grounded
in science, he'd have to show that different metals and geometries in connectors
(for example) cannot—on pain of logical
inconsistency, or mathematical fallacy —
create even slight differences further
down the signal chain that might be audible to some individuals. Whatever equations Jim might use to prove his case,
they'd have to include variables for currents, impedances, etc, as well as variables
representing ear drums, auditory canals,
and nerves in all their variations within
the human population. What Jim would
need, in other words, is unified science
— aconsistent set of formulas reaching
from electronics to psychoacoustics to
demographics. But none exists.
Would Jim agree? He'd first say that
I'm making things way too complicated,
then repeat the story that got the most
laughs in his seminar: "I asked my
teacher once whether a$5000 pair of
speaker cables sounds better than a$50
pair. He thought for aminute and said,
'You know, if someone paid $5000 for a
pair of speaker cables, Ibet they wou/d
sound better!' "Aren't we audiophiles
just acrazy bunch of fellers?
Take your pick: You can stand behind
complicated truths, as Ido, or you can
cling to simple mistakes. Those who so
feverishly insist that science tells us everything about audio treat science as afinished product, auniversal gadget that
solves any problem, settles any dispute. If
that's so, just what do real scientists do all
day? They don't sit around picking lint
off their lab coats. Any good scientist will
tell you that there's much more in the
world that we do not understand than we
do understand. Ironically, if scienceworshipers like Jim were themselves
more scientific and empirical about science itself, they'd realize that it does not
give us total knowledge, let alone prove
that every audiophile is an idiot Jim knew
his pro audio, Iadmit. But when it came
to science, audiophiles, and golden ears,
he wasn't the sharpest tool in the shed.
As the seminar wore on, the plot
thickened. All this audiophile-bashing
began to look like asymptom of some
deeper complex. Jim reminded me of
my old classmate Barbara. When Iwas
12, she used to tease and insult me mercilessly. One day Icomplained about it.
My grandmother said, "Well, she's
sweet on you, that's all." Huh? Ididn't
understand these things back then. But
now Ido. Like Barbara, Jim seemed a
little too interested in the things he so
eagerly criticized.
Sometimes, Jim sounded like acloset
audiophile. While explaining equalizers,
Stereophile,
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for instance, he warned us to never
overuse them: "The more you equalize a
system, the worse-sounding it gets."
Hmmm. And what about this: "Use the
heaviest cables you can for your speakers.
And keep them as short as possible. Oh,
and don't coil lengths of unused cable."
Sound familiar?
"What about tubes?" someone asked.
"They're in vogue these days. Do you
recommend using them?"
Not for sound reinforcement, Jim
explained, citing the usual complaints
about heat and durability. "But they
have their own sound. It depends on
what you like. At some point it becomes
art, not science."

You can stand behind
complicated truths,
or you can cling
to simple mistakes.
Art, not science? Jim's inner audiophile was showing more and more. He
even pledged allegiance to the prime
directive of subjective audio: when
you've got funky dispersion, or apersistent source of feedback or hum, he
emphasized, "your ear-brain system is
the best tool you've got for diagnosing
system problems."
That settled it. The same guy who
earlier had dismissed the idea that some
people, using nothing but their "earbrain system," can hear differences
between cables and connectors, had
turned around to insist that one's "earbrain system" is "the best tool" in all of
audio. I scribbled "Sibyl!!!" on my
notepad. Jim has MAPD (Multiple
Audio-Personality Disorder).
Jim's pro-audio personality isn't even
aware that his audiophile personality
exists. But that's not surprising. Think
about how apro-audio engineer earns
his keep: He drives atruck full of equipment to avenue and sets up asound system for ameeting or aperformance. Or
he runs arecording studio in which nervous and eager musicians pin all their
hopes (and money) on making akiller
demo tape. It's his job to make sure that
the client is happy. If agrunge band
wants adifferent guitar sound, or if the
CEO's voice is suddenly drenched in
feedback as he begins his report to the
shareholdersjim is the guy who's got to
fix things — fast. His job and reputation
are on the line. He's got to have control.
For us, audio is recreation, an escape.
We can afford to enjoy its mysterious

and unpredictable aspects. Agreat listening session is like catching agreat, big
fish —"Man, you should have heard that
soundstage. It was this bigr No wonder
Heisenberg's Uncertainty Principle
bounces around in audiophile circles
(even if few know what it really means).
We enjoy the uncertainties of why systems can sound inexplicably great very
late at night, or how a$2 tweak can
make a$1000 difference. Half the fun is
the spontaneity and surprise.
But for Jim and other pro audio engineers, surprise and unpredictability
threaten their sense or illusion of control.
Imagine if the band's guitarist had golden
ears and asked Jim to use cables or connectors with more "presence"; or if the
CEO complained that, despite all of the
adjustments Jim could make, his voice
didn't sound "palpable." Jim wouldn't be
able to rely on formulas or scientific principles to solve problems like these. That's
why he thinks (or hopes) that they don't
really exist, that audiophile-speak is just
gibberish, that the only real problems a
sound engineer will encounter are covered by science. For Jim, science hovers
in the background like a guardian
angel, whispering, "Don't worry about
athing —it's all in the textbooks."
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Fine

Tunes

Jonathan

O

kay, let's return to the power
grid. In the February installment of "Fine Tunes," we
learned that typical domestic 110V AC
supplies are derived from that 220V
transformer out on the pole. The center-tap 110V supply is unbalanced, but if
you take 220V service, you're getting
balanced power. One thing you can do
is take 220V down to 110V with astepdown transformer. George Cardas
swears by it. He's also experimenting
with aStatpower Technologies Prosine
1000 Full Square Wave Converter
hooked to abig mutha battery to power
his front-end components.
"Yep, it sounds great! It's enough to
keep the system up for around half a
day using afairly serious battery called
the Ultima. It huge, puts out athousand
amps, and costs about $150."
The Statpower is available from the
West Marine catalog and retails for $699.
When it comes to using step-down
transformers, Les Edelberg of Audio
Power Industries demurs. Naturally
enough, he points to his own line of
Power Wedge Ultras as better suited to
the task at hand. Filtering and isolation
transformers with acenter-tapped secondary referenced to ground yield astable ±60V per side. Since the two legs are
180° out of phase, common-mode noise,
which by definition will be the same on
each leg, is canceled and you've got abalanced 110V supply. These new Wedges
also offer several configurable groundreference options for best performance.
Of course, the "Fine Tunes" brief is
low- or no-cost techniques for improving
your system's sound. So let's consider
that unruly beast called Ground. Aside
from walking on, what's it good for?
First, afew basics. The AC at the wall
is polarized. There's hot (supply) and
neutral (return), the latter referenced to
ground. What is ground? In theory it is
the planet Earth, on which we all dwell.
But look at it this way: The center tap of
the 220V input is "bonded" (by law) to
ground at a building's main service
input panel. Effectively, the center tap is
neutral, and ground and neutral should
be at the same potential at that point.
But, ah-ha — a few feet away, they
begin to diverge. Ground is still ground,
Stereophile, March 1999

neutral still the AC return, but neutral
gets pulled away from ground by loads
from other household appliances, for
example. And there's noise riding on
the power line, and even noise generated within your audiophile components,
that feeds back through the power cord
into the line. (A partial explanation for
why power cords, which each have a
different filtering action on this noise,
sound different?) DVD players and

Whichever AC plug
orientation measures
the lowest voltage
is usually the
better sounding.
microprocessor-controlled turntables
(of all things) are well-known offenders.
And how 'bout that class-AB amp you
love so much? On musical peaks it
might draw enough current to notch the
top and bottom of the AC waveform, or
even flatten the dickens out of it, leaving
slim pidcin's for the rest of the front-end
to sup on. Budding electrician though
you may be, remember that neutral and
ground should never be connected.
Here's atip. Have you ever been startled by ahum when hooking up avideo
cable to an audio system? Once again, by
law, the cable company has to "bond" to
ground at the point of entry. These two
grounds are most likely at different
potentials — hook 'em together and
There are products, like
Mondial's MAGIC, that are designed to
eliminate the ground loop on the cable
while keeping the cable's impedance at
the required 75 ohms, by the way.
So get you agood ground. If you live in
aprivate home, that could be acomposite
ground rod driven deep into Mother
Earth. In our old loft building —which,
I'm grateful, is not coupled to the outside
world with plastic plumbing pipes —we
use alarge-gauge copper wire banded
securely to acold-water pipe and linked
directly to the ground connections in
our dual-quad hospital-grade receptacles. Iuse aspeaker binding post tied to
the copper bus bar to hook component

Scull

chassis to ground. Very convenient.
There's something else you should
know about your AC receptacles. The
best ground is achieved by hooking the
green ground wires directly to the
duplex receptacles they service rather
than to the metal wall box. Do this
yourself if you're experienced with handling your outlet, ahem, or get an electrician and explain what you want.
'While you're at it, make sure to use the
screw-down connections in the receptacle rather than those flimsy spring-clips.
If the electrician deadpans, invite him or
her to stay and listen to the system. Even
if he doesn't fully appreciate the sound,
he'll be stunned by the shit-eating grin
you'll be flashing.
Let's now turn our attention to plug
orientation. As revealed last month, hot
and neutral are connected to acomponent's power transformer, and some
current leakage is common. Usually
one orientation of the AC plug causes
less leakage than the other, and finding
out which is which is relatively easy.
First, disconnect all cables from the
component; you want to eliminate all
other paths to ground. Plug the unit into
the wall and grab your trusty RadioShack voltmeter. Touch the negative
probe to ground and the hot probe to a
chassis screw. A good ground to use
might be at the preamp, the hub of your
system. Or you can touch the negative
probe to the screw securing the faceplate of the outlet into which the unit is
plugged. Check the reading, then
reverse the plug's orientation, using a
cheater plug if necessary. Whichever
AC plug orientation measures the lowest voltage is usually the better sounding. However, using cheater plugs in
your system may result in other problems, which I'll go into next month.
Once you've done this with all the components in your system, the cumulative
effect might surprise you.
If the idea of messing about with a
voltmeter turns you off, you can pick up
the Elfix polarity tester for something
under $30 through most audiophile mailorder houses. It's easy to use, and doesn't
require you to actually touch the piece of
equipment you're checking. Now get out
there and get polarized!
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he genesis of this project goes back nearly 17 years,
when my wife, Joan, and Imoved into abrownstone floorthrough in Brooklyn. As we were about to sign the lease,
our soon-to-be landlord said, "Oh, one more thing: your
upstairs neighbor is amusician." This did not exactly discourage us from signing the lease, however, and soon I
began to see asteady stream of musicians trudging up the
stairs outside our apartment: Oliver Lake, Sonny Rollins,
Pheeroan akLaff, Bob Moses, Marty Ehrlich, and awhole
bunch of other people Iwas reading about in the jazz press.
Just who was this guy?
A fellow audiophile and Stereophile subscriber, Idiscovered
.1fter Jerome Harris saw me loading in my Quad ESLs. We
spent many evenings listening to music and talking about
just about everything, and, when our apartments grew too
small for his family and my record collection, respectively,
we kept in touch — even after Imoved to Santa Fe to work
for Stereophile. One day, Iasked John Atkinson if he'd ever
thought of recording ajazz band. From the glow in his eyes,
Iknew that he had.
So we called Jerome and began planning this record:Jerome
would write the songs and hire the musicians, John would
record the project, and I'd produce the sessions — whatever
that meant. But where would we record? New York studios
were just too far away for acouple of New Mexico—based
journalists, and there was no place suitable in Santa Fe.
Then, Acoustic Sounds' Chad Kassem told us that he was
going to turn the Salina, Kansas church he'd bought in
March 1996 into arecording studio. Did we know anybody
who might want to record there? Perfect! Salina would be
quiet, and its central location as "the crossroads of America"
would guarantee that it was equally inconvenient for all parties concerned.

WES PHILLIPS, JEROME HARRIS, AND JOHN ATKINSON OUTLINE THE
GENESIS OF RENDEZVOUS, STEREOPHILES FIRST JAZZ RECORDING

st
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Which it certainly was. It entailed afull day of travel to get
there and another to get back for everyone involved, which,
given the busy schedules of all the principals, left only two
days to record the whole disc.
Knowing that Chad's Blue Heaven Studios was aconverted
church, Iguess that I, at least, expected something out of Little
House on the Prairie. Instead, when we arrived on the morning
of August 25, 1998, we found an imposing brick edifice in
downtown Salina, its enormous twostorey sanctuary filled with gem-colored
dust motes dancing in shafts of amber light
from the stained-glass windows that softened the summer Kansas sun. At the back
of the sanctuary, two state-of-the-art control rooms overlooked the performing
space through double-glazed windows,
while downstairs were aspacious kitchen,
additional offices, and even additional
practice spaces.
Trombonist Art Baron and saxophonist
Marty Ehrlich made for those practice
rooms to loosen up their chops while the
rest of us set up. Steve Nelson assembled
his Musser vibes; Billy Drummond
unpacked his '50s-vintage Gretsch drumkit and K. Zildjian cymbals; Jerome
Harris tuned his Taylor acoustic bass guitar and scrambled about for astand on
which to elevate his Eden bass cabinet;

grooves bubbling up from down under. You'll form your own
opinion, of course, but Ilove Jerome's sound. It's warm,
organic, and quietly powerful. Part of that is due to his Taylor
acoustic bass guitar, and, true to his audiophiliac convictions,
Jerome goes to great pains to keep its sound unique. He
matches the bass to an Aguilar tube preamplifier, aRocktron
Velocity power amplifier, and an Eden compact ported cabinet
featuring two 10" woofers and atweeter, while connecting
everything with Alessandro Guitar II
instrument cables. But mostly, it's Jerome
himself who impresses here—the man's
got monster chops, and he never plays
anything the same way twice.
A little past 4pm that first day, Jerome
called for "The Mooche," an Ellington
standard. As he loped into the head of the
arrangement, Art and Marty began the
call-and-response that resolves into the
first chorus. We were grooving in the
control room when the band went into
the stop time that sets up Marty's first
solo, and we all felt the rest of the world
simply stop. In that instant, time and space
ceased being Aristotelian and became
Ellingtonian. As solo followed solo, culminating with Art's brilliant plungerJerome Harris leads off "Hand By Hand" with a
contemplative solo on his Taylor bass.

> THE TUNES WERE GOOD-DENSE AND AIRY AT THE SAME TIME-AND THE BAND
HAD OBVIOUSLY COME RARIN' TO PLAY.
and through it all, John Atkinson and Iloaded the
recording gear into one of the control rooms in
the rear of the studio, then began threading balanced analog and AES/EBU digital cables down
to the performing arca.
By early afternoon everything was in place, and
everyone was warmed up enough that we could
run asound-check. 'Things sounded pretty good
— the studio has amarvelously warm acoustic,
and the right wires seemed to be connected to the
right microphones. We adjourned for lunch
while John remained behind to reroute cables,
recheck channels, zero out any DC offset on the
Manley A/D converter's outputs, and do some
eleventh-hour worrying.
By 3pm we were ready to roll tape, starting
with "Followthrough." Neither John nor Ihad
heard any of the tunes Jerome had written for the
sessions, and we were alittle nervous. But as Billy
Drummond kicked through the opening and
was joined by the band, we began to relax for the
first time. The tunes were good —dense and airy at the same
time — and the band had obviously come rarin' to play. 'This
was going to be Jim.
And it was. Time after time, John and Iwould listen to
some tasty statement from Art, Marty, Steve, or Billy, and just
grin maniacally at one another. These guys were great —so
great it's hard for me to pick out individual performances as
exemplary. Just about any solo on the disc is rave-worthy.
Throughout it all, Jerome pushed the band along, his great
Stereophile, March 1999

mute chorus, we just sat and goggled. When Jerome's closing
glissando had faded to silence, Chad ran out of the control
room: "What was that?"
"That," answered Jerome, "was 'The Moochc.'"
Even the garrulous Chad was speechless.
We managed another take of the tune —even better this
time, we all agreed —but Art felt he hadn't quite hit the solo he
wanted yet. We agreed to try again the following day; the track,
with Art using both plunger and Harmon mutes, really took a
57
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toll on his chops. The band ran through "Only Then" afew times, but by then it was
The Musicians
6:30pm and they'd put in afull day. We still had the 26th.
Jerome Harris (Taylor acousThe great thing about recording in astudio, rather than on location, was
tic bass guitar, composer, leader)
that we could just leave everything set up for the next session. All we had
is also an accomplished guitarist
to do Wednesday morning was show up and warm up — even with a
who has played with Sonny
late start, we were rolling before noon. There were only two songs we
Rollins and, most recently,
hadn't gotten on tape the day before, but it still took acouple of
drummer Jack DeJolinette. He
hours (and eight takes) to get them to the point where everyone
has recorded many records as a
was happy with them. Then we revisited some of Tuesday's
session musician and bandtunes, including "The Mooche." Art was right —this time he
smoked it. Hell, they all did. This is the version you hear
member. Jerome Harris' albums as leader include Algorithms
on the CD. A few more "insurance" takes on other mate(Minor Music), In Passing (Muse), and his tribute to Eric
rial and we had us arecord.
Dolphy, Hidden in Plain View (New World/Countercurrents).
We struck the gear and cleared out of the studio by
For the Rendezvous sessions, Harris decided to concentrate on his
5pm. Seven great songs, five fantastic musicians, one
acoustic bass guitar, aTaylor AB-1. "I've become fascinated by the
obsessive-compulsive engineer (the best kind to
instrument," he explained. "It has adeep, sonorous tone that is quite
organic, dark, and woody. You're hearing the sound of the instrument,
work with), and a great performance space, all
really —in avery different way from aconventional electric bass." The
adding up to one helluva enjoyable CD, if Imay
AB-1 was strung with La Bella 760N strings for this CD. For amplificabe so immodest as to say so.
tion, an Aguilar DB 680 tube bass preamplifier and aRociaron Velocity 120
But don't take my word for it. Listen for
transistor power amplifier drove an Eden D-210T speaker cabinet, instruyourself
-Wes Phillips
ment-to-preamp and preamp-to-power-amp signals traveled via Alessandro
Guitar II interconnects.
The Music
// E) ecision Point": Pulsing bass
Marty Ehrlich (alto sax) is anoted multi-instrumentalist (clarinets,
guitar sets the scene and
saxes, flute), but he concentrated on alto sax for this recording. A
occupies the core of this
much sought-after accompanist, Ehrlich appears on over 80 recordopening cooker, which juxtaposes two
ings by artists such as Mlle Richard Abrams, Bobby Previte, John
types of improvisatory play: loose-jointCarter, Anthony Braxton, Don Grolnick, and Jerome Harris. He
ed multidimensional collective interacleads the well-respected Dark Woods Ensemble, and is the musical
tion over arelatively fixed bass "pedal
director of the Julius Hemphill Sextet. His recordings as leader
point," and the weaving of lines through
include New York Child and Can You Hear aMotion? for Exija, and Just
a progression of chords with walking
Before the Dawn and Emergency Peace for New World/Countercurrents.
bass. Each of the three soloists —Steve
Nelson on vibraphone, Marty Ehrlich on
Art Baron (trombone) is adept on the lower brass instruments as well as
alto sax, and Art Baron on trombone —
recorders, flutes, didjeridoo, and mandolin. He played with the
joyfully explores the open musical terDuke Ellington Orchestra during the maestro's final year, and has
rain; Billy Drummond makes the drums
also played with Roswell Rudd, the Olympia Brass Band, Saheb
dance throughout.
&Irbil", the George Grunrz Jazz Concert Jazz Band, Illinois Jacquet,
"Sway Low": Ihave the good fortune
and Stevie Wonder. (He was responsible for the great trombone
of working with many inspiring colsolo on Wonder's "Love Havin' You Around," on Music of-My Mind)
leagues, and the idea for this piece came
Art can be heard on guitarist Anthony Wilson's 1998 recording on
directly from one of them —drummer
the MAMA label.
Tommy Campbell, whose fire and
inventiveness I've enjoyed since our student
Steve Nelson (Musser vibraphone) is one of the most
days in Boston, and later during our stints with
exciting and creative vibraphonists on the scene today.
whist Bob Stewart, trombonist Ray Anderson,
He has played with Mulgrew /vliller, Bobby Watson,
and tenor-sax titan Sonny Rollins. Tommy and I
Kirk Lightsey, Ray Drummond, Donald Brown, Victor
share a fascination with odd meters (rhythm
Lewis, and Dave Holland. His records as leader include
schemes with non-even numbers of beats in a
Communications (Criss Cross) as well as several albums
measure), so — looking to freshen up our relationon the Sunnyside and Red labels.
ship with a familiar tune—we started playing
Kenny Dorham's "Blue Bossa" in 7/4 instead of the
usual 4/4 (dropping one beat from every other measure
Billy Drummond (Gretsch drums, K.
Zildjian cymbals) is one of the most soughtto make a4/4+3/4 compound meter, if you gotta know).
after musicians on the New Yorkjazz scene.
Years later, Idecided to further alter and extend Dorham's
He has played with Sonny Rollins, Pat
classic by changing the chords, adding a"bridge" section
(itself based on afurther alteration of Dorham's chord progresMetheny, Joe Henderson, JJ. Johnson, Nat
sion), and writing anew melody; the result is asomewhat knotty
Adderley, Bobby Hutcherson, James
Moody, Andrew Hill, Freddie Hubbard,
elaboration of the original.
Steve Kuhn, Javon Jackson, Renee Rosnes,
The title, "Sway Low," is apunning reference to another colleague, pioneering bass guitarist and composer Steve Swallow.
Christian McBride, and Chris Potter He has
released three CDs as leader: Native Colon,
Bass guitar has the leadoff solo here; alto sax and vibes are also featured.
The GO, and Dubai (all on Criss Cross).
"The Moodie": This blue-hued Duke Ellington piece has long been a
favorite of mine; indeed, there was an Oliver Nelson arrangement of it on the first
jazz LP Iever bought with my own money. The version here incorporates certain eleStereophile, March 1999
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"Do you need a
center speaker with bass?"
Matt Polk, Speaker Specialist
/ cringe every time thear acenter speaker referred to as a'dialogue'
speaker. The center speaker pla all the sounds associated with
the on-screen action; that includes
Center
explosions, slamming doors and yes,
dialogue. It's not unusual for more
than 50 percent of amovie's sound
to come through the center speaker.
The center speaker has atough job.
Right
It needs to play as loud and dear as
Left
Surrounds
your main speakers without disThe center channel speaker typically
tortion. Your center speaker should
reproduces over 50% of amovie soundbe as good as your main speakers. tracks sound. That means the center
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speaker must have full dynamic range
and high power handling capabilities.

Which one to buy?
If you are looking to add acenter speaker to main speakers you
already own, ask the manufacturer which of their center models is
the best match. If you are buying main and center speakers at the
same time, stick with the same brand and quality level as your
front speakers.
Evaluating center speakers
Listen to amovie with just the front three speakers connected. Close your eyes and listen. You shouldn't be
aware that the center speaker is playing. It should integrate with the main speakers to create aseamless wall of
well-balanced sound. Next, listen to the center speaker by
itself. Walk around the room as you listen. The sound
should be clean and clear. Dialogue should be
clear, natural and articulate; male voices
rich but not 'thick' or 'chesty.'

So, what about the bass?
All surround receivers and processors have a bass management'
function that allows you to mix the center channel bass information
into the main or subwoofer channels. So yOU don't need acenter
speaker with good bass response. Of course you don't need aMercedes
either... but Ibet you'd enjoy driving one.
The advantage of acenter speaker with good bass response is that
it relieves the main speakers or subwoofer of the job of reproducing
center bass. That means you'll get better dynamic range and lower
distortion. Also, I've found that the front stage imaging is more
lifelike and seamless with afull-range center. If you're looking to
assemble the ultimate performance home theater system, and VOL!
have the space, consider atruly full-range center speaker.
Free stuff
Icould talk about this stuff all day. but there's not enough
room on this page. Call (800) 377-7655 ext. 100 for
your free copy of the Home Theater Handbook. It's
full of practical, unbiased advice on how to
select and get the greatest performance from a
home theater system."

NEW! The Polk C51000p center speaker
has built-in powered subwoofers for stateof-the-art full-range performance.

5601 Metro Dr
Baltimore, MD 21215
Customer Senace (800) 377.7655
Monday -Friday 9:00am to 6:00pm F51
"Polk Audoo - and "The Speaker Spenabsts" are
trademarks of 'Swann. investment Corporabon
used under Inense by Polk Purl. Inrorporated

www.polkaudio.com
Dealer Locator Number

C

14100-992-2620
A0 code, 14016

hu `,1 rr.,ikur
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ments of that arrangement, as well as some from Ellington's 1928 recordings of thi.
piece. When Ibrought the piece to this group, trombonist Art Baron reminded me that he is aformer member of the Ellington band, with whom he
played "The Mooche" many times. His ease with the tune is evident in
his expressive use of the plunger as he takes it home after his solo.
"Cool Pursuit": Periodically, as alistener, Ifind that apiece of
music will evoke aclear and persistent "mood image" in me.
Sometimes Iseize on one of these somatic/emotional resonances as amodel for my composing. (I'm not concerned
with whether my piece "transmits" this same image to the
listener, only with whether it works musically on its own
terms.) For this piece, the image was less ascenario than
jutomt FI MRJS Q‘ IS ut Pius J
adepiction of an attitude in action: arelaxed, assured
relentlessness — maybe the mindset of someone
Rendezvous
planning acovert romantic operation. A focused,
Jerome Harris Quintet Plays Jazz
STPH013-2
steady-mlfin' bass groove grotmd.s the trip; vibes
Jerome Harris (acoustic bass guitar), Many Ehrlich (alto sax), Arthur Baron
take the lead, with alto and trombone close
(trombone), Steve Nelson (vibraphone), Bab,Drummond (drums)
behind. The long-toned melody regularly
1. Decision Point
11:03
marks the path we're already heading down.
2. Sway Low
737
"Followthrough": Ioriginally intended to
3. The Mooche
&07
compose avehicle for exploring the polydi4. Cool Pursuit
703
atonic "free-bop" type of playing long
5. Followthrough
9:12
associated with Omette Coleman and
6. Only Then
635
Don Cherry. While the melody retains a
bit of that character, the piece ultimately
7 Hand By Hand
10:21
developed in a different direction.
Total Playing Time:
60.30
"Followthrough" came to reflect my
enjoyment of late-'60s/early-'70s
All selections by Jerome Harris (Chocowinity Sounds), except "'The Moodie," by Duke
"modal" writing (tunes such as Herbie
Ellington & Irving Mills, published by Duke Ellington Music. All selections are ASCAP.
Hancock's "One Finger Snap" and
Freddie Hubbard's "For B.P." and "lie
Recorded at Blue Heaven Studios, Salina, Kansas, August 25 & 26, 1998.
Intrepid Fox"), where the sequence
and duration of chordal "colors" and
Executive Producer: John Atkinson
the players' freedom in inflecting them
Producers:Jerome Harris, Wes Phillips
combine to form abalance of structure
Engineering/Editing/Mixing: John Atkinson
and openness that differs from both
Cover/Booklet Design: Natalie Brown Baca, Tamra Fenstermaker
the more harmony-intensive "bebop"Booklet Notes: Wes Phillips, Jerome Harris, John Atkinson
based styles and the less harmonyoriented "free jazz" approaches.
Photography: Ron Woodruff John Atkinson
Cover Art: Nature Morte Bleu Au Flacon D'Opaline by Ludwig Casimir Marcoussis.
Here, Billy Dnumnond sets the
height of the bar for the rest of the group

TROMBONIST ART BARON REMINDED ME THAT HE IS A FORMER MEMBER OF THE
ELLINGTON BAND, WITH WHOM HE PLAYED "THE MOOCHE" MANY TIMES.
with afree-tempo unaccompanied drum solo
Jerome Harris wishes to thank: his bandmates, Wes Phillips, John Atkinson,
that is sensitive and dramatic in its shadings of
Chad Kassem, and the stiff at Blue Heaven Studios. Additional thanks to
dynamics and texture, and melodic in its use of
Taylor Guitars, La Bella Strings, Aguilar Amplification LLC, Eden
motifs. A degree of the drum solo's spatial characElectronics, and Alessandro High End Guitar Products.
ter is maintained by the band during Marty
Ehrlich's alto solo; we move gradually toward
Sterrophile wishes to thank: Chad Kassem (Acoustic Sounds), John
unabashed swing during the course of Art Baron's and
Brandt (Blue Heaven Studios), EveAnna Manley (Manley Labs,
Steve Nelson's statements.
John La Grou (Millennia Media), Karen Richardson (Bryston,
"Only Then": Particularly in the performance presentDt Glenn Zelniker (Z-Systems), Steven K. Lee (Canorus,
cd here, this slow ballad can be heard as asweet and gentle
Robert Kelly (Data Conversion Systems), Janice Smith
cousin of "Feathers," the Hale Smith piece that received an
(Prism Media Products), Kevin Voecks (Revel Loudarresting, somewhat acidic treatment by visionary reedman Eric
speakers), Peter Bohacek (Wadia Digital), Jon Herron
1)olphy. (Oliver Lake's "Heavy Spirits" is of the same lineage.)
(Madrigal Audio Laboratories), George Cardas
Here, the group's ability to render gossamer textures is highlighted;
(Cardas), Bill Low (AudioQuest), Bob Stuart
Steve Nelson's vibes solo is aremarkable study in evanescence. Marty
(Meridian), Les Edelberg (Audio Power
Ehrlich, by way of contrast, takes amore cantabile approach, which leads
Industries), Bryan Shaw (Digital Brothers),
effectively into the closing melody.
and Gretchen Grogan (Stereophile).
"Hand By Hand": The seed of "Hand By Hand" was planted during a1982 tour
Stereophile. March 1999
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MAKING THE CONNECTION

SPEED • PRECISION •

"I agree with Inner Ear publisher/editor Ernie Fisher that
the SPM is the finest cable available at any price"
BARRY WILLIS, STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1997
"I've never had anything quite like this happen during areview
before -one product simply blows out everything else
you have ever experienced before."
DOUG BLACKBURN ON SPM CABLES,
SOUNDSTAGE, OCTOBER 1997
"Flatline trades not one iota of sonic prowess
for its convenience. It is simply one of the
most enticing cables we've ever come across."
***** WHAT HI-FI?

N
Nordost Corporation, 42
MA 01701 U.S.A.
Tel:001-508-879-1242 Fax: 001E Mail: nordostflatline@msn.com
http://www.nordost.com

am,

Nordost (UK) Ltd., Unit 7, Aber Park Industrial Estate,
Aber Road, Flint, Flintshire CH6 5EX
Tel: 01352 730251 Fax: 01352 731273

IF MUSIC IS SO IMPORTANT TO YOU,
THEN WHAT ARE THOSE PATHETIC THINGS
ATTArluen Tn vnUR COMPUTER?
Chances are, you spend more time in front of your
computer than your stereo system. You shouldn't
have to settle for computer speakers that can't
reproduce good, honest sound.
ORDER TODAY
Introducing the Media Lab ML-I. It's
designed by Parasound, well-known for
critically acclaimed high end audio and
home theater components. Media Lab
sells directly to consumers, which is one
www.medialab-hifi.com
of the many reasons you won't find
another desktop speaker with better
I-877-63-MEDIA
sound for the money. But what you will find
are the same designs used in the finest audio
components, including discrete output transistors
in both the main and subwoofer power amplifiers for
sweeter treble and deeper bass. With its unique active
servo circuit and direct-radiating construction, our
subwoofer gives you far more bass and less distortion than
the "one-note" bandpass designs used by other
manufacturers.
The Media Lab ML- lcomes with a30-day, money-back
guarantee. To order, or for more information, visit our
website at www.medialab-hifi.com or call our toll-free
number.

Media Lab
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of Swaziland, Malawi, Togo, Ivory Coast, and Liberia —my
first trip to the African continent, as amember of aband led by
saxophonist Oliver Lake. As we were driven to performances
and workshops in each country, we repeatedly saw long lines
of people walking along the dusty sides of the roads we sped
upon. Having too little money for luxuries such as bicycles,
they had to walk for many miles every day—to school, to market, to work in afield or acity. For me, these frequent scenes
came to symbolize the basic, ground-level, incremental effort
that underlies all human civilization; this, and the rhythms of
walking, inspired the piece.

XRCD); and acoustics consultant Neil Muncy (Eastern VP of
the Audio Engineering Society). They gave Chad an enthusiastic go-ahead; Muncy, who specializes in the design of
recording and broadcast facilities and who was responsible for
setting up AcousTech Mastering, redesigned the church to be
astate-of-the-art recording facility.
Construction of Salina's First Christian Church was begun
in September 1924, and the sanctuary was dedicated in January
1927. The building is in amodified Gothic style and built of
brown brick, limestone, and wood with acastellated bell tower,
wooden window tracery, and stained-glass windows. The interior features walnut pews, beams, and woodwork, all of a
Gothic flavor. The unusual construction and design include
four Gothic-style stained-glass dormers on the west roof of the
building, and all of the bell tower's window cusps, arches, and
tnuntins are in an unusual brick pattern.
—John Atkinson
Multitrack Madness
ecording Rendezvous, Stereophile's first nonclassical
album at the deconsecrated downtown church Chad
ICassein has transformed into Blue Heaven Studios was
achallenge. It's agreat-sounding space, but Iwas concerned
that apurist microphone technique would result in balance
problems with the particular ensemble Jerome Harris had
chosen for his compositions. While the coincident-stereo
microphone technique I've used for previous Stereophile classical recordings would faithfully capture the delicious acoustic
of what everyone was starting to call the "First Church of
Chad," both vibraphone and acoustic bass guitar would be
overpowered by the drums and horns.
A paradigm shift was called for. Accordingly, the kick
drum, snare drum, and bass-guitar speaker were all closelinked, as were Steve Nelson's Müsser vibes (these with a
stereo ORTF pair of Shure SM-81 capacitor cardioids). A
direct-injected feed was also taken from the bass-guitar preamp. A second ORTF pair of cardioids —B&K 4011s — was
mounted high above the drums to capture both agood stereo
picture and asense of the church's ambience. The sax and
trombone were miked with one B&K 4006 omni each,
which could cope with the tremendous dynamic range of
these acoustic instruments. Balanced mike cables used were
from Cardas, Callare, and Beyerdynamic.

R

Chad Kassem's Blue Heaven Studios in Salina, Kansas.

"Hand By Hand" is in 6/4 time, ameter Ilove for the richness of its polymetric implications; drummer Billy 1)rummond uses these to great effect throughout the performance.
After an unaccompanied opening statement from the bass guitar, the melody is divided between trombone and alto sax,
with some spirited, improvised call-and-answer interplay. The
soloists are Steve Nelson and Art Baron.
—Jerome Harris

M

Blue Heaven Studios
ail-order retailer Acoustic Sounds — www.acoustic
sounds.com, (800) 716-3553 — was founded by
Chad Kassem in the early '80s to sell LPs and CDs.
One thing led to another, and Chad got into reissuing his
favorite recordings, as well as original
blues recordings, on his Analogue
Productions label. To help with this, he
opened his own mastering facility,
AcousTech, with LP pressing company
Record Technology Inc. Then came
Blue Heaven Studios.
Chad acquired the First Christian
Church in Salina, Kansas to use as offices
and warehousing, but, struck by the
beautiful acoustics of the 77-long, 52'wide, 40'-high sanctuary, he wondered if
the building could be converted to a
recording studio.
To have his idea checked out, Chad
flew in three top music-business professionals: producer and recording and
mastering engineer David Baker (Shirley Horn's lint Won't En:get Me on Verve;
Medeski, Martin and Wood's recordings
on Gramavision; most of the Vanguard
and Everest CD masterings); producer
After years of location recording,
Joe Harley (AudioQuest Music, JVC
the studio.
Stereophile, March 1999
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Goertz AG2 Speaker Cable. $1053.00 6 ft. pair.
10 AWG Solid Fine Silver. Silver Spade Connectors.
TOI Interconnect Cable. $155.00 1meter pair.
Solid Fine Silver. Gold Plated RCA Connectors.

"Even after 30-plus years in high end audio,
both personally and professionally, Iwas totally
unprepared for the improvements that occurred
when Iinserted Alpha-Core's interconnects and
then their speaker cables into my system. All,
and I do mean all, performance aspects
cranked up a notch. Analogue-like dynamics
from CD, seamless top-to-bottom smoothness,
3-D imaging, dead silent background...these
cables took care of problems Ieither attributed
to something else or didn't know Ihad. Most
apparent is astartling transparency that allows
me to listen, without effort, to any element in the
mix at will."
Ed Osborne
Executive Producer
BMG Special Products
Alpha-Core. Inc. 915 Pembroke Street. Bridgeport. CT 06608
Tel: 800-836-5920 (USA) 203-335-6805 Fax: 203-384-0586
Made in the United States -Patented

al phacore.com

.1Lawrence Paquette Dr.
Champlain, NY 12919
Email: info@artech-electronics.com
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While close-miking and multitrack recording work best when you have complete
acoustic isolation between the instruments, this
turned out to be impossible, except for the
snare and kick drums and the bass guitar's
direct feed. Despite my best intentions to move
the musicians as far apart as possible and isolate
them with acoustic screens, they needed to
hear each other to get agood ensemble. And
the horn players also needed to get visual cues
from Steve Nelson's mallets. This turned out to
be ablessing in disguise: While there were no
ambience mikes as such, leakage of the drums
and horns into the vibraphone mikes and of the
bass guitar cabinet into the drum mikes added
natural reverberation that Icould make use of
To record 10 tracks with 20-bit resolution, JA used a Nagra-D (right) in
parallel with aTascam DA-38 digital multitrack (lower left). The
when it came time for the mixdown.
Panasonic DAT recorder (upper left) was used to store the twoThe one DI and nine microphone feeds were all transchannel monitor mixdown from a Mackie M51202VLZ mixer (center).
formed to digital at a44.1kHz sample rate using wordclock-synchronized dCS (vibes, drum overheads),
Gear List
Manley (spot drum mikes), and Nagra (horns and bass
Recording equipment: two Shure SM-81 cardioid microguitar) A/D converters, all operating at 20-bit resoluphones (vibraphone); two Brüel & Kjaer 4006 t
b" omnidirectiontion. The digital data were stored on a4-track Nagra-1)
al microphones (sax/trombone); two Brüel & IÇjaer 4011 1
2 "car/
open-reel recorder and aTascam DA-38 modular digdioid microphones (main drum pickup); Shure Beta 57A dynamic
ital multitrack machine. The latter usually stores eight
cardioid microphone (snare drum); AKG D1I2 dynamic hypercartracks at 16-bit resolution on Hi-8 video cassettes, but
dioid microphone (kick drum); AKG D190E dynamic cardioid (bass
was converted to record six tracks at 20-bit resolution
guitar cabinet); Cardas 300B, Canare, Beyerdynamic, and
using a PrismSound MR-2024T "bit splitter." In
AudioQuest Lapis balanced microphone cables; Millennia Media
order to maximize sonic purity, no mixing console
HV-3B microphone preamplifiers (drums & vibes); Bryston BMP-2
was used —just low-noise, solid-state mike preammicrophone preamplifier (snare & kick drums); Aguilar DB-680 tube
plifiers from Millennia Media and Bryston, placed
preamplifier (bass guitar direct feed); Nagra microphone preamplifiers
out in the hall with lm balanced AudioQuest inter& 20-bit A/D converters (horns & bass guitar); dCS 902D & 904D
connects connecting their outputs to the A/D con24-bit, two-channel AID converters (vibes & drums); Manley 20-bit,
verters. The AES/EBU links used to take the digitwo-channel A/D converter (snare & kick drums); Meridian 518 mastal data to the control room at the back of the church
tering converter (reclocking); Apogee Wyde-Eye, Canare, and
were 50' lengths of Apogee Wyde-Eye and Canare
Madrigal AES/EBU digital cables; Nagra-D open-reel, four-track
110 cables.
digital tape recorder (horns & bass guitar); Tascam DA-38 MDM
The fact that the Nagra and Tascam were not synrecorder with PrismSound MR-2024T bit splitter (six tracks at 20-bit
chronized meant that playback of the multitrack
data at the sessions was not possible. Accordingly, we
resolution, vibes & drums); BASF 931 (Nagra) & Sony P6120HMPX (Tascam) tape; Mackie MSI202VLZ mixer (monitorused asmall Mackie mixer at the sessions to produce
ing); Sennheiser HD-580 & HD-600 and Stax Lambda Pro headastereo feed for aPanasonic 3700 DAT recorder.
phones; HeadRoom Max headphone amplifier.
On my return to Santa Fe, I
uploaded the 10 tracks of 20-bit o
Editing, mixing, and mastering equipdigital data (some 26 gigabytes'
ment: Sonic Solutions SonicStudio v.52.1
worth) to aSonic Solutions eighteight-channel digital audio workstation with
channel digital audio work24GB hard drive; Meridian 518 mastering constation. As each track was recordverter (24-bit/16-bit conversion); Digital
ed with the same word-sample
Domain VSP/S digital data switching unit,
clock and could be independentSonic Frontiers UltraJitterbug; Dorrough
ly moved in time on the Sonic
AES/EBU level meter, Audio Engineering
with respect to the others, I
Associates Stereoscope; Lexicon PCM-90 digicould align them all for synchrotal reverberator; Z-Systems RDP-1 digital
nized playback. My plan was to
equalizer/preamplifier, Manley ELOP tubed
do all the subsequent editing and
limiter/compressor, Wadia Digital 27i D/A
mixing in the digital domain.
converter, Revel Ultima Gem loudspeakers &
With four of the seven songs
Sub-15 subwoofer, driven by Mark
used in their entirety, choosing
Levinson No33H amplifiers (mixing).
the takes for the CD was arelatively straightforward task. The
mixdown, however, was more
complicated. Ihad 10 tracks of
Much of the gear was out with the musicians. From top to
data, but only an eight-track virbottom: Ehyston BMP-2 mic preamp; Meridian 518;
tual mixing console on the comMillennia HV-3B and Forssell mic preamps; dCS 902,
Manley, and dCS 904 A/D converters; API Power Wedge.
puter screen. While Icould assign
Stereophile, March 1999
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redigitization would have to use exactly
the same word clock as the data recorded weeks before in Salina so that, when
the submixes were all realigned in the
digital audio workstation, they would all
have exactly the same number of samples from beginning to end. (Digital
word clocks need be only very slightly
adrift to produce some very strange
sonic artifacts.)
The compressor/limiter Iended up
using was the Manley ELOR This
tubed device uses an encapsulated
LED/light-sensitive resistor combination in a sidechain to progressively
reduce the main signal-path gain as the
signal level increases above auser-selectable threshold. The Manley proved
remarkably intuitive to use: varying its
threshold and gain controls, it took very
little time to achieve auseful amount of
compression, yet without any audible
"ducking" or "breathing." Without any
Jerome Harris, flanked by executive producer/engineer John Atkinson (left) and producer Wes Phillips.
gain reduction, the ELOP also appeared
to be very transparent.
two tracks to the same fader, this was hardly an elegant soluTo drive the Manley, the sax and trombone tracks were
fion. In addition, the vibe tracks sounded too dry, and the
converted to analog by connecting the Sonic Solutions' optitrombone track had such an enormous crest factor that
cal digital output to aWadia 27i D/A processor via aSonic
accommodating it within the CD's 16-bit dynamic-range
Frontiers UltraJitterbug. The Wadia had asufficiently high
window and balancing it with the other instruments
balanced output voltage to drive the Manley fully into limidepressed the overall level to an unacceptable extent.
ting, if that's what Iwanted. The Manley's output was redigAccordingly, Iprepared several four-channel submixes.
itized using adCS 904D A/D converter running at 24-bit
The first featured the drums and bass guitar, with some digiresolution, and to ensure word-clock synchronization, the
tal equalization provided by aZ-Systems RDP-1. For the bass
dCS's reference clock input was driven by another of the
guitar, Imainly used the DI track, adding abit of presenceSonic Solutions' digital data outputs, this time dejittered by a
region bite with the RDP-1. (While Jerome had liked the
Meridian 518.
recorded sound of his bass, he wished for abit more "woody"
For the mixing, therefore, Inow had eight channels of
character to its sound.) Ialso experimented with some reversample-synchronized digital data in the Sonic: stereo drums,
beration for his bass guitar solos. As well as the stereo drum
snare drum, equalized bass guitar, clean sax and trombone,
tracks, Ikept the spot snare drum track separate, to allow
compressed sax and 'bone, dry vibes, and vibes with varying
some flexibility in balancing the final drum sound.
amounts of reverberation.
Half of the remaining submixes involved treating the
The primary decision to make when you mix amultitrack
stereo vibraphone tracks with varying amounts of digital
recording to stereo is where the instruments should be placed in
reverberation from aLexicon PCM-90. This operates with
the soundstige. In away, this had been decided for me in Blue
18-bit resolution, so by passing the vibes' data through the
Heaven Studios. Because of the leakage of the loud instruments
Lexicon at full level, and subsequently backing off the level of
into the other mikes, the only way for this leakage to appear to
the vibes in the mix by 12dB, Iwould preserve the session
come from the correct places in space was to replicate the positape's 20-bit resolution. The Lexicon offers enormous flexitions of the musicians. Accordingly, the vibes were placed from
bility when it comes to choosing the character of its reverb
algorithms, so Ispent some time matching the nature of its
0.5
1111111111 1111111111111111111H1111111
sound to that of the Salina church.
Treating the sax and trombone submixes proved rather
more complex. The trombone waveform in particular is both
wildly asymmetrical (fig.1) and has sharp, spikey transients
0.0
that dramatically increase the instrument's peak/mean ratio
o
without making it sound very loud. It is always achallenge
for recordists to capture the "body" of the trombone's tone
without the instrument sounding too spitty.
-0.5
A degree of compression was called for in order to reduce
the instruments' dynamic range, yet good-sounding compressors and limiters are mall devices. While the vibes, drums,
and bass-guitar tracks remained in the digital domain
11111111 1111111111 1111111111111111111
10 1
throughout the mixing process, Iwould have to convert the
50
100
Time in me
horn tracks to analog, process them in the analog domain,
then redigitize them. To further complicate matters, this
Fig.1 Typical trombone waveform, from the solo on "Decision Pointy'
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far stage left to just left of stage
center, the trombone was
placed about 20% right of center, and the sax was about 80%
of the way to the right speaker.
The bass guitar and kick drum
were placed midway between
the speakers, which is always
the best position for bass
instruments, locking in the
soundstage with a welldefined tonal center.
Ihad to think about the
drums. Multimiked drums
are often spread from far
stage left to far stage right, Vibes and horns were on what used to
which tends to make them
bass and drums went on the floor.
sound too big compared
with the sizes of the other instruments. But that is exactly
where Iended up placing them on Rendezvous. Billy
Drummond uses his kit not only to lay down basic rhythms,
but also to take the role of amelodic instrument. Narrowing
the width of the drums restricted the play between his collection of very different-sounding cymbals. Letting the
drums occupy the full stage width allowed them to define
the aural background against which the horns and vibes
make their musical statements.
When Iwas active as asession musician in the 70s, Igrew
very tired of engineers reducing the kick drum sound to amuffled thud by raking off its front skin and packing the shell with

blankets or foam. For Rendezvous, therefore, Iwanted
Billy's Gretsch kick drum to
sound on the CD as it did in
the hall, with its natural tone
intact and adegree of acoustic
ringing. You can hear the
effect of this approach in his
solo in "Followthrough,"
where the kick drum plays a
melodic role in conjunction
with the two differendy sized
tom-toms and the snare.
For the mix, while I
tried to
preserve the overall dynamic
range —which is greater than
be the altar in Blue Heaven Studios;
you might be used to hearing
from more "commercial" recordings —I used subde changes in balance and level, and wet
or dry, compressed or clean, equalized or flat instrumental
sounds as Isaw fit, in order to realize what Iunderstood Jerome
Harris was trying to achieve musically. This is afar cry from the
documentary approach that Iadopt in my classical recording.
But my guiding principle was still the live sound of these five
free-blowing musicians in that ambient Salina church.
It was aprivilege to work with such asimpatico bunch of
musicians. My thanks to all of them, but especially to Jerome,
for the many hours of musical enjoyment Ihad in the preparation of this Cll. Ihope you get as much enjoyment listening to
Rendezvous as Ihave from its production. —John Atkinson

You asked for it ...

Jazz from Stereophile!
We've heard it for years: -When is Stereophile going to make ajazz recording?"
Well, now we have.
> Noted jazz guitarist and bassist Jerome Harris assembled avirtuoso band for the sessions:
Marty Ehrlich (alto sax), Art Baron (trombone), Steve Nelson (vibraphone),
and Billy Drummond (drums).
> John Atkinson's 20-bit recording isn't your typical compressed, over-EQ'd jazz disc —
it preserves the whole sonic experience, from the softest sigh to the
full-blown roar of five musicians coolette.
?LOS >

> We guarantee you'll he thrilled — or you can return your disc(s) for afull refund.
Order extra.s, and let your friends and family experience jazz the Stereophile way.
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all Dave Holland Mr. Versatility.
While he hasn't done any out-and-out
hip-hop records, and he hasn't been heard
in either astrictly classical or apop situation, when it
comes to jazz and its environs, the bearded, soft-spoken, forward-looking bass ace seems able to do it all.
In the past couple of years he's appeared on many
diverse projects. These include Herbie Hancocic's
investigation of 70s and '80s pop tunes, The New
Standard (on Verve); Joe Henderson's essentially
mainstream jazz look at Pow and Bess (Verve); afreeform—leaning trio effort by pianist Kenny Werner, A
Delicate Balance (RCA); abust-out tenor/bass/ drums
bash by saxophonist Joe Lovano, Trio Fascination (Blue
Note); acrafty, modern-minded quintet date with
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Vigil," atender, poignant number played without solos. More
typical, though, was Holland's "The Balance." This was centered by an undulating bass ostinato and ariveting 5/4 groove;
it spotlighted asection of animated collective improvisation as
well as free-ranging solos. Also full of life was Eubanks' hiphop/swing/free "Metamorphosis." The soloists were all commanding, but none more so than the leader, who used his
broad imagination, impressive technical ability, and massive
sound to create state-of-the-art extemporizations.
The next day, in his room in anearby hotel, Holland talked
about the band and his music. He pointed out how much he
had changed since the 1970s and early '80s. Then, after his
1968-71 stint with Davis, he became astalwart on the New
York free jazz — or, as he preferred to call it, "open form" —
scene. He worked extensively with such limited-structure
advocates as Anthony Braxton and Sam
Steve Wilson.
Rivers, and co-led the band Circle with
Zan Stewart
Chick Corea and Braxton. Then, playing spontaneously, without form, was
the zenith of creativity. Not now.
"In my younger days, in my 20s,"
said Holland, sipping Evian water at a
table in atidy room with European
décor, "I was a little more narrowminded in terms of what was relevant
musically. Then Sam Rivers opened me
up alot. He said to just use all of it. That
was an important tip for me. Irealized
that Iwas denying aspects of my musical experiences. Now I'm certainly
enjoying taking everything that Ihave
been lucky enough to experience and
putting it into agroup music with this band. So we're able to
Holland's recordings embrace his multileveled musical phigo into all these different areas and make it cohesive. It's not
losophy. His intriguing compositions are sometimes lyrical,
just amishmash."
sometimes hard-edged, sometimes even funky. Their bent is
One of the core elements of the music Holland writes and
more contemporary than blues-based hard bop, and reveals
performs is that it is simple and complex at the same time,
an airy yet powerful band sound underpinned by hearty,
striving at once to interest his bandmembers while reaching
insistent rhythmic structures that grab the listener. The solos
listeners with varying levels of musical awareness. He uses
range from the driving — swinging statements that reflect
the music of Duke Ellington as an example.
the '60s and '70s outgrowths of bebop — to the complete"When you'd hear Duke, you'd have melodies you could
ly spontaneous, with references to such avant-garde giants
sing, as well as rhythms you couldn't keep still to," he said. "But
as Omette Coleman and Don Cherry.
underneath, in the arrangements, were the most complex harmonies. Asophisticated listener
At this point in his career, Holland is putting aside his
could then get even
penchant to fit into almost any setting as asideman in
order to focus on being aleader. His latest band — he
started his first in 1982 — is touring regularly, and he's
enthused about that. Late last year, just before his group
made ahistoric journey to the Republic of China and
then went into the studio to make anew ECM
album, the bassist was touring the US. One stop was
the Jazz Bakery in the Los Angeles suburb of
Culver City, where Holland and colleagues delivered acharacteristically spirited, involved performance. The band featured the same players as on
Points of View, with the substitution of Chris
Potter for Steve Wilson on saxes.
Over the course of an evening, Holland
essentially offered tunes from his recent
albums, and others that had not yet been
re corded—like
Nelson's "Candlelight

Chick Corea, Pat Metheny, Gary Burton, and Roy Haynes,
Like Minds (Concord Jazz); and trumpeter Kenny Wheeler's
expressive Angel Soie (ECM), with Lee Konitz and Bill Frisell.
Holland, working comfortably in apart-jazz, part-rock setting, often on electric bass, has also played avital role on several classic Miles Davis reissues. Among these are The
Complete Bitches Brew Sessions and At Fillnwre: Live at Fillmore
East (both on Columbia/Legacy).
In addition are Holland's most recent — and excellent—
ECM recordings: Dream cf the Elders (1995) and last year's
Points of View, respectively featuring apianoless quartet and
quintet. The latter sports trombonist Robin Eubanks, vibist
Steve Nelson (who also appears on Stereophiles new jazz
release, Rendezvous), drummer Billy ICillson, and saxophonist
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*Brian Dainkroger, STEREOPHILE ,
January '99
FI MAGAZINE
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lightning transients, the superb
dynamic scaling, the remarkable
spaciousness, the nearly world-class
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coherence, and sheer presencing
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have in abundance...in my opinion,
that's what the 1.6's are--the best
sound you can buy for fifteen hundred
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*Jon Valin, FI, July, 438
ULTIMATE AUDIO MAGAZINE

"...the MG1.6's left an indelible
impression and join Maggies own
3.5's.. .as the steals of the speaker world.
Uncannily balanced. Unlike similarly
priced speakers, there was no lack of
dynamics or tendency toward leanness.
And their size and appearance shouldn't
be ahindrance in most homes."
*Myles Astor, Editor, Ultimate Audio, Jan./Feb., '98
'Quotes reprinted with permission
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deeper into the layers of the music and enjoy those as well."
The bassist is also composing pieces —most in meters other
than the usual 4/4 and waltz (3/4) time —that stretch him and
his fellow musicians. This is aconcept that comes from, again,
Ellington, and from Thelonious Monk and Miles Davis.
"If you write apiece that aims at developing away you
want to play, then there's asymbiotic relationship between
the player and composition," Holland stated. "The composition transports the player beyond his limitations into
newer areas, which then feed the next composition. It's
an ongoing cycling of ideas."
Holland admitted that, as time goes by, the tunes he's
writing are becoming more lyrical, less edgy. Good
examples are the gorgeous "Equality," from Dream of the
Elders, and "The Balance" and "Ario," from Points of
View. He's seeing that music can be sentimental and wistful
bass. His tone has long
and still have substance.
been muscular, with anice, round shape
"There were times where I'd write asong and say, 'This is
and an appealing pliability, and can penetrate aminor din. The
too pretty, maybe, not cutting-edge enough.' Now Isee it
roots of his sound come from the influences of two players
doesn't always have to hit people over the head. In the early
with gorgeous tones: Ray Brown and Leroy Vinnegar.
'90s, Idid agroup with guitarist Kevin Eubanks and percus"I heard Ray on two Oscar Peterson records: Night Train and
sionist Mino Cinelu. We were doing avery acoustic thing and
Affinity, both on Verve," he said. "Then Ibought two Leroy
Inoticed how the audience was enticed into the music. It didVmnegar records: Leroy Walks and Leroy Walks Again, both on
n't grab you by the throat. It said, `Come on over here, check
Contemporary. That was 1961. Iwanted to make that sound.
this out,' and because of this Inoticed the audience's attention
So Iworked alot at trying to do that. In the end, you realize
was more keenly attuned to the music. This was part of growyou can't sound like anybody but yourself, but you use these
ing up and maturing —seeing that music can be just as intense
guys as role models."
and compelling, and yet have agentleness to it."
Armed with abit of experience and a load of talent,
All in all, Holland is having the time of his life playing with
Holland landed in London. There, he studied with James E.
his latest quintet. He sees this period —of playing regularly
Merritt, principal bassist of the London Philharmonic,
with aworking band and having his music, his musicians, and
attended the respected Guildhall School of Music &
himself all grow in the process — as one of
•
In
Drama on a scholarship, and played with everyone
grand opportunity.
I
tu from established greats Ben Webster and Coleman
"I'd like to be able to
Hawkins to such rising contemporaries as John
pursue this group for as
Surman and Kenny Wheeler. While working at ajam
much time as it's availat Ronnie Scott's Old Place, he met future colleague
able," he said. "That's
Jack DeJohnette. Later, in Scott's main room 'he was
always been the ideal for
heard by Miles Davis and was invited to join Wayne
me, to have aband that
Shorter, Herbie Hancock, and Tony Williams as the
works on the music,
gee, n
where you come back after
before
the n
\\ WS‘\.\ 60\S
permanent
was just 21. replacement for Ron Carter. Holland
the
endtheofstart
oneoftour
and

• de
"ftme v,me times
sag e

NllIi

ext
and pick up and carry the
music along alittle further
\()ii
each time. It's also an ideal of
having agroup that nurtures
and develops the music in an t
ongoing way, where the musicians have agood experience,
and contribute and take something away that they can put I
into their own music. A group
that works regularly doesn't
come along much these days,
even for me. It's aluxury, and I
feel so fortunate to have this
opportunity."
Dave Holland's musical adventures began as afive-year-old in
Wolverhampton, England, playing
ukulele. He started guitar a few
years later, eventually picking up the
electric bass, which he played in rock
bands. At 15, he took up the acoustic
Stereophile, March 1999
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together in London, there was this instant hookup, musicalThe transition from working with everyone in London to
ly, and it's been like that ever since. It's athing of shared
appearing with arguably the world's then most popular jazz
responsibility in the music, of supporting each other, of recmusician wasn't asnap for Holland, but Davis made it easier.
ognizing what we're supposed to do to make the music
"I was prepared for the worst," Holland said. "All the stories
work. And it's openness to lots of different kinds of music
you hear... But he turned out to be the most sweet man."
that we both have. Iused to practice with some of the same
Ultimately, it was big fun, and very enlightening. To this
records that Jack did, like Miles' "Four" and More Columbia
day, the bassist recalls the impact the trumpeter made their
and Coltrane's Crescent Impulse!"
first time on stage together, at aNew York nightclub.
Holland's relationship with Herbie Hancock has been
"I remember this incredible focus he had," Holland said.
more intermittent. After playing together with Miles, it was
"The concentration he had when he played was tangible. It
22 years before they worked together again, hooking up on
made you reach for it yourself. It made you see: This is the
atour with Metheny and DeJohnette in 1990. Since then,
real stuff. Iwas in the presence of something extraordinary.
they've gotten together more often, both in trios and as part
And as the band was five or six years old at that point, it was
of the New Standard band with DeJohnette, guitarist John
working on an intuitive level. It took me awhile to find my
Scofield, and saxophonist Michael Brecker.
place, but Miles was encouraging.
"If I'm not working with my group and Herbie calls me, I
"One thing that's not often said about him is how generjump at it," said the bassist. "Herbie's extraordinary. Herbie
ous he was musically. So many bandleaders use the band to
can really improvise. He can take a song like "Dolphin
aggrandize their own playing. Not him. He'd always play his
Dance," which he's been playing for 35 years, and make it
part, and then step back and enjoy listening to the rest of the
completely new every night. That is an improviser. On top of
band, enjoy when people got to great things.
which, to be in arhythm section with Herbie is wonderful."
"The other thing I'd like to say about Miles is how much
Holland is just as upbeat about the general contemporary
Ilearned about what process means to the music. In other
modern jazz scene as he is about his own career. He feels
words, how much how something is done influences what is
there are alot of fine young and not-so-young players workdone. Because the context that you create for amusical event
ing, though sometimes, he said, the print media doesn't
dramatically influences how the musicians react and deal
acknowledge this.
with it. Just look at Kind of Blue Columbia. What abrilliant
"At my website, www.daveholland.com, Ifrequently get econcept. The material is to alarge extent minimal, but it's taimail from people asking about the future of jazz, and isn't
lor-made to those players, what they could do, and showcaswhat is happening now so much less than what happened in
es their amazing talents.
the past. Ialways say the same thing: that you've probably
"Recording with Miles was amost casual thing. Was the
only been reading what you're allowed to be
tape rolling? Was it arehearsal? We just played and it was
exposed to. Things are really much better than
on to the next piece. The music took shape
t we
they might appear in the press. We have an enororganically. It was aprocess
mous wealth of talent now, players with extraorthat was going on in the
•
I116
dinary ideas. We're not given that perspective
studio in the developing of
u
çam.
enough. There's so much product on the market
the piece. And in that
right now that Ithink there's a tremendous
process, the musicians were
,aelial ‘mg.
responsibility on the part of the print media to
inspired to come up with
%Mu"
• Die
be even-handed and to present a broad
things. That made abig, big
impression on me. It's an
US
overview. Ithink they're doing music aclisserexample I've tried to employ
t
vice by not supporting the originality that is
out there." CI
in the things "
r' "
0(1 e
°I1 ‘11
After Miles, the bassist spent
a couple of years with Stan
tki,
too
Getz, and then indulged his
Mt mew —11
growing interest in open-form
music, playing apivotal role in
the New York loft scene. He t
started recording for ECM in e
l
1981, and has since fattened his
worthy catalog with such recordings as Juinpin' hi (1983), The Razor's
Edge (1987), Extensions (1989), and
his latest pair.
Holland has worked consistently
with DeJohnette, who has been one
of his closest friends since he arrived
in the US to join Davis. Besides working with Miles and in Gateway, they
also played together with Stan Getz,
and, over time, have become one of
modern music's most revered rhythm
teams. Holland tried to explain why.
"We genuinely love each other," the
bassist began. "When we first played
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loved HeodRoom audio image processing which mokes the headphone audio image
seem more natural. $179

plones for work?" Well, we know what o grind
it con be. so we've mode plane travel decidedly more pleasurable.
system ond

Just get on RirHead

seal up your ears with o pair of

Etymotic ER4S headphones, and you'll hardly
notice the trials of your travels.

HeaclRoom Corporation
PO Box 6549 Bozeman, MT 59771
521 East Peach St. Bozeman, MT 59715

HeadRoom Corporation
We ore Your One Stop Spot for all
Things Heodphone.

Headphones
Koss Porto Pro Jr.
Koss KSC35
Grodo SR60
Grado SR80
Grado SR125

869.00
895.00
8149.00

Grado SR225

8195.00

Grado RS2
Grado RS I

8495.00
$699.00

Sennheiser MX4
Sennheiser MX5

800 828 8184
Sweat it Off.
If you really wont to sweat, you've
just got to hove some motive power.
Greot
tunes
con
give
you just thot. So pump up your
portoble cassette ployer with on
PirHead ond Obic tune belt. $39.95

The Brick
The Brick is o handy-dandy little
bog for o portable tope ployer,
fiirHeod amp, ond three topes.
There ore loops in the bock to ottoch to a belt, or you con use the
comfortable shoulder strop that's
included. $39.95

Ph. 406 587 9466 fax 406 587 9484
Order Direct by phone or fax, and you'll
get our nifty 30-Day Satisfaction guaranty.

$39.95
$34.95

824.95
839.95

Sennheiser HD265
Sennheiser HD433

8199.00
834.95

Sennheiser HD435
Sennheiser HD445

$59.95
869.95

Sennheiser HD455
Sennheiser ND465

$89.95
8109.00

Sennheiser HD475
Sennheiser HD525
Sennheiser H0535

8129.00
8109.00
8149.00

Sennheiser
Sennheiser
Sennheiser
Sennheiser

HD545
HD565
HD580
1-10600

8159.00
8239.00
8279.00
$349.00

Sennheiser
Sennheiser
Sennheiser
Sennheiser

H025 SP
HDC451
ASÓ
RS8

8129.00
8229.00
8249.00
$329.00

Sennheiser HE60/70
Sennheiser Orpheus

81499.00
814999.00

Etymotic ER4S
Beyerdynomic
Beyerdynomic
Beyerdynomic
Beyerdynomic
Beyerdynomic
Beyerdynomic

0748
DT220
DT250
DT311
DT331
DT411

$299.00
8359.00
8159.00
8179.00
869.00
889.00
899.00

Beyerdynomic DT431
Beyerdynomic DT511
Beyerdynomic DT531

8119.00
8139.00
8159.00

Beyerdynomic DT770
Beyerdynomic DT801

8149.00
$169.00

Beyerdynomic DT811
Beyerdynomic DT831
Beyerdynomic DT931

8179.00
$199.00
$269.00

MB Quort OP
MB Quart OP
MB Quart OP
MB Quart OP
MB Quart OP
PKG K240M
fiKG K401

$69.00
899.00
8119.00
$139.00
8259.00
$149.00
8169.00

160
220
240
250
400

PKG K501
nKo 1-S1000
HeadRoom Amplifiers
The Airhead
The Little
The Little More Power
The Bose Station 1
The Supreme
The Cosmic

$199.00
$1299.00

The Home
The Moxed-Out Home
The Max

8599.00
8999.00
81333.00

Coll about other stuff.

8179.00
8249.00
8449.00
8299.00
8449.00
8599.00

The highly efficient Dual Concentric drivers
are the ultimate instruments to experience the
unique virtues of tube amplification.
The stately posture and trapezoidal lines of
the

Churchill

can

only

be

described

as

purposefully elegant ... a timeless desi n that

TANNOY/TGI

NORTH

AMERICA

INC.

300 GAGE AVE., SUITE 1 • KITCHENER ONTARIO. CANADA N2M 2C8
PHONE: (519) 745- II
58 FAX (5 I
9) 745-2364 •WEB SITE: http//wwwtannoycorn

tone control • room correction • speaker correction • digital volume control • preamp-less digital playback

Forget your preconceptions about EQ
and forever change the way you
listen to digital audio
http://www.z-sys.com
Not only was Iable to hear into the orchestration,
but the instruments were no longer crowded
together, and there was a sense of space and
place. What a marvelous transformation.."
Kalman Rubinson
Stereophile. Vol. 21 No. 7
"Every audiophile should have

;
I)
.\

Ib I

'

Ill Well •••um

The rdp-1

z-systems
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to me and Ilove it:
Bascom King
Audio. April 1998
"Z-Systems' device has
dazzled one of the keenest
subjectivists in all of audio"
Ken Kessler
Audio. Jan. 1998

reference digital preamplifier.

audio laboratories

352.371.0990 (ph)

tone controls but few do.
The rdp-1 gave them back

352.371.0093 (fax)

Finally —Audiophile EQ!

z-sys ,
,Çiz-sys.com

AAHPAV, Golden Note Award '98
Best Audio Processor Design
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Revel Salon loudspeaker

0

navery special Saturday night
in early September —late winter in Australia —I was deeply
moved by hearing Brahms' Symphony 1
in the concert hall of the Sydney Opera
House complex. Perhaps it was Marck
Janowski's fiery, inspired conducting, but
Ikeep recalling the hall itself. Earlier that
day, Ihad photographed —first from my
hotel room, later from a ferry—the
huge, nesting sail-like roofs, covered
with amillion white ceramic tiles, that
enclose an opera theater, concert hall,
and restaurant. Twenty-five years in
construction and costing over $107 million, the Sydney Opera House is de-

e
e

scribed in my Fodor's '98 Auslralia guide
as "the most widely recognized landmark of urban Australia." Attending the
concert that night—all 2679 scats were
occupied — Ifound the acoustics lovely,
dark, and rich.
Which brings me to the Revel Salon
loudspeaker. Before Iever heard this
large, floorstanding dynamic loudspeaker, its appearance caught my attention. Like the huge concrete sails covering the Sydney Opera House, the Salon's
curved rosewood side panels and bowed
grille screen are gracefully pleasing to
the eye. Both concert hall and loudspeaker please several senses at once.

reflex-aligned with aport tunnel 16"
long and 4" wide, which flares to a6"diameter opening on the Salon's rear
panel, just below the rear tweeter. Kevin
Voccks, the Salon's designer, claims this
multiple driver system better handles
large dynamic bass peaks, dissipating
heat buildup before it can cause compression. The large, flaring port was
designed to not make "chuffing" sounds
when the Salon is driven at high levels.
Besides the reflex port and second
tweeter, the rear panel features four
gold-plated speaker terminals for
biwiring, alow-frequency compensation control that gives ±2dB adjustment
at 43.9Hz, and separate level controls
Description
for the front and rear tweeters.
The Revel Salon is afour-way system
The upper section houses the tweeters and the midrange unit, and prowith seven drive-units: two tweeters
(1.1" on the front and 0.75" on the back),
trudes above the side panels and cants
one 4" midrange, one 6.5" midbass, and
backward, placing the tweeter 48"
three 8" woofers. These are set into a above the floor. The front tweeter, a1.1"
two-part cabinet more than afoot wide,
aluminum-alloy metal dome, replaces
more than two feet deep, and over four
the Salon prototype's soft-dome fabric
feet tall. The bottom section houses the
tweeter, now used in Revel's Ultima
midbass unit and the three woofers
Gem loudspeaker. 'The combination of
with their mica- and carbon-filled
aluminum voice-coil, the optimized
magnet structure, the specially formucopolymer domes, all hidden behind
r
he flying front grille. The woofers are
lated anodizing of the 28mm aluminum

Description: Four-way, floor-standing loudspeaker with rear-facing
reflex port and tweeter. Drive-units:
1.1" (28mm) aluminum-alloy dome
tweeter, 0.75" rear tweeter, 4"
(102mm) titanium-dome midrange
driver, 6.5" (185mm) midbass
transducer, three 8" (210mm)
woofers. Crossover frequencies:
125Hz, 450Hz, 2.2kHz; 8kHz for rear
tweeter. Rear-panel level controls:
front and rear tweeters, low-frequency compensation. Frequency
response: in-room response, 25Hz12kHz,
±1 dB;
first-reflections
response, 25Hz-17kHz, ±1dB; listening window (on-axis) response:
24Hz-18kHz, ±1.5dB; in-room
response relative to target response,
25Hz-20kHz, ±0.75dB; low-frequency extension, -3dB at 24Hz. Nominal
impedance: 6 ohms, 3 ohms mini-

mum. Sensitivity: 86dB/W/m.
Dimensions: 50's/16" (1294mm) H by
13r (342.9mm) W by 29%6"
(674.7mm) D. Spikes add 1.5"
(38mm) to height. Weight: 240 lbs
(108.9kg) each.
Finishes: High-gloss: Heather Gray,
Midnight Blue, Piano Black, Forest
Green, Revel Red; also matte black.
Side panels: rosewood, light oak,
black ash, aluminum, unfinished.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
1116, 1120.
Prices: 814,400/pair in matte black,
815,500/pair in other finishes.
Approximate number of dealers: 40.
Manufacturer: Revel Corporation,
8500 Balboa Blvd., Northridge, CA
91320. Tel: (818) 830-8777. Fax:
(818) 892-4960. Web: www.revel
speakers.com.

Revel Salon loudspeaker
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dome, the damping plug, the inductance and flux-modulation rings, and
the stray-flux cancellation magnets are
said to allow this transducer to operate

in apistonic manner out to 30kHz, its
dome's first breakup mode. The tweeter's off-axis response is optimized by the
top enclosure's smoothly curved baffle.

Not being able to find animble OEM
midrange driver, Revel designed and
manufactured for the Salon its own 4"
(102mm) concave titanium-diaphragm

woofers appear to have arather uneven
output in the midbass, but this may well
be ameasurement artifact. They roll off
steeply above the 125Hz crossover frequency to the upper woofer, which in
turn crosses over to the midrange unit
two octaves higher, at 450Hz.
Fig.4 shows the Salon's quasi-anechoic response, averaged across a30°
horizontal window on the tweeter axis
and spliced to the complex sum of the
responses of the lower-frequency units
below 300Hz. Under these conditions,
the speaker's bass extension just fails to
reach 20Hz, by ahertz or so. In aroom,
as LG found, the Salon will descend
below 20Hz. There appears to be a
slight lumpiness in the lower-bass/
upper-bass integration region, but,
again, this could well be ameasurement
artifact. (Calculating the true LF response of such acomplicated speaker
involves quite alot of what engineers
call "handwaving.") The speaker is
astonishingly flat throughout the

midrange, though there is avery slight
lack of presence-region energy on-axis.
Whether or not this will be perceived as
adding alaid-back quality to the Salon's
balance will depend on its off-axis
behavior (see below).
Fig.5 shows the differences in the
Salon's on-axis response due to the
tweeter-level control being set to its
"±l" positions. This can be seen to
shelve the tweeter range up or down by
almost exactly ldB.
When you look at the way in which

Measurements
Iestimated the Revel Salon's B-weighted sensitivity as 87dB/2.83V/m, a
mite higher than the specification. However, the Salon is basically a4ohm loudspeaker, drawing 2W from the amplifier to achieve its sensitivity rating. Its
impedance also varies depending on
whether or not the rear tweeter is on or
off, and on the settings of the three
tone-control switches. Fig.1 shows the
worst-case impedance: with the rear
tweeter on, the boundary compensation
set to "—," and the front tweeter to
Even so, the magnitude doesn't drop
significantly below 4ohms and the electrical phase angle is moderate.
No wrinkles can be seen in these
impedance traces, other than at avery
high 34kHz, which Iassume is due to
the tweeter's ultrasonic "oil-can" breakup
mode. This suggests that the Salon's cabinet is well braced and damped. Fig2
shows acumulative spectral-decay plot
calculated from the output of asimple
plastic-tape accelerometer fastened to the
center of aside panel, roughly level with
the upper woofer. Acouple of modes can
be seen in the 300Hz region, but these
are well down in level.
As parts of afour-way design, the
Salon's drive-units need cover only relatively restricted ranges. Fig.3 shows the
responses, measured in the nearfield, of
the lower-frequency drive-units and the
port. The port's bandpass output is centered on the tuning frequency of 24Hz,
and its upper range is commendably
free from pipe resonances. The three

.
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Fig.3 Revel Salon, individual nearfield responses
of (from left to right): port, three lower
woofers, upper woofer, midrange unit. The
respective levels are plotted in the ratio of
the square roots of the radiating areas.
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Revel Salon, electrical impedance (solid)
and phase (dashed) with rear tweeter on,
front tweeter at "+1," and low-frequency
compensation at "-" (2 ohms/vertical div.).
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Fig.4 Revel Salon, anechoic response on tweeter
axis at 50", averaged across 30° horizontal
window and corrected for microphone
response, with complex sum of the
nearfield woofer, midrange, and port
responses plotted below 300Hz.
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Fig.2 Revel Salon, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to cabinet side wall,
center of upper quadrant (MIS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V; measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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Fig.5 Revel Salon, effect of front-tweeter level
control, set to -±1" and normalized to the
HF-axis response (5dB/vertical div.).
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transducer. It employs an unusually
large (1.5", or 38nun) voice-coil, optimized high-flux neodymium motor,
and co-injected fluoroelastimer rubber

surround, with aFaraday ring on the
pole-piece to reduce magnetic distortion. This large motor structure allows
the midrange to play at high levels with-

out suffering from heat buildup and the
resulting compression.
The crossover uses fourth-order
slopes, the drivers operated in their opti-

the Salon's response changes to the sides
of the tweeter axis (fig.6), you can see
that there is aslight off-axis flare in the
exact region between 31cHz and 4kHz
where there is also aslight suckout onaxis. In normal-sized rooms and at normal listening distances, the Salon's perceived balance should be flat.
Vertically, the Revel's tweeter is a
very high 47" from the floor, which at
first worried me: Was Idoing the right
thing by measuring the response on the
tweeter axis? (In the three-dimensional
puzzle you have to solve when doing a
set of speaker measurements, it helps to
choose an easily repeatable axis for the
microphone. In this respect, the tweeter
is the best choice.) But as fig.7 reveals,
the Salon's balance hardly changes over
awide window, thanks to its use of
high-order crossover filters. As long as
the listener's ears are between 36" and
50" from the floor, he or she will hear
what the speaker is capable of doing.
However, the high-order crossover
means that the Salon cannot be timecoherent, as shown by its step response
on the tweeter axis (fig.8). The tweeter
output arrives first at the microphone,
followed by the outputs of the midrange
unit, then the upper woofer, then the
three lower woofers. It is arguable
whether time coherence is necessary or
not. Certainly, LG's very positive reaction to the Revel's resolution of detail
and its imaging accuracy was not negatively affected by the speaker's timedomain behavior.
The Salon's waterfall plot (fig.9) was
not as clean as Ihad expected. Isuspect
that some of the HF hash present in the
floor of this graph is due to early reflections of the tweeter's output from the

tops of the speaker's side cheeks. There
is ahint of delayed energy just below
the on-axis notch in the presence
region, but this is probably too subtle to

introduce any coloration.
Another finely engineered loudspeaker design from Kevin Voecks and
his team.
-John Atkinson
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mal range to yield the flattest off-axis
and first-reflection responses. Each
major section — tweeter, midrange,
midbass, woofers — has its own
crossover board populated with highquality individual components. The
crossover elements of each Salon are
individually trimmed and matched to
within 0.5dB of adesign reference.
The Salon's fien'finish are the best

I've come across. The rosewood side
panels on my review samples had a
luster and sheen that far exceed those
of the fine furniture cabinets Ihave in
my living room. The quality of the
samples' Gray Heather high-gloss
paint matched or surpassed finishes on
loudspeakers costing two to three
times as much. Hardware and connections are sturdy, gold-plated, easily

accessible, and look like they'll last a
lifetime.
Setup
Iplaced the Revel Salons where my
Quad ESL-63s had donc best: 63" from
the rear wall and 36" from the side
walls, on acircular area rug. The Salons
faced the full length of my listening
room, which is 26' long, 13' wide, and

AVisit to the Revel Factory
75 miles on Southern Cali'', fornia's crowded freeways was a
first for me, but Iwas determined to
visit designer Kevin Voecks at Harman
International's Northridge facility. I
traveled north from Anaheim,
through Hollywood, past the Van
Nuys airport, turned off Balboa
Boulevard into Harman's parking lot
(catching just aglimpse of the beautiful San Gabriel mountains in the distance), and entered ahuge, 450,000square-foot factory once used to
assemble Titan missiles.
The next hour was ablur as Kevin
and his engineering team raced me
through Revel's engineering digs. I
walked by the new, fully automated
production line used to manufacture
the Salon's unique midrange driver;
perched myself on the wire-screen
floor of the 5000-cubic-foot "4Pi,"
full-space anechoic chamber used to
collect exacting measurements on
early Salon prototypes; took acomputer-aided instruction program used
to train Revel's double-blind listening
panel; sat in the darkened, ultraquiet
Multichannel Listening Laboratory as
a hydraulic speaker mover shifted
loudspeakers in asimulated listening
tesr, held aplastic port horn carved by
laser using stereo lithography; and
looked —very carefully — over ahuge
laser measuring the vibrational resonance velocities of Salon side panels.
All during this engineering walkabout, Ichatted with Kevin Voecks
about his role in the Salon's creation ...
Larry Greenhill: Kevin, how did you
come to be aloudspeaker designer?
Kevin Voecks: Istarted engineering
school, but left to go into retail...
While working at Natural Sound in
Massachusetts, Ibecame frustrated
with the high-end loudspeakers Isold,
and what traditional engineering
offered for loudspeaker design. Ileft
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retail to start Symdex, with the goal of
making better loudspeakers. My first
designs followed the trends in vogue,
with time-aligned drivers and firstorder crossovers that reproduced squarewaves. Later, Iworked on the M-1
Mirage, developing an early prototype
later perfected by John Tchilinguirian
and Ian Paisley. Next, Iwent to work at
Snell Acoustics, and began to spend time
at Canada's National Research Council's
[NRC] audio laboratory in Ottawa,
where Ifirst worked with Floyd Toole.
Three years ago, I
joined Revel.
Greenhill: You once told me that you
moved to Revel because there you'd finally
have the research budget adequatefor designing abetter high-end loudspeaker. How does
abigger research budget translate into abetter
loudspeaker?
Voecks: At Revel, we've had the luxury of being able to design drivers
from scratch, and not have to settle for
what we can purchase from other
manufacturers. That allows us to make
the ideal tradeoffs. Say we want adriver to extend well above the crossover
point, as well as have excellent power
handling and avoid dynamic compression. If we had to use the typical lossy
cone available in OEM drivers, it had
to be well damped so breakup was not
apparent. In the past, Imight have had
to use Band-Aids to cover up the
breakup problem.
Here at Revel we can get the
extended upper range by designing
our own driver with alower-mass
cone material: titanium. Iwant it to
have good power handling, which usually means aheavier motor structure.
Because the titanium does not have a
low-frequency breakup mode, we can
use ahuge voice-coil and still have
high-frequency extension. Iwas able
to specify acurved front baffle to
reduce reflections, where previously I
could use only the standard box enclosure with strategically placed pieces of

felt, which did the same job but not as
well. Now Ican have it all!
Greenhill: How did the Salon's design
process difterfrom your earlier loudspeakers?
Voecks: Back at NRC, we thought
off-axis measurements should be held
to standards similar to on-axis ones, but
we could not specify how. Now that
process is much more refined here at
Revel. We have asingle curve with so
much information. Second, the listening process is very much improved. We
can place aspeaker in the same spot in
the room. Even at Canada's NRC we
had aproblem doing that. You'd have
to switch back and forth to see what
was coming from the speaker and what
was different about the room placement. Third, back then Iwas aoneman band. Now we have abig engineering department. We have so many
experts. But the process takes longer
than it used to. Designing the transducers from scratch, industrial design,
thorough testing, and double-blind listening tests all take time.
We used Madrigal's in-house industrial design department for the Salon.
When designing the Salon, Ibegan by
specifying the size of the tweeter and
midrange. The engineering department used CAD to calculate the radius
of the front baffle required to minimize diffraction effects, and identified
the type of router needed to carve the
radius from the raw cabinet. The job
was outsourced to aspecial firm that
had ahuge router. This allows us to
achieve aunique appearance, so our
loudspeakers are not like every other
box. We've found it hard to convince
people that there is something special
inside aspeaker unless its fien'finish
and materials are extraordinary. For
example, we had to develop aproprietary high-gloss paint process that is
applied over the primer and that will
smooth over all the seams in the MI)F
construction material.
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Revel
12' high, with asemi-cathedral ceiling.
The back of the room opens into a25'
by 15' kitchen through an 8' by 4' doorway. Even in this large listening area —
over 5000 ft3— the Salon produced
high volumes. Its 86dB/2.83V/m voltage sensitivity falls within the range this
magazine has found to be normal.
Medium-powered solid-state amplifiers
such as my 100Wpc Mark Levinson

Greenhill: Why does each Salon weigh
250 lbs?
Voecks: We had the budget to make
abigger cabinet. The cabinet volume
we selected is astraightforward tradeoff between sensitivity, low frequency
extension, and size, so that the Salon
can be driven by amoderate-powered
amplifier in alarge room and still
have powerful deep bass with avery
low frequency cutoff. We use laser
interferotnetry to look at the cabinet
and make it quiet, and this information led us to avery heavy cabinet.
Part of its mass is the need to brace
and damp alarge cabinet. We used a
constrained-layer damping technique:
You compress amass—the panels—
through the hardware onto asomewhat flexible layer of the rubber
material we use. We got all kinds of
density of rubber material, then, using
laser interferometry, looked at the
side panels' velocity and acceleration
when attached, checking to see which
combination of materials gave the
greatest reduction in cabinet-panel
velocity or output.
Greenhill: How did you achieve the
unusual extension and &it in the bass
response Iheard in the Salon?
Voecks: The Salon uses three 8"
woofers per enclosure, giving more
power handling than asingle 15" subwoofer. In addition, we spread the
heat buildup over six voice-coils
rather than one or two. As heat builds
up, the impedance goes up. Then the
speaker doesn't react linearly with
level. We took all our combined
expertise at Revel and JBL and put it
to work in getting the best bass
response we could from the Salon.
The Salon's reflex design is tuned to
24Hz (-3dB downpoint). Also, we
designed the mouth of the port to
play at high levels with very low noise
from air movement and low distortion. This is due to the port's large
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Salon

No.331 were able to generate loud lev- sweeps, phase checks, pink-noise audiels with little evidence of clipping. Even tions, and optimization of listeningso, Ichose the high-powered Bryston chair placement for optimal soundstag7B-ST monoblocks (954W each into 4 ing and imaging.
The Salons had solid output down to
ohms) for most of my listening, for their
19Hz in my listening room, with no
power reserves and easily visible frontdoubling (the production of secondpanel clipping indicators.
Final adjustments included compara- harmonic distortion). Playing Stereotive nearfield (8') and farfield (16') lis- phile's Test CD 3for channel checks and
tening, low-frequency signal-generator phasing, Imoved my chair around until

flare and its effective length. We calculated the wind speed in the port,
and calculated the output capability so
that it would handle high levels. All of
these llave been optimized.
Greenhill: Which Harman listening
room did ru use to develop the Salon?
Voecks: Most important was the
5355-cubic-foot Multichannel Listening Laboratory [MLLP Its speaker
mover — acustom-built floor at the
front of the room — allows us to perform positional substitutions of up to
nine different loudspeakers. Loudspeakers are attached to one of nine
pallets that move in 1" increments
through arange of 4' forward and
backward, while the entire array
moves 4' to the left or right of the listener. When tested, each speaker is
moved to the exact same place.
That's when the truth comes out. It
is essential that different loudspeakers,
to be compared, get moved into the
same location. A slight difference in
location can change the sound of a
speaker as it interacts with room
boundaries. Even if we have two prototypes of the same speaker with a
slight difference in the wiring of the
crossover, one is never certain if the
differences heard are from the internal
wiring, or from differences in the position of the speakers vis-à-vis the listener. If several different speakers are
compared without moving them, then
one needs amuch larger number of
tests just to control for position.
Greenhill: How did you determine that
off-axis response was so important in speaker design?
Voecks: The real breakthrough in the
design of the Salon was getting a
speaker measurement that correlated
1See S.E. Olive, 11. Castro. F.E. Toole. "A New
Laboratory for Evaluating Multichannel Audio
Components and Systems," presented at the 105th
Convention of the Audio Engineering Society
(September 1998). Preprint 4842 (H-1).

with double-blind listener preferences. We divided our measurements
into three groups.
First was the direct sound. We measure direct sound at the listening window. This yields acurve that gives loudspeaker measurements abad name,
because it can look good with alousy
speaker. We do an average of seven
measurements. That cancels out local
interference that doesn't mean anything in itself. Other designers may
smooth the curve so it can be legible,
but that throws out important data. By
taking the average over asmall area, we
end up with asmooth, interpretable
curve. This is because the artifacts average out, without having to discard data
that turn out to be important.
Second, the speaker's output that
contributes to early reflections from
nearby boundaries is measured. These
reflections are typically heard less than
20 ms after the direct sound, and are
perceived differently than the later
reverberent sound. The performance
of the speaker 60-70° off-axis needs to
be included in this early-reflections
measurement because it contributes to
early reflections. The off-axis sounds
are just as important as the on-axis.
Two speakers that look the same
when you measure the direct sound
can look wildly different off-axis.
Third, the off-axis speaker performance contributes most to the reverberant sound. This correlates with
speaker timbre, one of the most important factors in listener preferences
during double-blind tests. We take 72
measurements in the "4Pi" anechoic
chamber by rotating the loudspeaker
on atable in two planes. The listening
tests conducted in the MLL enabled
Floyd and the group to determine
how to use these 72 measurements
and weight them to generate asingle
curve. This generates the Calculated
continued on page 84
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Revel

Salon

Icould hear the in-phase pink-noise signal as aholographic patch about 6" in
diameter suspended about 4' above the
floor. Imaging and soundstaging were
optimized when the speakers and my
chair formed the apices of an equilateral
triangle 8' on aside (measured from the
tweeter centers). The Salons' tonal balance did not change when Iplayed pink
noise and conducted the "sit down,

continuedfrom page 83

Perceived Response. The ideal, as
far as listeners go, is not aflat line. If
[a loudspeaker is] set to be flat, it is
perceived as overly bright. Listeners
prefer the "target" to be sloping
down, and report that as "neutral."
Greenhill: As the Salon's designer, you
used the double-blind listening panel's
preferences to confirm your design choices.
Was this panel trained to astandard before
these tests? Ifso, this would be thefirst use
of atrained and "certified" double-blind
listening panel to help adesigner!
Voecks: Yes, all panel members are
trained first using a computeraided instruction course before
they participate in listening tests in
our MLL.2 Sean Olive, Harman's
manager of subjective evaluation,
explains that "the current threshold
or criteria in selecting listeners on
our 'expert' or 'trained' panel is that
they must achieve at least 95% correct in the 6dB-resonance identification task and 85% correct in the
3dB task. Both tasks involve correctly identifying the center frequency of resonant peaks and dips
of added resonances that are 2.5
octaves wide. Generally, members
who meet these criteria do so after
one to three training sessions that
last about 30 minutes each. We
have found that after five training
sessions, about 20% of motivated
people with normal hearing cannot
meet this target and are not accepted on the panel. In addition, we do
not select listeners with more than
-15dB loss at any audiometric frequency, since Toole found that listeners with hearing losses greater
than this are less consistent in their
opinions compared to normalhearing listeners."
2 See S.E. Olive, "A Method for Training
Listeners and Selecting Program Material for
Listening Tests," presented at the 97th
Convention of the Audio Engineering Society
(November 1994). Preprint 3893 (H-5).
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stand up, walk around" test.
Using both pink noise and J. Gordon
Holes voice on Stereophilès first Test CD
(STPH002-2), I tried adjusting the
Salon's three rear-panel system-optimization knobs. Turning off the rear
tweeter caused JGH's voice to harden.
Front-tweeter boost or cut adjustments
were subtle, but Ipreferred the "OdB"
position. As for the bass adjustments
around 50Hz, the "-" position keptJGH
from sounding too "chesty." As aresult, I
left the rear tweeter on, the front tweeter set at default ("0"), and the low-frequency compensation knob set at "-".

accuracy, low distortion, and lack of
dynamic compression?
The Salon's timbral abilities were
topnotch, as heard on "For Turiya,"
from Alice Coltrane and Charlie
Haden's Closeness (LP, Horizon/A&M
SP-710). The Salon projected asolid,
three-dimensional image of Haden's
closed-miked acoustic bass, but also
brought out — for the first time — a
dark sonority in the interaction between
plucked strings and fingerboard.
This timbrai accuracy allowed me to
resolve musical textures in away Ihadn't
been able to before. Iturned back, time
after time, to music Ithought Iknew,
Sound
only to hear more information about the
The Revel Salon's most striking sonic
reediness of wind instruments, the subcharacteristics were its bass response —
tle qualities of the human voice in choirs,
deep, powerful, solid, and tonally accuthe inner sounds of drumheads and
rate — and resolution of detail. With
soundboards. For the first time, Inoticed
each selection Iplayed, Iheard more
additional resonances in the male chorus
singing "Lord Make Me an Instrument
of Your Peace," from Requiem
At levels I've never
(Reference Recordings RR-57). The
bass clarinet soloist's sound on H. Owen
been able to get from
Reed's La Fiesta Méxicana on Fiesta
(Reference RR-38CD) was unusually
any other loudspeaker,
lovely, sweet, and captivating.
The Salon was less prone to distortion
the sound of the
and dynamic compression than the previSalons in my room was
ous Voecks design Ihad heard in my listening room, the Snell Type A Reference.
tremendous—clean, fast,
This was evident while playing deep-bass
transients at high volumes. The Liberty
loud, dynamic.
Fanfare from Winds fWar and Peace
(Wilson Audio WCD-8823) includes a
inner detail, felt more power, and
close-miked bass drum. The Salon's
seemed to connect faster to the music.
woofers played this fortissimo drumstroke
David Hudson's raw, pulsing, raspy bass
as asudden, well-defined thud with a
didgeridoo on "Rainforest Wonder"
cleanly defined leading edge. There were
from Didgeridoo Spirit (Indigenous Ausno lingering overtones, no overhang, and
tralia IA2003 D); the solid tonal underno disturbance of the midrange or trepinnings of the powerful pipe-organ
ble sounds. Strangely enough, the usual
pedal notes on Elgar's Dream of Gerontius subwoofer
pyrotechnics — shaking
(Test CD 2, Stereophile STPH004-2);
floors, rattling baseboards — were absent,
the massively percussive, sledgehamalthough the note had more heft, solidimerlike thudding bass in "Assault on
ty, and slam than heard before. Nor did
Ryan's House" from James Hornees
the Salon's woofers evince compression
Patriot Games soundtrack (RCA 66051during sustained bass notes, as was
2) —no matter the recording, the Salon's
shown by the "First Haunting/The
superb bass response swept me into the
Swordfight" from the Casper soundtrack
music in new and exciting ways. Those
(MCA MCAD-11240). The Salon
three woofers had the power, range, and played the synthesizer and bass-drum
pitch definition I've heard only in the
crescendos so well that Iadvanced the
best powered subwoofers. From the
volume until the Bryston 7B-STs' clipdeepest bass up through the midrange,
ping lights flashed—but the Salon
bass notes between 25 and 50Hz had a remained clean, refusing to choke.
seamlessness —a sonic evenness — that I
This lack of compression and low dishadn't heard before. Even though there
tortion were most evident when renwas no apparent bass prominence, I dering the full dynamics of percussion,
found it easier than ever before to follow
as on Tito Puente's timbales solo,
bass lines.
"Tito," on Arturo Sandoval's Hothouse
But music is more than bass. Did the
(N2K 10023). Played at the Bryston 7BSalon meet its design goals of timbrai
STs' maximum output, the Salon pro-

o
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Associated Equipment
Analog sources: Linn Sondek LP12
turntable with Lingo power supply
unit, Ittok tonearm, Spectral movingcoil cartridge. Tuners: Day-Sequerra
FM Reference Classic, Rotel RH-10,
Fanfare FM-1, Magnum Dynalab
MD-108/Model 205 Sleuth RF
amplifier.
Digital source: Krell MD-1 CD
transport, Adcom GDA-700 processor.
Preamplifiers: Krell KBL, Mark
Levinson ML-7A, Duntech MX-10
head amplifier.
jected an image of the timbales spread
across the soundstage in three parts.
Precise soundstage imaging — even at
top volume — showed Puente moving
back and forth among the three drums.

All told,
I'll be very sad
to hand the
Revel speakers
back to the truck driver.
Each drumstick stroke was sudden, with
no decay or congestion —just the clear,
open, explosive sounds of the drumhead, the rim, and the drumstick's
wood. The Salon captured all the transients, from trumpet blasts to rimshots,
with no sign of compression. At levels
I've never been able to get from any
other loudspeaker, the sound of the
Salons in my room was tremendous —
clean, fast, loud, dynamic.
Iwas on aroll. Reaching further back
in my vinyl collection, Ipulled out the
Sheield Drum Record (Sheffield Lab
Direct Disc Recording 14). Its liner
notes indicate that this "record is clean
and uncompressed in its instantaneous
peak crests." Iincreased the gain until
the Bryston 7B-STs' clipping lights
flashed on peaks — definitely kilowatt
territory! The playback level increased
but remained very, very clean. The
Salon displayed complete control, falling silent after each drumstroke or
rimshot. Cymbal notes were startlingly
clear, utterly transparent, and sweet.
The kick/bass-drum strokes had great
solidity and heft. Cymbal strokes moved
with great precision from right to left, a
spatial precision I'd heard only with the
original Quad electrostatic loudspeakStereophile, March 1999

Power amplifiers: Mark Levinson
No.331 (stereo), Bryston 7B-ST
(monoblocks).
Loudspeakers: Snell Type A
Reference system.
Cables: Interconnects: 75 ohm Silver
Starlight digital coax, Madrigal CZ
Gel-I, Krell Cogelco Yellow balanced, Randall Research and AudioQuest Topaz single-ended. Speaker
cables: Sumiko OCOS, QED Qudos
Profile 8 biwires, Mark Levinson
HFC-Larry Greenhill
ers, but at much lower maximum levels.
Before finishing this review, Ilistened
to Marek Janowski conducting Brahms'
Symphony 1(CD, ASV Quicksilver QS
6101) —the same conductor and music
I'd heard in Australia. As the first movement began, the Salon resolved the
ominous, pounding timpani and the
violins and woodwinds playing opposing scales. The intricate mix of the timpani ostinato and the ascending violin
line—so clear when heard live—was
rendered with its full complexity and
power. Leaning back in my chair, Iwas
swept into the music, drawn back to
that early September evening in Sydney.
Conclusion
The Revel Salon's $15,500/pair list
price — for the version featuring ahighgloss finish and rosewood side panels —
is not unreasonable considering its
groundbreaking design and its superb
integration of the entire audio spectrum. For that reason, Idon't judge the
Salon's value only by its cost, any more
than Iwould defend Yo-Yo Ma's choice
of his 1712 Davidoff Stradivari cello on
the basis of price alone. Vintage musical
instruments are in aclass by themselves,
as are outstanding loudspeakers. To
quote Wes Phillips, "If you can resist
them, you have far more self-control
than Ipretend to." All told, I'll be very
sad to hand the Revel speakers back to
the truck driver.
Ihad to travel to Australia to comprehend how the structural grandeur
of the Sydney Opera House's graceful
sails and the rich sonies of its concert
hall could work together to create a
unique aesthetic experience. Similarly,
the Revel Salon's fien'finish must be
seen, and its timbral accuracy heard, to
fully appreciate its unique use of good
engineering principles and superb
industrial design.
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Adcom GFP-750 preamplifier

Adcom GFP-750 preamplifier

A

dcom is one of those companies
that's just too consistent for its
own good. Year after year, they
put out well-engineered, fairly priced
gear, while we audiophiles become

Description: Solid-state, remotecontrol preamplifier switchable to
passive attenuator/switcher. Rated
main output level: 1V. Frequency
response: 5Hz-85kHz, ±0.5dB.
S/N ratio: >102dB, A-weighted.
Input sensitivity: 183mV balanced,
365mV unbalanced. Input impedance: 94k ohms balanced, 47k
ohms unbalanced. Output impedance: 1200 ohms balanced, 600
ohms unbalanced.
Dimensions: 17" W by 4.25" H by
12" D. Weight: 15 lbs.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
P751DB 01896.
Price: $1250. Approximate number of dealers: 400.
Manufacturer: Adcom, 10 Timber
Lane, Marlboro, NJ 07746. Tel:
(732) 683-2356. Fax: (732) 6832358. Web: www.adcom.com
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jaded and almost forget they're there...
You want agood-sounding CD player
that doesn't cost an arm and a leg?
[Yawn.] Well, you could try Adcom.
Need apower amplifier with some sock
that won't make your tweeters crawl
down your ear? There's always Adcom.
To break through our complacency,
Adcom would have to produce an outright unlistenable turkey — or aproduct
that raised the bar so high that any audio
manufacturer would get ahernia just
thinking about raising it again.
Well, brace yourself, Bridget —
Adcom's GFP-750 is asolid-state preamplifier/passive line controller that
will demolish your expectations.
At least ... do no harm'
The GFP-750 looks like an Adcom component. It ain't fancy —just asolid black
box with four rotary knobs and adiscreet brass rectangle sporting three
levers. Ido mean solid: This 15-lb preamp has arugged, no-nonsense feel.
1All subhead.% by Hippocrates.
2 See www.passlabs.com for more information on
these products. While there, you can also access patent.
5,376,899, which covers the GFP-750's circuit.

Two of the four sturdy knobs control
electronic switches that choose the
source, and set the outputs to stereo,
reverse, or mono. The other two,
motor-driven for remote control, adjust
volume and balance. The three switches
toggle between passive and active output, power on and off, and engage a
processor bypass —a handy way to integrate multichannel capabilities.
The rear panel accommodates one
pair of balanced XLR outputs and one
balanced XLR input pair. It also features four additional RCA inputs, a
processor loop on RCAs, two pairs of
RCA outputs, and remote sensor and
repeater jacks.
The GFP-750 is a Nelson Pass
design — essentially avariation on the
Pass Labs Aleph Pand Pass's DIY project, The Son of the Bride of Zen.2 The
circuit couldn't be simpler. Says Pass,
"It's adifferential pair —the end. A single gain stage, balanced input, balanced
output, no feedback.... We took apair
of MOSFETs, and the inputs go to the
gates of the MOSFETs. The MOSFET sources are tied together and
biased with acurrent source, with the
signal taken off the drains. [The circuit]
can run unbalanced on either side,
although the performance is best when
it's run balanced."
Other than glue logic and the transistors used to drive the relays, the 12
active devices —four gain blocks, each
with three devices — are HEXFETs
from International Rectifier. The output
stage is intended to function as apure
voltage source, making the GFP-750
relatively immune to cable differences
or low amplifier impedances. As we've
come to expect from Adcom, the preamp sports ahonkin' big toroidal transformer, with multiple secondary windings for each channel. A large heatsink
on the left-hand side carries the power
supply regulator chips.
Both signal and control circuitry is
carried on one large double-sided printed circuit board, though these are physically separated. The parts quality is
superb throughout, and care has been
taken to keep signal paths as short as
possible. The input switching relays, for
Stereophile, March 1999

Adcom
example, are all adjacent to the rearpanel sockets. Did somebody mention
the proverbial brick outhouse?
In passive mode, the signal sees only
input switching and the attenuator.
Life is short, the art long...
You'd think that designing apreamplifier would be simplicity itself, especially
in these days of line-level sources. But
the truth is, getting rid of apreamp's
electronic fingerprint hasn't proven that
easy — do abypass test and the difference can be astounding. Preamps, even
well-regarded ones, seem to compress
dynamic range, muffle low-level details, and generally throw one of those
much-talked-about veils over the
sound. Some digital sources, like Wadia's processors and players and ahandful of others, allow you to jettison your
preamp, at least as avolume control,
but you're plumb out of luck if you
need to switch between multiple analog and digital sources.
The GFP-750 must be adisciple of
Hippocrates, because it does about as
little to asystem's sound as any preamplifier I've heard —at any price. There is
aslight — extremely slight — softening
of details when it's used as an active pre-

amplifier, but many audio cables have
more sonic impact than the '750. So do
most other preamps, for that matter. If
you need to drive along run of cable, or
if you have adifficult amplifier impedance, Iwouldn't hesitate to use the
GFP-750's active circuitry.
In comparisons with the $1495
Audio Research LS8 (reviewed elsewhere in this issue by Martin Colloms),
the active GFP-750 sounded consider-

GFP-75 0

ably more open and extended. On discs
with deep bass, such as Robert Rich's
Seven Vils (Hearts of Space 11086-2),
the Adcom quite simply captured the
power and heft of the synth-produced
bottom end in away that the Audio
Research did not. Without the direct
comparison, Iwould probably have
been quite happy with the LS8's bass
response, but the Adcom had alot more
impact down under.

Associated Equipment
LP playback: Linn LP12 Lingo/
Cirkus/Ekos/Arkiv.
CD playback: Audio Research
CD2/DAC3, Linn CD12 Sondek,
Sonic Frontiers Iris 3 transport/
DAC 3.
DVD player: Denon DVD-3000.
Preamplification: Linn Linto
phono section, Audio Research LS8,
Conrad-Johnson ART preamplifier,
Mark Levinson No380S.
Power amplifiers: Accuphase
m2000, Audio Research V'T200,
Cary 805C, Mark Levinson No332.

Loudspeakers: Alón Circe, B&W
Silver Signature.
Cables: AudioQuest Lapis, Madrigal
CZ-Gel 1, Siltech SQ-80B G3.
Accessories: API Power Wedge
Ultra, Cinemedia PowerPRO 20
Professional Series AC line balancer,
OSAR equipment and amplifier
racks.
Room treatment: ASC Tube
Traps, Studio Traps, Bass Traps;
RPG Abffusors; eumorphous feline.
—Wes Phillips
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challenging passages
convinced our crew that this
was one of 1998's best."...

Adcom

GFP-750

Nor did the LS8 reproduce the harmonic overtone structure of the recorders on the Flanders Recorder Quartet's Armonk, di Flauti (CD, Opus 111
OPS 30-201) with the harsh and
extremely extended—extremely alive—
effervescence of the GFP-750. That
harshness, which almost clangs, is what
gives this fantastic-sounding Cl) its
sparkle, but it was subdued by the LS8.
Again —while Iclearly heard the
Adcom as having superior overtone presentation in adirect comparison with
the Audio Research, Idid not find the
ARC particularly closed-down on its
own. It is not as transparent as the best
preamps I've heard —which the Adcom

In passive mode,
the Adcom CEP-750
is the sonic equivalent
of nothing at all. It's the
preamp for the audiophile
who hates preamps.
is—but it is by no means among the
most colored either. It's enjoyable, if not
exemplary. The Adcom is both.
Actually, the preamplifier that most
reminded me of the GFP-750 was the

Mark Levinson No.380S, which costs
$6495. The two had similarly open,
grainless characters. In direct comparisons Ihad an extremely difficult time
discerning differences between them —
and that was asighted comparison! Blindfold me and ask me to identify which
one was playing and I'd probably have
to flip acoin.
Unless the Adcom was in passive
mode, when it was the sonic equivalent
of nothing at all. What's it sound like?
After many hours of listening, I'd have
to say, "What did what sound like?" The
GFP-750 is the preamp for the audiophile who hates preamps.
But if Ihad to describe the sound of

Measurements
Iagree with Wes Phillips about the
sheer quality of the Adcom GFP750's construction. One thing that had
me confused, though, was that the passive option is selected when the red
LED above the switch is illuminated.
For some reason, Iassumed that the
light being on meant that the active
stage was engaged. Serves me right for
not reading the manual!
Once Igot that out of the way, I
started to measure the GFP-750. The
mute control gave a full mute to
silence; the unity gain setting of the
volume control in active mode was at
the 2:00 position; and the preamp was
noninverting from the unbalanced oututs and from the balanced XLR jacks
ki
n2is wired as hot). (Throughout
t's section, "unbalanced" means an
unbalanced source into the GFP-750's
Aux 1jacks and an unbalanced output
from its RCA jacks; "balanced" means a
balanced source into the balanced CD
input XLRs and a balanced output
from the XLR jacks.)
The maximum gain in active mode
was 8.33dB unbalanced and 14.33dB

510•0001•10 .0.0 .0 ISO P.m

11 •1... 1.

111.0.1.118

SOC.

balanced. In passive mode with the volume control set at its maximum, the
output dropped by a negligible
0.145dB. The input impedance was
21.1k ohms in active unbalanced mode,
this dropping to alow 1945 ohms in
unbalanced passive mode. Both figures
are lower than specified, but this should
not be aproblem unless the source
used has ahigh source impedance, such
as some tube CD players.
The output impedance in active
mode was alittle higher than specified,
at 970 ohms unbalanced, 1920 ohms
balanced. This should present no problems. In passive mode, the output
impedance will depend on the setting
of the volume control. Ichecked at
three positions: with the control wide
open, the calculated impedance was 14
ohms, presumably due to the Audio
Precision's 25-ohm source impedance
being shunted by the potentiometer
resistance; with the control at 10:00, the
output impedance rose to 168.75 ohms;
and at the 2:00 position it was 512
ohms. None of these figures will give
rise to problems unless the Adcom is

YMCA. .00.0, 10

used with very long lengths of highly
capacitive cable.
The frequency response in passive
mode was, as expected, ruler-flat. In
active mode (fig.1), asmall but negligible rolloff can be seen above and
below the audio band. A note on the
excellent channel balance seen in this
graph: It appears that any imbalance
in the volume-control tracking and
the gain of the active stages has been
optimized for the balanced CD
inputs. Repeating the measurement
for the unbalanced Aux 1input in
passive mode gave the response
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Fig.3 Adcom GFP-750, Crosstalk (from top to
bottom): L—R, R—L, balanced mode; L—R.
R—L, unbalanced mode (10dB/vertical div.).
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Adcom GFP-750, frequency response
into 100k ohms, balanced active
mode, with volume control set to
2:00 (0.5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.2 Adcom GFP-750, frequency response into
100k ohms, unbalanced passive mode,
with volume control set to 2:00
(0.5dB/vertical div.).

Fig.4 Adcom GFP-750, THD+noise vs frequency
at 1V into 100k ohms, unbalanced mode
(top at IkHz), balanced mode (bottom).
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no preamp, I'd say open, open, open.
Open as in huge soundstage, uncompressed, naked — nary aveil in sight.
Not everybody prefers their sound
so unembellished. I'm not sure /
always do — sometimes alittle euphony can be very appealing. That's okay.
There's alot to be said for liking something simply because it's pretty....
But if you want to hear what the signal
really sounds like, then the Adcom is
the preamp for you.
Experiment treacherous,
judgment difficult

But sometimes, judgment is simple.
When aproduct is designed honestly,

shown in fig2: there is now a0.4dB
channel difference at the 2:00 volume-control setting used for this
measurement. This is trivial, and
was easily corrected by setting the
balance control to 11:45, but it did
puzzle me at first.
The channel separation was fine,
though the crosstalk in balanced
active mode (fig3, top traces) was a
little higher than in unbalanced
mode (bottom traces). Above 2kHz,
both graphs showed arise in crosstalk
...mg.,. &two. ar• 7,0 Saloww. 0..40 ,vroe ate wens
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Fig.5 Adcom GFP-750, spectrum of 50f-fi
sinewave, DC-1 kHz, at 1V into 600
ohms, balanced active mode (linear
frequency scale).

Fig.6 Adcom CEP-750, distortion (%) vs output
voltage into (from right to left): balanced
mode into 100k ohms, unbalanced mode
into 100k ohms, balanced mode into 600
ohms, unbalanced mode into 600 ohms.
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constructed with integrity, and performs superbly, you've just got to give it
its proper recognition. Adcom's GFP750 is aremarkable preamplifier. It's
well built and elegantly designed — on
the inside, where it really counts. I've
gone just gaga over it, not simply
because it performs well for the money,
but because it begs comparison with
the best preamplifiers I've ever heard.
Period.
No matter how much you've budgeted
for astereo preamplifier, listen to the
GFP-750 first. If you end up choosing
something else, then you'll know that
your choice is very good indeed.

due to capacitive coupling between
the channels, but this was still less
than -60dB below 16kHz.
Distortion (fig.4) was very low in
both active modes, if alittle higher in
unbalanced mode and at high frequencies. Despite (or because of?) its
minimal circuitry, the GFP-750 is
very linear. Fig.5 shows the spectrum
of the balanced output driving 50Hz
at 1V into a600 ohm load. This is a
punishingly low load for apreamplifier to drive; even so, the distortion
harmonics are negligible in level,
other than the third at almost
-100dB, which is still extremely low.
In unbalanced mode, AC-supply
harmonics at 180Hz and 300Hz
made their presence known, but
were still well down (below -80dB)
in absolute level.
Finally, fig.6 shows the GFP-750's
percentage of distortion+noise in
both balanced and unbalanced
modes, plotted against output voltage
into loads of 100k ohms and 600
ohms. At a1% THD+N figure, the
maximum output voltage in balanced
mode was 26.5V (100Ic ohms) and
6.5V (600 ohms); in unbalanced
mode, it was 13.3V (100k ohms) and
5.0V (600 ohms). All voltages are
well above the level required to drive
any known power amplifier well into
clipping. Note that the shapes of
these traces imply that the preamplifier offers its lowest level of distortion
and noise at around 2V, the maximum voltage likely with areal-world
power amplifier.
This fine set of measurements
indicates good engineering.

The people
with the
best sound
systems
in the world
listen to
Steve Davis,
Why? Because he listens to them. Gets
to know them. Learns their musical
tastes, their priorities, their budgets.
So when Steve makes recommendations, his customers trust
his advice. They
know they're
getting the best
equipment for
their needs. Sound
good? You bet it
does. And your system
will, too. Just
listen to
Steve.

—John Atkinson
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Audio Research LS8 line preamplifier
chip-controlled volume control —"64
steps of 0.5dB" —five single-ended RCA
inputs, and two outputs: one for Tape
Record, the other for the power amplifier.
While the SP8 was built on asteel
chassis, ARC's current series of electronics have been made significantly
lighter through the use of aluminum
alloy casework. This can result in two
benefits: aluminum is typically less resonant than steel, meaning that you can
expect less reaction to vibrations and the
local sound field. In addition, all metal
surfaces react to some degree to electromagnetic audio fields; ie, those signals
passing through the electronic structure
of an amplifier. As anonferromagnetic
Audio Research 138 preamplifier
material, aluminum interacts with such
fields to adegree an order of magnitude
In my review of the SP8 in the
lower than that of sheet steel.
hile high-priced equipment
can easily acquire stature on
February 1983 edition of Hi-Fi News &
From another viewpoint, the LS8 can
grounds of outright perforRecord Review, Idescribed atopnotch
be seen as asuccessor to the Audio
mance and physical appearance, we
performer that was equally adept at
Research LSZ one of my favorites in this
critics have more admiration for genreproducing both vinyl and early CDs.
market sector — or, alternatively, a
uine achievement at lower price levels.
It moderated some of the harshness and
stripped-down, single-ended-only, nonOne such product was the all-triode
hardness heard on some recordings and
remote version of the ARC LS15,
SP8 preamplifier from Audio Research,
Irecommended it highly.
another favorite of mine.
launched back in 1982 and priced at
With hindsight, Ifeel that the SP8's
A moderate fourfold signal gain of
$1400. This classically tasteful preamplimoderating influence resulted from the
122dB is promised by the LS8, approfier came equipped with amedium-sensummation of certain subjectively com- priate for line-level sources. Input
sitivity phono equalizer and the usual
plementary low-level errors that resultimpedance is quite high at 50k ohms, a
tape and line inputs.
ed from the SP8's single-ended triode
fairly gentle loading for signal sources.
(SET) design. These helped make the
Signal inputs of up to 3.5V are suggest"push-pull," wholly symmetric digital
ed; some of the few very-high-output
audio signal paths sound alittle more
digital audio sources are thus contraindiSpecifications: Tubed line preamnatural. That same effect can be easily
cated, and might need aline attenuator
plifier with digitally controlled volobserved in many Cary designs, and not
to avoid overloading the LS8's input secume control, five inputs, and two
least in Conrad-Johnson's ART zerotion. To get the best performance, Audio
outputs. Tube complement: four
feedback triode line preamplifier.
Research suggests output load-matching
6922 dual triodes. Maximum gain:
Now, some 17 years after the SP8
criteria of 60k ohms and 100 picofarads.
12.2dB. Input impedance: 50k
made its appearance, Audio Research has
Many power amplifiers will meet the
ohms. Maximum input level: 3.5V.
released aclose parallel: the triode LS8.
60k ohm part of this spec, but almost
Input sensitivity: 500mV for arated
Priced at $1495, the LS8 physically
none will manage the latter figure for
output of 2V. Frequency response:
resembles the SP8, but with two of the
capacitance if you include atypical inter0.5Hz-100kHz, ±0.5dB, 0.1Hzlatter's four rotary controls omitted, as
connect cable. Hedging their bets, ARC
250kHz, -3dB. Distortion: -80dB,
well as two of the four front-panel levers.
gives minimum suggested values of 20k
or 0.01%.
The LS8 is substantially less expensive (in
ohms and 100pF; perhaps the LS8 isn't
Price: S1495. Approximate numreal dollars) than the older model, but quite so load-sensitive after all.
ber of dealers: 65.
the ubiquity of digital sources has led to a
Rated output is specified at 2V for an
Manufacturer: Audio Research
dramatically simpler design.
IHF 0.5V input, 0.5Hz-100kHz,
High Definition, 5740 Green Circle
Gone are the stereo/mono mode
Drive, Minnetonka, MN 55343±0.5dB. Other specifications quoted are
switch, the balance control, the tapeavery wide overall frequency response
4424. Tel: (612) 939-0600. Fax:
monitor loop and its toggle switch, and
of 0.1Hz-250kHz, -3dB ("solid-state"
(612) 939-0604. Web: wvvvv.audio
the phono section. What you get instead performance), and arated distortion of
research.com
is aline-control unit with an accurate
-80dB, or 0.01% in the midband.

IN
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Audio
Technology
To achieve that exceptional low-frequency bandwidth, acapacitor-coupled
tube amplifier requires some special circuitry. ARC uses one of their established techniques, which places that
output capacitor in the feedback loop,
effectively making a modest-valued
component that has been selected for
good sound act as one of much larger
value, offering greatly extended lowfrequency response.
Each channel has a pair of wide-

Research

LS8

bandwidth double-triode 6922s from
Sovtek, an Audio Research favorite.
These tubes are readily available, sound
very good in suitable circuits, have a
long life (typically 5000 hours), are
cheap to replace, and, in the case of the
LS8's circuitry, don't require special
selection or matching. Vibrationabsorbing rings are fitted to the tubes.
The use of two gain stages in series
provides correct signal polarity, while a
cathode-follower output confers wide
bandwidth and low output impedance —

in this case, aclaimed 200 ohms. FETs
are also used for interfacing and for constant-current duty.
In ARC's earlier preamplifier designs,
the input section used ahardwired selector switch and rotary, track-type level
controls. Adopting later practice from
the more costly, remote-controllable
Audio Research preamps, the manually
operated LS8 uses a FET-switched
attenuator chip for volume, hence the
finite input headroom. The input selector is logic-switched, controlling an array

The volume control is extremely well
balanced, the two channels typically
within ±0.0035dB of each other. This is
helpful in view of the absence of abalance control. As with many electronic
controls, the step size varied with level
setting. Nearer the top, the gradations
were just under 0.5dB — usefully fine,
even if there is no verifying display or
physical scale readout of the volume setting. At -15dB attenuation and lower,
the gradations increase in size to around
0.8dB. The total range was 60dB of
attenuation, below which point the output was muted to -100dB or better. The
last dB settings were pretty coarse, in
fact, and ran approximately -60dB,
-54dB, -492dB, -43.7dB, -39.6dB, and
-37dB, gradually improving in resolution at reduced attenuations. It's just as
well that the LS8's gain was amoderate
12dB or 4x linear, and that these coarser
low-level steps will get little use.
The total harmonic distortion results
were excellent, the meter reading -85dB
midband, -82dB at 20Hz, and with
some impairment to -70dI3 (0.03%) by
20kHz. For the record, a spectrum
analysis of the lkHz result for 500mV
output (fig.1) revealed the -85dB
"meter" reading to be composed predominantly of noise, with the second
harmonic actually at -96dB, and with

the barest trace of third harmonic at better than 114dB down —a nice balance of
harmonics, and excellently low to boot.
Recalling that arduous 600 ohm test
loading, the distortion increased moderately to 0.025% as the feedback loop
worked harder to maintain the output
level. Under normal conditions Iwould
expect very little variation in distortion
due to loading.
A high level of linearity was also
maintained in the face of high-frequency twin tones: 19+20kHz at IHF level.
Local "side bands" were very low, while
the in-band intermodulation itself was
excellent at around -110dB by spectrogram (fig2), the meter reading -98dB
(including some noise contribution).
Noise levels were fairly low, with
negligible transformer hum in the output section (the S/N ratio was 82dB ref.
the IHF 500mV input level, 84dB ref. a
CD 2V level). Hum excluded (filtered
below 400Hz), the residual noise floor
at volume zero was -102dB, the IHF
noise at normal volume settings was
-79.5dB (1kHz ref., CCIR) and -87dB
A-weighted — satisfactory if not exceptional, and not up to 16-bit CD standards of typically better than 110dB (for
a2V reference level).
-martin cant.:

Measurements

enerally, the engineering design of
Audio Research products is beyond reproach; the LS8's very good lab
results for response flatness, distortion,
and noise hardly came as asurprise.
There is hardly any point in printing a
frequency-response graph that is perfect
from 10Hz to 30kHz, -0.5dB, at better
than 5Hz and 45kHz, -3dB down, or
better than 1Hz and 118kHz (a bit less
than claimed, but of course these results
are output-cable-dependent).
Idid investigate the output impedance variation with frequency to explore
the dynamic range of the feedbackenhanced output coupling capacitor. At
1V output the entire loss at 20Hz relative to 1kHz for acruel 600 ohm loading was less than ldB — no significant
weakness here. The output impedance
was on the button at 200 ohms, conferring astrong load and cable drive potential. Input impedance was also correct at
just under 60k ohms for normal settings.
Unlike designs with conventional
passive potentiometer inputs, apreamplifier like the LS8 that has an "electronic" volume control, input overload margin becomes an issue. The LS8's input
section began to distort at 3.5V RMS,
and clipped at 4V. Although only afew
signal sources deliver as much output as
this, Iwould have liked more headroom; some digital sources, such as the
Theta models, can have an output in the
3-6V range.
Channel separation was very good,
measuring some 100dB midband, still
fine at 91.9dB for 20kHz, and 115dB at
20Hz. These were orders of magnitude
better than for ARC's older-generation,
hardwired designs. An IHF 500mV
output required 125mV of input. A typical power amplifier will require 2V
drive for clipping; this is achieved with a
500mV input to the LS8 — asensible
gain for modern sources.
Stereophile, March 1999
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Fig.1 Audio Research 1.58, spectrum of lkHz
sinewave, DC-10kHz, at 500mV into 100k
ohms (linear frequency scale).

Fig.2 Audio Research 158, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at 500mV
into 100k ohms (linear frequency scale).
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of relays at the back of the unit.
Following the attenuator, the audio
signal is DC-coupled at the differential
triode input stage, the operating current
set by ahand-trimmed FET source in the
tail of the circuit. The output is directcoupled to asingle-ended triode voltage
amplifier directly followed by the output
stage cathode follower. That final capacitor to the output socket is aselected 21.11

InfiniCap, relay-muted for protection.
An onboard power transformer supplies AC to three main reservoir/regulators delivering ±5V to the ICs, 160V
for the tube plates, and power for the
relays and tube heaters. The main
power supply includes ARC's frequency-staged filter approach, with different
values and grades of reservoir capacitor,
coupled with high-frequency filtering

Sound Quality Ratings

Longtime readers of my work in

amplifiers and preamplifiers achieve
scores in the 30-50 range, while
creditable middle-rank contenders
propensity for attempting to apply a rate in the low 20s.
numeric rating to aproduct's overall
My reference score for the Audio
sound quality. Some feel that I Research LS7 was in the mid-20s, so
should keep these numbers to my- it was somewhat disconcerting to
self and simply describe their value find that the LS8's listening data
in the subjective language of sound indicated ascore of just 20 — comquality. However, overwhelming petent, yes; inspiring, no. (Note that
feedback indicates that readers value ARC's remote-equipped, FET/
the ratings as amore accurate gauge solid-state, balanced/unbalanced LS9
than words alone. In the light of scored in the mid-20s; as did the
advancing performances, the origi- IS9's tubed equivalent, the remotenal 0-to-10 scale has become open- control LS15.)
—Martin Caroms
ended. As arough guide, the finest
Stereophile, and especially in HiFi
News & Record Review, know my

and polypropylene REL caps for final
control of the voltage rail.
The unity-gain tape output is taken
straight from the selected input lines via
a470 ohm buffer resistor. There is no
true tape monitor loop. To get the best
results from the main outputs, the tapeoutput sockets should not be loaded by
unpowered equipment.
Sound
At the outset, Itook care not to listen
too carefully to the LS8, allowing it a
decent running-in time of 30-50 hours
before doing any serious listening. But
almost subconsciously, Ifelt that something intruded, acharacteristic Iwasn't
able to entirely forget in later sessions. It
was afeeling of boxed-in control, dryness, arather contained sound with an
inward focus.
Some aspects of the LS8's tonal character were reminiscent of the LS7 There
was apervasive neutrality in the mids
that was not obviously tubelike, and was
free of hardness and that feeling that a
mechanical process is at work that is
sometimes heard in solid-state designs.
Upper-mid transients sounded suitably
crisp and explicit, while the midrange
focus was rated "good" to "good plus."

INEXPENSIVE POWER CONDITIONING FROM AUDIOPRISM!
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"Clarity, dynamics, imaging, and apparent power all improved
substantially, so much so Ideemed the Foundation III an
"essential component" and mailed AudioPrism acheck."
Barry Willis, Stereophile, Dec.98, Vol.21 No.12

FOUNDATION III

STEREOPHILE "RECOMMENDED COMPONENT'
"This little wall-wart squelches AC-borne noise

Foundation I & JI
also available.

right at the outlet, audibly lowering your
system's noise floor. One of the most dramatic
and cost-effective audio improvements
money can buy."
Barry Willis, Stereophile, Oct.98,
Vol.21 No.I0

Available From:
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1022 Rolling Barrel Rd
Pendleton. IN 46064
Info: 765-778-2715
Fax: 765-778-2669
Email: ElusDisc@aol.com
Web: www.elusivedisc.com

"Like the Noise Sniffer,
the LFI Quietline filters,
and the Foundation III
line conditioner, it's an
excellent addition to your
system." Barry Willis,

ACFX TM

Stereophile, Dec.98,
Vol.21 No.I2

ORDER TOLL FREE: 800-782-3472
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There the similarities ended.
Where the LS7 sounded lively (for
some tastes abit too much so, verging
on mild brightness), expressive, exuberant, upbeat, and involving, the LS8
sounded compressed, sat-upon, downbeat, quiet, and substantially less musically involving. Something "electronic"
was getting in the way of the clarity and
expressiveness of the original design.
By 1999 standards, the bass was disappointing. It didn't feel particularly
extended in tenns of low-range impact,
while the upper bass was mildly emphasized, with athickened, almost drawnout character like acat's purr. Articulation, snap, and tune-playing ability
were rated as unexceptional.
Unfortunately, the LS8 fared little
better in the treble. Although essentially
neutral in tonal register, it possessed a
noticeable degree of grain — not rough
in the unpleasant sense, but the kind
that masks detail, tonal differentiation,
and air. A kind of grayness existed in the
treble that told against natural air and
sparkle in the extreme highs.
Dynamically, the LS8 sounded rather
"cool"; perhaps this was associated with
the feeling that musical tempos were
perceptibly slowed, that the musicians
were playing with less enthusiasm.
While midrange focus was undeniably good, the LS8 had unexceptional
image depth. Low-level ambience cues
were not properly reproduced, even at
low volumes — for example, when I
used the preamplifier with the Cary
300SE LX20 power amplifier. The
Associated Equipment
Analog source: Linn LP12
turntable with Lingo power supply, Naim ARO tonearm, Koetsu
RS11 phono cartridge.
CD players: Krell KPS-20i and
KPS-25s.
Preamplification:
ConradJohnson Premier Fifteen phono
equalizer, ART, Premier Sixteen,
PV102/1; Audio Research LS7;
Audio Synthesis Passion passive
controller.
Power amplifiers: Cary 300SE
LX20, Audio Research VT50,
Krell FPB 650.
Loudspeakers: Wilson Audio
WI'TT II, Quad ESL-63, Sonus
Faber Electa Amator II, Cadence
(India) Anina.
Cables: Siltech, van den Hul,
Transparent.
—Martin Colloms

Stereophile, March 1999

reduced perception of recorded ambience emphasized the dryness Inoticed,
and contributed to asense of "containment" to the soundstage.
These are subtle but important factors.
On more comfortable parameters —
subjective frequency response, audible
distortion, and observed system interfac-

6à1

By 1999 standards,
the LS8's bass
was disappointing.
ing —the LS8 sounded essentially neutral, competent, and capable. There's no
easy critical target here, no obvious
failing that could be blamed for the
overall result.
Extended trials with alternative components throughout the chain revealed
the inevitable differences. For example,
the Cary power amplifier and Transparent cable combination were the
sweetest match for the LS8's treble.
Conversely, the Krell power amplifier
and Siltech cable showed it in apoorer,
more etched-sounding light.
Extended use certainly allowed the
LS8 to open up alittle, with consequent
gains in transparency and detail, but I
felt that this preamplifier never really
came to life.
Conclusion
The LS8's measurements showed very
little out of place, though Iwould have
liked some finer control settings below
—20dB of attenuation, and the input
overload margin could be increased. It
could drive low-impedance loads, distortion was excellent, noise levels were
fairly good, channel balance was
superb, and frequency response was
excellently uniform.
Matters were very different on the
listening side. The LS8 had adulled
edge that lacked some of the lively,
upbeat, engaging excitement generated
by its Audio Research stablemates old
and new. Its restrained dimensionality,
"quiet" and near-downbeat temperament, and significantly reduced musical
expression, all combined with its justaverage bass and "grayed" treble, prevented the LS8 from coming alive.
Perhaps critics have become so
accustomed to Audio Research pulling
something impressive out of the hat
every time that apreamplifier design
that rates as merely "good" is adisappointment. Certainly I've heard worse
in this price sector, but Ithink audiophiles can do better.

Theta Casablanca Surround Processor

Meridian 508-24 CD Player

0113
Rowland Concentra Intergrated Amp
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"You might, as Idid, find the
McCormack Power Drive DNA-0.5
nothing less than an Aladdin
among amplifiers adiamond in the rough."
Thomas J. Norton
Slereophile. February 1995
Vol. 18. No. 2

Mr. Norton's other comments:
"... my first reaction was 'Marvelous!'"
"...portrayal of aconvincing soundstage
was first-rate"
"...superb throughout the midrange"
"...bass was powerful, deep and well-defined"
"...lit) did virtually everything right"
Musical magic from an "Aladdin" amplifier.
For $1495. If you think big sound costs big
bucks, better think again.
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PCNVEll 04RIVE ClNA-0.5

Contact us for the name of your
local dealer and acopy of the
complete review.

McCORMACK
AUDIO

CORPORATION

2733 Merrilee Drive •Fairfax, VA 22031 •(703) 573-9665

Using the same underlying technology found
in Nova's impressive Evolution and Rendition,
the Applause, Bravo and Ovation deliver
similarly engaging performance in loudspeakers
that are easy-to-place, blend comfortably into
the home, and are more accessibly priced.

Nova Audio, Inc.
Tel: 713-466-1880
Fax: 713-856-0278
www.novaaudio.com
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Classé Omega power amplifier

W

hat fascinates me about the
High End are the electric
personalities behind it. Manufacturers typically invest so much of
themselves in the products they make.
It's adivine madness—they do it because they have to. They're driven to it
with areal sense of mission and excellence. But God forbid you criticize any of
their offspring... coo-la-la!
The Classé Omega may be manufactured in Canada but it reflects the
nature of its creator, Mike Viglas. He's
from Greece, you see, aclassic Mediterranean guy. Let's say that Mike's got a
serious case ofjoie de vim. He's not hung
up about it. Sensuality is important to
him — he likes to eat well and have a
good time. So does his amplifier.
A manly beast

The Omega is a handsome, manly
beast. Its backbreaking, 250-1b. weight
is nicely offset by its black-edged, "softshadow," brushed-aluminum cladding,
supported by huge square black towers
at the four corners. The chassis itself is
made of nonmagnetic steel, and the
thick-as-the-dickens heatsinking, also in
chic black, is built up of bolted-together
modules, with vertical tins that are double-width at section joins. But, beefy
though it is, the heatsinking isn't very
elaborate, and doesn't have to be. The
Omega runs class-A up to 110Wpc,
then tips into class-AB at power levels
above that. It got nice'n'toasty after an
hour or two of high-decibel onslaught,
but never turned into an oven.
The interior is also atreat for the
audiophile eye. It's all polished hightech in there, the huge double-toroid
transformers up front adding the aura of
an exotic engine —a Gandini-era V-12
Lamborghini, perhaps?
The Omega is actually two completely separate amplifiers within asingle
chassis. The two huge transformers
(2500VA each) sport their own power
cords (Cardas Goldens, supplied) and
feed a main storage capacity —
90,000[LF per side — made up of a
number of small capacitors. There are
16 bipolar (high-voltage, high-current)
output transistors per side, for agrand
Stereophile. March 1999

Classé Omega power amplifier

total of 32. Audiophile goodies abound:
metalized polypropylene capacitors bypass each output device, and you'll find
four large Solar metalized polypropylenes on the DC supplies of each dualmono section. Two heavily gold-plated
bars connect the output transistors' voltage supplies, all wiring is of oxygen-free
copper, and all signal-carrying cables arc
Litz-shielded "to minimize skin effect."
'Round back, the Omega's luxurious
demeanor continues with heavily goldplated balanced (XLII, pin 2 hot) and
single-ended (RCA) input connectors
above, and four large, gold-plated output

Description: Solid-state stereo power
amplifier. Rated output power: 450Wpc
into 8 ohms (26.5d6VV), 900Wpc into
4 ohms (26.5dBW), 1800Wpc into 2
ohms (26.5d6W); 1600W into 8
ohms (32.0d6W), bridged mono;
3000W into 4 ohms (31.8d6W),
bridged mono. Sensitivity: 1.3V in for
rated output Input impedance: 16k
ohms. Output impedance: 0.017
ohms.
Voltage
gain:
29.02dB.
Frequency response: 20Hz-20kHz,
±0.1dB. Signal/noise ratio: 135dB

terminals below. Tile custom posts are
battened down with asupplied nut-driver of top quality. They don't fool around
in Canada when it comes to their tools,
eh? Two sets of generously spaced outputs make for easy biwiring, although
our JMIab Utopias take asingle-wire
input. The outputs are well marked for
bridged operation should the urge for
greater power overcome you. But careful
— one of the positive output terminals
becomes negative in bridged operation.
Manual: "Please remember that the
negative output connection of abridged
amplifier is slot aground. Do not use a

ref. rated output. THD+N: 0.002 0A).
Serial number of unit reviewed:
0200042.
Dimensions: 20.5" W by 12.25' H by
28.75" D. Weight: 250 lbs.
Price: $15,000. Approximate number of dealers: 90.
Manufacturer: Classé Audio, 5070
François-Cusson, Lachine, Quebec
H8T 163, Canada. Tel: (514) 6366384. Fax: (514) 636-1428. Web:
www.classeaudio.com
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Missing A Component?

High-End Audio
Catalog!

HI-17 98, LOS ANGELES-- four of the top five
"Best Sound at the Show" vote-getters used ASC
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Tube Traps re . Not surprising since most of the top
high-end audio and home theater manufacturers use
ASC products in their reference systems.
Why ASC?

Because ASC's patented acoustic

treatments have solved room acoustic problems in
thousands of homes, studios, and pro installations.
If your system isn't delivering the clean, powerful
bass and image focus you paid for, the problem may
not be in the gear, it may be in the room. A few
hundred bucks invested in ASC room treatment can
let your system sound as though you spent
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thousands on better woofers and class 'A' rated
electronics. You'll find the missing component at
your authorized ASC retailer. Call us...

1-800-ASCTUBE

Get This Catalog Before
You Make Your Next HighEnd Audio Purchase!
Huge Selection At Low Prices.
Hundreds of high-end audio products
including hard-to-find accessories.
speakers, analog and digital audio,
audio cables, power conditioners,
acoustic treatments, equipment racks,
and more!
Learn What You Need to Know Before
You Buy. Get complete information—
product descriptions specifications,
buying tips, colorful images, detailed
comparison charts, revealing cut-away
illustrations, profiles of the manufacturer and designer, and more!

www.tubetrap.com/541-343-9727
fax:541-343-9245
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Silver Bullets 6.0s
12 conductors! pair
S300 -450.00/meter pair

"...My system exhibited anewfound sense
of ease, naturalness, mid-band liquidity
and high-frequency purity...I) Iin Audio
inow Silver Audio' has quietly intrixluctx1
an affordable, well-engineered sonicall y
excellent cable that has all the makings of
an underground classic."
Audiophilia Online Magayine
sysysvaudiiiphilia.com
On the Silver Bullets 4.16
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Classé
common-ground switch-box setup. Do
not use with electronic crossovers
which have acommon ground. Connecting two bridged amplifiers to a
common-ground device of any sort will
cause the amplifiers to fail." And:
"Floating the ground, or defeating the
ground on a3-prong line cord, may create ashock hazard." At the power levels
we're fooling with here, you're advised
to pay attention. Imention bridged
operation because, incredibly, we had
two of these monsters in our system.
Can you dig it? 3000W into 4ohms!
The rear panel also sports apair of
switches that select single-ended or bal-

Omega

anced input, and stereo or bridged
mode. The switches won't operate
when the amp is on — a smart and
thoughtful touch. At $15k, you deserve
the kitchen sink. Two LEDs, one on
either side of the power switch up front,
tell the tale for operating and fault conditions. (The Omegas performed flawlessly throughout the review period.)
The turn-on relays were the only
pedestrian touch in an otherwise elegant
and well-engineered package, and
sounded like something out of amassmarket receiver. The Boulder 2050
monoblocks that Ireviewed last September (Vo121 No.9), in contrast, turn

on with silky, expensive-sounding relays.
The Boulders also cost $59,000/pair! I
laughed in recognition when Ifirst heard
the relays clacking through their startup
routine. Canadian through and through.
The Omega circuit is symmetrical
from input to output. Each input is a
matched pair of low-distortion, lowcapacitance JFETs with MOSFET predrivers. There's also discrete, high-voltage/high-current voltage regulation on
the pre-driver and input sections. A
"special circuit" continuously monitors
the output signal for overload, clipping,
or DC. In addition, each channel has
two front-end supply-voltage fuses on

2 of the balanced input is positive. Its
S/N ratio measured 872dB from 22Hz
to 22kHz unweighted, 76.6dB from
10Hz to 500kHz unweighted, and
89.3dB A-weighted (all referenced to
1W into 8ohms). DC offset measured a
low 4mV in the left channel, 1.9mV in
the right.
The Classé's small-signal frequency
response is plotted in fig.l. The balanced
response measured within 0.05dB of
the unbalanced and is not shown here.
The very low output impedance means
that any changes in response with our
simulated loudspeaker load are negligible. The 10kHz squarewave response

(fig.2) has avery short risetime, with
only aslight rounding at the leading
edges associated with the falling response above 20kHz. The lkHz
response, not shown, is practically a
textbook squarewave. The crosstalk
measurements shown in fig3 are fine,
the HF increase due, as is usual to
capacitive interchannel coupling.
The THD+noise results, plotted in
fig.4, indicate moderately low readings
across the audio band, with just slightly
lower readings for the balanced configuration. In reality, these results are dominated by noise. This was verified by the
difficulty Ihad in obtaining areadable
distortion waveform at low output
power. The THD+noise waveform
shown in fig.5 was taken at alevel of
50W into 4ohms. It indicates adominant third-order component, but also
the presence of some higher-order harmonics plus noise. The same thirdorder dominance was found with 8
ohm and 2ohm loads (not shown).
Fig.6 shows the output spectrum of a
50Hz input at 300W into 8ohms. All
distortion artifacts are extremely low —
well under -80dB (or about 0.01%
THD+noise), with the third harmonic

Measurements
nless otherwise noted, the measurements here were taken in the
Classé Omega's unbalanced mode.
Following its 60-minute, '/3-power
preconditioning test, the Omega's heatsinks were barely warm. The amplifier's
input impedance measured 129k ohms
in the unbalanced mode, but considerably lower —8.4k ohms — in the balanced configuration. The output impedance is avery low 0.03 ohms at
1kHz, rising to amaximum of 0.036
ohms at 20kHz with a4ohm load.
The voltage gain into 8 ohms was
29.3dB (virtually the same in the balanced mode). The amplifier is noninverting at its unbalanced inputs, and pin
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Fig.1

Classé Omega, unbalanced frequency
response at (from top to bottom at 6kHz):
I
W into 8ohms, 2W into 4ohms, and
2.828V into simulated loudspeaker load
(right channel dashed, 0.5d13/vertical div.).

Fig.3 Classé Omega, Crosstalk (from top to bottom
at 30kHz): R-L, balanced, unbalanced; L-R
unbalanced, balanced (10dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.2 Classé Omega, small-signal 10kHz
squarewave into 8ohms.
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020

Classé Omega, THD+noise vs frequency at
(from top to bottom at 10kHz): 4W into 2
ohms, 2W into 4ohms, unbalanced, balanced;
1W into 8ohms, unbalanced, balanced; and
2.83V into simulated loudspeaker load.
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Fig.5 Classé Omega, lkHz waveform at 50W into
4ohms (top), distortion and noise waveform
with fundamental notched out (bottom, not
to scale).
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the voltage regulation board near the
amp's top cover. There's agreen LED
for the negative voltage supply, ared for
the positive side, both visible through
the slatted top cover. The two line fuses
are on the rear panel above the LEC
receptacles. There aren't any LEDs on
them, but you'll know it if you blow it.

and nuanced, the Omega's bloomy, colorful, yet delicate midband gave the
music and her vocals acertain warmth,
an inner light akin to what tubes generally do so well. There was aplushness, a
roundness and richness in her vocals, that
drew inc in every time. I'd say that
Edwards' voice, like all female vocals,
was so well developed because of the
Sound
way the Omega's lush, detailed, and
No question that the sensual lead vocals of well-populated midband graciously,
Skye Edwards, on Morcheeba's Big Calm
sweepingly led to the upper midrange
(Sire/China 31020)) are ultrasexy — a and highs — another deadly attractive
certain quality in the midrange goes
element of this amp's presentation.
way beyond the ordinary, right out to
Wild for more feminine wiles, Ispun
the Deadly Attractive Zone. Textured
Patricia Barber's "She's aLady," from

Modem Coo/ (Premonition PREM-7412), and realized that the Omega set up a
soundstage with good depth, but not so
far back as some other amplifiers manage. Rather, Inoted amusical depth, one
born of beautifully developed fundamentals coupled with full, rich hannonIPurchase Guy Garcia's article. -Trip-Hop Reinvents
Itself to Take On the World, - for $2.50 fruati the
Utrk T .s online at www.nytimes.comiarchives/
(search on "Trip-Hop"). Groups like Morcheeba and
Massive Attack reflect the postmodern blues of our
times. Warhol's multiples hive spawned avast, endlessly repetitive universe of online qberlife where the
urban pall and its relentless beat hold sway. and the
anger and alienation on the street are palpable. Idon't
need the I's:17's imprimatur to legitimize Trip-I lop,
but it's good to sue them touting around.

Measurements
again the highest in level. Fig.7 shows a
similar spectral plot, this one the result
of acombined 19+20kHz signal. The
distortion here indicates the sum and
difference tones created by the amplifier
with these frequencies at the input, or,
in other words, the intermodulation
between these two tones. It, too, is very
low in level.
The Classé had atendency to blow its
internal protection fuses if even slightly
mistreated on the test bench. 'This first
occurred when Iinadvertently unplugged an unbalanced input connector with
the amplifier powered up. The second
and third times it happened was when
the Omega was driven into clipping
with the 19+20kHz IM test signal. This

should not be aconcern in normal operation. And, of course, if you value your
loudspeakers you should never plug and
unplug input connections —particularly
unbalanced ones — with this powerful
amplifier turned on and the speakers
hooked up. The internal fuses are tiny
metric designs not readily available in
every RadioShack. In any event, Classé
cautions strongly against users rummaging around inside the amplifier.
Ialso ran several tests on the Classé
Omega in its mono, bridged configuration. The frequency response was within 0.1dB of the results in fig.l. It popped
internal fuses (yet again) when I
attempted to perform abalanced frequency-response measurement in the
mono mode. In bridged mode, the
Omega's voltage gain into 8ohms was

353dB, its input impedance 3.8k ohms
(again, fairly low), and its output impedance 0.037 ohms at 1
kHz and amaximum of 0.068 ohms at 20kHz into a4
ohm load. Because the low-power
THD+noise readings had been previously determined to be strongly dominated by noise, Idid not run this test in
mono mode.
Because of the Classé Omega's extremely high power rating and the limitations of our test-bench load, Idid not
attempt to investigate the amp's clipping
performance. However, its proclivity to
pop fuses at clipping with that
19+20kHz signal suggests that it might
do the same in normal clipping tests.
However, John Atkinson investigated
the amplifier's maximum power using
low-duty-cycle lkHz tonebursts gener-

Fig.6 Classé Omega, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-1 kHz, at 300W into
8ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.7 Classé Omega, HF intermodulation spectrum,
DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at 223W into 8
ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.8 Classé Omega, distortion (%) vs burst output power into: 8ohms (black trace), 4ohms (red), 2
ohms (blue) and 1ohm (green). Note that the actual power is twice that indicated in this graph.
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ics. "Ahh, the velvet," Iseem to have
scribbled late one night. Listening to
this recording that I've come to know so
well, Isavored asense of delicacy that's
become very important to me. Even
amid wall-of-sound spectaculars, does
the component under scrutiny reveal
the small and well formed? The Omega
did so with great style, even while
superbly controlling the speakers in its
high-powered electronic grip.
Despite their huge power reserves,
the Omegas' bass was abit on the full
side in comparison to that produced by
some other superamps we've auditioned recently, especially the YBA

ated by the Miller Audio Research
Amplifier Profiler.
The Classé Omega proved apowerhouse on these tests (fig.8), generating
506W into 8ohms (27.05dBW) for 1%
THD+N, 985.4W into 4 ohms
(26.9dBW), 1886W into 2 ohms
(2(.7dBW), and an astonishing 3425W
into 1ohm (26.3dBW)! As well as
comfortably exceeding its specified
power, the Omega acts close to atrue
voltage source, as can be seen in fig.9,
which plots output voltage (divided by
root 2, because JA had to use a3dB
pad to avoid overloading the input of
his National Instruments DSP card)
against THD+Noise, this time in dB.
Only into 1ohm is there any significant reduction in maximum output

Passions (Stereophile, January 1999). The
French monoblocks are distinguished
by an astonishing transparency in the
midbass, better in that respect than any
amp I've ever heard. (The comparison is
fair: The YBAs weigh in at $16k/pair to
the stereo Omega's $15k.) On the other
hand, listening to Postmodern Bhies' title
track —my new theme song —I noted
how the powerful, encompassing acoustic bass tailed off into the noise floor
of an airy and ultra-organic soundstage. Iwas taken with the richness —
the bass was like unto a chocolate
truffle! The point is, while my attention was drawn to the bass, Iwasn't

voltage or increase in distortion. Note
the slight rise in THD, however,
around the indicated 20V level, equivalent to areal 283V RMS or 100W
into 8ohms. Perhaps this indicates the
changeover from class-A to class-AB
output stage operation. Whatever, the
distortion level is still very low, at
below -70dB (0.03%).
This is asolid set of measurements.
'While there is nothing remarkable
here, neither is there anything serious
to criticize. Ido recommend that the
Classé be used with apreamplifier
with alow output impedance, particularly in mono mode and in its balanced configuration. —Tbomas J. Norton

Fig.9 Classé Omega, distortion (dB) vs burst output voltage into (from bottom to top): 8ohms
(black trace), 4ohms (red), 2ohms (blue) and 1ohm (green). Note that the actual voltage
is 1.414x that indicated in this graph.
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distracted from the music itself
because the bass was always so fully
developed and interesting. [When Ivisited Jonathan last October and took alistcn
to the bridged Omegas driving the JMIab
Utopias, Ithought the bass quality was
among the best Ihave ever heard. — Ed]
And once again, that voice... For me,
Patricia Barber is right up there with Patti
Smith, Laurie Anderson, and Marianne
Faithful And that reminds nie: Listening to Smith's "Spell: A Footnote to
'Howl' by Allen Ginsberg" from Peace
and Noise (Arista 18986-2), and Faithfull's
"Losing" on A Secret Lyt; (Island 314-524
096-2), Inoted that the Omegas lacked a
.
frisson of energy at the very top of their
treble range, sounding slightly quieted up
there, and rather smooth and sweet —
like abeautiful woman trying not to
laugh directly into your eager, middleaged face at acocktail party.
Then, too, while the Omega presented the music with good pace, it wasn't
exactly amarching band on steroids. The
Omega proved more suave and passionate about the music —that little humpback at the very top of the audible range
made them more forgiving of awider
range of material than the Boulders, for
example. Those mighty monoblocks
sound flat, flat, llar, from DC to infrared!
They're more jesuitical — black robes,
white collars, rulers at the ready to
whack ill-intentioned knuckles.
The Omega was more relaxed, less
stern and commanding. Its bass sounded huge, if not the deepest in the world.
The midrange was seductive, the highs
sweet and beckoning, the soundstage
always large and well populated.
Romance was always in the air with the
Omega — the perfect amp for Romeo
bachelors on the prowl!
But then Irotated the outer two
pairs of Studio Traps to show their
more reflective surfaces to the drivers.
That "Fine Tune" all but eliminated
the Omega's slight reticence at the very
top of its frequency range. Carefully
matched with the finest cables and
associated components — the Nagra
PL-P, for example, with the Theta
DaViD/Gen.V Pro 24/96; or the dCS
972/Elgar running at an astonishing
24/192 directly into the Omega's balanced inputs —it behaved like any
other well-bred, ultra-high-end superamp. But that's not this amp's nature. It
wants to have fun, to impress you with
its power to set up and maintain large,
great-sounding, palpable soundstages,
while blasting forth huge drafts of bass
and seducing you with dulcet mids and
sweet highs. The Omega just wants
99
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Classé
you to be happy.
Getting vivid with "Foetus," from
Pressure Drop's Elusive (Work/Hard
Hands/Higher Ground OK 69352), the
Omegas used as bridged monoblocks
showed their class and control, setting up
ahuge, entertaining acoustic, with solid,
corporeal imaging and let's-boogie bass.
Female vocals were once again rendered
with deadly, seductive attractiveness.
One reason for that velvety sense was,
no doubt, its lack of discernible grain.
Male vocals? Well, it doesn't matter
what you think of Lou Reed, you'll
enjoy "Faces and Names" from Songs for
Drella (Sire/Warner Bros. 26140-.
2).
Reed goes to great lengths to ensure
that his recordings sound good. Drella
(songs about Andy Warhol, by the way)
was mastered by the well-known Bob
Ludwig at Masterdisc. "Faces and
Naines," arestrained but emotive work,
reached down into that hidden kernel
of new-millennium ambivalence that's
flourishing in these uncertain and
changing times. Iheard little excess
chestiness, and an enjoyable luminosity
that lifted my spirits and helped nie find
my way through the lyrics and groove to
the music. Through the Omega, male
vocals could be as fine and wonderful as
those of the female persuasion.
Ilike to impress visitors and scare the

horses with Barry Adamson's "Mr.
Eddy's Theme," from the soundtrack of
David Lynch's Lost Highway (Nothing/
Interscope 90090). Listening to this awesome music on aBig System is scary in a
visceral, elemental way. But cranking the
volume to ungodly levels, Iliad an
unusual experience while listening to this
track through the Omega, even when
two were bridged. Instead of experiencing dread from that bass line from hell, I
marveled at the huge, billowy soundstage, the horns utterly detached from
the sonic background and wrapping their
way 'round up front. The tonal color and
midrange warmth were immensely
appealing. In fact, Ifound all sorts of
enjoyable acoustic elements to home in
on —the whole album, rather than being
less for being more, as it were, really
made sense. In spite of questionable production values on some tracks, there was
still much to enjoy and even savor. In that
way, the Omega brought out the best of
whatever material Ithrew at it.
Conclusion
Listening to Pat Barber's Modern Cool
reveals all the terrific qualities of the
Classé Omega — especially the lovely
delicacy of vocals, that soft, warm,

Omega

inner light I'm so enamored of. Really,
for asolid-state amplifier to sound this
way was, for me, unimaginable only a
few years ago.
Larger, more powerful amplifiers are
often thought to sound less sweet and
engaging than some of their smaller
brethren. But this has changed of late, in
my view. Solid-state, and indeed tube
gear these days, perfonn at ahigh level
of virtuosity. Maybe the Omegas aren't
the VTL Wotans, but then again, nothing else is. In fact, the Wotans actually go
deeper, and with asmidgen more control, than does the Omega, with about
the saine level of startling dynamics.
The Omega's lovely and musical
midband rivaled that of the Forsell
Statement and YBA Passions. Perhaps
the French amps can be said to be a
soupçon more refined, in that Gallic
way of theirs. The Omega is less
removed and intellectual than the
Passions, more exuberant in its presentation. Though two bridged Omegas
sounded awesome, Ifound the amp
sweeter, and closer to its true nature,
when used as asingle stereo amplifier
with the Utopias.
Try the Omega in your system. Ibet
you'll love it as much as Idid.
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CD -DVD -LASER DISC PLAYERS & TRANSPORTS

Analog front-end: Spotheim La
Luce turntable with SpJ arm,
Forsell Air Force One turntable;
Koetsu Rosewood Signature Platinum, and van den Hul Grasshopper IV GLA and Black Beauty.
Digital front-end: Theta DaViD/
Gen.V Pro (24/96), dCS 972/
Elgar (24/192).
Preamplifiers: Nagra PL-P, YBA
Signature 6Chassis, BAT VK-5i.
Loudspeakers: JMlab Utopia.
Cables: Speaker cables: XL0
Limited Edition The Speaker
Cable, Cardas Golden Reference,
Synergistic Research Designer's
Reference. Interconnects: TARA
The One, Cardas Golden Reference, Synergistic Designer's Reference. Digital datalinlcs: XL0 The
Limited S/PDIF (BNC and RCA),
TARA The One and Synergistic
(AES/EBU). AC cords: Cardas
Golden (supplied), Synergistic
Reference AC Master Couplers.
-Jonathan Scull
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Moon P-5 preamplifier
&IN-5 power amplifier

I

first saw and heard SimAudio's
Moon amp and preamp at WCES
two years back, and something
about their aesthetics appealed to me:
Canadian ruggedness coupled with a
decidedly French panache. Iremember
that those attributes also characterized
the demo's sound, although Ican't recall
the speakers or the sources involved. At
succeeding shows, it gradually dawned
on me that the Moon components were
the fixed elements in asuccession of
impressive demos.
SimAudio projects the Moon series as
their ambitious first foray into top-end
electronics. While the series incorporates anumber of innovations, these
have grown out of the company's accumulated experience with their successful Celeste line.
Based on SimAudio's proprietary "Advanced Renaissance" technology, there is
no overall negative feedback and no DCblocking caps in either of these components, and each is powered by custom
toroidal power transformers. The P-5
preamp uses Sim's 1113G gain control
(derived from aNASA development),
which places only two resistors in the signal path. Still, the P-5 is afull-function,
remote-controlled line preamplifier. Jean
Poulin, designer and company president,
emphasized that the P-5 not only had to
sound great, but had to have good manners as well: no clicks or pops under any
conditions, even at power-on and -off —
not so easy to maintain in aDC-referenced circuit without blocking capacitors
in the signal path.
The W-5 power amplifier is dualmono and fully balanced and sports balanced dual-coax inputs in addition to
the more usual balanced XLR and single-ended coax inputs. It, too, behaved
admirably throughout the component
switching necessitated by the review/
comparison process.
The first of the Moon units to arrive
was the power amplifier, fresh from
another reviewer. It sounded pretty
good, but there were discrepancies between the labeling on the back panel
and the instructions in the manual. I
shipped it back to SimAudio, from
which it returned afew weeks later with
Stereophile, March 1999

SimAudio Moon P-5 preamplifier

no visible changes. The preamp arrived a
few months later and functioned flawlessly from the get-go.
After I'd lived with this pair for several months, Poulin visited and made two
changes. First, he felt the power amp
was running too cool, and adjusted the
bias. Second, the original preamp (serial
no.971001) was swapped for anewer
one, which, Poulin asserted, better corrected for input offsets, and thereby better minimized switching transients when
selecting among inputs. Throughout all

Moon P-5 preamplifier: Two-chassis
line preamp/controller. 6 line-level
inputs (one balanced), two preamp
outputs (one balanced), one tapemonitor output. Full-function, multipurpose remote control. Maximum
gain: 6.5dB. Input sensitivity:
200mV-4.0V. THD: <0.1%. Frequency response: 20Hz-20kHz
(≤0.1dB). Signal/noise ratio: 98dB
ref. full output Rated output: 5V.
Dimensions: 17" W by 3.75" H by
14.5" D, each chassis. Total weight:
35 lbs.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
971001, 980604.
Price: $3995.
Moon W-5 stereo power amplifier:
Fully differential solid-state power
amplifier with inverting and noninverting RCA inputs plus XLR inputs.
Four multiway binding posts. Continuous power: 175Wpc into 8 ohms
(22.4dBW), 325Wpc into 4 ohms

these events, the sound of the P-5/W-5
combination was consistent; my comments apply to both preamps, and all
auditions of the power amp.
Moon W-5 power amplifier: $4795
Although the W-5's front panel is rectangular, the main chassis' profile is elliptical,
with flat top and bottom and massive
curved hcatsinks on the side panels.
Tubular shafts run along each side, connecting the upper ends of the four spiked
towers on which the amp sits. These

(21.8c1BW), 700W into 8 ohms,
bridged (28.45dBVV). Input sensitivity: 1.25V for 250W output. Input
impedance: 50k ohms. Distortion:
<0.05% (1kHz, 8 ohms, 175W);
<0.1% (20kHz, 8 ohms, 175W);
<0.1% (20-20kHz, 4 ohms, 300W).
Bandwidth: limited by passive filter,
-3dB at 79kHz. Signal/noise ratio:
100dB below 170W.
Dimensions: 19" W by 7" Hby 19" D.
Weight: 72 lbs.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
970305.
Price: $4795.
Common to both:
Approximate number of dealers: 14.
Manufacturer: SimAudio, 3275 First
Street, Unit 1, St-Hubert, Quebec .13Y
8Y6, Canada. Tel: (450) 445-0032.
Fax: (450) 445-6626. E-mail:
info@simaudio.com .US sales office:
(905) 542-8688.
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Moon
shafts make it surprisingly easy, given
adequate muscle, to move and position
this 72-lb brick on its built-in spikes.
The chassis' stiffitess and solidity are
impressive. Under the lid and behind
the 'e-thick front panel are two hefty
1000VA toroidal transformers; each
amp channel has four 22,00011F
smoothing capacitors, a roomy and
clean printed circuit board, and eight
TO-3-cased power transistors arranged
as four sets of matched pairs. The power
transistors are bolted to an extrusion
mounted to the inside of the curved
heatsinks, which form the side walls of
the chassis. Generous heatsinks are
mounted to many of the smaller transistors on the pcb. Overall, this is an
impressively executed design.

P- 5/W- 5

There are no front-panel controls
other than the blue power indicator.
The rear panel has arocker switch for
power and apushbutton for reset. I
found that the rocker turned the amp
off just fine, but the reset button also
had to be pushed to turn the unit back
on. This behavior seems normal but is
not described in the manual. Also on
the back panel are four RCA jacks and a
pair of XLRs. The available input
options are three: 1) balanced using the
XLR input jack; 2) balanced via apair of
coax interconnects, using both the
inverting and noninverting RCA jacks;
and 3) single-ended using either the
inverting or noninverting RCA input
jack, with the unused input shorted.
Shorting plugs for the unused RCA

jacks are provided. One advantage of
this arrangement is that bridging this
fully differential amplifier is easily
implemented by feeding asingle preamp output, via aY-connector, into the
inverting input of one channel and the
noninverting input of the other.
My first experience of the W-5 was
with my late, lamented Apogee
Duettas, and it was memorable. The
folks at SimAudio suggested that the
amp was agreat match for electrostatics
and other planar speakers. and from
turn-on, the Moon amp gripped the
Ducttas' normally overripe bottom end
and eliminated any trace of bass flab.
These speakers have adecently extended low end, and in my room require a
bit of taming in order not to too heavily

shown in fig.1; it is slightly flatter at the
extreme top end at settings below maximum. Fig2 shows the P-S's crosstalk.
Due to interchannel capacitive coupling, it increases with frequency — a
typical result.
The THD+noise result for the P-5 is
shown in fig3. The input levels used for
both the crosstalk measurement and the
THD+noise vs frequency measurement
were 115mV unbalanced and 70mV
balanced, which reduced the influence
of noise on the readings to aminimum.

This is shown graphically in fig.4: the
THD+noise percentage vs output voltage results at 1kHz into a100k ohm
load. From fig.4 we see that the output
voltage capability of the P-5 is both
lower than that of anumber of other
high-quality preamps and lower than
the 5V specified, but more than enough
to drive any known power amplifier
well beyond clipping.
Apart from the caveat concerning the
use of the tape outputs, the objective
performance of the SimAudio Moon
P-5 should give the prospective user no
cause for concern.
-Thomas J. Norton

Measurements
SimAudio Moon P-5
I nless otherwise noted, the measurelà/ ments presented are for unbalanced
operation. The P-S's output impedance at
its line output measured 163 ohms (325
ohms balanced), with insignificant variations with changes in the level control.
The input impedance measured 38k
ohms, with the left and right channels essentially identical (though they differed
slightly in the balanced setting, at 88k
ohms left and 78k ohms right). The input
impedance dropped to 21k ohms at lower
than maximum settings of the level control, measured at both unity gain and at a
control setting of "20." The output impedance at the tape output measured 2.7k
ohms with a25 ohm source impedance
and 3.1k ohms with a600 ohm source
impedance. This indicates unbuffered
tape outputs, but alarger concern is the
high impedance at these outputs; the user
should exercise caution in matching the
tape outputs to arecorder. The latter
should have an appropriate (ie, very high)
input impedance.
The DC offset at the P-5's outputs was
wuneasurable. The preamp is noninverting from its line inputs to its main outputs; in balanced mode, pin 2is positive.
The maximum gain measured 16.9dB
unbalanced and 22.9dB balanced. The
tracking of the level control was excellent. S/N measured 95.1dB (unweighted) over a 22Hz-22kHz bandwidth,
83.8 (unweighted) from 10Hz to
500kHz, and 979dB A-weighted (all ref.
1V). The balanced S/N readings are
91dB, 82.8dB, and 933dB —marginally
worse than the unbalanced results.
The P-S's frequency response is
Stereophile, Match 1999
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Moon P-5, unbalanced frequency response
with volume control set (from top to
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Moon P-5, Crosstalk (from top to bottom):
R-L, L-R unbalanced; R-L, L-R balanced;
(10dB/vertical div.).

Fig.4

Moon P-5, distortion (%) vs output voltage
into 100k ohms (from bottom to top):
balanced, unbalanced.
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Moon
tilt the spectral balance. In the past, I've
cured this by blocking the bottom 6" of
the rear of the bass ribbon (as suggested
by Martin Colloms in anow-ancient
review). More recently, I've deftly
shaped the bass response with a ZSystems rdp-1 digital equalizer.
The Moon amp made all these machinations superfluous. It forced the Duettas
to behave in the amplitude domain like a
well-controlled conventional woofer, yet
the system was not deprived of its particular transient and dipolar radiation characteristics. The midrange sounded honest and clear, with the crossover to the
treble ribbon more difficult to detect
than ever. The high frequencies, too,
were excellent, with suitable luster and
no glare. Whether fed from analog or
digital sources, from the P-5 or any other
preamp, the Moon W-5 was simply the
best amp for the Apogees that 1have
experienced.
I've recommended Erotic Dances from
the Opera (Reference RR-71CD) as a
sonic blockbuster, but Ididn't know
how right Iwas until Iused the Moon
W-5 (and P-5) with the Apogees.

P-5/W-5

SimAudio Moon W-5 power amplifier

Listening from about 20' back (much
more than my usual 12' listening distance), Icould clearly "see," with my
ears, the whole symphony orchestra
arrayed before me — wider and deeper
than the room, each orchestral voice in
its place. Wow!
Running the amp with arange of
other speakers helped define the character that had been suggested by its performance with the Duettas. The Moon

W-5's bass control and tightness were
steadfast. The bass was also powerfully
extended. For speakers that benefit
from such control - je, most domestic
speakers that behave in anonlinear fashion at very low frequencies —the Moon
W-5 is the perfect mate. In fact, because
of this control, usable bass response is
extended into regions the speaker had
heretofore not entered. Inoted this
advancement with the Gershman GA-

Measurements
SimAudio Moon W-5
full set of measurements of the
SimAudio Moon W-5 was made
using its unbalanced inputs, with selected
measurements repeated in the balanced
mode, as noted below.
Following its '/3-power, one-hour preconditioning test, the W-5's heatsinks
were hot, though not to an unusual
degree. The W-5 is noninverting from its
unbalanced input; pin 2of the balanced
input is positive. DC offset measured
0.9mV in both channels.
The W-5's input impedance measured
49.9k ohms (972k ohms balanced). The
output impedance measured under 0.015
ohms at 20Hz and lkHz, increasing to a
maximum of 0.035 ohms at 20kHz. The
amplifier's voltage gain into 8ohms measured 30.6dB, unbalanced and balanced.
The S/N ratio at 1W into 8ohms measured 903dB over a22Hz-22k1z bandwidth (unweighted), 83dB over a10Hz500kHz bandwidth (unweighted), and
92.6dB A-weighted.
Fig.5 shows the W-5's frequency response. (Only the unbalanced result is
shown; the balanced is virtually identical.)
The 10kHz squarewave response (fig.6) is
textbook, with good risetime, no overshoot
or ringing, and acleanly rounded leading
edge. This is typical of all good amplifiers,
Stereophae, March 1999

and indicates a gradual high-frequency
The THD+noise percentage vs frequency curves are plotted in fig.8. The
rolloff at ultrasonic frequencies. The lkHz
squarewave (not shown) was ideal. Fig.7
levels here — quite typical for agood
shows the W-5's crosstalk. While there is a
measurable difference between the two
channels, the overall levels are so low as to
make this insignificant.
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Fig.7 Moon W-5, crosstalk (from top to bottom):
L-R, R-L (10c18/vertical div.).
10>

Fig.5 Moon W-5, frequency response into (from
top to bottom): 1W into 8ohms, 2W into
4ohms, and 2.828V into simulated
loudspeaker load (0.5d8/vertical div.).
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Fig.6 Moon W-5, small-signal 10kHz squarewave
into 8ohms.
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Fig.8 Moon W-5, THD+noise vs frequency at
(from top to bottom at 10kHz): 4W into
2ohms, balanced; 4W into 2ohms,
unbalanced; 2W into 4ohms, balanced; 2W
into 4ohms, unbalanced; 1W into 8ohms,
balanced; 2.83V into simulated loudspeaker
load; and 1W into 8ohms, unbalanced.
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Moon
P520x and the Coincident Super
Conquest. Believe it or not, even the
tiny Celestion MP-1 gained new
authority. The W-5 was not quite as
suitable amate for speakers with highly
damped low-end responses, whether
sealed boxes or transmission lines: The
Moon W-5 starved the PMC IB-1S
Monitor's bass to the point of anorexia.
Most of my listening was done with
the Genesis 500 speakers, whose in-built
woofer amplifiers rendered moot the
Moon W-5's bass control, but whose
transparency revealed details about the
amp's personality. In the midrange and
high frequencies, the W-5 sounded clear
and uncolored but slightly dry. This made
for arelaxed, laid-back presentation that
nonetheless did not lack for detail and resolution. The recent re-remastering of
Solti's recording of Wagner's Ring (Decca
455 555-2) was so enticingly projected
that Idid something Ihadn't done in
decades: Ilistened to the whole thing in
four consecutive evenings! Yes, there's less
hiss than in the original transfers, but
there's also much more detail, which the
Moon/Genesis combination reveals.

Spatial presentation also benefited and
was, with this and similar recordings,
wide and deep. Perhaps the most consistently satisfying feature was the treatment
of dynamics. Subtle gradations were well
reproduced, but —remarkably — pro-

The Moon W-5 can
convey areal "jump"
with no loss of
detail or focus.
gressively larger Wagnerian gradations
were equally well treated.
In my experience, and even with
high-powered amplifiers, the ability of
an amp to make large dynamic transitions without any change in the tonal
characteristics or ambient flavor is unusual. The Moon W-5 is one of those
few amps that can convey areal "jump"
with no loss of detail or focus.
Comparisons
The comparisons Imade of the W-5
with three other amps reminded me of

P- 5/W- 5

Goldilocks and the Three Bears. First
we tried Papa Bear, the Bryston 7B-STs:
more assertive and full in the bass, with
abit more sparkle in the treble. This difference made the W-5 abetter match
with the Duettas, but made the Brystons happier with the Genesis 500s and
the PMC and Coincident speakers.
Large dynamic contrasts were more distinctly terraced with the W-5, but one
could argue that they were more seamless with the Brystons —a toss-up, the
outcome of which was greatly influenced by the tonal balance of the partnering speaker.
Next Ivisited Mama Bear. The Sonic
Frontiers Power-2 seemed relatively
mellow in the bass and softer in the treble, but with aglowing presence in the
midrange that the Moon W-5 lacked.
Those features were advantageously
mated to the Genesis 500s. The Power2, however, lacked the sheer, gutsy
power of the W-5 on the Duettas, and
was somewhat generous in the midbass
with the Coincidents.
Finally we come to Baby Bear, the
McCormack DNA-1, which was abit

Measurements

solid-state power amplifier — rise
slightly (but not alarmingly) as the
load impedance is reduced and the frequency increased. The waveform of
the distortion at 2W into 4 ohms is

shown in fig.9. It is heavily second
harmonic, with indications of higherorder components that become abit
more obvious into a2ohm load (not
shown), plus the inevitable noise.

IMMOnat Gem*. tome« memo Mw motor
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Fig.9 Moon W-5, IkHz waveform at 2W into
4ohms (top), distortion and noise
waveform with fundamental notched
out (bottom, not to scale).
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Fig.11 Moon W-5, HF intermodulation spectrum,
DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at 167W into 4ohms
(linear frequency scale).
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Fig.10 Moon W-5, spectrum of 50Hz sinewave,
DC-IkHz, at 200W into 4ohms (linear
frequency scale).
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400

Fig. 12 Moon W-5, distortion (%) vs continuous
output power into (from bottom to top):
8ohms, 4ohms, 2ohms.
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The spectrum of the W-5's output
while it reproduces a50Hz input at
200W into a4ohm load is shown in
fig.10. The distortion products are all
extremely low — the maximum value
is —72.9dB, or just under 0.025%, with
now the third harmonic alittle higher
in level than the second.
Fig.11, the output spectrum with a
combined 19+20kHz signal at 167W
into 4ohms, indicates the intermodulation products resulting from an
input signal consisting of an equal
combination of these two frequencies. Visible clipping is present above
167W into this load with this input
signal. The IM here is quite low — a
maximum of —69.4dB, or just over
0.03%, at 18kHz. The result into an
8 ohm load for the same test (at
94W) was virtually identical and is
not shown.
The 1kHz, THD+noise vs output
curves for the W-5 are shown in fig.12.
The discrete clipping levels are shown
in Table 1. When Iattempted to perform discrete clipping measurements
on the W-5 at lower load impedances,
its main power-supply fuses blew —
several times. SimAudio uses fast-blow
fuses in its main power circuit to protect the amplifier against overload.
109

Moon

P-5/W-5

brash in the treble and could not control
the bass as well as did the W-5. It was,
however, decidedly more lively and gripping. In fact, the dryness and slight reticence of the Moon W-5 became distinct
in these direct comparisons. Thus, this
amp was "just right." Though it was preferred in some contexts, it wasn't in all.
Moon P5line preamplifier: $3995
The Moon P5 is built on two identical
chassis: one each for the audio circuitry
and power supply. Like the Moon W-5,
each chassis is elliptical in cross-section,
with the lateral surfaces formed into
heatsinks that run from front to back.
Two power cables, one for the analog
audio circuitry and another for the digital
control circuitry, connect the two chassis.
Both cables are captive to the preamp.
After power-up from a rear-panel
switch on the power supply, all functions
are controlled from the deceptively simple front panel or the impressively
potent remote control. The lone frontpanel knob controls volume, and each
channel's level is clearly indicated on the
display panel. The knob's action is de-

SimAudio Moon PS-5 preamp power supply

lightfully smooth, with appropriate inertia. Operation of this digital optical
encoder is accompanied by the subtle,
unobtrusive ticking of the internal relays
that do the work. The volume is stepped
in units from "0" to "50," but these arc
on neither apurely log nor apurely linear scale. SimAudio has selected, from
256 available increments, close spacing
(for low-level precision) for numeric values 1to 35, and progressively wider
spacing for 35 through 50. No specific
volume increments are specified. Almost
all of my listening was with settings

below 30, and Inever needed or wanted
an unavailable intermediate setting.
The other front-panel controls —
Monitor, Mute, Input, Display, and
Standby —were operated by soft, positive-detent pushbuttons. While the
operation of the monitor switch is selfevident, the mute switch reduces volume to one tenth the level set with the
volume control — sufficiently low to
permit aphone conversation, but not
full silence. Thus, although Itried to use
Mute to keep the unit warm between
listening sessions, there were quite

Measurements

While the sort of overloads provided
by music should not present aproblem
with these fuses, they do limit the time
high-power test-bench signals can be
sustained. It normally takes about two
seconds to engage the test signal, wait
for the instruments to stabilize, and
note the reading — too long for the
Moon's fuses at 4 or 2 ohms. The
sweep tests in fig.12 are generally less
stressful on an amplifier. SO the figures shown into the lower impedance
in Table 1are taken from the these.
JA used the Miller Audio Research
Amplifier Profiler to examine the
Moon W-5's output power using a
low-duty-cycle lkHz toneburst (10
cycles on, 40 cycles off). This signal
stresses the amplifier less than the continuous signal and gives aresult more

representative of how an amplifier
behaves with amusic signal. As can be
seen from fig.13, the Moon amplifier
proved to be apowerhouse on this test,
almost doubling its power delivery
each time the load impedance was
halved. For a standard 1% THD+
Noise, it delivered 233W into 8

ohms (black trace), 460W into 4
ohms (red), 865W into 2 ohms
(blue), and astaggering 1480W into
1 ohm (green). No wonder Kal
Rubinson found the Moon W-5 to
control the bass panels of his Apogee
Duettas so well.
-Thomas J. Norton

Table 1 SimAudio Moon W-5
Discrete Clipping Levels
(1% THD+noise at IkHz)
Both Channels
Driven
Impedance
W (dBW)
ohms
L
8
4
2
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One Channel
Driven
W (dBVV)

189.2 (22.8)188.2 (22.7) 196.2 (22.9)
120V
120V
121V
330 (22.2)
520 (21.1)

Fig.13 Moon W-5, distortion (%) vs burst output power into (from bottom to top): 8ohms (black trace),
4ohms (red), 2ohms (blue) and 1ohm (green).
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MIT Takes the Performance
Up and the Price Down
The all new "Designers Series" sets
new standards of performance and value.
MIT's "Designer Series" has given
us what we've been looking for in
high performance component interfaces
and speaker cables. Reference Quality
Performance that is priced within
reach of any audiophile. With MIT's
unique Input Specific Network (ISNTm)
Technology, and Output Specific Speaker
Interfaces we can perfectly match the
correct cables to your components,
optimizing the performance of your
system to adegree not possible until
now. The result is increased system
control, with an amazing improvement
in tonality, image, soundstage and realism.
This is an important advancement in
high-end sound reproduction.
Featured is the MI-330 Shotgun Impedance
Specific Interconnect @$699, and MH-750
Shotgun Output Specific Speaker Cable @$999

Terry Menacker, President of Overture
Designer Series (ISNTM) interconnects start at $299, and are available single ended, or
balanced. Designer Series speaker cables start at $750, and are available single
or bi-wire, and in solid-state, or tube versions.

ION/ERPrult

THE WORLD'S PREMIER AUDIO/VIDEO AND HOME THEATER STORE
Wilmington. Delaware •(302) 478-6050 •(800) 838-1812 •wwwovertureaudio.corn

The Home of Tax Free Shopping
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AUDI O NEXUS

PROUDLY PRESENTS...

VIRTUAL REALITY

by Von Schweikert Research, bringing to your home the true breadth,
space, and clarity of the live performance
Now Von Schweikert Research has combined years of loudspeaker design experience with revolutionary and evolutionary concepts in acoustics and electronics to create anew line of products for pure audio and audio/home theater applications. Starting with the now famous VR-4 Gen II and VR-4.5, and followed shortly thereafter by the VR-3, VR-6, and VR-8,
VR speakers feature:
• Tweeters and midranges that operate in minimum baffle enclosures for maximum clarity and smoothness. The sound
is boxless and wide open.
• A woven, carbon fiber midrange main driver that minimizes colorations in the most vital part of the musical spectrum.
• Point-to-point, hand-wired crossover networks that harmonically blend all drivers to sound like asingle-element
speaker. The resulting sound is seamless.
• A new concept in loudspeaker design, the Global Axis Integrator Network, (GAIN) that optimizes the performance,

dispersion, and integration of all drivers in awide, 180° global axis. This dispersion pattern mimics the pickup pattern
of the recording microphone and launches the sound into your room in afashion that closely resembles the original
live performance. The result is aholographic image that really does justify the name Virtual Reality.
Y Distributed Resonance Integration (DRI) that optimizes the performance of the two woofers in the upper end of their
response. This eliminates the resonances and muddy sound that mar the performance of so many other speakers. The
result is deep, powerful, clear bass that lets you hear the harmonic nature of each instrument.
Now VR has combined these advanced concepts with the special demands of home
theater speakers to create abrand new line of 10 A-V products. Choose from three
center channels, 3front speakers, and three surround speakers, and compliment
them, if desired, with an extraordinarily powerful and clear subwoofer to create
home theater that is, quite simply, the most stunning available.

BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY In very short
order, their tube and solid state designs have established BAT
as leaders in high end electronics design. Now their marvelous amps and preamps are joined by the brand new VK-

D5, aremarkable CD player featuring fully-balanced digital and
analog sections. Its music will flow into your ears.
GOLDEN TUBE Announcing the SE-40, an amp that achieves

the impossible. 40 W/ch of pure class-A single-ended tube power
for $980! A miracle!
JM LAB Audiophile performance from small decor conscious
enclosures? Absolutely! Only JM Lab delivers the full sound of
much larger designs.
VANDERSTEEN Legendary speakers with arich tonal balance that presents music with stunning beauty. Now the longawaited Model 5engulfs you in abreathtaking musical experience. Doing home theater? The VCC-I center channel and
VSM-I surrounds bring true quality to surround sound.

•I

RESEARCH

MEADOWLARK Music flows from these sleek, attractive
speakers, just as it does from abeautiful songbird. The Kestrel,
Shearwater, and Heron have now been joined by acenter channel,
and asmall monitor. Starting at $895 per pair, the Meadowlark
speakers sing sweetly and clearly.
ROTEL Great sounding components at prices you can afford.
Rotel has crafted an entire line of superb audio and home theater
products. (Sorry, no mail order on Rotel.)
ENLIGHTENED AUDIO DESIGN Their new line of three
home theater processors comes with Dolby AC-3, DTS, touch
screen remote, and that fabulous EAD sound, starting at the
very competitive price of $2995. What adeal!
KIMBER KABLE Always known for great sounding cables at
affordable prices, now they have the best cables in the world at any
price. Come hear the new Kimber Select series, and prepare to be
stunned!

AMC •Arcici •Audioquest •Balanced Audio Technology •Black Diamond •Bryston •CAL •Cardas •Cary •Celeste •Chang Lightspeed
Conrad Johnson •EAD •Eminent Technology •Epos •Fanfare •Golden Tube •Grado Headphones •Jamo •Jell Rowland Design •JM Lab •Jolida
Kimber Kahle •Lyra •Magnum •Magnum-Dynalab •McCormack •Meadowlark •Melos •Monarchy •NAD •Nitty Gritty •Odyssey •Platinum
Power Wedge •PSB •Rotel •Runco •Salamander •SME •Stewart Screens •Tannoy •Target •Von Schweikert Research •Vandersteen •VPI

* Trade-ins Accepted * Consultations *
No dealer near you? Call for sales and expert advice!
http://www.audionexus.com
33 Union Place, Summit, NJ 07901—We
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Moon
noticeable soft whispers from my
default source (FM). A touch of the volume knob restores output to the preset
level without requiring further use of
the Mute button.
The Input button, touched once,
changes the display to indicate the
selected input (CD, Al, A2, A3, A4,
A5); pushed again, it steps through each
input in sequence. Finally, the Display
button toggles the display on or off for
critical listening, and the Standby button
turns off all output and display, but
keeps the audio circuitry and the power
supply warm and ready.
The rear of the P-5 power supply has
two outputs to supply power for the
preamp, and two to provide power for
an optional external phono stage, all in
the form of XLR jacks. The rear of the
P-5 preamp is arranged in quasi-symmetrical fashion: Across the middle are
two rows of RCA jacks for inputs CD,
Al, A2, A3, A4, and Tape Out. Flanking
this group on the left and right, according to channel identity, are XLRs for
balanced input A5, XLRs for balanced
output, and RCA jacks for the singledended output. The power-supply cables
are on the extreme left.
Inside, the P-5 is just as clean and
tasteful as the W-5. There is adouble
tier of smoothing caps across the front

Associated Equipment
Analog source: Heybrook TT2
turntable, Rega RB300 tonearm,
Koetsu Black/Gold cartridge.
Digital sources: Audio Alchemy
DDS•Pro/DTI•Pro 32/DDE V3
transport/DAC, with Audio
Magic 1
25 cables;
California
Audio Labs CAL-20 DVD/CD
player; Burmester 970/969 transport/DAC.
Preamplifiers: !Clyne 6L3.3P,
Sonic Frontiers Line-2 and Line-3.
Power amplifiers: Bryston 7BST monoblocks, McCormack
DNA-1, Sonic Frontiers Power-2.
Loudspeakers: Apogee Duetta II,
Gershman GA-P520x, Coincident
Technology Super Conquest,
Genesis 500.
Cables: Interconnects: Cardas
Cross and Golden Cross, Straight
Wire Virtuoso, JPS Superconductor
Super-2 Balanced. Speaker Cables:
Straight Wire Maestro.
—Kalman Rubinson
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edge and aparallel array of input/output relays across the back. Otherwise,
the single pcb appears to be L/R symmetrical. On each side, long stacks of
resistors flank hidden, damped, and
shielded mechanisms that softly click as
the volume control is adjusted. Discrete

new, clean signal path. The difference
was small enough not to obsess over,
but Istill preferred to do the bulk of my
listening with the JPS cables on the
Moon and Sonic Frontiers components.
The W-5's midrange/treble reticence
is also acharacteristic of the P-5, but to a
much smaller degree. Compared to a
direct bypass from the DAC to the
Was the P-5 an
power amp, the P-S's dryness was barely noticeable, but could effect acalming
exceedingly accurate
of more strident sources. Thus, there
was a"blackness" to the background
and quiet preamp
that was the product of the extremely
low noise levels and the tendency to
that permitted amore
hush other sources of noise. When Ilistened to the Stamitz Quartet's perforuncolored view of the
mances of Janácek's string quartets
music than others
(Bayer BR100151), the passionate, interweaving instruments emerged from the
I've used? Or did it sap
velvet silence in an almost eerie way.
The concomitant of this was aslight loss
just abit of the liveliness
of immediacy, but without any dulling
of the upper frequencies on well-balinherent in the music?
anced recordings.
Ithus waffled, and continue to do so:
transistors and integrated circuits are
Was the P-5 an exceedingly accurate and
given breathing space, and eight local
quiet preamp that permitted amore
regulators are mounted to the lateral
uncolored view of the music than others
heatsinks, as are the output stage
I've used? Or did it sap just abit of the
devices. Overall construction and parts
liveliness inherent in the music? This is
qualities were impressive, and fully
not an easy question to answer, the P-5
appropriate for $4000.
was capable of remarkably exciting and
The remote-control wand is an imposdynamic performance, and committed
ing device. Framed by afluted extrusion
no significant sins. On the other hand,
that emulates the side panels of amp and
the combination of P-5 and W-5 depreamp, the wand is about 95" long and
manded careful matching of sources,
quite hefty. In addition to performing all
speakers, and listening room. As menthe functions available on the P-5's front tioned earlier, the pair successfully companel, the remote can adjust interchannel
plemented the big dipoles in my fairly
balance (indicated by the front-panel disreverberant room, which has adefinite
play) and provide direct input selection
bloom in the lower reaches of the spec(as opposed to the stepping control on the
trum. With some other cones-in-a-box
front panel). It can also control other
loudspeakers, the pre- and power amplicomponents — such as CD players,
fier seemed just abit too literal in their
tuners, and decoders —with compatible
presentation. There's nothing wrong
RC-5 protocols. The remote's appearwith that, but Isometimes longed for a
ance suggests, but the sparse manual barebit more extraversion than the reserved
ly hints at, its capabilities.
Moon combination offered.
The sound of the P-5 was confirmaThe P-S's character (or lack thereof)
tion of its familial relationship with the
was quite accommodating, and did not
W-5. Frequency balance and extension
color or distort the music. It was thus a
were eminently satisfactory, and noise
suitable mate to other power amps,
levels were undetectable at any sane volcomplementing their spirit with its
ume setting. Used with asingle-ended
decorum. The combination of the
connection (Cardas Cross), the P-5/ DNA-1 with my resident Klyne preamp
W-5 combination was capable of sounds lively and bracing, but switching
relaxed, nonstrident reproduction of sigthe Moon P-5 for the !Clyne made the
nals from both analog and digital
sound more soothing without sacrificing
sources. Switching over to abalanced
immediacy. The residual remnant of retconnection (JPS Super2) produced an
icence in the P-5's midrange made for
improvement in inner detail, but I the only difference between it and the
couldn't judge whether that was due to
Sonic Frontiers Line-2. Irecall describthe balanced nature, the differing cable
ing the Line-2 in my December 1997
characteristics, or the establishment of a review as innocent of imposing any
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We Are Serious About Music.
At David Lewis Audio
We Specialize in State-of-the-Art
2-Channel Music Systems Including Analog and Vacuum Tubes
(Single Ended & Triode Types)
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The Montana KAS
Frequency Range: 20-22,000Hz
Impedance: Nominal 4ohms13-10D)
Sensitivity: 93.5 c18/2.83V/1 meter
Power Handling: 800W Continuous (2Kw peak)
X-Over Points: 80Hz/500Hz/4000Hz
Size HxWxD: 68" xIT x22"
Weight: 400 lbs. (ship wt. 966 lbs/Pair)
MSRP: S27,500/pair

The Montana EPS
Frequency Range: 20-22,000Hz
Impedance: Nominal 4ohms(3-1 I
0)
Sensitivity: 92 dB/2.83V/I meter
Power Handling: 250W Continuous (700W peak)
X-Over Points: 300Hz/3000Hz
Size HxWxD: 54" x 14" x15"
Weight: 154 lbs. (ship wt. 380 lbs/Pair)
MSRP: $7,995/pair

6 Models from $2000 to $55,000.
We have them all!
Now on Display at David Lewis Audio
Accuphase •Acoustic Energy •Air Tight •Altis •Audible Illusions •Audiolab • Basis • Bel Canto •
Benz-Micro • Cary • Dynavector • FanFare FM • Graaf •Grado • Graham •Jadis •JM Lab • Kimber
Kable • Kimber Select • Klyne • Koetsu • Magnum Audio • Magnum Dynalab • Michell • Monitor
Audio • Montana • Morch • Mordaunt Short • Muse • NAD • Nitty Gritty • Nordost • Pass Labs •
Platinum • Plinius • Promethean • Rega Research • Rogers •Sierra Audio •Siltech • Spendor • Stax
•Synergistic •Transfiguration •VAC •Van Den Hul •VPI •VVadia Digital •Wavelength •YBA

We Are the Philadelphia Audiophiles Choice

David Lewis Audio LTD
8010 Bustleton Avenue • Philadelphia, PA 19152-2802

(215) 725-4080 • Fax: (215)725-4495

color on the sound, but my experience
with the Moon P-5 makes me wonder if
such adetermination is possible. With
most of my equipment and most of my
preferred recordings, Ideemed the SF
preamp more natural, the Moon ever so
slightly withdrawn.
However, with achange of power
amp or DAC, it was pretty easy to judge
the Moon more natural and the SF abit
forward! For example, the presentation

TRIANGLE •CAMELOT •JPS LABS

Music Systems & Home Theatre.

REGA •
GRAM •CREEK •
AUDIOPRISM

/MERIDIAN

TOTEM •MAGNUM DYNAIAB •EPOS
BLACK DIAMOND RACING •
MSB
AUDIO ANALOGUE •ATI •PAC
BRIGHT STAR AUDIO. BILLY BAGS

HAVE •JOLIDA •TARGET
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outstanding example of

//.

of Ry C,00der's voice on Jazz is always
distinct from the presentation of the supporting voices. On the CD version
(Warner Bros. WB 3197-2), the Moon
P-5 rendered Cooder's voice on "Nobody" just recessed enough to make the
disparity with the chorus disconcerting.
When Iswitched to the LP (Warner
Bros. WB 56488), Iheard asatisfactory
balance. The performance of the SF
Line-2 was complementary and preferred with the CD, but not with the LP.
In fairness, the preference was as subtle
as that between two fine cognacs: notable
primarily on direct comparison, while
each remained thoroughly satisfying.

SONY-

Our Starting Une Up

constitute another

high-end componentry.

New!
Meridian 561 Digital Processor
M33 Active loudspeakers
508.24 CD Player in stock special purchase!
On display!
861 Reference System with
DSP-6000 L&R DSP-5000 Center
DSP-5500's Sides & DSP-5500'S Rear

AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS •
SENNHEISER

The Moon W-5 and P-5

Canadian success in

New Location!

AUDIOOUEST• CAL. SUMIKO •
KIMBE R

New!
VPH-D5OHTU Multiscan Projectors
PFM-500A1WU Plasma Monitor

MSB [ink DA(

61,essé Audio
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AudioQuest
AudioTruth
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Bottom line

There are very few components out
there that lack even abit of personality,
so careful matching of the system and
listener preferences are essential. This
acknowledged, these two components
will please many and disappoint none.
Their performance and aesthetics combine elegance and strength.
The Moon W-5 power amp is an
outstanding driver for planar speakers,
and asuperb one for most other speakers Itried. Along with its transparency,
delicacy, and prodigious dynamic power, it offers adecidedly nonaggressive
presentation that can be a welcome
characteristic in the right system.
The Moon P-5 has transparency, very
low noise, and flexibility of control; its
foibles are inconsequential. It worked
well with every source and system, and
should be considered among the finest
line preamps available today.
The Moon W-5 and P-5 constitute
another outstanding example of Canadian
success in high-end componentry.

Sonus faber

Audio Analogue Puccini SE

Theatre
Featuring the new
High Performance
Multichannel Speaker MCS1

wwwisaudio.com
mamorowne—

JPS Labs
Superconductors

sis

Kimber
Illuminations

EAR •Jeff Rowland Design •Grado
Graham Eng. •Illuminati •KEF •Kimber S
Meridian •Meridian Digital •Meridian Reference
Niles •Powerwedge •PSU Pioneer Elite •REL
Rock Solid •Sonus Faber •SME •Sony XBR'
Sony DVD •Sony DSS •Sony Professional CRT
Sony Plasma •Thiel •Target •VPI
Vienna Acoustics
One year 100% trade up policy
Select pre-owned products available
Equipment trade-ins accepted
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The Return Of A Legend
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Audiophile

New

Standard

STATEMENT

0C-9
List
Sale

Cartridge

$400 List
.. . S200 Sale

440ML
$2199'
.S99n

on*
MC 25 FL
List
$450
¡fate
$225
V15VxMR -Audiophile

$275

Since the advent of "high-fidelity", the Shure V15 Series has been

The STATEMENT
the standard by which all other cartridges are measured -Literally! Reference
Reference Master
Stereophile Recommended Comp. Class C $$$ 10 /88 p. 83
Reference Sonata
"Cold out of the box, the V15 sounded warm." -Stereophile 7/97 Reference Platinum
Prestige Gold
Prestige Silver
Prestige Red
Prestige Blue
Prestige Green
Prestige Black

$2500
$1200
$800
$500
$300
$180
$150
$110
$80
$60
$40

keell
ire

d

"After two years of painstaking
thought and designing, Grado is

very pleased to offer a new phono
X5-MC
$269"
cartridge. We are so proud of this
X3-MC
$219.
M97xE -High Performance. .594 MP94E- Music Lover (T4P) .$65 cartridge, that we decided to name
xl-mc /MCP
$1349g
M92E -Versatility (T4P) ...$25 it the GRADO STATEMENT.
Outstanding Cartridge For High
..."a very good performer for the
Performance
Economical and versatile for the
The STATEMENT utilizes gold wire in
money" -Stereophile Rec. Comp.
widest
range
of
applications.
This cartridge is able to accurately
the coils, aboron cantilever and adia- XI-MC Class D 4/98 p. 109 MF
reproduce very difficult musical pasmond cut specially for Grado. All this
New
sages. Featuring the same exclusive
is housed in Australian jara wood.
Cartridge
Dynamic Stabilizer" shock
The output for the STATEMENT meaabsorber" used on the V5VxMR to
sures in at 0.75 mV. That's right 0.75
Stereophile
ensure uniform tracking force under
mV -the lowest output cartridge ever
LAW
Recommended
difficult playing conditions.
offered by Grado.
Component 10 /98
The STATEMENT's low frequency
Mono
#1 Power Cleaner
New
information and its portrayal of bass
Cartridge
$28 1/2 oz /$152 4oz
Cartridge
dynamics are solid, powerful and
#2 Record Preservative
authoritative.
The
midrange
is
rich,
comM78S -Classic (for 78 rpm) ..$60
$28 2 oz /$158 16 oz
plex and believable, Its top-end
#3 Record Cleaner
For wide groove /78 RPM recordextends forever with speed and del$172 oz /RCM $50 gal
ings spherical 2.5 mil diamond tip.
icacy. The soundstage wit wrap its arms
#4 Stylus Cleaner
$15
The N78S stylus is compatible with
around you and the imaging is detailed
#5 Stylast
$23 1/4 oz
all current model Shure cartridges.
and precise.
#1 & #2 Combo
$49"
Anyone who was impressed with the #2 & #3 Combo
$40"
M94E -Music Lover
$65
Grado Reference Series cartridge, #1, #2 & #3
$6699
M7OBX -Value
$25
the REFERENCE, will have their #4 & #5 Combo
$34"
$20 eyes opened wide after listening to the #1, 2 ,3, 4 & 5
It's performance is superior to
SFG-2
$99"
new GRADO STATEMENT.
other cartridges in its price range.
Stylus tracking force gauge.
Microfiber or Stylus Brush . .$21
°

20th Anniversary Sale!
Visit www.needledoctor.corn
Over 600 Web Pages

M9R213 SUMIKO rega
clean line

•
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Planet $795
Astronomical Value with Rega 's
Planet? -Stereophile
Cover Story 2/98 p.
101 John Atkinson

D-320 MK Ill
$1080
D-318 MK Ill
$925
D-295 MK III (78 RPM) . $999
."praising its build quality and
alue per dollar" -Stereophile
'ecommended Component
lass D TD-320 MKIII 10 /98

"But at a whisker under

S899
Upgraded tonearm
Pro-Ject 6.1 New Price ...$595
3est Sound 98" Thomes TD-318 /
Includes Oyster cartridge
Pro-Ject 6.9

irado Master. "I was truly surprised
y this combo." -Jerry Raskin

Features three point suspended
sub chassis. Resonant-free sub
chassis made possible by the use
of asilicon bath. Phono out terminals for the tonearm. Height
adjustable steel cones. Record
clamp. Adjustable height and VTA.

$800. it is an astronomical highend bargain." Stereophile Rec.Comp.Class B
$$$ 4/98 p. 111 John Atkinson

III
S540
Grado Black Cartridge
III (78 RPM)
$473
Grado Black Cartridge

'I thought it sounded fresh and
?xtremely pleasant and my expectaions were exceeded. -Fi Magazine
June 1997

THE

Planar 25 New
Planar 3 Class D $$$
Planar 2 Class D

$1275
$695
$499

you have a very high priced
spread," MF found the very similar
Rega 2 an "incredible bargain,"

Lifter

:Cfflalr proclaiming it to have speed stability and an arm far better than the
table's price should allow. Stereophile Recommended
'Natural sound with good bass,
Component Class D SSS 4/8p.
well-made excellent value. Hard to
105 Michael Fremer
beat at the price." -What Hi Fi
England

Lehmann
aud

e

OW

manual tonearms at records end."
...It worked flawlessly and reliably."
-Stereophile Rec. Comp. 10 /98

John Hellow

Reference 85
$900
Improved performance /theater
Reference 83
$800
Improved performance /audio
Unlimiter Plus
$800
Best for integrated components
#85
#83

$650
Best value for home theater
$575
Best value for home audio

Price subject to change without notice. Picture may be representation of product.

#11 video

$375
For video projectors etc.

#11 digital
$325
Least expensive digital filter
#11 analog
$250
Biggest bang for the buck

810001001

..."pointing to its lack base bloat,

excellent detail and focus. Sterteophile Recommended
Comp. Class C SSS 10 /96 Vol.
16 #4 & 12 -Cory Greenberg

#12 digital
$375
Most flexible digital isolation filter
#12 analog
$275
Most flexible analog isolation filter

41

$295

$9919 total honesty, and cleaner, more
$3999 extended highs. It also offers

..."mechanical device that lifts

tem upgrade I've made in the last
20 years." -The Audiophile Voice

Pro-Ject 1.2 New Price . ..$319
Includes Oyster Cartridge

Blue Point Special
The Lift

$675

#141
$1000
Serious home theater enthusiast
#100
$775 -$1200
Start w /8outlets expand to 14

"If you're an all-CD kind of audiophile, Here is the kicker; Ithink the
Rega 3 will blow your mind, even if
D-280 MK
Includes
-D-185 MK
Includes

The Unlimiter

"The Least expensive major sys-

Black Cube

$695

"...need not apologize for itself in
any way at any price-that's how
good it is"- Stereophile Rec.
Comp. Class B $$$ 10/98 p. 97

Super Companion
The Companion

$145"
$29"

Good sounding power strip. Works
great with clean line jr to transform
into asix outlet power conditioner.

JERRY RASKINS

Established 1979

-DOC'TCMR

n'

V

800.229.0644

http //www.needledoctor com •e-mail info@ needledoctorcom •612.378.0543 •fax 378.9024 •419 14th ave. S.E., MPLS MN 55414
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KCAG

..emlwieliderffla
Silver Streak

Hot Selling Toslink
FO AT&T Fiber Optic
OD K Optical "K" Toslink

OD Optical Digital Toslink

.$29"

HERO

Stone
On-Lines

KCAG -147

$430 1meter pair

Unshielded but astonishingly transparent, and offering improved
image focus and even better clarity when compared with
Kimber's PBJ. A JE and TJN favorite. (NR, but see volume 19
#27.) -Stereophile Recommended Component 10 /98 p. 131
Silver Streak -147

$190 1meter pair

This low-impedance, low-resistance cable "represents amajor
performance breakthrough for the price," ST averred. Its secret?
Only the signal-carrying portion of the braid is silver-the returns
are copper. ST reported gains in clarity and quickness. "The
sound is cleaner. quicker, less confused... Isuggest you run with
the Streak." BW adds that the Kimber's excellent resolution of
detail and transients has to be balanced against the fact that it
might add too much "zip" to already bright system. -Stereophile
Recommended Component 10 /98 p. 131
HERO -144

$120 1meter pair

This is our newest analog interconnect, features include our new
GyroQuadratic field geometry and DTC conductors. This new
wire is specially drawn from Hyper-pure copper. Imaging, detail,
impact,and immunity to EMI, are all heightened while still preserving the tonal accuracy and emotion of the music. Hero interconnects feature precision machined WBTT" RCA type
connector.
PBJ

•
A. F
#40 locking
G
HI
B.
C.
D
E.

#9 6mm
#9 5mm
#8 6mm
#18
#7 Banana

G. #5 Banana
H. #2 Banana
I. #3S Silver
J. #3 Spade
K #1 Pin
L #DF

JK
$40 4pc
$12
$12
$6
$10
$40

4pc
4pc
4pc
2pc
2pc

$15
$16
$10
$8
$8
S6

4pc
8pc
4pc
8pc
8pc
2pc

-This PATENTED Technology is
used to maintain sonic purity at
Pink Floyd's Astoria studio. Abbey
Road, Stan Ricker Mastering and
Doug Sax's the Mastering Lab. An
essential component for high de fin
ition systems." -Jerry Raskin

JS discovered that "focus, transparency, clarity, and speed were
better as was the sense of pace." Stereophile Rec. Comp. 10 /98

The Original

Audio Points

$78 1meter pair

"...let's face it-nothing comes close to Kimber Kable's PBJ. I
tried it again the other day and was knocked out by how musical
and sonically explicit this stuff is. Kimber PBJ is kick-ass cable,
1.0AP-1D
just as outstanding abargain today as it was when it was intro1.5AP-10
duced seven or eight years ago." -Listener Magazine
2.0AP-1C1
Summer 1997 Art Dudley
Unshielded cable that CG found to come very close to KCAG in
his system, citing HF detail, air, clarity, and tonal accuracy Stereophile Recommended Component $$$ 10 /98 p. 131

It

Fa

$199
$99 pair

Ift!
$49" 3 piece
$59" 3 piece
$89- 3piece

Z560 Audio Rack
$350
35.4"h x 14.2"d x 18.1w 55.1 lb

Extra Disc
$4 each
"Bass floor dropped, soundstage

Z524 Speaker Stand
24.1"h x6.7"d x6.3"w 19$.8121b5

was touchable, vocals were liquid,
a favorite tweak." -Jerry Raskin

Z530 Audio /Video Rack... $350
20.7"h x 15.7"cl x35.4"w 61.7 lb

Aural

Robert

Robert
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nwriting the review of the March
"Recording of the Month," Iwas
struck by how many vivid memories Ihave of Bruce Springsteen —not
only of his albums, but of his marathon
live performances as well.
The first time Iremember hearing his
music, Iwas riding shotgun in asilver 75
Ford Granada with afriend who shared
my passion for Springsteen's laconic, flibbertigibbet debut, Greetings from Asbury
Park. I'd traded four ZZ Top albums fte
my record-club LP. Somehow, when I
hear lines like "By the time we made it
out to Greasy Lake /Ihad my head out
the window /and Janey's fingers were in
the cake /Ithink Ireally dug her /Iwas
too loose to fake /Isaid Tm hurt,' she
said `Honey, let me heal it'," I'm back
there riding around, positive Iwas never
gonna die, surrounded by the junglelike
greenery and nearly visible humidity of a
Pennsylvania summer night.
The Wild, the Innocent and the E Street
Shuffle, to this day my favorite Springsteen album, upped the ante. Although
overlong and indulgent as hell, the
zither-led "New York City Serenade"
remains my favorite Bruce tune of all.
And then there's "Rosalita."
The first time Isaw Springsteen and
the E Street band in concert—and witnessed alive performance of"Rosalita" —
was the summer of 1974, when he performed at the Johnstown War Memorial in Johnstown, Pennsylvania, opening for ZZ Top. Talk about your ugly
juxtapositions. There he was — a
scrawny white guy from Jersey in scraggly beard, Kahlil Gibran curls, cheap
black low-top tennis shoes, an oversized
funkster red-velvet newsboy cap, and a
goofy smile, all wrapped up in apackage
that couldn't have weighed 90 pounds
soaking wet. By the time the predominantly teenage male crowd got over his
appearance — Imean, this was aZZ Top
show —Bruce had 'em frozen like cotton-mouthed pillars of salt, all bug-eyed
and clapping at what, they didn't quite
know. But whatever it was, it rocked.
The show peaked when Springsteen
crawled batlike up a PA tower and,
timed perfectly with the climactic glissando in "Rosalita," launched himself
from the top, guitar and all, to land
Stereophile, March 1999

squarely on his knees. The crowd let out
the kind of collective "ouch" usually reserved for vicious forechecking at hockey games. After that bone-smashing display, he had us. Springsteen closed his set
with two encores, during which ZZ Top's
Billy Gibbons could be seen in the wings,
looking bewilderedly at the crowd, then
angrily back at Springsteen. Needless to
say, Los Tres Hombre were anticlimactic.
While amid-'80s show at London's
Wembley Stadium and an earlier date at
Garrunage Auditorium in Tempe,
Arizona were undoubtedly better shows,
that first unexpected taste of Bruce will
always remain the most stirring for me.
In my musical travels, I've found that
those who saw him live in the 70s, long
before he became the superstar of Born
in the USA, share acommon bond and a
single opinion: that Springsteen when
he "was still Springsteen"— je, before
1992's disastrous, E Street-less Lucky
Town/Human Touch tour—put on the
best live shows we've ever seen.
Back then, before (to quote Homer
Simpson) "the world crushed his spirit,"
there were few limits on how much
he'd throw into a live performance.
There were no "off' nights — he'd basically play until he dropped. Iremember
one show where, passed out cold, he literally had to be dragged, shoulders first,
off the stage. In those days, just being in
the crowd could be exhausting.
The connection between Springsteen
and his band was extraordinary. If he
twitched aknee or threw back an arm,
they'd switch gears and hit the downbeat
that signaled the next song, or hold onto
asong's last note while he exhorted the
crowd. The boxed set, Live/1975-85,
doesn't do him justice, but ahandful of
bootlegs — some now in their second or
third remastering — do capture the tempest that was his live act.
But Springsteen's showmanship merely iced the cake. He was and is the ultimate triple threat: agood if flamboyant
guitar player, a superlative songwriter,
and adeft, unconstrained singer with surprising range. Now, thanks to the psychic
bumps and bruises inflicted on him by
the music business, he's also awary, incharge rock star. Given the meandering
course of his career in the past decade,

Baird

there are now more questions about
Springsteen than answers. Will the old
live energy ever return? Probably not. It's
surprising that even Bruce managed to
sustain it as long as he did. Will he rock
again on record? Ihave the feeling (or
hope) that he's still got another great rock
album or two in him. And last, will he
get back together with the band? If Ihad
to guess, I'd say the mass of money that
an E Street Band reunion would raise
makes it an almost sure thing.
Farewell, Wes: On the night that I—
to quote Prince —"partied like it was
1999," Ialso decided it was time to say
good-bye in this column to Wes
Phillips, whose last day at this magazine
was also the final 24 hours of 1998. But
rather than get mushy in interminable,
wrongly comma'd sentences, Ithought
I'd offer aseries of first impressions and
deeply held convictions about Wes:
•The owner of amint copy of the second
edition of the original Satch Plays Fats.
•Afervid supporter of Guy Clark and the
Delevantes as "Recording of the Month."
•A man who liberally and believably
applies the phrase "It rocks!" to baroque
Spanish guitar music.
•A soul who relishes Strunk and White.
•A self-taught readaholic and genuine
book lover who treasures and respects
good writing.
•Jokes — any jokes; the cornier or the
fouler, the better.
•One of the few men I'd kiss on the top
of the head —and have! (purely platonic)
•A semanticist; the more arcane verbal
quirks, the better.
•A dear pal.
•A fan of Frizzell, Jones, and Haggard.
•A pain in the ass.
•The kind of fine, instinctive writer
who makes me envious — and happy to
be at amagazine that publishes his stuff.
•A believer and participant in the whole
tragic, obtuse, profound Southern Writer
thang.
•A stone expert on food, wine, cowboy
boots, and Peru.
Fortunately, Wes will continue writing the "Quarter Notes" column, and
may remain an active part of Stereophile's
music section. Bon chance, mon ami; we'll
miss ya.
121
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Sale Prices Good Through April 1999.
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Mastered by Doug Sax with tube electronics, LPs pressed at RI). Get 'em while you can at this special price!
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Ai PEFFf+ELEVEN
Wets. 4.1.•
••••••• ••••••••
••••• Ma.
1.••••
•••
111•«• PM*

cáib
Ravel,Work, 1,, 0, llestra
180 gran,
.•mg
LP .AAPC 007 530 1180 Gram)
CD =CAPC 007 58 99 (Aluminum

Copland Fanfare/ Rodeo. Ives The 4th
of July/Thanksgiving
LP AAPC 004 825
CD =CAPC 004 58.99 (Aluminum )

Ralph Sutton/Partners in Crime
LP =AAPJ 018 $13.99 (180 Gram)
CD =CAPJG 018 $13.99 (Gold)

Cloco Freeman/Spirit Sensitive
LP AAPJ 020 $28 (180 Gram)

Dare

S,niphonic
.Vocalise

CD =CAPC 006 $5.99 (Aluminum)

Basle Jam
CD CAPJG 022 520 (Gold)

Benny Carter/Jazz Giant
LP=AAPJ 013 $20 (180 Gram)

Art Pepper Plus Eleven
LP =AAPJ 017 817.50 (180 Gram)
CD =CAPJG 017 $20 (Gold)

Count Basle Big Band/
Farmers Market Barbeque
CD =CAPJG 023 $20 (Gold)

Dizzy Gillespie. Ray Brown. Joe Pass.
Mickey Roker/Dizzy's Big 4
LP =AAPJ 024 $20 (180 Gram)
CD =CAPJG 024 $20 (Gold)

FIDDLE FADI)I,E

JOHNNY
ADAMS

and 14 oil.
LEROY ANDERSON
Laraite.

Doc
Pomus
•
,
1
r
=
Ai 1
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Doc 8 Merle Watson/Pickin The Blues
LP =. AAPF 026 $20 (180 Gram)

Johnny Adams Sings Doc Pomus/
The Real Me
LP =AAPP 028 $15 (180 Gram)

Copland Piano Concerto. Earl
Wild, piano. Symphony of The
Air. Copland cond. Menotti Piano
Concerto. Earl Wild. piano: Symphony of
Air, Jorge Mester cond
LP AAPC 029 $15 (180 Gram)

Analogue Productions Revival Series
t
o(1
•

-

Fiddle Faddle/15 Favorites by Leroy
Anderson/Utah Symphony Orchestra/
Maurice Abravanel cond
LP =AAPC 030 $15 (180 Gram)

Enesco/Rumanian Rhapsodies/41 8, 42/
Vienna State Opera Orch./ 1/Ladner
Golschmann cond. Igor Stravinsky/L'
Histoire du Soldat )Suite)/Stokowski
cond.
LP AAPC 031 $15 (180 Gram)

5for $60 or 10 for $100

li

SOUNDS
UNHEARD OF!

These den, d,sueltal,e; .red ,r.,1 CI
print this vile be your last time to buy

ab.

thee Buy In quantity and rece,ve
wholesale pricind on this great music'

Sidney Maiden/ Trouble An' Blues
LP=AAPR 3011 $17.50

these records have been pressed at RTI
and mastered at Acous Tech Mastering
Don't let this chance pass vou ho'

You get
more All
1)9uncc
mith
.,

I

Clark Terry. Freddie Hubbard.
Dizzy Gillespie plus Oscar
Peterson/The Alternate Blues
LP=AAPR 3010 $17.50

Shelly Manne 8Jack
Marshall/Sounds Unheard Of
LP=AAPR 3009 $17.50

Jimmy Witherspoon/ Evenin'
Blues
LP=AAPR 3008 $17.50

Fitzgerald 8 Pass
Again
LP=AAPR 3007 $17.50

THEL0P4louS
MEE=

HELLY PANNE& HIS MEN
TTHE BLACK HAWKE1U_J

IRLIIIIMR MR MYER MI MOM IRIRI
1110/º1.11111111111« VO1 tui kil 10111C111.
Loren,n Joèarmeal

Curtie,
Councr
aii
lk

e

Curtis Counce/ You Get More
Bounce With Curtis Counce
LP=AAPR 3006 $17.50

Shelly Manne 8 His Men/
At The Black Hawk. Vol 1
LP=AAPR 3005 $17.50

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS

The Tor':
Bill Evan ,
Albo"
LP=AAPR 3004 $17.50

Bola Sete/ "Tour De Force"
LP=AAPR 3003 $17.80

PO Box 1905, Salina. Kansas 67402-1905 USA

Thelonious In Action/ Thelonious
Monk Quartet with Johnny Griffin
LP=AAPR 3002 $17.50

• (785) 825-8609

Lonnie Johnson with Elmer
Snowden/Blues. Ballads. and
Jumpin' Jazz.Vol. 2
LP=AAPR 3001 $17.50

• FAX (785) 825-0156

To Order Call 1-800-716-3553 • Visit us on the web at www.acousticsounds.com

ALTO (180 G)
U.S.Exclusive Dealer

SALE

Mobile Fidelity LPs
S18 •5for SRO •10 für S150

r
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Changes (Greatest Hits)
CD =CRYKG 80171 $20.99
Hunky Dory
CD =CRYKG 80133 616.99

Better get'ent
while you cant
&Bala Matson stern Chords/I5
CD =CADO 1013 $8.00
Nanci Griflith/Storms
LP = AATP 004 $25

Jeff Palmer. John Abercrombie.
Arthur Blythe. Victor Lewis Ease On
CD =CAOD 1014 $8.00

Original Motion Picture Score/
For Whom the Bell Tolls
AOCC 2023 $13.99

U2/The Unforgettable Fire
AMOB 1207 $18.00

Ahmad Jamal/Luye at the
Alhambra
LP = AATP 005 $25 00

Larry Willis -ATribute to
Someone
LP =AADO 1022 $7.50
CD =CADO 1022 $8.00
James Newton -Suite for Frida
LP =AADO 1023 $7.50

Copland/ Gould/ Appalachian
Spring Ballet/ Spirituals for
String Choir and Orchestra
ADCC 2034 $13.99

Billy:

John Mellencamp -Lonesome
Jubilee
AMOB 1222 $18.00
Hank Crawford -Soul of the
Ballad
AMOB 1224 $18.00

Alms Korner -R& BFrom
The Marque
AMOB 1265 S18.00
Last Chance at Acoustic
Sounds regular price
The Manhattan Transfer Extensions
AMOS 1199 $25.00

owRise and Fall of Ziggy Stardust
CD =CRYKG 80134 616.99

Wilson

The Alan Parson Protect -Tales
of Mystery and Imagination/
Edgar Allan Poe
AMOB 1204 $25.00

Maxine Sullivan & Her AllStars/ ATribute to Andy Razat
ADCC 2038 $13.99

SHIRLEY
HORN

MCA (180 G)
Bruce Katz Band Transformation
LP =AADO 1026 $7.50

Debussy & Brahms Sonatas
LP=AWIL 8722 $8.99
CD.CWIL 8722 $8.99

4
.
Albert Collins -Cold Snap
AMOB 1226 $18.00
Jean Michel Jarre -Equinoxe
AMOB 1227 $18.00
. ,

Traffic -Low Spark of High
Heeled Boys
AMOB 1209 $25.00

Kei Akagi -Mirror Puzzle
LP =AADO 1028 $7.50
CD =CADO 1028 $8.00

Moody Blues -Every Good Boy
Deserves Favour
AMOB 1232 $25.00

David Binney -The Luxury of
Guessing
CD =CADO 1030 $8.00

John Mayall -The Blues Alone
AMOB 1246 $25.00

Les Arbuckle featuring Mike
Stern &John Abercrombie The Bush Crew
CD =CADO 1032 $8.00

Gil Evans/Out of the Cool
LP =AATP 010 $25.00

ram

Copland 13111 ,
,he Kid /Ballet
Suite)/And Statements of Orch,
ADCC 2035 $13.99

John Lee Hooker/The Real Folk
Blues
LP =AATP 007 $20 00

hines Horn/Travelin' Light
LP =AATP 009 $20.00

1,0

Bing Crosby/8. Bregman -Bing
Sings Bregman Swings
AMOB 1260 $18.00

Todd Rundgren -Something Anything' (2 LP)
AMOB 2225 $18.00

Edward Simon Group -Beauty
Within
LP =AADO 1025 $7.50
CD =CADO 1025 $8.00

r•••

Young Americans
CD =CRYKG 80140 $12.99

Bernard Herrmann -Four
Faces of Jazz
AMOB 1255 $18.00

Mokave -Afrique
LP =AADO 1024 $7.50

burr/Wee

Average White Band -AWB
AMOB 1245 $18.00
Cat Stevens -Izitso
AMOB 1254 $18.00

Les Arbuckle featuring Kenny
Barron -No More No Les
LP =AADO 1019 $7.50
CD =CAGO 1019 $8.00
Rob Mullins Band -One Night
ln Houston
LP =AADO 1020 $7.50

Os ar Peter on Tio with Milt
Jo kson -V ry TII (ASR)
AMOB 1243 $18.00

BUDDY HOLLY/Buddy Holly
LP =AEA 11161 $30.00
Rick Wakeman -Journey To
The Centre Of The Earth
AMOB 1230 $18.00

Charles Fambrough featuring
Grover Washington Jr -Keeper
of the Spirit
CD =CADO 1033 $8.00

DCC LPs (180 G)
(Suggested Retail $30 00)

imb,

e
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Pieces Fur
For Clarinet and Piano
Schumann/ Brahms
CD=CWIL 9128 $6.99

Rykodisc GOLD CDs
David Bowie Sale!

R.E.M. -Murmur
AMOB 1231 $18.00
Sonny Terry & Brownie
McGhee -Sonny F. Brownie
AMOB 1233 $18.00

Joey Calderazzo -Secrets
CD =CADO 1036 $8.00

Pick Any 5for $60 00 1

Neil Young -Old Ways
AMOS 1252 $25.00

Pee
for
Clatiatt
ad
Piaoo

; Roger Drinkall/ Dian Baker
Duo/ "Fantasies & Finesse"
LP=AWIL 9432 610
CO.-CWIL 9432 $6.99

THE WHO/Who's Next
LP =AMCA 11164 $40.00
CD =CMCAG 11312 $25.00
Low
CD .CRYKG 80142 $12.99

DVMAK
TOO

Shelly Manne/234
LP =AATP 015 $20.00

#F
Bob Marley and the Wailers Catch AFire
AMOB 1236 $18.00

Audioquest (180 G)
Choose any 5 LPs for $30
Choose any 5 CDs for $35
Mokave -Vol 1
CO =CADO 1006 $8.00

Mokave -Vol 2
CD =CADO 1007 $8.00
Victor Lewis -Family Portrait
CD =CADO 1010 $8.00

YIP. 01..11. 'WM,

Stokowski Conducts
Tchaikovsky/Fantasia for
Orch/Op. 32/Hamlet
ADCC 1001 $13.99

Stokowski Conducts Richard
Strauss/Don Juan/Till
Eulenspiegel's Merry Pranks
ADCC 1002 $13.99

DAVE MASON/Alone Together
LP= AMCA 11319 $11.99

IllANCIVIC0 Two
NV. M....
»RR &OITA

Fantasy Film World of Bernard
Herrmann
AMOB 1240 $18.00
Man Who Sold the World
CD =CRYKG 80132 $16.99

BUDDY GUY/I Was Walking
Through The Woods
LP s»ABA 11165 $11.99

Gerry Mulligan & Paul
Desmond Ouintet -Blues In
Time
AMOB 1241 $18.00

CD

CRYKG 80141 $16 99

Francesco Trio/ Dvorak Piano
Trio Op 90/ Dumky
CD-CWIL 8416 $6.99

Call
Acoustic Sounds [
for aFREE
Catalog Update!
1-800-716-3553 i_
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Only aselect few of the thousands of new music and high-end products will become
classics. Finding them is no easy task, but you will at Woodbridge Stereo/Video, the
audio/video technology expert. You'll get the guidance you need to create the kind
of entertainment experience you've always wanted.
MIT DESIGNER SERIES
INTERFACES
As part of their on-going research and
development into component interactions,
MIT has engineered the next generation
of speaker and component interconnections.
Utilizing Impedance specific Networking,
these new interfaces offer true reference
level audio performance, yet are priced
significantly below what we've come to
expect.
Interconnects are available in single-ended
or balanced configuration, starting at
$299pr. Speaker connects in both single
and bi-wire configuration, from $699pr.

FREE Home Trial Offer!!!
We're so impressed by these new MIT
products, that we want you to experience
them for yourself Try any "Designer"
interface in your system for ten days.
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y friend — and Stereophile's
copy editor — Richard Lehnert is about the most avid
movie-goer Iknow. Idon't think he sees
everythirig that gets released, but he sees
more celluloid than some film critics.
And, while he's an intelligent and critical
viewer, he tends to be far kinder than I
am in his assessment of the merits of a
given film. Once Iasked him why he
was so understanding toward afilm I
thought was atrocious, and he responded that the more he learns about how
complex an undertaking it is to make a
film, the more miraculous it seems that
anyone can do it at all.
This doesn't mean that Richard doesn't
have favorites, or that he can't differentiate between agreat piece of art and this
week's special-effects-laden shooeem
up — it's merely that he realizes the
enormous effort that goes into even the
most cynical stab at the lowest common
denominator and thinks that effort
should be acknowledged.
Ifeel that way about the discs I'm
reviewing here. Even though I'm apicky
so-and-so and can be quite harsh concerning sound, performance, or even a
missed opportunity, Ihave tremendous
respect for the people who have produced the software under review. For
the most part, they, too, are audiophiles
who have been disgusted by the paucity
of well-recorded great music, and have
gone out and done something about it.
You don't have to share my love of the
blues to respect Analogue Productions
and AudioQuest Music for recording
Jimmie Lee Robinson and Sherman
Robertson. Nor do you have to find
modern Classical music compelling to
salute Linn Records' decision to record
the challenging music ofJohn Tavener.
Neither do you have to be an accountant to perceive that companies like
Chcsky and Classic Records, which
have embraced 24/96 playback, or JVC,
which has invested so heavily in wresting that last smidge of quality from the
16-bit CD format, have their eyes on a
bottom line very different from the one
that appears on ledger sheets.
I'm sure there's not asingle company
represented here that wouldn't like to
make huge profits, but making audioStereophile, March 1999
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phile recordings is not afield people
enter out of avarice. The audience is
small, and so are the margins — not a
combination conducive to afat cash surplus at the end of the fiscal year. You've
pretty much got to rule out raw greed as
amotive for staying in this game.
Which leaves me with the sneaking
suspicion that most of these guys are
doing it out of alove of music. There's
also, I'm sure, an infatuation with what
each perceives to be great sound. And,
beyond any doubt, there's love toward
the artists who make the music.
Auden wrote, "No good opera plot
can be sensible, for people do not sing
when they are feeling sensible." Nor, I
might add, do people reissue 40-yearold jazz recordings, record aging
acoustic bluesmen, or venture into the
rarefied field of contemporary classical
music when they are feeling sensible.
They do it because they need to. But
they also do it for you; they do it for me.
And that makes them my heroes.

in his distinctively lurching beat and his
sense of subdued menace. But in
Robinson, the menace comes from the
world that surrounds him — forces he
cannot control, from the "Boss Man" to
"The Boll Weevil" — rather than the
darkness within that is perpetually ready
to overwhelm. Robinson also embraces
the dance-friendly style of Jimmy Reed
in his loping, half-spoken, half-sung presentation. But whether these are influences or just parallel evolution Ileave for
someone else to debate. He remains triANALOGUE PRODUCTIONS
umphantly himself on this recording:
His somber mien and deep, sepulchral
ORIGINALS
delivery make him sound like adeacon
in the church of the blues —a man half
JIMMIE LEE ROBINSON: Remember Me
APO 2006 (LP/CD). 1998. Chad Kassem, Jimmie D.
in this world, half in another.
Lane, prods.; David Baker, eng. AAA/AAD.
You hear the man, the guitar, the
Fis: 44:12/52:02
clanky foot-stomps, the sound of the
immie Lee Robinson isn't aguitar- church/studio in Salina, Kansas clearly on
stinger, although he plays his Wash- this recording. It sounds like simple audio
burn acoustic well enough — he's verité, but it takes alot of preparation to
more of aspirit-guide to the blues. A make arecording sound this unassumingdark presence in his black suit, wearing ly natural —a point made obvious by a
cowboy boots with spurs, he sets up a close reading of the liner notes. It took no
guitar groove backed up by his clanking fewer than five microphones to record
foot-stomps while he narrates ablues JLR: an RCA 44 for his vocals, two
journey in his deep, spooky voice. "I'm Oktava MC 012s on his guitar, aNeuJimmie Lee Robinson. They call me the
mann KM 150 to record his spurs, and a
Lonely Traveler. Before Iwas born they Shure VP88 to capture the room sound.
prophesied that they seen and heard my
It takes an enormous amount of craft to
feet walking through the sands of time. make anything seem effortless, and getWords cannot carry the tongue and the
ting natural sound is no exception. But
lips that give it wings, but alone shall the
that's exactly what David Baker has
eagle fly."
achieved here, and it's equally true on CD
This isn't your typical 12-bar blues — or LP. You get two extra songs (about
Robinson is definitely an original. If I eight minutes of music) on the CD, but
had to compare him to anyone, it would otherwise, there are no major sonic difbe John Lee Hooker. Robinson, like
ferences between the two — choose
JLH, is at his best solo; Ihear similarities according to your format preference.
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AUDIOQUEST MUSIC
SHERPAAN ROBERTSON: Going Back Home
AQ-CD1050 (CD). 1998. Joe Harley, prod.; Michael C.
Ross, eng. MD. Ti': 67:52
BENNIE WALLACE: Bennie Wallace
Bennie Wallace, tenor sax; Tommy Flanagan, piano;
Eddie Gomez, bass; Alvin Queen, drums
AQ-CD1051 (CD). 1998. Joe Harley, prod.; Roger
Rhodes, eng. AAD. Tr: 53:53

herman Robertson is an extraordinary guitar-slinger. He's got
chops, speed, and afat, moltensilver guitar tone that lends itself to blustery, blistering solo excess —only it ain't
excess if you can pull it off, and
Robertson can certainly pull it off.
(Hammer-on, too.)
He's helped here with adream of a
back-up band: Bill Payne on keyboards,
Richie Hayward on drums, Bob Golub
on bass, and Joe Sublette on tenor sax.
They lay down awicked-solid groove,
and Robertson rises to the occasion
with torrents of notes in solo after solo.
Most of the songs are Robertson's, and,
while he's no Willie Dixon, they're
engaging enough when coupled to
playing of this caliber.
The thing about following the blues
is that Iusually end up having to make
excuses for the recordings Ibuy. Some
have terrible sound but are essential for
the performances they contain, while
others have good sound but feature
earnest, "authentic" playing of the "I'vesuffered-for-my-art-and-now-it's-yourturn" variety. No excuses are required
for Going Back Home—the playing is
explosive, and the sound is as exciting
and as palpable as afast freight train
hurtling straight toward you. It's
brawny, all right, but it never overpowers the music itself.
Richie Hayward is truly one of the
powerhouse drummers of all time, as
comfortable in aslow 12-bar burner as
he is in an amphetamine-soaked boogie,
and he kicks the proceedings along with
asolid boot to the bottom. Bill Payne is
equally at home over the whole spectrum of the blues, whether choogling
along with his dynamic Hammond B-3,
contributing tasty fills on the concert
grand, or exhibiting muscular momentum on a Wurlitzer electric piano.
Golub's bass is taut and tuneful
throughout. On five tunes, however, it is
the tenor sax of Joe Sublette that most
strongly flavors the stew —Sublette can
honk and growl with the best of the
Texas tenors, as well as just take achorus and flat-out blow.
But Robertson is the focus here, and
the glue that holds everything together.
His playing and his relaxed, amiable
Stereophde, March 1999

vocals are the twin centerpieces to each
of this disc's 11 tracks. If you've ever
wanted ablues record with the focus on
strong guitar lines and exciting jams —
the kind of disc Buddy Guy made 25
years ago — but with sound that needs
no apology whatsoever, then Going Back
Home is the answer to your prayers. It
certainly is to mine.
Bennie Wallace's new CD is another
answered prayer — a straight-ahead
quartet date by four fantastic musicians
recorded with respectful verisimilitude.
Wallace is one hell of atenor player,
blessed with a brawny sound and a
graceful style. He's joined here by
pianist Tommy Flanagan, who is certainly one of the most tastefully sensitive accompanists on the scene. He is
also, as this record shows, capable of
graceful solos that are always to the
point. Add to that the agile bass-playing
of Eddie Gomez and the powerful
swing of Alvin Queen's drumming, and
you have the potential for aspectacular
session. Which this is, without adoubt.
Everybody on board came to play,
but for me, the four songs from Duke
Ellington and Billy Strayhorn stand out
even among the other gems from Cole
Porter, Harold Arlen, and Flanagan and
Wallace themselves. The two by Duke,
"Serenade to Sweden" and "Prelude to a
Kiss," are typical of the master's oeuvre:
They sound simple, but are anchored by
sophisticated harmonic structures that
the band uses to great effect. Strayhorn's
"Upper Manhattan Medical Group"
sounds like hard-core bebop in this
band's hands, all drive and tricky melodic jumps — and Wallace rears back and
plays it like he really means it. "Chelsea
Bridge" is just flat-out bee-you-tee-ful,
as close to the sound of light shimmering on water as anyone has ever gotten.
The sound is the equal of the music.
As with the Robinson recording on
Analogue Productions, there is nothing
gimmicky or contrived about it: The
bass sounds solid and massive, while the

Notes

piano has both percussive attack and pillows of decay. The drum sound is intimate, but capable of real thunder. And
throughout, Wallace's tenor has bite and
burr, but also the warm honey that only
atruly expressive sax player can achieve.
It sounds incredibly real — in an odd
way, better than real. The recording has
resolved all those tricky balance issues
that get in the way with minimally
miked purist sessions; at the same time,
Harley and Rhodes have totally sidestepped the trap of the typical multimiked recording, in which instruments
sound bigger than life in an attempt to
give everything equal voicing. What's
on the tape is reality, but it is reality filtered through the sensibilities of experienced craftsmen in the service of the
music. And, man-oh-man, it sounds
some good. Don't miss this one.

CHESKY
DAVID CHESKY: Three Psalms for String Orchestra
Stephen Somary, Deutsches Filmorchester Babelsberg
CHDVD163 (DVD). 1998. David Chesky, Johannes
Winer, prods.; Barry Wolifson, eng. DDD. Tr: 51:50
LIVINGSTON TAYLOR: Ink
CHDVD1079 (DVD). 1997. Joel Goodman, David
Chesky, prods.; Bob Katz, eng. ODD. Ti': 4613
SARA K.: Hobo
CHDVD177 (DVD). 1996. David Chesky, prod.; Bob
Katz, eng. DDD. Ti': 50:43
" •hesky

has been recording its stuff
with 24/96 since 1996, so when
it takes advantage of the two
channels of 24/96 written into DVD's
video format, it doesn't have to upsarnple the data or do an A/D conversion to
get there. Does this make adifference? I
hate to make ageneralization based on a
sample of only three discs, but these 24,

bit/96kHz DVDs sound incredible —
even better than the upsampled or converted discs I've heard to date. For one
thing, they exhibit aphenomenal recreation of space. They seem preternaturally adept at rendering all the small
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details about location, leaving you in
absolutely no doubt about where the
music-making took place. In anutshell,
they sound more solid — or should Isay,
less insubstantial? — than even the best
CDs out there.
This includes bass response that
sounds staggeringly physical, but it
would be hard to pick out any one
region that was superior to the rest. High
frequencies, such as string harmonics,
also have aheft and physicality that I've
rarely heard from reproduced sound.
The massed string chords in David
Chesky's Three Psalms sound almost as
though they have bodies as they collide
with one another and regroup.
The CD sounded great, in my opinion, but the Super Audio Disc takes the
sonics into warp drive. It's not asubtle
difference. Istarted out impressed by
Chesky's rumination on death, introspection, and resurrection, but the
weight and authority of the DVD version give it even greater impact. Can
better sound quality alone actually elevate apiece of music to greatness? I
don't think so—hut we've all heard
recordings whose lack of sound quality
has kept us from connecting with the
music. The DVD's immediacy has provided Chesky's Three Psalms with even
System
The recordings reviewed in this
installment of "Quarter Notes"
were auditioned on the following
system:
LP playback: Linn LP12/Lingo/
Cirkus/Ekos/Arkiv.
CD playback: Sonic Frontiers
Transport 3/DAC 3.
DVD player: Denon DVD-3000.
Preamplification: Linn Linto
phono section, Mark Levinson
No.380S preamplifier.
Power amplifier: Mark Levinson
No.332.
Loudspeakers: B&W Silver Signature.
Cables: Siltech interconnects,
Black Orpheus speaker cables.
Accessories: Cinepro PowerPRO
20 balanced line conditioner,
Sound Organisation two-tiered
rack, OSAR Selway and Magruder
audio racks.
Room treatment: ASC Tube
Traps, Studio Traps, Bass Traps;
RPG Abffusors; ataraxiac cat.
—Wes Phillips
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of the John Basile Quartet, Dave's True
Story, John Faddis, Rebecca Pidgeon,
and Babatunde Olatunji.

CLASSIC RECORDS

more emotional impact than Iexperienced on the Cl). It allowed me to get
even closer to the music—and that's
what Ithink the High End is all about.
The same has proven true with
Livingston Taylor's Ink, with which I
didn't fully connect on Cl). Maybe I
just needed to hear it afew times more,
but the DVD seems alot more engaging to me. Mostly covers, it makes a
strong argument for intelligent interpretation, with songs that range from Stevie
Wonder's "Isn't She Lovely" to Don
Henley's "The End of the Innocence."
As Iremarked in reviewing Chesky's
SACD sampler in September, Taylor's
whistling on the Wonder tune is so palpable, so right-there-in-front-of-you,
that it's hard to hear without jumping
halfway out of my skin —and it continues to startle with its realism even after
I've come to expect it.
Taylor's interpretation of Gerry
Rafferty's "Baker Street" is also noteworthy, with Will Gallison's harmonica substituting for Rafael Ravenscroft's heroic
sax line. Taylor's intelligent, assured
vocal presence actually betters Rafferty's
mellow mumble, in my opinion.
Hobo also benefits from the almost
scary-sounding presence of the new format. Sara K.'s voice has never sounded
richer or warmer, and the album as a
whole cooks along, riding the palpable
burble of Randy Landau's string bass
and Satoshi Takeiski's percussion.
As much as Ilike Ms. IL's voice, however, Ifind her highly personal, confessional song-writing too intense to bear —
but I'm squeamish that way. If you're
not, then her obvious honesty and unflinching introspection may be what
you're looking for. But Ican't imagine
not liking her covers — on this disc, she
includes the deliciously funky demo
track extraordinaire "Brick House," a
rousing "Oh Well," and apull-out-allthe-stops rendition of "You'll Never
Walk Alone."
Chesky also plans to release SACDs

TERRY EVANS: Blues for Thought
Pointblank/Charisma/Classic DAD 1
014 (DAD). 1993,
1998. Ry Cooder, prod.; Mark Ettel, eng. AAD.
TT: 49:43
EARL HINES & JIMMY RUSHING: Blues & Things
Jimmy Rushing, vocals; Earl Hines, piano; Budd
Johnson, tenor & soprano sax; Bill Pemberton,
bass; Oliver Jackson, drums
New World/Classic DAD 1012 (DAD). 1967, 1998.
Bill Weilbacher, Don Kanter, prods.; Rudy Van
Gelder, eng. AAD. TT: 43:26
JOHN LEE HOOKER: Boom Boom
Pointblank/Charisma/Classic DAD1011 (DAD). 1992,
1998. Roy Rogers, prod.; Samuel Lehmer, eng.
MD. TT: 38:34
JAMES HORNER: Glory: Original Motion Picture
Soundtrack
Virgin/Classic DAD 1008 (DAD). 1989, 1998. James
Homer, prod.; Shawn Murphy, prod., eng. MD.
Tr: 43:14
SAM PHILLIPS: Cruel Inventions
Virgin/Classic DAD1013 (DAD). 1991, 1998. T Bone
Burnett, prod.; Stacy Bird, Rik Pekkonen, Joe Schiff,
engs. MD. TT: 36:51
JIMMY RUSHING ALL STARS: Gee, Baby Ain't I
Good to You
Jimmy Rushing, vocals; Buck Clayton, trumpet;
Dickie Wells, trombone; Julian Dash, tenor sax; Sir
Charles Thompson, piano; Gene Ramey, bass; Jo
Jones, drums
New World/Classic DAD 1005 (DAD). 1967, 1998.
Bill Weilbacher, Don Kanter, prods.; George Piros,
eng. AAD. Tr: 36:58
Common to oil: Kevin Halverson, digital preparation.

lassie's newest batch of DADs still
takes advantage of recordings
originally made on analog tape
and converted to 24/96 by Muse's Kevin
Halverson. The offerings include jazz
sessions made for the Master Jazz label in

the '60s, as well as an assortment ranging
from one of the best soundtracks of the
'80s to blues and pop from the '90s.
Terry Evans' Blues for Thought was a
Stereophile "Recording of the Month"
back in 1994, but as great as Ithink it is
musically, I've never been in love with
all of its sound. A few tracks —"Too
Many Cooks," "Hey Mama, Keep Your
Big Mouth Shut," and "Get Your Lies
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Quarter
That's even truer of the Jimmy
Rushing All Stars disc, which has what
sounds suspiciously like microphone
overload distortion on Rustling's vocals
throughout, in addition to adistracting
amount of tape hiss and intrusive crowd
murmur. And, while there are some nice
moments, for the most part the playing
is glib and offhand. This one won't be
lingering on my "must-play" pile.
But Boom Boom will. It's easily the
best of John Lee Hooker's '90s recordings, and features the grand old man in
spare settings, where Ithink he works
best. He has afew guests on the disc,
notably Robert Cray, Albert Collins,
Straight" — have always sounded hard
and Charlie Musselwhite, but Boom
and congested to my ears, and this reisBoom doesn't change its personality with
sue does nothing to change that impreseach guest star the way The Healer and
sion. However, since these are the hardMr. Lucky seemed to — this time it's alot
est-driving songs on the recording, they
closer to the pure essence of the man.
may even represent the sound in the
Sounds good, too. This one's particustudio, and Ican't imagine anyone carplarly worth having if you find Hooker's
ing about the sound of the rest of this
recordings of the '50s and '60s alittle
disc. On the ballads, particularly "That's
too unrefined. His guitar, foot-stomps,
the Way Love Turned Out for Me" and
and menacing growl are clearly record"I Want to be Close to You, God," the
ed here, but without a lot of room
sound is relaxed and expansive. The
sound. It's not exactly too clean, although
DAD brings out Evans' size (he's abig
it certainly isn't as informed by its room
man and he sounds it) and Ry Cooder's
as Jimmie Lee Robinson's Analogue
growling, snarling guitar even better
Productions recording — but then, that's
than the original CD.
the difference between astudio and a
Musically, the disc is asolid keeper.
great-sounding room. If you want to
Evans is a brilliant rhythm and blues
hear how strong agreat musician can
singer, and Blues ,fir 'Thought teamed him
sound well into his seventh decade,
with a great band built around Ry
Boom Boom's not to be missed.
Cooder's guitar and Jim Kelmer's
Neither is James Homer's sounddrums. The songs are all winners, too.
track to Glory, which has been an audioAfter Blues, Evans went on to make even
phile audition favorite for nearly a
greater — and even greater-sounding —
decade. The DAD's solid bass, spectacudiscs for AudioQuest, but this one is well
lar presentation of low-level detail, and
worth having in the DAD format.
Although Jimmy Rushing gets joint poignantly lush string-tone-to-die-for
guarantee that it will continue to be a
billing on Blues &Things, it's really an Earl
'phile fave beyond the millennium.
Hines Quartet recording with Rushing
'This is tragic music, full of forebodguesting on just four of the nine tracks.
ing. Massed string choirs give way to
But, despite sounding awfully ra I
il ed on
disembodied voices, floating horn lines,
"Exactly Like You," Rushing was ready
and lugubrious cellos. No, it doesn't
to cook on "Am IBlue," "Save It Pretty
have much melodic development or a
Mama," and most especially on "St.
conventional sonata-allegro structure,
Louis Blues," where he nearly shouts the
but this is great symphonic writing no
house down. Hines' band sounds great
matter what you think of soundtrack
on this disc. Fatha's impeccable melodic
music. Besides, there were many comsense was wedded to awesome techposers who weren't all that great at
nique, but first and foremost he was an
development — think of Gershwin.
ensemble player, and this session was the
first recording made by his great late- This is music of great emotional power,
orchestrated by amasterful colorist.
'60s quartet — a group that included
And the DAD sounds spectacular,
Budd Johnson's double threat on tenor
from its deepest bass thrums and drum
and soprano saxes.
thwacks to the ethereal voices of the Boys
The overall sound is quite natural,
Choir of Harlem. Like the Chesky
although there is audible tape hiss
DVDs, this disc has a solid, cohesive
throughout. As much fun as the disc is,
sound that gives great power to an orcheshowever, I'm not sure we need it on
tra. This is how they're supposed to sound.
DAD — the sonic advantages of the forSans Phillips' Cruel Inventions is spikier
mat are just not all that evident here.
Stereophile, March 1999

Notes

and far more challenging than The
Indescribable Wow (Virgin/Classic DAD
1009), her first Classic DAD. While
Wow harked back to the girl-group
sound of the '50s, Inventions sounds like
nothing else — it's achallenging listen,
but one that pays big dividends. The
songs have the disjointed logic of
dreams, but the music is rooted in the
here and now. T Bone Bumette, Marc
Ribot, Elvis Costello, and Phillips lay
down abig guitar sound over instruments like oud, chamberlain organ, and
astring quartet. The sound is punchy
but not aggressive, dreamy but never
disembodied. If you're open to sonic
adventure, Ihighly recommend it.

JVC XRCD
THE NC XRCD2 SAMPLER
The Bill Holman Band, Ernie Watts, Tiger Okoshi,
Carmen Lundy, Hiroko Kokubu
11/062-0201-2 (CD). 1996, 1997, 1998. Akira Toguchi,
prod.; Alan Yoshida, eng. MD. Tr: 58:39
COUNT BASIE MEETS OSCAR PETERSON: The
Timekeepers
Oscar Peterson, Count Basie, piano; John Heard,
bass; Louis Bellson, drums
JVCXR0206-2 (CD). 1979, 1998. Norman Granz,
prod.; Val Valentin, eng. MD. Tr: 37:42

VC has upgraded their XRCD production process to XRCD2 — the
difference seems to focus (no pun
intended) on the elimination of jitter
from the datastream during the mastering process. To celebrate this advance,
JVC has released The JVC XRCD2
Sampler, which features two previously
released tracks each by the Bill Holman
Band, Ernie Watts, Tiger Okoshi,
Carmen Lundy, and Hiroko Kokubu.
Does the new process work? It seems
to. JVC handed out old-style XRCD
copies of the sampler at HI-FI '98, and
in doing atrack-by-track comparison, I
preferred the new one consistently —
by avery small margin. Bass was somewhat tauter, and timbre was ever so
129
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dreamy chanteuse follows with Mod-

0045 .
0046

Ernie Watts Long Road Home
Miles Davis Bags Groove

ern Cool. Not only the most anticipat-

0047

Miles Davis Quintet: Welkin'

ed jazz release of the year -with the

0048
0050

Kenny Dorham Quiet Kenn
Wynton Kelly Kelly Blue

0051

Bill Evans Sunday at the Vlg Vg rd

same Chicago quartet from Café Blue
(plus trumpet) - but another arrest-

at Hi Fi

0052

Horoko Kokubo Bridge

ing sonic triumph as well. "People

0054

Ernie Watts. Classic Moods

need music now," says Barber. "They

0055

Sonny Rollins Quintet Plays for Bird

need music that speaks to their souls,

Why "Modern Cool"? Barber says

MODERN COOL
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not just their heads."

PATRICIA BARBER:

'99 in

she would "leave the 20th century

Shure Stylus
lusForce
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kicking and screaming," not giving in

Sumiko Blue PointaSpecial
dGsahuetlge.
s
He

S29.99

to a "dominant ideology [of) empty

VPI 16.5 Record Cleaning Machine

call
5429 99

materialism. - It's Barber's clear-headAfter the wild success of Patricia
Barber's Café Blue (Record to Die For
available on Music Direct LP or CD), the

ed reductionism at its finest. CD,

NEW IN STOCK

S14.99, or 180-gram LP from an analog

Audio Suspendors leach)

master (!), S29.99.

Custom Power Cord Co Model 11
Nordost ECO3 anti static spray
Signet Tools Ipkg of 41
TDS Passive audiophile processiir
XL0 TPC wipes 0%9 oh 10%

VINYL - NEW RELEASES
JVC XRCD II -the next step in XRCD!
The following domestic and import I") tl's are just
asampling of what we carry We have one of the
largest selections of new vinyl in the country/

201
202

Adiamond (*) denotes anew release
Ton Amos .From the Choirgirls Hotel
Beck Odelay
The Boo Radleys -Kingsize'•
Johnny Cash .Unchained. American Recordings
Chemical Brothers Dig T
OW Own Hole
Eric Clapton Pilgrim•
Bob Dylan. Tune Out of Mind

203
204

Modern Jazz Quartet: Concorde
..Sarah Vaughn. Crazy and Mixed Up

206
207

Basie/Peterson: The Timekeepers
Tiger Okoshi. Color of Soil

7905

.emeorde
Sort Volt Straightaways (Stereuphile ROTMV
Wide Swing Tremolo
Paul Weller Modern Classics••

Quartet

Garbage Version 2'
Marvin Gaye. Midnight lu.c
PJ Harvey. Is This Desire'•
Jimi Hendrix: BBC Sessions
Hole: Celebrity Skin'•
The Jayhawks Tomorrow the Green Grass

Mulligan Meets Monk
Gene Ammons Boss Tenor

0034

Art Tatum/Ben Webster: The Tatum
Group Masterpieces vol. 8

0035
0036
0037

C Hawkins. Good Old Broadway
Bill Evans. Shelly's Manne Hole
Carmey Lundy Old Devil Moon

0038

Sarah Vaughn How Lon Ha This
Been Going On'
g
s

Madonna Ray of tight •

0040

Alan's Monssette Supposed . Junkie•
Paul McCartney .Flaming Pie/Standing Stone'
Pearl Jam Yield

0943
0044

Loot Sims Quietly There
Steve Miller Band The Joker
Tina Turner Private Dancer

Radiohead OK Computer'

Music Direct comes the best in analog accessones
Call for products not listed
Aestheux Cartridge Demagnetrier
S179 99
Alison Ortatrac 2
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Blk Diamond Racing cones IIII/IVI ,,, 3
/S59 99
Benz Glider
call
Disc Doctor record brushes
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Milty Zerostat
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Music Hall MMF-2 turntable
Witty Gritty 1.0 record cleaning mach 5219 99
Record Research Labs LP-9

is

catalog, leave your name and address
on our voice mail. There is a$5 charge
for catalogs mailed outside North
America, refundable on your first order.
In addition to items featured here, we

Harmonie Mundi, King Super Analogue,
Mapleshade, John Marks Records,
MCA Heavy Vinyl, Mercury, Mobile
ANALOG ACCESSORIES
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Alto Edition, Audioquest, Chesky, Clarity, Decca/London, Delos, Deutsche
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Neil Young. Year of the Horse

Enya Watermark'
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inventories of domestic and import
vinyl and CDs, and other products from:
Acoustic Disc, Analogue Productions,

Moclern

Cassandra Wilson New Moon Daughter' tROTM)
The Yardhirds BBC Sessions'

These are the best sounding CDs on the market.
period (525 99 each

S394.99
S9.99
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No Security*

JVC XRCD

$3999
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XRCD II Sampler
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Rig Stories Bridges s

$29.99
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Ringmat 330XLR
Shure vI5VxMR .

Naim, Opus 3, WC, Proprius, RCA
Living Stereo, Reference Recordings,
Sheffield Lab, Sony Legacy, Telarc,
Water Lily.
Music Direct also features accessories and hardware from: Apature,
Arcici, API, Audio Prism, Audioquest,
Benz Micro, Black Diamond Racing,
Bright Star Audio, Creek. Ensemble,
Grado, Lightspeed, Mango, Monster
Cable, Nitty Gritty, Perfectionist Audio,
Rega, RingMat, Roomtune, Solidsteel,
Sound Anchor, Sovtek, Sumiko, Svetlane, Synergistic, Target, Versalab.

musicdirect

S24 99
579 99
long-playing records
compact disks
audio system accessories

800449-8333
Illinois 312 433-020
fax 312 433-0011
e-mail: md@amusicdirect.com
http://www amusicdirect.corn
New secure Web ordering!

slightly clearer as well. But here's the
cool thing about XRCD2: it doesn't add
anything to the consumer cost. From
now on, JVC is going to master everything as XRCD2.
Should you get the sampler? Maybe.
If you want to hear what all the hoorah
over XRCD has been about, the sampler is agood place to score ataste. The
tracks cover the gamut from big band to
intimate vocals, and the disc is entertaining. If you're really hard-core and you
already have some of the original discs,
you might even get akick out of doing
the comparison yourself Otherwise,
save up for anew XRCD2 disc featuring
amusician you're interested in.
Like Count Basie or Oscar Peterson,
for instance. The Timekeepers, as regular
Stereophile readers will know, has been
one of J-10's most frequently used
demo LPs for some time now. k's easy
to hear why on this CD reissue — it
swings like the dickens.
It even features a couple of neat
musical in-jokes, as the two pianists play
against type. Basie was noted for speaking volumes with his sparse trademark
style, while Peterson had the reputation
ofjamming in more notes per measure
than any other piano player in recent
history. On Timekeepers Basie actually
plays some monster solos, while
Peterson shows far more restraint than
anyone would ever expect. Well, I
found it amusing.
The sound is solid, with good if not
exceptional bass and clear, bright drums.
The two pianos are easily distinguished
in both tone and space. It's better than
the norm from Pablo; while most
Pablos are clearly recorded, Ifind them
to have ageneric "studio" sound: big
instruments in the foreground, with a
not very distinguished room sound.
This one, however, has anicely developed sense of bloom, which complements the relaxed feel of the session.

UNN
JOHN TAVENER: Tears of the Angels
With: ... Depart in Peace, My Gaze is Ever Upon You
Patricia Rozaro, soprano; Clio Gould, solo violin 8 dir.
of BT Scottish Ensemble
Linn CKD 085 (CD). 1998. Clio Gould, Lindsey Pell,
Andrew Keener, prods.; Philip Hobbs, prod., eng.;
Calum Malcolm, eng. DOD. Tr: 58:46

ohn Tavener is afascinating composer. Beatles completists may know
of him because Apple Records' only
classical release was his composition The
Whale, while others may know of him
from the superb recording of his work
Stereophile, March 1999
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released by the Tallis Scholars, or
through The Protecting Veil, his piece for
solo cello and string orchestra.
...Depart in Peace, written in memory
of Tavener's late father, uses solo voice,
violin, and string ensemble to first disassemble and later reconstruct the
prayer/song Nunc Dimittis. At first the
string ensemble slowly, syllable by syllable, gives voice to Alleluias; these are then
sung with extreme tenderness by soprano Patricia Rozario accompanied by solo
violin, tampura, and cello; at last, the full
prayer is sounded by the ensemble:
"Lord, now lettest thou thy servant
depart in peace." A profound sense of
peace permeates the sadness of the work.
It takes arare talent to combine prepared tape and asolo instrument in a
living, breathing way, but that's precisely what Tavener has done in My Gaze is
Ever Upon You. Here Clio Gould, director of the BT Scottish Ensemble, accompanies atape of violin and stringbass drone recorded in a resonant
acoustic. These fragments represent "a
series of sixteen gazes, moments, ecstatic breaths," according to the composer,
and he has even provided commentaries
to accompany several of them. They
aren't needed, however. In fact, Idon't
even want to read them — Ifind the
piece strangely moving on its own
terms. It has apurity and astrangeness
that don't require explanation.
Tears of the Angels was inspired by the
bloody suffering of the Balkan people, and
was commissioned by the BT Scottish
Ensemble, which gave it its premiere performance. It is asomber work, as you
might imagine, but suffused with asense
of gentle grief. Even though the piece is
unmistakably modern, it also looks backward to earlier forms. It feels timeless.
It all sounds so serious, but the beauty
of this music is intoxicating, and matched
by the crystalline, never soulless, beauty
of its recording. Everything sounds distinct, but exceedingly natural. It's sound
you could swim in. Seek this one out. CI
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Recording of the Month
BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN: Backs
Columbia CXK 69475 (4 CDs). 1998.
Bruce Springsteen, Chuck Plotkin,
prods., engs.; Jon Landau, Stevie
Van Zandt, Roy Bittan, Mike Appel,
Jim Cretecos, John Hammond,
orig. engs.; Ed Thacker, Bob
Clearmountain, Thom Panunzio,
remix engs. AAD7 TT: 4:13:30
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ****1/2

D

oes the fact that
Trades was one of the
past year's most powerful collections mean that
rodc'n'roll has fallen on hard times, or does it simply attest to
the depth and power of this Jersey Boy's enduring gifts?
Several listens to this 66-track boxed set of previously
unreleased songs (and afew alternate takes) confirm that the
man who, early in his career, sang of himself as "the pimp's
main prophet" and "a backstreet gambler," is in aclass of his
own. Depending on your tastes, his twin obsessions with
being agut-wrenching poet and amassively entertaining
rodenioll performer — this is the man who followed the
forlorn Nebraska with the populist Born in the USA —either
confirm his artistic overreaching or expand his range. His
whole Born to Run New Jersey/New York urban fable
either repels you or is — as in my case — an enduring and
unforgettable part of your musical education.
To longtime fanatics, most of Trarlec will come as no great
surprise: almost everything here has been released, albeit on
hard-to-find imports and bootlegs. That said, if you've never
heard atune like "Roulette," recorded during The River sessions but unreleased until now, then strap yourself in and get
ready to mutter incredulously: "He didn't like that?"
Next to radically improved sonics (compared with the
unofficial releases), courtesy of atriumvirate of some of
today's finest engineers, the most compelling reason to
make Tracks "Recording of the Month" is the chance to hear
Springsteen mature as he works, struggles, cannibalizes himself, rearranges, and generally shapes not only his sound, but
also the unique downbound, rust-belt, heartbreak-strewn
landscape that is his legacy.
As for why these tracks were left off the original studio
albums, it seems that, for the most part, the right choices
were made. No matter how much cutting and pasting was
performed, a legendary lost track like "Thundercrack"
(recorded in 1973) was never going to be a"Rosalita." On
the other hand, many of the best tunes on this set, like
"Rendezvous" (also from 1973), have been resurrected to be
added to live sets throughout Springsteen's careen In some
cases, he reused melodies and lyrics whole: "I wanna go out
tonight /Iwanna find out what Igot," from "Iceman" (197Z
disc 1) reappeared whole in "Badlands," the lead track of Darkness on the Edge of Town.
Disc 1opens with the four original guitar-and-voice audi-
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tion demos Springsteen
recorded for John Hammond, Sr. and Columbia
Records in 1972, and is
filled out with the rest of
the pre-Darkness material.
Rough-edged ideas that
didn't quite pan out, like
"Zero and Blind Terry,"
abound. While asingle disc
for the early '70s seems abit
miserly, this is exactly the
sort of juvenilia that Springsteen the perfectionist wants to
keep under wraps.
Disc 2jumps into the late '70s and early '80s, when, after
having been barred from recording for three years due to his
lawsuit against first manager Mike Appel, Springsteen
poured himself into arecording explosion, some of which
appeared on his checkered double album, The River (1980).
What was left over brims with ideas, hooks, and evidence of
asongwriter who has suddenly found aconfident singing
voice. At this point the frill-band, theater-filling Springsteen
sound was also in full bloom. Chief among the promising
orphans here are the classic EStreet rockers "Take 'Em As
They Come" and "Mary Lou."
Rejected tunes from the Nebraska, Born in the USA, and
Tunnel ofLove sessions fill disc 3. This was aperiod of great
upheaval, when Springsteen went from saddened lo-fi misanthrope (Nebraska) to arena rock superstar (Born in the USA)
to love-gone-sour first-time husband (Tunnel ofLove). With
certain brilliant exceptions — like the sax-and-organ bigband sound of "Brothers Under the Bridge" and the tender,
spare "The Honeymooners" — these songs are less compelling, if still several cuts above what most other artists
build entire albums around.
The final disc, all tracks recorded in the '90s following the
dissolution of the EStreet Band, is the most mixed of the
four. Happily married and beyond his youthful street poetics, Springsteen here struggles for context as he tries out different sounds, including an odd but affecting falsetto in the
chorus of "Sad Eyes," from 1990's Lucky Town/Human Touch
sessions. Tunes like the brash, overheated "Seven Angels"
are clearly inferior to what ended up on those two albums,
but asong like the mournful keyboard-and-voice "Loose
Change" is definitely superior to nonsense like "57
Channels (and nothire on)," from Human 'Touch.
Wonderful as it is, acollection like Tracks raises as many
questions as it answers. Few alternate takes are included.
Reams of new material from all eras remain unreleased.
Then there are the miles of tape of his live shows that he
and Columbia control. In the end, Tracks is just ataste of
the unreleased Bruce. But what intriguing flavors ...
—Robert Baird
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DVORAK
Rusalka
Renée Fleming, Rusalka; Ben Heppner, the Prince;
Franz Hawlata, The Water Goblin; Dolora Zajick,
Jezibaba; Eva Urbanova, The Foreign Princess; others; Kühn Mixed Choir, Czech Philharmonic
Orchestra, Sir Charles Mackerras
London 289 460 568-2 (3 CDs). 1998. Michael Haas,
prod.; Wolf Dieter Karwatky, Jürgen Bulgrin, engs.
DDD. Tr: 2:42:58
Performance ****
Sonics

R

usalka was composed after
Dvorak had already written nine
symphonies, and it sounds it: All
other things being equal, which they are
not (see below), this opera is afeast for
the symphonic ear. Dvorák's textures —
the shimmering, the mysterious, the
heroic, the tender —are ravishing, and if
you're a fan of his symphonies, this
Rusalka is for you. London's engineers
have given us such a true, beautiful
soundstage that every other recording of
this work is left in the dust.
And the performance, for the most
part, is wonderful as well. Renée Fleming's singing is gloriously Italianate, with
ponamento galore (a bit too much, some
may feel) and round, golden tone. Her
famous, luscious first-act aria —"O lovely moon," as it's known in English —
shines like the moon itself: What an
extraordinary reading! Ben Heppner
has grown into atrue heroic tenor —
Mackerras drives the orchestra to play
full force against him at the close of the
first act, but he rings through splendidly, and the full effect is brilliant. His diction is terrible, by the way, but his passion is palpable. Franz Hawlata is suitably gloomy and authoritative as the
Water Goblin, and Dolora Zajick is a
scary Jezibaba. Urbanova, in aforgettable role, is fine. Mackerras sometimes
lingers over a scene too long and
momentum is lost —it's as if he's listening and enjoying so much that he loses
track of what he's doing. But as Isaid,
only sometimes.
The problem — if you think there is
one, and Ido —is that the opera is
insufferably long and unbelievable, even
by operatic standards. The water-spriteloves-prince-and-becomes-tragicallyhuman plot is hard to tolerate, and the
prolonged scenes of wood nymphs and
water sprites lose their appeal almost
immediately. Fans of the symphonies
may not be able to put up with the
dopiness, those who love the opera
despite its goofiness will have aball, and
those of us who love great singing and
Stereophile, March 1999

Soprano Renée Fleming is the brightest light in
the otherwise overlong Dvorák opera, Rusalka.

orchestral playing and Rusalkds truly
fine, very moving stretches will relish
this set. Other recordings may be more
echt Czech, but this one is aknockout of
sonics and singing.
-Robert Levine
EROICA TRIO
Music of Dvorak, Rachmaninoff,
Shostakovich
DVORAK: Piano Trio 4, Op.90, "Dumky"
RACHMANINOFF: Vocalise
SHOSTAKOV1CH: Piano Trio 2, Op.67
Eroica Trio: Adela Peña, violin; Sara Sant'Ambrogio,
cello; Erika Nickrenz, piano
EMI Classics 556773 2(CD). 1998. Joanna Nickrenz,
prod.; Marc Aubort, eng. DDD. Tr: 66:17
Performance ***
Sonics ****

ii

sit possible to know apiece of
music too well? That question is
usually reserved for tired performances by aging musicians at the ends
of their careers, and there's nothing old
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or tired about the Eroica Trio. But their
new recording of Dvorák's sunny, openhearted "Dumky" Trio is so thoroughly
examined, down to the tiniest nuance,
that the listener feels robbed of the
music's mystery and any sense of personal discovery.
As if that weren't enough, it's heard
in apleasing but brightly lit recording.
On acertain level, this disc is an impressive achievement: The Eroica's virtuosity is scintillating, and there are lots of
dramatic tempo contrasts, and acertain
amount of relish in the rhythmically
inflected, dance-influenced portions.
But as much great energy as there is
here, there's not much spontaneity — as
if they're revisiting long-pondered interpretive ideas and, just for the sake of the
listener, turning up the heat.
Luckily — and perhaps intentionally — the Eroica fills out the disc
with a piece that will never lend
itself to such micromanagement:
Shostakovich's Piano Trio Op.67.
After years of harassment by Soviet
authorities, Shostakovich made ambiguous irony an essential part of his aesthetic, and his chamber works are among
his most personal in that regard. Thus,
the intelligent, virtuosic Eroicas turn
their considerable energy to simply
making the piece work. The result is a
lack of morbidity that some might find
refreshing; it's certainly one of the
cleanest and more stylish recordings of
Shostakovich chamber music around.
For those long frustrated by the lack of
truly world-class Shostakovich recordings, this alone might be worth the price
of the disc.
-David Patrick Stearns
WILLIAM KAPELL
In Recital
Works of Bach-Busoni, Beethoven, Mussorgsky,
Shostakovich
William
Kapell,
piano;
Eugene
Ormandy,
Philadelphia Orchestra; Leon Barzin, National
Orchestra Association
Arbiter 108 (CD). 1997. Allan Evans, prod.; Seth B.
Winner. eng. ADD. Tr: 70:33
Performance *****
Sonics *

H

ad fate not been so unkind,
there is little doubt that
William Kapell would have
been the dominant force in the world of
the piano as the careers of Horowitz and
Rubinstein began to fade.
Posterity has linked Kapell's supernova career with that of Dinu Lipatti, the
magnificent Rumanian pianist who, in
1950, died of leukemia at the age of 33.
While the two shared agenerosity of
spirit and overwhelming talents, they
could not have been more different as
135
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artists. Lipatti was suavely European:
traditional and meticulously polished.
Kapell was quintessentially American:
romantic, idealistic, pugnacious, and
maniacally driven. He had avision of
how the musical world should evolve,
promoting the best of contemporary
music, preferably compositions with a
Slavic heart, like the Khatchaturian
Concerto, which he made famous.
Whereas Lipatti had a crystalline
touch that made Bach sparkle, Kapell
swallowed the piano whole, relentlessly
pursuing an unattainable ideal of perfection. His feverish intensity and romantic
ardor made him apeerless interpreter of
the Rachmaninoff concertos and other
virtuoso repertoire. In his own words,
"the chief danger today is one of musical
conformism. The ultra-conformist era
we're in now is causing agreat decline of
creative activity in all the arts.... There is
a great actor in this country today,
Marlon Brando. But he is considered a
madman, acrazy nut because he does
what he wants to do and behaves the way
he wants to behave. Ican't believe this is
awholesome atmosphere for any artist."
The new Kapell Edition, on BMG, is a
revelation, and includes most of his
greatest recordings, along with material
never available before. Still, afew choice
items were omitted, and we are fortunate that Allan Evans and his new
Arbiter label are determined to fill the
gaps. In Recital features rare live performances that were preserved by music
lovers rather than recording engineers,
and are treasures despite the poor sound
quality. The recording of the last two
movements of Beethoven's Concerto 3,
from 1937, shows achild prodigy full of
promise. Just how quiddy that promise
was fulfilled is demonstrated in Shostakovich's Concerto 1from 1945, with
Ormandy conducting. Virile yet sassy, it
would be the ideal recording were it not for
the limited dynamic
range and surface noise
of the original acetates.
In much more satisfactory sound are the
two fully mature performances, both from a
Connecticut recital in
1951. The Bach-Busoni
"Nun
komm
der
Heiden Heiland" is
worth the price of the
disc alone. Probing and
profound, it reveals the
full scope of Kapell's
artistry. Mussorgsky's
Pictures at an Exhibition
Stereophile, March 1999

is, unfortunately, in competition with
the BMG set, which contains asimilarly magisterial reading in better sound,
from alater recital.
Nonetheless, these performances are
amost welcome addition to the Kapell
discography. We may hope that Arbiter
will see fit to release other great interpretations that the major labels have
overlooked.
—Hyperion Knight
WEILL
Symphony 2, Violin Concerto,
Mahagonny Suite
Frank Peter Zimmermann, violin; Mariss Jansons,
Berlin Philharmonic
EMI Classics 5 56573 2 (CD). 1998. John Fraser,
prod.; Mike Clements, eng. DDD. TT: 70:44
Performance ****
Sonics ****

T

he individual elements of this disc
are such unlikely companions that
the collection almost seems the
work of aparticularly perverse recording executive. The music of the young
Kurt Weill represented a rebellion
against nearly everything the Berlin
Philharmonic stood for. And that
urbane master of flashy Russian music,
Mariss Jansons, isn't the first conductor
one would think of in connection with
such streetwise music. Yet most of it
works, often memorably.
It's easy to forget because it's so often
paired with the less mature Symphony
1, but Weill was afully mature composer when, in 1933, he wrote his Symphony 2. In this work he employed traditional sonata form, and even the kind
of cyclic unity among the four movements that is the hallmark of Brahms.
The sheer majesty of the Berlin
Philharmonic gives stature to the music,
even in arecording acoustic that slights
the orchestra's characteristic sumptuousness. And in the less-mature Violin
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Concerto, written in 1924 when Weill
was deep under the spell of Paul
Hindemith, undue prettification by the
Berlin Philharmonic strings isn't apossibility because it's scored for winds only.
Violinist Zimmermann, whose recordings are always worthwhile, adjusts to this
leaner piece with amore limited color
palette and sparing use of vibrato, which
allow him to become part of the ensemble at appropriate moments. He also
brings amusicality and degree of purpose
to the piece that I've never heard.
The final work on the disc, the suite
from Weill's opera The Rise and Fall ofthe
City of Mahagonny, shows how bad this
disc could have been. Jansons' gold-plated treatment pretty much robs the
music of its subversive qualities. Veteran
fans of the Beatles may remember those
awful recordings of Fab Four hits heavily orchestrated by the Hollybridge
Strings. This makes asimilar effect.
—David Patrick Stearns

PABLO ZIEGLER
Tango!
PABLO ZIEGLER: Tango Romance: Music of
Buenos Aires
Pablo Ziegler, piano; Walter Castro, bandoneon;
Horacio Hurtado, double bass; Orpheus Chamber
Orchestra
RCA 63233-2 (CD). 1998. Ettore Stratta, prod.; Jorge
Da Silva, Charles Harbutt, engs. MD? TT: 61:48
Performance ****
Sonics ****1/2
PABLO ZIEGLER & HIS QUINTET FOR TANGO:
Asfalto: Street Tango
Pablo Ziegler, piano; Hector de Curto, bandoneon;
Quique Sinesi, guitars; Oscar Giunta, double bass;
Horacio Lopez, drums
RCA 63266-2 (CD). 1998. Pablo Ziegler, Ettore
Stratta, prods.; Alvaro Villagra, eng. AAD? TT: 67:42
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ****1/2

T

here's adark allure to the tango in
its most genuine form —a smoldering sadness, as if the music is
caught in the inescapable grip of fate.
This is something tango shares with the

ASFALTO
PABLO

ZIEGLER
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Record
duende of flamenco — that undertow of
abandonment, the hopelessness of the
soul. Yet the Argentine culture that produced the tango finds, in this penetrating, fatalistic sadness, reason to dance.
And dance they do, with passion, bravura, and sometimes savage sleaziness.
Like American jazz, the tango had its
origins in the late 19th century, in the
bordellos on the slum outskirts of its
mother city, the port of Buenos Aires,
amid a mix of European immigrants,
Criollas, blacks, and natives. Here, a
variety of imported rhythms and modes
mingled with the milanga, the song of
the Argentine gaucho.
The tango was looked down upon
by the upper class of its homeland until
the age of the silent film, when Parisian
audiences were caught up in its dark
sweep. Following WWI, the tango saw
its first golden age in Argentina with
the emergence of such seminal bandleaders as Julio de Caro and Carlos
Gardel. A resurgence of the form came
with the arrival of the Nueva Tango of
bandoneon master Astor Piazzolla, a
pupil of Nadia Boulanger. With
Piazzolla, the music graduated from a
popular dance form to atrue classical
idiom in its own right.
With Piazzolla's passing in 1992, the
torch has passed to his pianist of 25
years, Pablo Ziegler, who recently
released two important new CDs —
one focused on the tango's classical side,
the other on its street origins.
Tango Romance: Music of Buenos Aires
finds Ziegler in the company of the versatile Orpheus Chamber Orchestra,
serving up somewhat classical fare from
Piazzolla, J.C. Cobin, and Ziegler himself. The Piazzolla works are striking
amalgams, sad and noble, bound to
tango traditions yet detailed with
baroque-like through-bass ground lines
and ornaments. The string writing is
lush and supple, and the playing of the
Orpheus and the soloist — whether
Ziegler or bandoneon player Walter
Castro — rise up and twine around each
other in intuitive embrace.
The Ziegler compositions that show
up on both Tango Romance and Asfalto:
Street Tango are treated quite differently
on the two discs. In the former, "Asfalto"
itself still smolders, but with more
reserve, as might be expected from an
arrangement for alarger ensemble less
steeped in the idiom. By contrast,
Ziegler and his quintet crackle with a
feisty sense of danger, mugre (filth), and
roa (fight). Ziegler's "Milonga en el viento" likewise takes on acharacter in the
small group very different from that in
Stereophile, March 1999

the version with Orpheus. Though no
less classical in texture, contrast, and
shading, in the more intimate setting it
has asomber, introspective tone, yet is
still filled with aMorricone-like sense of
passion and pathos. Abruptly, the piano
and bandoneon dance together, step
aside and accompany, then join and
tango again. It's magical.
"El Empedrado," from Street Tango, is
likewise amasterpiece. It rises to aquiet,
smoky inner section after an indifferent
start, the bandoneon stepping out with
jazzy elaborations of the rhythm.
Sonically, both discs are up to the
task, conveying with clarity the music's
passionate sweep and gritty textures.
—Daniel Buckley

rock
THE AFGHAN WHIGS
1965
Columbia CK 69450 (CD). 1998. Greg Dulli, prod.;
Jeff Powell, Dave Hillis, engs. AAD? Tr: 41:41
Performance ***1/2
Sonics ***1/2

I

nrock's leading-man, Cobain-ain't-socool sweepstakes, vocalist/songwriter
Greg Dulli has always been adarkhorse favorite. The only thing that's kept
him from the title —besides the fact that it
would ruin his Prince of Darkness/Lizard
King supercoolness —is that Big Greg is
too obsessed with Little Greg for eithe?s
own good.
Dulli's music is half bar-rock, half
funk, and all snarl and unpredictabili-
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ty. He's indisputably got hold of
something original, as the Stones
once had — or, closer to modern
times, as Westerberg and the 'Mats
once possessed. He also remains one
of the most powerful and charismatic
live performers ever to over-emote in
the name of his own ego. But his
pants-around-the-ankles lyrics and
"I'm the white version of the artist formerly known as ... "preening (both of
which he perfected in convincing fashion on 1994's Gentlemen), have proved
to be both his allure and his stain.
Made in the appropriately smarmy
setting of New Orleans, 1965 is moody
alt-rock ("Somethin' Hot") and Stonesy,
big-chord honk ("Citi Soleil"), mashed
and melded with lots of "Du you think
Dulli's sexy?" posturing about vampires,
voodoo, and gettin' his baby high. A
raggedy New Orleans horn section led
by Rebirth Brass Band's Roderick
Paulin add horn-y touches and the
band's usual nods to classic soul music.
A large gaggle of extras contribute
sounds of all sorts to this ambitious
rock/pop album, which plays like afast
ride through Dulli's pulsating brain
tubes. He has again sculpted amusical
statement that bristles with ideas, textures, and, yes, libido.
In the past, Whigs discs were like toys
without batteries. But once you'd seen
the band live —Dulli's eyes flashing,
smoke coming out of his stack (sorry!) —
the studio records made sense. 1965 also
follows that pattern. Musically, the
edges and intelligence that have made
the Whigs an underground fave are still

Please, baby baby, please? Greg Dulli (right) and the Afghan Whigs gotta have it.
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here. Given the dearth of talent in guitar rock these days, this moment seems
the Whigs' to seize. Trouble is, DuIli's
nympho-rock verses are getting old. No
tune is strong enough to carry "Come
on and take me /Come on and taste
me /Come on and waste me /Come
on erase me /I'm yours ... /Let's get it
on /Igot the devil in me girl" ("John
the Baptist").
—Robert Baird
STEVE EARLE & THE DEL
MCCOURY BAND
The Mountain
E Squared 1064 (CD). 1998. Steve Earle .4 Ray
Kennedy (the twangtrust), Ronnie McCoury,
prods.; Ray Kennedy, eng. MD? TT: 45:51
Performance ***1/2
Sonics ***1/2

T

hough any attempt to apply apattern to Steve Earle is probably a
mistake, in recent years each of
Earle's electric albums seems to have
been answered by an acoustic newgrass
album. Since being released from prison
(and his addictions) in 1995, Earle has
released two electric albums and now,
with The Mountain, two albums of his
own take on fiddles, guitars, and country-music roots.
Though he's no Bill Monroe, Earle
(who's from Texas, not Kentucky)
claims Monroe as his mentor, and clearly wants to feel apart of the whole
mountain-music tradition. The 14 songs
he wrote for this disc prove, first, that
he's acrafty songwriter no matter what
the style; and second, that he's listened to
alot of records by Monroe, the Stanley
Brothers, and other bluegrass greats.
Dedicated fans will no doubt buy in
without much question, but bluegrass
fans (and players) will get their hackles up
over this rock'n'roll interloper muscling
in on sacred territory. Casual fans—probably the largest group numerically —may
simply pass, asituation that over time will
curtail Earle's acoustic forays.
In his notes for this disc, Earle says his
"primary motive" for writing songs in
the bluegrass mode was immortality. "I
wanted to write just one song that
would be performed by at least one
band at every bluegrass festival in the
world long after Ihave followed Mr. Bill
out of this world."
He's well on his way. Tunes like
"Dixieland," "Leroy's Dustbowl Blues,"
and "Yours Forever Blues" (a rewrite of
the melody of "You Know the Rest"
from El Corazón) may sound like Steve
Earle writing bluegrass, but they still
qualify as memorable.
As always, the supporting cast is
superb. Being on aSteve Earle record
Stereophile, March 1999

With the help of the great Del McCouiy (center), Steve Earle (second from right) tries to get back to
the hills and climb The Mountain.

has become the Nashville equivalent of
being in aWoody Allen movie — people do it for less than scale just to be
seen. Emmylou Harris and her daughter
Meghann, the entire Huskey clan,
Marty Stuart, Tim O'Brien, Gillian
Welch, John Hartford, and Peter Rowan
all sing in a chorus here. Only Iris
DeMent gets her own guest vocal spot,
on "I'm Still in Love with You."
As for the inevitable comparisons to
Earle's other bluegrass disc, Train A
Comin', this disc is lower-key, in large
part because, good as they are, Del
McCoury's band doesn't have the firepower of the Train A Comin' band of
Peter Rowan, Norman Blake, and the
late Roy Huskey Jr. When valuing Train,
you also have to realize that it was the
first post-prison Earle disc, an album
fans had been awaiting for five years. It
was so good to see him alive and recording again that almost any wart would
have been overlooked.
Here the blush is off, and Earle has to
stand on his own merits. Overall alowkey, almost side project, The Mountain is

worth the climb if you want to go —but
if you don't, you won't miss athing.
—Robert Baird

RANDY NEVVVIAN
Guilty: 30 Years of Randy Newman
Reprise/Warner Archives/Rhino R2 75567 (4 CDs).
1998. Various prods.; Gregg Geller, compilation
prod.; Cathy Kerr, David Mclees, exec. prods.; AAD.
TT: 5:03:45
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ****

B

ack in the late 1970s, Iworked
with alady named Bunky who
couldn't have stood more than 4'
11". I'll always remember how incensed
she was every time "Short People" came
on our office radio. Despite the woman's
heart of gold, all she heard in the song
was its most superficial, literal layer of
meaning. Like most AM radio listeners
of the time, numbed by Watergate and
disco's dark, impending clouds (which
was worse?), Bunky totally missed the
point of Randy Newman's poke at prejudice and hypocrisy. And, once that song
faded from heavy rotation, people like
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Newman burst onto the scene with his
self-titled effort in 1968 (which includes
his oft-covered "I Think It's Going to
Rain Today"), it's fascinating to trace his
growth as asongwriter, pianist, storyteller, and singer
m one album to the
next, and Guilty presents ahandful of
well-chosen highlights from each
album. The third CD is full of previously unreleased curiosities, demos, and
outtakes —including his Paul Anka-ish
promo-only first single, 1962's "Golden
Gridiron Boy," co-produced by Pat
Boone and featuring Glen Campbell on
guitar. There are also tracks from his
obscure and charming 1971 live album.
The final CD features selections from
Ragtime, The Natural, Avalon, Toy Story,
and abatch of other films that Newman
has helped score and orchestrate. Many
have called him acontemporary Gershwin or Copland; whether or not that's
mie, his movie music has majesty and
drama while still sounding distinctly like
Randy Newman. Toy Stotys "You've Got
aFriend in Me" (unfortunately the version here is not the one with Lyle
her never gave Newman another Lovett) has the rollicking bounce of "I
thought. But for me, the ascent of "Short Love LA." without the subtle bite, and
People" to the top of the charts was one his orchestral selections are often as
of the coolest things ever to happen to memorable as the movies themselves.
pop music.
Over the years, Newman has emThough Newman has never duplicat- ployed aWho's 144w of studio players on
ed that kind of mainstream success, his his records. Guilty is filled with appearcareer has seen anonstop outpouring of ances by the likes of Ry C,00der, Don
memorable songs filled with social com- Henley, Mark ICnopfler, Jim ICeltner, and
mentary, humor, sarcasm, and, best of all, Waddy Wachtel. Newman's songs have
his delicate piano-driven melodies and been covered by everyone from Three
colorful, sometimes disturbing charac- Dog Night, Joe Cocker, and Manfred
ters. There's the green kid at the smoke- Mann to Judy Collins and Jackie
filled party ("Mama Told Me Not to DeShannon. Considering his scope as an
Come"); the crazed old North Beach artist and songwriter, it's awonder that
geezer bigot who can't stand modern this is the first time his work has been
times and the influx of people who anthologized in the US. Guilty was
aren't like him ("Mikey's"); the snooty, worth the wait It's ashame that the
name-dropping L.A. high roller having a heartbroken "Living Without You"
hysterical interchange with the teacher (from Randy Newman/Live) and his
of his problem child ("My Life is superb duet with Paul Simon, "The
Good"); and the guy who unravels his Blues" (from Trouble in Paradise) weren't
revelation that life is filled with econom- included, but that's minor compared
ic injustice in "It's Money That Matters." with the musical bounty that is here to be
Newman has always told his stories discovered and rediscovered.
with great economy. With akeen grasp
Like Dylan, Waits, Lovett, and
of irony, and wordplay that owes more Willie Nelson, Randy Newman is an
to Tin Pan Alley than to Music Row, he acquired taste — from his voice to his
rambunctious, big-hearted attitude
packs more into a two-and-a-halfminute song than most singer/song- and soul. But ultimately, his wickedly
writers muster in an entire album, and astute observations of human nature,
that makes listening to Guilty's five
his southern imagery and West Coast
hours an exhilarating experience.
savvy, and his compositional genius
The collection's smartly chosen and make him one of the most important
annotated 105 songs span Newman's figures in American music of the past
three-decade career, with the first two 30 years. And that makes this
CDs moving chronologically through weighty boxed set one first-class
his nine studio albums. Although
Guilty pleasure.
-David Sokol
Stereophile, March 1999
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Jazz
JOHN COLTRANE
The Classic Quartet:
Complete Impulse! Studio Recordings
John Coltrane, tenor 8 soprano sax; McCoy Tyner,
piano; Jimmy Garrison, bass; Elvin Jones, Roy
Haynes, drums
Impulse! IMPD8-280 (8 CDs). 1998. Bob Thiele,
John Coltrane, prods.; Rudy Van Gelder, eng.;
Michael Cuscuna, reissue prod. AAD. Tr: 8:44:43
Performance *****
Sonia ****

D

uring John Coltrane's brief
tenure on Atlantic Records
(January 1959 to May 1961),
the saxophone master catapulted from
the status of amere mortal who blew
tenor gusto alongside Miles Davis and
Thelonious Monk in their respective
groups to his own lofty jazz throne as
bandleader, composer, and improviser
par excellence. But it wasn't until he
jumped to Impulse! in 1961 that Trane
truly became ajazz god, beginning with
his triumphant live shows at the Village
Vanguard (documented in full on 1997's
four-CD boxed set) and concluding
with several posthumous releases following his death in 1967. During his
Impulse! days, Trane not only broke the
jazz sound barrier with his restless
experimentation and cathartic improvisations, but also piloted one of the
genre's legendary quartets, starring the
young but powerful rhythm team of
pianist McCoy Tyner, bassist Jimmy
Garrison, and drummer Elvin Jones.
On its latest sonically enhanced retrospective of Coltrane's career, Impulse!
trains the spotlight on his quartet studio
recordings. The eight-CD collection —
nearly nine hours' worth of music —
provides ample proof that Trane is the
standard bearer by which all modern
saxophonists are measured. Since the set
unfolds chronologically, Coltrane's
musical evolution, from playing on
chord changes to explorations of modal
polytonality to unfettered free styling,
can be closely examined. You also get to
hear the quartet's collective interplay
deepen as its members' apparent telepathic abilities grow.
But what's most remarkable about
these discs is the purity of Coltrane's
performances. He's not playing for the
marketplace, but from an artistic urgency to express aching ecstasy. The pieces
are urban field hollers for the horn, not
dinner jazz for the small-talk crowd.
The best way to listen to this massive
outpouring of Coltrane is in large doses,
so that the music inundates you. The
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KT88 CHINA
KT88 TESLA

EACH
25.00
15.00
11.00
18.00
18.00
19.00

PAIRS
50.00
30.00
22.00
36.00
36.00
38.00

QUARTET
100.00
60.00
44.00
72.00
72.00
76.00

14.00
14.00
25.00
39.00

28.00
28.00
50.00
78.00

56.00
56.00
100.00
156.00

P/N
KT90/99
211
3008 CHINA
807 RCA LISA
845 CHINA
5881 Philp/Syl USA
Mil-Spec
5881/6L6WGC USSR
6550A CHINA
6550A GE USA
6550WC USSR/SVT

EACH
24.00
50.00
78.00
25.00
50.00
1900

PAIRS QUARTET
4800
96.00
120.00
156.00
50.00
100.00
120.00
38.00
76.00

12.00
19.00
4200
25.00

24.00
38.00
84 00
50.00

48.00
76.00
168.00
100.00

PRE-AMP TUBES

ARS ELECTRONICS
ELECTRONIC TUBE SPECIALISTS
71 10 DeCelis Place •PO. Box 7323
Van Nuys, California 91406

(8 18) 997-6279
FAX: (818) 997-6158

5AR4 CHINA
5U4G8 USA
6AN8A
6AU6A
6CA4
6CW4 RCA
6DJ8 El
LM- 6DJ8 El
6F07 USA
6F07/6CG7 El
6SL77GT FOREIGN
6SL7WGTA USA
6SN7GT FOREIGN
6SN7GT USA
6X4 USA
12AT7WC PHILP/SYL
12AU7A TELEFUNKEN..
12AU7A El

15.00
Ltv1-12AU7A El
20.00
12AU7/6189W GE/SYURCA
15.00
12AX7A CHINA
6.50
LM-12AX7A CHINA
15.00
12AX7A El
20.00
LM-12AX7A El
8.50
12AZ7 USA
12.00 LOW NOISE
12BH7A USA
2000
1281-17A El
15.00
12BY7A SYUGE
8.50
12F07 USA
12.00
12X4 USA
8.50
5751 GE/SYL
12.00
5965A USA
9.00
yitOE
6267/EF86
8.50
me, 6922/E88CC TESLA
25.00
LM-6922/E88CC TESLA
8.50
7199 USSR

Ship By Fedex or UPS

NEW TUBES ARRIVING
Over

DAILY

100.000 Tubes in Stock

12.00
8.50
8.50
12.00
8.50
12.00
15.00
20.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
12.00
12.00
18.00
15 00

LOW NOISE

LOW NOISE
LOW NOISE

LOW NOISE

* WORLD WIDE SHIPPING *
MIN. ORDER
15

MasterC cl

VISA

Prices Subject to Change
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Record
first two CDs feature all the tracks that
appear on the Coltrane and Ballads
albums, including two originals, the
blues-steeped "Tunji" and the swinging
"Miles' Mode," both teeming with
Trane's gutsy sax blowing. While there's
plenty of lyrical playing (the quartet's
exquisite take on "All or Nothing At
All" makes you wonder why anyone
would ever touch the standard again),
there are also glimpses of Trane's soonto-bloom expansive sensibilities on such
tracks as "Out of This World," which is
taken for a 14-minute ride complete
with the leader's fierce tumult. Other
ripe cuts include the upbeat "Dear Old
Stockholm" and two melancholic beauties, "Alabama" and "Lonnie's Lament."
Discs 3 and 4 find the velvet-toned
Trane delivering meteor showers of
brilliant notes in extended improvisational settings. The most prominent
piece is the four-movement meditation
"A Love Supreme," which features
Tyner's rolling runs on piano, Jones'
roiling drums, and Garrison's prayerful
bass musings, while Trane converses
with them with blustery rapture. The
most exciting sequence comes on disc 4,
beginning with the exhilarating "After
the Crescent" (with Roy Haynes filling

in for Jones). Tyner dazzles, then
Coltrane swoops down to unleash torrents of tenor. Coltrane and crew blow
the roof off the joint here, but on the
next track swing gently into the mellifluous territory of "Dear Lord" before
propelling themselves into another turbulent flight, "One Down, One Up."
Discs 5through 7, recorded just two
years before Coltrane's death, feature
him at his insistent best. Here he plays
with gripping intensity and urgency, as
if he knew his time was short. Trane
jettisons into stratospheric tenor orbit
on "Untitled 90314," is carried away
with excitement on "Transition" (where
Tyner, the perfect foil, dances on the
keys), and offers another fervent prayer
in the five-part "Suite." The band plays
with clamorous passion on disc 6, pushing the jazz envelope to the free
extremes with high kinetics. Trane
scalds on tenor sax throughout. On the
overwhelmingly powerful "Sun Ship,"
the entire band soars: Trane shreds,
Tyner scintillates, Garrison percolates,
Jones whams. The highlight of disc 7is
the five-part "Meditations," the quartet's
final project.
Disc 8, subtitled "Works in Progress,"
consists of previously unreleased ma-

Reviews

terial, including alternate takes of "Crescent" and the "Resolution" movement
of "A Love Supreme." As he does
throughout the set, Coltrane plays with
gleaming authority — no flash or artifice, just pure emotion. Ultimately,
however, this last CD is superfluous
unless you're aColtrane fanatic bent on
minute details of delivery from one take
to another.
In fact, it can be argued that this
entire boxed set, even though it's handsomely presented in an aluminum slipcase, is not an essential buy unless you're
aColtrane completist. After all, the bulk
of these recordings have, in different
playing orders, seen the light of day several times already: in their original
issues, then as early MCA CDs, and, as
recently as last year, in remastered
Impulse! reissues.
What The Classic Quartet offers is focus:
Coltrane making jazz history entirely
within the context of asingle quartet. It's
afive-star box that captures the surging
momentum of the band's growth. But
casual Trane fans may want to take apass
and instead spin their Ballads, Coltrane, A
Love Supreme, and Sun Ship discs for asatisfying "classic quartet" listening experience.
-Dan Ouellette

Audition Active Shielding
Now At Stereo Center Front Row...

At Stereo Center Front Row we're Synergistic Research's featured dealer of the month and this means once ayear specials and
exciting product demonstrations. We specialize in relaxed demonstrations of some of the world's finest audio and video systemswith components selected to create awhole that exceeds the sum of their parts. If you're looking for the ultimate in audio and
video consider atrip to Stereo Center Front Row, Flint's premier High End Active Shielding' Dealer.
*Ask about this month's Synergistic Research dealer of the month contest to win one of two free AC Master Couplers!
Preview our store at www.SynergistieResearch.com/frontrow.htm

Stereo Center Front Row
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2065 S. Linden Rd. Flint MI 48532 ue. phone 810-732-2220

Where
Dealers: Interested in
selling Starophile? Please
al (800) 446-3563.
ALABAMA
Birmingham
Sound Decisions
(205) 945-9400
Hartselle
NSS Electronics
(205) 773-0534

ALASKA
Anchorage

Pyramid Audio
(907) 272-9111

Shimeks Audio
(907) 276-2525

ARIZONA
Phoenix
Speakers Etc.
(602) 272-6696
Scottsdale
Esoteric Audio
(602) 946-8128
Tempe
Arizona Tube Audio
(602) 921-9961
Tucson
Wilson Audio Ltd.
(602) 3264662

CALIFORNIA

Agoura Hills
Evolution Audio Video
(818) 879-1312
Bel Air
Ambrosia Audio
(310) 440-5522
Berkeley
dB Audio
(510) 548-8733
Music Lovers Audio
(510) 841-7166
Opel Audio
(510) 848-2545
San Francisco Stereo
(510) 586 1055
Burlingame
Future Sound
(650) 342-1476
Carmichael
Deetes Sound Room
(916) 334-7000
Costa Mesa
Atlantic Stereo
(714) 646-8895
Culver City
Armadillo 8Company
(213) 937-7674
Audio Video City *2
(310) 838-8889
Encino
Sound Factor West
(818) 501-3548
Fremont
NV Room (The)
(510) 713-1241
Gardena
Reference Audio Systems
(310) 517-1700
Goleta
Custom Hi -Fi and Video
(805) 683-2162
Hollywood
World Book and News
(213) 465-4352
Los Angeles
All Systems Go
(310) 393-2800
Brentwood Communications
(310) 476-6363
Rand RNews Services
(310) 312-0405
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Buy

Menlo Park
Sound Perfection
(650) 323-1000

Tustin
Digital Ear (The)
(714) 544-7903

Modesto
Replay Multimedia
(209) 522-3472
Monrovia
Brooks Berdan Ltd.
(818) 359-9131
Monterey
Home Theater Xcellence
(408) 655-8000

Van Nuys
Audio Den
(818) 786-4240
Walnut Creek
Sound Distinction
(510) 944-4740
Stereo Unlimited
(510) 932-5835
Westminster
Audio Video Today
(714) 891-7575
Woodland Hills
Shelley's Stereo
(818) 716-8500
Yorba Linda
Laser D Entertainment
(714) 606-3993

Monterey Stereo
(408) 649-6303
Oakland
Pro Home Systems
(510) 654-6630
Orcutt
Entertainment Lifestyles
(805) 934-4894
Palo Alto
Audible Difference (The)
(650) 328-1081
Pasadena
GNP Audio
(818) 577-7767
Rancho Mirage
David Rutledge Audio 8Video
(619) 776-1616
Redondo Beach
Definition Audio Video
(310) 371-0019
Roseville

Dimple Records

(916) 781-2800
Sacramento
Audio FX
(916) 929-2100
Audio Gallery
(916) 447-2100

Paradyme Audio/Video
(916) 971-3600
San Bernardino
VideoMart
(909) 885-3191
San Diego
Audio Video Excellence
(619) 689-1311

Convoy Tv Audio 8, Video Sales
(619) 279-3825
Stereo Design
(619) 573-0060
Stereo Unlimited
(619) 223-8151
San Francisco
San Francisco Stereo
(415) 861-1044
Ultimate Sound
(415) 781-6025
San Jose
Bay Area Audio
(408) 255-0735
Santa Barbara
Mission Audio
(805) 682-7575
Santa Monica
Audio Video City
(310) 453-5355
Shelley's Stereo
(310) 451-0040
Santa Rosa
Catania Sound
(707) 526-7555
Sawyers News
(707) 542-1311
SCottS Valley
Home Theater Connection
(408) 438-5112
South San Francisco

Laser City

(650) 794-9664

Thousand Oaks
Hi-Q Audio/Video Systems
(805) 374-2771
Torrance
Stereo Hi Fi Center
(213) 373-6796

Stereophile

COLORADO

Boulder
Listen Up
(303) 444-0479
Recycled Audio
(303) 449-0153
Colorado Springs
Electronic Essentials
(719) 548-9500
Listen Up
(719) 633-2600
Sound Shop
(719) 636-1684
Denver
Cherry Creek Audio
(303) 758-4434
Listen Up
(303) 778-0780
MoonDance Audio
(303) 777-4449
Durango
Northstar Leading The Way
(970) 259-6722
Englewood
Gold Sound
(303) 789-5310
Pueblo
Chorus Audio Video
(719) 542-1980
Westminster
Westminster Newsland
(303) 428-0823

CONNECTICUT

Bristol
Sound Unlimited
(860) 584-0131
Hartford
Stereo Shop (The)
(860) 523-7250
New Haven
Take 5Audio Group
(203) 787-9127
New London
Roberts
(860) 442-5314
DELAWARE
Wilmington
High Fidelity House
(302) 478-3575
Overture LLC
(302) 478-6050

FLORIDA

Melbourne

Associated Telecom
(407) 724-4000
Miami
Audio by Caruso
(305) 253-4433
Palm Harbor
Audio Video Odyssey
(813) 784-1911
Pensacola
Audio Advice of Northwest
Florida
(850) 477-6821
Pinellas Park
Speakerworld
(813) 544-3819
Sarasota
Laser's Edge CD 8DVD
Exchange
(941) 377-4419
St Petersburg
Sounds Terrific
(813) 521-3011

GEORGIA
Alpharetta

Laser Video Limited
(770) 640-1399
Dunvioody
Audio Solutions
(770) 804-8977
Lilbum
Audio Alternative
(770) 931-0606
Marietta
Audio Atlanta
(404) 499-0145

Bertek Systems
(770) 951-8834
Martinez
Stereo Shop (The)
(706) 863-9143
Rossville
Chattanooga Valley Audio
(706) 861-0282
Roswell
AVI Home Theatre Store
(770) 640-1120
Home Theater 8Sound
Concepts
(770) 642-5557
Toccoa
Audio Central
(706) 282-5100

HAWAII
Honolulu

Audio Directions
(808) 941-6550

Classic Audio &Video
(808) 732-9625

IDAHO
Coeur d'Alene
Everything Stereo
(208) 772-3348
ILLINOIS
Arlington
Columbia Audio-Video
(847) 394-4770
Belleville
Audio By Us
(618) 277-9500
Champaign
Champagne Audio
(217) 355-8828

Franklin Park
Mobile Hi -Fi
(847) 455-6166
Glenwood
Little Guys (The)
(708) 754-8844
Indian Head Park
Dr.B.'S
(708) 784-0056
Lisle
Holm Audio
(630) 663-1298
Morton Grove
Abt Electronics
(847) 967-8830
Orland Park
Sound and Vision
(708) 403-2500
Rock Falls
Sterling Electronics
(815) 626-4200
Rockford
Absolute Audio
(815) 395-1000

INDIANA
Angola
Premier Sound
(219) 665-7370
Bloomington
Sound Solutions
(812) 330-0390
Fort Wayne
Audio Video Lifestyles
(219) 436-4669
Three Rivers Audio
(219) 745-5460
Indianapolis
Audio Solution of Broad Ripple
(317) 2554342
Tone Studio
(317) 257-0601
Lafayette

Sound Lab

(317) 449-4211
Portage
Who's Your Entertainment
(219) 762-7027
Terre Haute
Audio Connection
Stereo/Video
(812) 232-1663

IOWA
Beftendorf

Reference Audio Video
(319) 355-3200
Davenport
Manet Audio
(319) 344-8833
Des Moines
Audio Video Logic
(515) 255-2134
Fort Dodge
Archer TV
(515) 573-5737
Iowa City
Audio Odyssey
(319) 338-9505
Hawkeye Audio
(319) 337-4878
KANSAS

Kansas City

Masterpiece Audio
(913) 321-2020
Salina
Acoustics Sounds
(913) 825-8609
Shawnee Mission
Audioport Ltd.
(913) 341-2222
Wichita

Auburndale
Blow It Out Your Amp
(941) 967-0202
Coral Gables
Sound Components
(305) 665-4299
Hollywood
Hollywood Sound
(954) 921-1408
Jacksonville
House of Stereo
(904) 642-6677

Van L. Speakerworks
(312) 769-0773

KENTUCKY

(954) 969-2550

Chicago Heights
Music in Motion
(708) 754-3770

Lexington
Barney Miller's
(606) 252-2216

Ma rgate
Goo dSoun ds

Chicago
Music Direct
(312) 433-0200
Paul Heath Audio Ltd.
(773) 549-8100
Superior Audio Systems
(312) 226-4848

Custom Sound

(316) 681-3555

LOUISIANA

Baton Rouge
Art Colleys Audio Specialties
(504) 926-0244
Metairie
Audio Resource
(504) 885-6988
New Orleans
Wilson Audio
(504) 866-3457
Slidell
Home Theater Concepts
(800) 357-6684

MAINE
Bangor
Summit Sound
(207) 947-4434

MARYLAND
Annapolis
Hi Tech Electronics
(410) 266-0818
Baltimore
Soundscape
(410) 889-1134
Bethesda
IS Audio
(301) 989-2500
Ellicott City
Gramophone Ltd.
(410) 465-5500
Kensington
Soundworks
(301) 929-8600
Laurel
Audio Video Solutions
(301) 953-7242
Silver Spring
Graffiti Audio-Video
(301) 589-3444
Timonium
Gramophone Ltd.
(410) 821-5600
Towson
Silver Screen 8Sound
(410) 296-0202

MASSACHUSETTS

Arlington
Cameras Inc. Stereo 8Video
(781) 648-8111
Stereo Shop
(617) 648-4434
Brookline
Audio Studio
(617) 277-0111

Cambridge
Audio Lab

(617) 864-1114
Chicopee
Essential Hi Fi
(413) 533-4700
Needham
You Do It Electronics
(617) 449-1005
North Attleboro
Audio Concepts
(508) 699-8819
Norwood
Megaplex Home Theater
Concepts
(617) 769-6400
Pittsfield
H.B.S. Stereo Systems
(413) 443-3434
Westport
Sound Images
(508) 636-3400

MICHIGAN

Allen Park
Babbage 8Sons
(313) 386-3909
Ann Arbor
Accutronics
(313) 741-4444
Audio Video Showcase
(734) 669-9600
Dearborn
Almas Hi -Fi Stereo
(313) 584-1860
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Where
East Lansing

Quantum Leap

(517) 337-8362
Ferndale
Imagery
(248) 544-8370
Flint
Front Row Audio Video
(810) 732-2220
Kalamazoo
Audio Kiosk (The)
616) 384-5787
Portage
Home Entertainment Store
(616) 385-9888
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
(248) 549-7320
Audio Video Alternatives
(248) 549-3100
Traverse City
Sound Room (The)
(616) 947-4710
West Bloomfield
Soundquest Audio 8Video
(248) 737-0005

Upper Montclair
CSA Audio
(201) 744-0600
Verona
Audio Connection
(201) 239-1799
West Caldwell
Woodbridge Stereo
(201) 575-8264
Woodbridge
Woodbridge Stereo Center
(908) 636-7777
NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Audio Designs
(505) 298-9185
Hudson's Audio Center
(505) 296-6978

Northwest Audio
(701) 298-0034

Santa Fe
ASound Look
(505) 983-5509

NEW YORK
Binghamton
J.S.G. Audio Video
(607) 722-3551

MISSISSIPPI
Ripley
Extreme Sound Lab
(601) 837-2345
MISSOURI
Gladstone
Bunt's Hi Fi
(816) 453-3808
Sedalia
Creative Audio
(660) 826-8280
St. Louis
Flip's Stereo Place
(314) 842-1600
MONTANA
Bozeman
Thirsty Ear Hi Fi
(406) 586-8578
Great Falls
Rocky Mountain Hi Fi
(406) 761-6683
NEBRASKA
Lincoln
Audio Systems 8 Design
(402) 423-0363
NEVADA
Las Vegas
Image 8Sound
(702) 876-1401
Upper Ear (The)
(702) 878-8212
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Dartmouth Bookstore
(603) 643-1233
Nashua

Ensemble
(603) 888-9777
NEW JERSEY
Dunellen
Home Theater Shop (The)
(908) 424-8680
Franklin Park
Sound System
(908) 821-7822
Freehold
Freehold Stereo Video
(732) 866-9500
Linwood
Sounds and Images
(609) 926-1630
Middletown
Stereo Dynamics
(908) 671-1559
Montclair
Cohen's
(201) 744-2399
Ridgewood
Sounding Board (The)
(201) 445-5006
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Greenville
Home Systems
(252) 353-8091
Morrisville
Audio Broker
(919) 467-6806
Raleigh
Audio Advice
(919) 881-2005

Sound Ideas
(505) 292-1188

MINNESOTA
Edina
Master Media
(612) 941-0474

Rochester
Amalgamated Audio
(507) 286-1328

Premier Audio Video
(704) 554-8300

NORTH DAKOTA

Candyman (The)
(505) 988-8933

Transportation Electronics
(612) 933-7357
Minneapolis
Needle Doctor
(800) 229-0644

Charlotte
Cannon Associates
(704) 375-8246

Sound Consultant
(505) 821-9626

Superior Sight 8Sound
(248) 626-2780

Hopkins

NORTH CAROLINA
Cary

Advanced Audio
(919) 481-3880

Brooklyn
Ubiquity Distributors
(718) 875-5491
Clifton Park
Edie's CD's
(518) 373-9089
Flushing
Ultra Hi -Fi
(718) 461-4848
Upgrade A/V Center
(718) 886-1700
Ithaca
Hi-Way Hi -Fi
(607) 272-7155
Kingston

Burt's Electronics
(914) 331-5011
Lake Grove
Audio Den
(516) 585-5600
Little Neck
Hi Fi Exchange
(718) 423-0400
Liverpool
Audio Excellence NY
(315) 451-2707
Lynbrook
American Audiophile Trading
(516) 887-7530
Manhasset
Audio Video Creations
(516) 365-4434
New York
Coliseum Books
(212) 757-8381

Magazines
(212) 674-6595
Lyric Hi-Fi
(212) 439-1900
Magazine Store (The)
(212) 246-4766
Park Avenue Audio
(212) 685-8101
Sound by Singer
(212) 924-8600
Stereo Exchange
(212) 505-1111
Union Square Magazine Shop
(212) 246-4766
Queens
TO. Electronics
(718) 528-4956

Dina

Rochester
Fairport Soundworks
(716) 264-0410
Sound Concept (The)
(716) 442-6050
Syracuse
Clark Music
(315) 446-7020
Watertown
Happy Ear
(315) 788-7692
West Babylon
Audio Visions
(516) 661-3355
White Plains
Toys From The Attic
(914) 421-0069

OHIO
Boardman

Sound Shop
(330) 629-8191
Canton
Belden Audio
(330) 493-7727
Centerville
Look and Listen
(937) 438-4330
Cleveland
Hi-Tech Hi -Fi and Video
(216) 449-4434
Columbus
Progressive Audio
(614) 299-0565
Dublin
Audio Encounters
(614) 766-4434
Fairborn
Audio Etcetera
(513) 429-4434
Gahanna
Genesis Audio Ltd.
(614) 939-0802
Lakewood
Play It Again Sam
(216) 228-7330
Marion
Exotica Car Audio
(740) 383-2559
Mayfield Heights
Hoffman's Audio Video
(216) 461-3707
New Philadelphia
Hard Audio Security
(330) 343-1353
Toledo

Jamieson's
(419) 882-2571
Paragon Sound
(419) 882-1010

OKLAHOMA
Bartlesville
Sound Station (The)
(918) 336-2240
Tulsa
Phonograph
(918) 252-5300
OREGON
Beaverton
Art of Audio (The)
(503) 643-5754
Chelsea Audio
(503) 641-3510
Eugene
Bradford's Hi Fidelity
(541) 344-9117
Ronny's Stereo
(541) 344-2454
Portland
Echo Audio
(503) 223-2292

Jenkintown
Stereo Trading Outlet (The)
(215) 886-1650
Levittown
Contemporary Audio Video
(215) 702-3600
Philadelphia
David Lewis Audio
(215) 725-1177
Jazzman
(215) 735-7444
Pittsburgh
Audio Gallery (The)

(412) 521-9500
Listening Post
(412) 681-8433
Northern Audio Exchange
(412) 366-5055
Triangle Radio 8Television
(412) 561-1115

Selinsgrove
Village Tv &Stereo Shop
(717) 374-9220
Shillington
Elements Audio Video
(610) 775-9325
Shippensburg

Squires Electronics
(717) 532-7373
INIlliamsport
Stereo Shoppe
(717) 323-9014
Willow Grove
Sourdes
(215) 659-8815
Wyomissing
Stereo Barn
(610) 376-7122
RHODE ISLAND
Bristol
Manhattan Sound
(401) 253-9789
SOUTH CAROLINA
Greenwood
Delta Electronics
(864) 229-3949
TENNESSEE
Cordova
Sound Visions
(901) 754-7111
Franklin
Audio Video Environments
(615) 771-1141
Johnson City
Soundroom (The)
(423) 928-9233
Nashville
Nicholson's Stereo
(615) 327-4312
TEXAS
Addison

Top Communications Services
(972) 267-0000
Austin
Audio by Design
(512) 458-1667

to

Buy

Audition Audio
(801) 467-5918
VERMONT
Essex Junction
Butternut Audio
(802) 879-3900
VIRGINIA
Abingdon
Alpine Audio
(540) 628-3177
Centreville
Gifted Listener Audio
(703) 818-8000
Charlottesville
Audio Vision
(804) 975-4434
Falls Church
High Tech Electronic Services
(703) 534-1733
Moneta
Hi Fi Farm
(540) 721-4434
Roanoke
Sound Decision
(540) 343-6993
WASHINGTON
Bellevue
Definitive Audio
(206) 524-5198
Kennewick
Quick Silver Audio
(509) 783-7047
Kirkland
Acoustical Magic
(425) 825-8806

Olympia

Desco Audio 8Video
(360) 943-1393
Puyallup
Premier Audio 8Home Theater
(253) 445-5414
Seattle
Bulldog News
(206) 632-6397
Hawthorne Stereo
(206) 522-9609
Madison Audio
(206) 292-9262
University Bookstore
(206) 545-4387

WEST VIRGINIA
South Charleston
Absolute Sound
(304) 768-7874

WISCONSIN
Appleton
Disc-Go-Round
(413) 733-1094
Suess Electronics
(414) 733-6464
Glendale
Sound Investments
(414) 438-1818
Greenfield
Greenfield News and Hobby
(414) 281-1800

High Fidelity
(512) 454-5833
Bedford
Classic Home Audio
(817) 267-6502

Madison
University Audio
(608) 284-0001

Conroe
lobe Systems
(409) 441-1112

Mequon
Sound Designs
(414) 242-5599

Dallas
Krystal Clear Audio
(214) 520-7156

Wausau
Electronics World 01
(715) 845-4504

El Paso
Soundquest
(915) 779-5421
Houston
Acoustic Design
(713) 630-0707

Wisconsin Rapids
Salon One
(715) 421-5910

WYOMING
Jackson

Dynamic Audio Visual
(713) 266-4555

Custom Electronics
(307) 733-1600

Salem
Hear No Evil Home 8Car
(503) 363-3633

Lubbock
Sound Wave (The)
(806) 792-7299

PUERTO RICO

PENNSYLVANIA

Audio Home
(972) 429-1541

Ardmore
Danby Radio
(610) 649-7002
Chambersburg
Squires Electronics
(717) 263-4960
Erie
Custom Audio
(814) 833-8383

Plano

UTAH
Orem

Reference Audio Video
(801) 221-9804

Salt Lake City
Audio Design
(801) 486-5511

Stereophile

Caguas
Video Laser
(787) 745-7805
Rio Piedras
Stardust DVD Distributors
(787) 274-0146
Rio Piedras Heights
Speaker Warehouse
(809) 274-0927
San Juan
Nova Electronics
(787) 781-3870

CANADA
ALBERTA
Calgary
laW Audio
1424 Fourth St. SW

Sounds of Music

220 Seventh Ave. SW

Edmonton

Audio Plus
9934 82nd Ave.

BRITISH COLUMBIA
Bumaby

Book Warehouse
4820 Kingsway 0M163
New Westminster

Royal Book Marl
600 Agnes St.

Richmond
Book Warehouse
6340-9 No .3 Rd.
Vancouver
Book Warehouse
632 W.Broadway
1150 Robson St.
2388 W.Fourth Ave.
674 Granville St.,4th Floor
NOVA SCOTIA
Halifax
Atlantic News
5560 Morris St.
ONTARIO
Concord
Audio One
3200 Steeles Ave. W
Kingston
lust Hi -Fi
239 Princess St.
London
London Audio
716 York St,
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
903 Carling Ave.
Rexdale
Audio Empire
1003 Albion Rd.
Waterloo
Soundstage
59 Regina St, N
Windsor
Live Wire Audio Ltd.
11505 Tecumseh Rd.

East

QUEBEC
Quebec
..1Ri Rue

E.

ARGENTINA

National Distributor
R1 Martinez
Tel./Fax (54) 1585 1413

AUSTRALIA
National Distributor
Queensland
Caxton Street Audio
Tel. (617) 3368 3566
Fax (617) 3368 3813
BENELUX
National Distributor
Durob Audio By
Dept DC Publishing
Tel. 31 (0) 73 511 2555
Fax 31 (0) 73 511 7583

De Hifiwinkel
Tel. 31 (0) 40 211 3388
Fax 31(0) 40 211 7734
The Hifishop
Tel. 31 (0) 13 544 3444
Fax 31 (0) 13 580 1529
De Hifistudio
Tel. 31 (0) 591 61 1111
Fax 31 (0) 591 61 2345

De Hifiwinkel
Tel. 31 (0) 24 684 2091

Fax 31 (0) 24 684 2602

BRAZIL
Blumenau, SC
Sound Image

Tel. (55) 47 326 0676
Fax (55) 47 322 0305
BRUNEI
Jalan Gadong
Auvisual Haven

Tel. (673) 244 8840
Fax (673) 244 8841
COSTA RICA
Curridiabat

Parlatek
Tel./Fax (506) 225 8231
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AUDIO/VIDEO
CABLES

iteereence

800.947.44
so. cal. 310.517.17
fax 310.517.1732
www.reference-av.com

MORE

Components that define the present.
Authorized dealer

Systems that anticipate the future.

or the finest

audio 8 video brands:
Meridian

DON'T PAY

All

Mirage

Audible Illusions

EXORBITANT PRICES
!FOR TOP QUALITY!

M IT.

Audio Control

Mitsubishi

Audio Power

NAD

Audioquest

NeslorovIO,

Bag End

Niles

Balanced Aira.r,

L A T International, Inc has years of
experience in wire manufacturing and
has equaled the high priced brands

re el",
É .

reel

Sonic equivalents of the high priced

Edith( Gritty

Bryston

Nordost

Cal Audio Labs

Pioneer

Carver

ProAc

Cary

PS8

CelestIon

Pepa

Citation

Roomful*

brands at afraction of their price LA T

Creek
DCM

Sonar's. -

demystifyies wire technology Ask for

Denon

Sony

Sharp

explanation literature

Epos

Spectron

fanfare

Straiontwl

Grado

Target

Haller

It MORE
mupetitive Prices
ourtemis Service
Expert Advice

COMPONENTS

ThorenS

Hales Design Group

Tice

FidrIll3r1 Cardon

Toshiba

inlinIty

Townshend

Jame

Von Schwe

J8L Synthes,s

VPI

CEP

Wirework(

Kanner Cable

XL0

Magnum Dynalab

1r

and mo

CD players - solid state and tube
Pre-amplifiers - solid state and tube

18214 Dalton Ave., Dept. SP, Gardena, CA 90248

Amplifiers solid - state and tube

e-mail: rav2000@aol.com

Integrated amplifiers
Line conditioners
Phono Cartridges
Speakers
& MORE

HOME THEATER
Video & Audio wire and cable
Speakers -free standing
Speakers -in wall
Line conditioners
Component stands
8. MORE

THE

NEW

PARTS CONNECTION

CATALOG

- VOLUME 4

Order your
FREE copy of
The Parts
Connection's
Catalog Volume 4
The Parts Connection's Catalog and
Resource Guide Volume 4 is here,

ACCESSORIES

and packed with our regular
selection of quality component
parts, tubes, wire and cable, connectors,

Send for a free complete catalog of all
our

Audio/video products that also

includes wire and cable demystifying

audio books, analog tools and more, as well we have added
many new products and expanded existing ones on 100+ pages. To order your
FREE copy of The Parts Connection's Catalog Vol. 4, please call, write, fax, or E-mail

literature, or Phone 800 321 2108 24

us at the address and numbers listed below.

hours per day Fax 609 428 1832

The TPC Catalog Volume 4features new products from:

AUDIO/VIDEO CABLES AND MORE
IS ASUBSIDIARY OF
LATINTERNATIONAL ENTERPRISES, INC
31

PRoviNcr IOWN Roe() CHF ROY lit t NJ 08034

Sanyo -Oscon •Nichicon Muse •Blackgate •Jensen •Audio Cap •Exotica Cap •
Etna •Valve Art • Western Electric • AVVT • Tesla • Talema • El • Etc.
(
THE PARTS

CONNECTION

œ

ME

Visit our newly redesigned Web Site http //www.sonictronber5comaPC
2790 Brighton Road Oakville Ontario Canada L6/-1 574

Telephone (905)829.5858

Facsimile (9051829-5388 Toll Free Order Line 1.84M-7690747 ill S 8 Canada onlyi
E Mail TPCStsoructrontiers corn
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CROATIA

ITALY

RUSSIA
Moscow

Lucca
Sound and Music

Too Kst
Tel (095) 007 286 5474
Fax (095) 007 150 8324

National Distributor

National Distributor

Media Audio
Tel. (388) 21 343 213
Fax (385) 21 40 376

Tel (39) 583 55 301
Fax (39) 583 66 790

CZECH REPUBLIC
Prague

INDIA
Mumbai

Split

Audio Studio EGO
Tel. 4202 272 451

DENMARK
Norager

Hifi Klubben
Tel. (45) 353 64960
Fax (45) 353 68 385

FINLAND
TUrku

Hifi Mesta Dy
Tel (358) 22504 888
Fax (358) 22504 808

FRANCE
Quincy-Voisin

Renaissance Sad
Tel./Fax (331) 6004 6066

GERMANY

National Distributor

Frankfurt

Eclectic Audio
Tel. (49) 6722 8060
Fax (49) 6722 8067

HONG KONG

National Distributor
Central
YK Audio Ltd.
Tel. (852) 2524 8775
Fax (852) 2845 0746
Kowloon Branch
Tel. (852) 2392 6368
Fax (852) 2392 6328

HUNGARY
Budapest

Nova Audio Systems (P) Ltd.
Tel (91) 22 495 4260
Fax (91) 22 496 3465

MARTINIQUE
St Joseph

Frequence Audio Conseil
Tel (596) 42 71 00
Fax (596) 57 96 39

UNITED KINGDOM

National Distributor
Stereophile Audio
Tel./Fax (65) 33 66 790

Newsstand Distributor
COMAG Magazine Mktg.
Tel. 01895 433 800
Fax 01895 433 801
Dealer Distributor
National Distributor
Wollaton Audio
TeL 0115 928 4147
Fax 0115 928 0625

SOUTH AFRICA

Ipswich

SINGAPORE

National Distributor

Alberton

Sevenoaks Hifi
Tel. 01473 286 977

Hit iExcellence
Tel. (27) 11 907 9092
Fax (27) 11 907 8399

Kamla Hifi
Tel. oin 323 2747

SPAIN

London

Musical Images
Tel. 01P 497 1346

NBN ZEALAND

National Distributor

Wellington

Sarte Audio Elite
Tel (349) 6351 0798
Fax (349) 6351 5254

Audio Insight Technosounds
Tel 01908 604 949

SWEDEN

National Distributor
DR Britton Ltd.
Tel (64) 45688 066
Fax (64) 45688 065

Valencia

Milton Keynes
Nottingham

NORWAY

National Distributor

Castle Sound and Vision
Tel 0115 958 4404

Eidsvaagneset

Hill Art
Tel. (46) 86616 300

Oxford Audio Consultants
Tel. 01865 790879

National Distributor
Audio Media
Tel./Fax (47) 55 25 62 14

PHILIPPINES

National Distributor

Quezon city

Upscale Audio
Tel (63) 2931 37 42
Fax (63) 2741 28 93

PORTUGAL

National Distributor

Amadora

Aiasom
Tel. (351) 1474 8709
Fax (351) 1475 1367

REPUBLIC OF IRELAND
Dublin

Stockholm
Fax (46)

86602 207

SWITZERLAND
Geneva
Hifi Portier
Tel (41) 22 784 0050
Fax (41 22 784 2904

Oxford

Reading

Audio T
Tel. 01189 585 463

Scotland

Edinburgh
Music Mill
Tel 0131 555 3963

THAILAND

Tonbridge Wells

National Distributor

Sounds 01 Music
Tel 01892 547 003
West -Thurrock
Rayleigh Hifi
Tel 01708 680 551

Bangkok

Music World Co Ltd.

Tel. (662) 276 5190

Fax (662) 276 2456

TRINIDAD
Curepe

VIETNAM
Ho Chi Minh City

P&P Audio
Tel. (361) 325 8772
Fax (361) 167 3236

Cloney Audio
Tel. (353) I288 8417
Fax (353) 1283 4887

Sanch Electronix
Tel. (868) 663 1384
Fax (868) 645 2205

Audio Choice Show Room
Tel. (381) 11-222 4322
Fax (381) 11-140 689

ISRAEL
Hertselya-Pitvach

REPUBLIC OF
MACEDONIA
Skopje

TURKEY
Istanbul

YUGOSLAVIA
Belgrade

HRS Home Entertainment
Tel. (972) 50588 028
Fax (972) 39088 808

Advertiser

TP KOdi
Tel./Fax (389) 91 11 83 66

Radix Audio
Tel. (381)16 11 111
Fax (381) 36 10 333

Index

Advenising published in Stereophik saccepted on the premise
that the merduridise and services
as offered are accurately described,
and are available to customers at
the advertised price. Advertising
that does not conform to these
scmclards, or that is deceptive or
misleading, is never knowingly accepted. If you encounters noncompliance with these standards
please write to John B. Gourley,
Petersen Publishing Company, 110 Fifth Ave., New
York, NY 10011.

Acoustic Image
140
Acoustic Sciences
96
Acoustic Sounds ... 120-121
Advanced Audio
Technologies
29
Alpha-Core
64
Ambrosia Audio
93
Analog Shop
124
Arcam
24
ARS Electronics
144
Audio Advancement
152
Audio Advisor
96,100
Audio Connection
144
Audio Magic
74
Audio Nexus
112
Audio Outlet
126
Audio Plus
(Audio Refinement) .... 26
AudioQuest
156
Audio Solutions
149
Audio Trading Times
140
Audio-Video Logic
149
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RKD Muzik
Tel. (90) 212 241 3411
Fax (90) 212 231 9673

AudioWaves
115
New Age Audio
151
Avance
13
Nordost
62
B&W Loudspeakers
23
Nova Audio
94
Balanced Audio Technology
Overture
Ill
32
Paradigm
10
Billy Bags
49
Parasound
62
Bryston
48
Park Avenue Audio
136
Cable Company
104
Parts Connection
148
Cary Audio
8-9
Parts Express
152
Cisco Music
138
Pass Laboratories
74
Classé Audio
44
Polk Audio
60
Classic Records
142
Per Madsen Design
151
Conrad-Johnson
2
PSB
16
CSA Audio
138
Reference Audio Video.. 148
David Lewis Audio
114
Roksan Audio
17
Dynaudio
38
Rotel
15
Elusive Disc .92,101,102,134
Silver Audio
96
Every CD
74
SimAudio
17
Gallo Acoustics
58
Sony
4-5
HeadRoom
76-77
Sound by Singer
52-53
Hi -Fi Farm
89
Sound City
128
Holm Audio
142
Soundex
108
Joseph Audio
45
Sound Images
151
JS Audio
115
Stereo Exchange
106
Kimber Kable
28
Stereo Center Front Row 145
LAT International
148
Stereo Shoppe
152
Linn
50
Straight Wire
42
Lyric Hi-Fi
132
Tact Audio
36
Magnepan
72
Tannoy
78
Mark Levinson
TARA Labs
34
(Madrigal)
155
Thiel
46
Martin Logan
56
Toys From the Attic
131
McCormack
94
Transparent Audio
45
Mirage
40
VTL
87
Mondial
30
Wireworld
85
Music Direct
130
Woodbridge Stereo
122
Myryad
64
Yakov Aronov Audio
NAD
2018-19
Needle Doctor.. 116-117,118
Z-Systems
78

OMAHA
The new CS-2.3 features
an innovative coaxially
mounted tweeter and
midrange driver for perfect
time coherence regardless
of listener position

11-11EL

',pus 'al, at
http://www.audio-logic.com
•Audio Research •Billy Bags •CAL
•Chito by Kinergetics •Definitive Technology
•Dunlavy •Krell •Martin Logan •McCormack •MIT
•Monster Cable •Pass Labs •ProAc •PS8 •Rep
•Sanus •Sunfire •Synergistic Research •Thiel •VPI
•Wadia •Wilson Audio ... and more.

Your Big $$$
Trade-in Center

Audio-Video

L•0•G•Ise

The Midwest's Ultimate Stereo Store
3702 Beaver Ave.
Des Moines, IA 50310

515-255-2134

Audio
SOLUTIONS
Revel
Audio Research
Mark Levinson
Aerial
ProAc
Theta Digital
Pass Labs
Paradigm
Proceed
Von Schweikert

qii9d Perierffluice
Soteed Viectote 7deeete
5576 Chamblee Dunwoody Rd.
Atlanta,Georgia 30338

(7701804-8977
http://www.audiosolutions.com
VPI
Audible Illusions
Pioneer Elite
Grado
Sumiko
Marantz
Lexicon
Graham
Aragon
Tara Labs
Benz-Micro
Acurus
Adcom
Sennheiser
Belles
Kimber Kable
Magnum Dynalab
SME
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Audio

Mart

GENE RUBIN AUDIO, VENTURA, CALIFORNIA
—Franchised dealer for Naim, Pink Triangle. Quad,
Spendor, Roksan, Creek, Rega, Epos, ReVox, JPW,
Dynaco, OC-9, Goldring, Meadowlark, Target, Sound
Organisation, and more. Always lots of used gear.
Established way back in 1979! (805) 658-8311.
AUDIOPHILE & SCHOLAR—University Audio
Shop, Madison, Wisconsin —Acurus, Aragon, Audio
Research, B&K, CAL, Cambridge, EAD, Golden Tube,
JoLida, Krell, Lexicon, Martin-Logan, Paradigm, Rcga,
TARA, Thiel, Totem, '(BA. (608) 284-0001.
"SOUND YOU CAN TOUCH," featuring Audio
Research, CAI, Classé Audio, Zoethecus, Grado, Jeff
Rowland. Kuzma, Magnum Dynalab, Martin-Logan,
Mirage, MIT, PowerWedge, ProAc, Target, Theta, van
den Hul, Vandersteen, JF Woodworks. Audio Excellence,
Liirrpool, NY (315) 451-2707 Visa/ MC/ArnEx/ Discover.
WE CAN HELP YOU CHOOSE excellent-sounding,
dependable audio equipment (plus video). We offer
fiiendly, knowledgeable advice, hands-on experience,
fire delivery. We carry: Mirage, NM), Cary, Nakamichi,
Acurus, Kimber, KEF, Parasound, Kinergetics, Quad. PS,
Fried, Audible Illusions, Spendor, Target, Carver, many
more. Free catalog! Read Brothers Steno, 591 King St,
Osarleston, SC 29403. (843) 723-7276.
GERMAN REBUILT QUAD ESLs ARE HERE!
Attention Quad, Roksan, and Spendor owners!
Factory-authorized sales and/or service for Quad,
Roksan, Spendor, and Gradient. ESL/ESL-63 panels,
updates, stands, and subwoofers available! Contact
Randy or Mike, QS&D, 33 McWhirt Loop 0108,
Fredericksburg VA 22406. (540) 372-3711, fax (540) 3723713. E-mail: qsandd@aolcom
WE ALWAYS PAY BETTER! Don't let go of your
ARC, Aragon, Cello, Krell, Mark Levinson, MIT,
Spectral, Theta, Threshold, or Wadia without calling
us. Showroom in West L.A. Call Superex Products, Inc,
(310) 826-3686, (310) 826-4356 fax, Se
FANFARE FM TUNER on the Internet. Visit our
website at wwwfirnfitrearm. See the latest FM antennas
(the new APS-14), plus tips on improving FM reception. Download our product literature. Not on the
Net? Call for our Stereo Pilot newsletter at (800) 2688637, also (716)683-5451, efax to (716)683-5421. E-mail
to irfoenfarecorn, or write to Fanfare FM, Box 455, Buffalo,
NY 14225-0455.
BUY FACTORY-DIRECT. Now you can afford
incredible state-of-the-art audio cables. Better performance than cables 10 times the cost! Selected demos
available at extra savings. Call or write for information
and reviews. 30-day money-back guarantee. Tice Audio
Products, tel. (561) 575-7577, fax (561) 575-0302,
unev.ticeaudiosom
ANTENNA PERFORMANCE —"Those lucky folks
with really high-end FM tuners should throw away any
lesser antenna ...and install an APS-14 immediately" —
www.wb2vvv.com .APS-14, APS-9, and the elegant
indoor FM InTenna: the finest FM-reception products
on the planet. See Stereophile "Recommended Components," October '98. AP S (860) 643-2733. E-mail:
antperf@mpbcnet Website: www.anterinapejonnatra..com
HANDMADE SILVER INTERCONNECTS and
speaker cable. Pure solid-core silver wire. Teflon insulation, Cardas silver/rhodium connectors. Low-capacitance, low-inductance design. Interconnects, $150/
meter pair; speaker cable, $100/running meter.
Money-back guarantee. Don't pay more! (770) 4578748 before lOpm EST
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WHAT YOU DONT KNOW does hurt you! Free
paper on RFI! Noise-fighting accessories ($0.50 up),
power-line conditioners ($85 up). Alternative to the
Shakti Stone, $30. Write for catalog! Virtual Mode 1Old
C.oram Rd, Shelton, CT 06484. (203) 929-0876.

HIGH-END COMPONENTS AT DISCOUNT
prices —Aerial, B&W, Dynaudio, Mirage, Thiel, Totem,
KEF, Von Schweikert, Bryston, Citation, Classé,
Resolution Audio, Sonic Frontiers, Krell, and other
exclusive audio products. Helm Musk Inc, (888) 519-9800.

PLACETTE AUDIO: Audiophiles around the world
have learned that our remote-controlled 126-step
matrix-type line-level volume controls and preamps are
the most transparent and accurate available today. Uses
only costly Vishay S-102 premium transistors in all signal paths. Transforms CD sound. $1000. Also, 3-input
remote-controlled passive and full-featured class-A discrete-component buffered line stage. Any of these units
will turn your good system into something very special.
No-risk 30-day trial. Once you hear the sparkling clarity of Vishay resistors, you won't have anything less!
(208) 342-6141 or (208) 863-1089, Placetteaudio.com

McCORMACK EQUIPMENT: Steve McCormack
has developed upgrades for McCormack equipment
that will blow your socks off! We are pleased to offer
special sock attachments for use with these incredible
components (available in avariety of colors). For full
information, contact SMcAudio, (760) 732-0352,
SMcAudio@aolcom

AUDIO ART, EST. 1976 — Edge-of-the-art audio
components dedicated to serving music. Avalon,
Martin-Logan, Vandersteen, Cardas, Jeff Rowland,
Classé. Theta, Basis-Benz, Aerial. Richmond, VA.
Voice/fe (804) 358-5300.
WE'RE HERE AND YOU'RE NOT! So, call! Tube
audio specialists. New/NOS tubes. Alón, Anthem,
Audio Research, CAL Cary, Diapason, JMIab, MS,
ProAc, QuickSilver, Ultech, Wilson Benesch,
WireWorld, more! Ask about our Bass Notch Filter!
Arizona Tube Audio, (602) 921-9961, arninv.tubeaudio.com.
MAGNAN'S NEWEST: Signature power cable and
power conditioner.., experience the difference!! Signature interconnects and speaker cables, Type Vi and Illi
interconnects also available for your listening pleasure.
Tel./fax (805) 484-9544, e-mail JMagnan904@aolcom,
www.magnan.com .
AUDIO UNLIMITED OFFERS Accuphase,
Acoustic Energy, Acrotec, Aesthetix, Air Tight, Avalon
Acoustics, Audio Artistry, Audio Craft, Audio Note,
Basis, Benz-Micro, Clung, Coda, Ensemble, Fanfare,
Graaf, Graham, Koetsu, Kuzma, LAT, Magnum
Dynalab, Meret, Micromega, Micro-Seiki, Musical
Design, Music Metre, Muse. Odeon, Onix, Regs,
Satnadhi Acoustics, Spendor, Symphonic-Line,
Systemdek, Tannoy, Totem, Transfiguration, Wheaton
Triplanar, XLO, '(BA. Zoethecus, and more. Call/fax
John Barnes at (303) 691-340Z 2341 W Yale Ave,
Englewood, CO 80110.

RATES: Private, $125 per word; Commercial,
$4.15 per word, $166 minimum on all commercial ads (A word is defined as one or more characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either side.)
PAYMENT: All classified ads must be prepaid
with order, either by check or credit card:
MasterCard or Visa. MAIL TO: Stereophile
Classified Ad Department, P.O. Box 5529,
Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529. PAX: (505) 9836327. ONLINE: cLusifieds@stereóphilemsn •
DEADLINE: Ads arc due on the first working
day of the month, two months in advance of the
issue in which your ad will appear. For example,
if you want your ad to run in the May 1999
Sterrophile, you must submit it by March 1, 1999.
Please Note: Phone-in ads are not accepted.
Please plan on faxing or mailing in your ads on
the form provided at the end of the section. No
refunds.

PREMIUM-GRADE PARTS! Absolutely the best
selection of audiophile-grade parts at fair prices!
InfiniCaps, Hovland, MIT MultiCaps, SCR, Black
Gate, Elna, Nichicon, Vishay, Caddock, Holco, Mills.
Kiwame, etc., capacitors, resistors. All types of connectors, chassis wires, cabling, Alps, Noble, TICD, He:Fred
diodes, copper-foil inductors, tubes, vibration damping
sheets, isolators, Defies Panels, hospital-grade AC connectors, tools, accessories, free catalog! Michael Petty, Box
526, Inverness, CA 94937 (415)669-7181, (415)669-7558
fax, mpercy@svn.net
THETA DATA III, laserdisc./CD transport, $2450;
Krell KPS-20i CD player, $6500. (307) 733-0337
CARY (NEW) 300SE/LX20, 300SEI LX20, call;
Monitor Audio Studio 20/5E, piano rosewood, mint,
$2500. Steve (864) 487-4985.
NAGRA-D DIGITAL RECORDER, timecode nadcom and latest software, mint condition, $24,000.
Apogee Acoustics full-range ribbon speaker system
(frequency response: below 25Hz to +30kHz), $4000.
(805) 681-9163.
'MARK LEVINSON No.332 amp, mint condition,
($7000) $4750, split shipping. (804) 863-0404.
CONRAD-JOHNSON MF-2200, excellent condition, box, manual, ($2000) $1100. Pham, (318) 329-9661.
SELECTED CABASSE SPEAKERS and Jadis
Orchestra series available direct with authorized US
warranty. Certain rules apply. Ask about our 7-clay trial
money-back guaranty offer. Call Northstar Direct, (970)
247-8877, fax (970) 259-6727 E-mail: northstr@frontiernet,
wwurnorthstardirea.com.
CUSTOM-DESIGNED HOME STEREO loudspeakers. Created one pair at atime, built to exacting specifications. (906)789-0516, e-mail dvdesign@hotmailcom
JEFF ROWLAND DESIGN GROUP COHERENCE II preamp, "i" version, black finish, simply the
best analog preamp available. Mint condition, $9100
OBO. Call (216)621-9599, x306 afine 8am ES7; or e-mail
for details: mattimnet@aoloom
JOLIDA 502A, $525; CARVER TFM 35THX, $375;
AA UltraDAC, $150 0110. Mint.Jacob, (540) 326-6702
evenings, blb01078@mailwvnetedu
MESA TIGRIS integrated amplifier, mint condition,
low hours. Retail $2500, sell $1500 firm. (404)261-4645.
THETA PRO BASIC III, $900; BEL 1001 Mk.II,
$1250; Quicksilver GLA tube amp with 6550C, $400;
Thiel CS3.5s, oak, $800; Adcom GSP-560 surround
processor, $150. (212) 384-3482.
KRELL ICSA-100S, mint, with manual, still under warranty, $2250. Shipping induded anywhere in the US.
(802) 257-1215 days or S10@sovernet
Mel NTOSH 4100, $795; MC2125, $695; MX115, $295.
Audio Research SP9 Mk.III, $1095; D70 Mk.II, $895.
(651) 452-3127 home (612) 932-4168 work, leave mesase.
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THIEL CS3.6, teak, excellent condition, with OBM,
$2000 plus shipping (Raleigh, NC); VAC PA 80-80
power amp. KT88s, 80Wpc. excellent. (919)941-0888,
mindspringeont
REFERENCE LINE SILVER SIGNATURE amp.
under warranty. ($7895) $3500; Reference Line silver
speaker cable, 5', ($2200) $350; TG Audio HSI
improved power cord, ($220) S135; Mango 8.8 interconnect, 3m, ($1195) $250; Versalab Wood Block,
($165) $75; Red Rollers, ($115) $55; Bybee speaker filters, ($600) $300. Call (615) 532-6732 days, (615) 6503418 marines CST
COUNTERPOINT UPGRADES. Counterpoint's
designer Michael Elliott repairs, upgrades Counterpoint components. Add tube balanced outs to SA-5000.
Hot new NPM upgrade. Convert your SA20/220/12/100 amplifier to beyond Natural Progression standards with balanced inputs. monoblock conversion. Fantastic sound! Custom shop. (760) 9450356, untienctintes.net/ -Drub° .
KRELL EQUIPMENT: KSA-150 amp, $2099; KMA160 monoblocks, S3999; KRC-3 preamp, $1949;
Reference 64DA, $4699; KPS-20/ transport. $3099.
Kenwood Stage 3amp and controller, models KCZ1,
KMZ1, $1999 for both. All like new with boxes and
manuals. (212) 502-6649, porychpaul@aol.corn.
PERFECT CONDITION WITH WARRANTY:
Krell: KAS, $14.500; KSA-300S, $4800; KSA-150,
$1800; KSA-250. $2900; KAV-300d, 52800; KRC,
$2500. Tel: (718)494-7765.
EL34s — VINTAGE THE ABSOLUTE Philips EL34
(1970±) (branded Mullard) — unique construction,
NOS, all specs available, limited quantities. Pairs, quads
possible. Rare opportunity. Also: KT88, G.E.C.,
Genelex. Mollard, new and used. McIntosh 275, original with tube cage (rare), perfect condition. $3995. Ym
(Canada), (819) 686-9698, Jas (819) 425-2193,
Y.LaRmtaine@cittic.ca .

MAGNUM MPFI60, $1500 new, $1000 firm. (630)
302-1822.
GOLDEN TUBE SE-40 amp, excellent condition, $650.
Call An Smith, (518)863-6155, arte&,loba12000.net.
PROAC RESPONSE 4s, rosewood, mint condition,
$7900. scootnick@aoltorn, (70)792-9152. East Gust.
CONRAD-JOHNSON PVIOA, $649 OBO. (770)
446-7933, lete@trgatecharlu
EXPOSURE complete active tri-amp system. Will
sell separately. Contact Dm, (203) 761-0520 or
murtha@hontexont .
MAGNEPLANAR 2.7QR, ($1995) $1400; Audio
Research SP9 MU, ($2495) $900; Vandersteen subwoofer, (SLISO) $450; Definitive Technology BP2 surrounds, ($500) $225: SOTA Sapphire with many extras,
($1000) $450; Straight Wire Maestro 2biwire cable, 16',
($1920) $500; Rhapsody cable, 10', $50. Prices include
shipping. Richard, (407)676-2848 befne 3prn EST
JMLAB UTOPIA. ($30,000) $14,000; Linn LP12/
Lingo/Ekos/Transfiguration, ($8700) $4000; VAC
CPA Mk.II, ($5000) $2000; AHT Non-Signature
phono preamp, ($4700) $2300; Kumoro 845 SE amps.
($10,000) $4500. All excellent. (415) 659-5908 or ~it
tenbag@chnn.corn .
PROCEED PCD 1, $500; PCD 3, $850. Levinson
No26S, balanced in, $3500; No.26, $1800: No23.
$2200. PS Audio UltraLink, $400. Goldline DSP3ORTA with RT-60, $1100. Viaor, (718)692-3926.

WARNING !!!
1k careful with mail-order dealers
who insist on cash/personal check,
or who offer alarge discount on the saine basis.
Be secure —pay by credit card.

Mart

TUBES: NEW OLD STOCK AND CURRENT.
Our 12-step selection process gives superior performance. Low microphonics, distortion, and precision
matching our specialties. Enjoy your music as never
before! All popular audio types in stock from the finest
manufacturers worldwide. Learn what the manufacturer won't tell you! You can significantly improve your
system by upgrading tubes! Over 1500 types available!
90-day written warranty on all tubes. Quality tubes to
fit your needs and budget. Advantage Tube Services, 5
South Pine Island Road #107, Plantation, FL 33324. (954)
916-9981, fax (954) 916-3429. Order lien only, (800) 2737234. astiéheraldinfinet. Visa/MasterCard accepted.
SONUS FABER ELECTA AMATOR Mk.II, brand
new; sealed unopened box, $4000 shipped. (281)753-4146.
INCREDIBLE HOME THEATER FOR SALE by
individual. All components perfect, with manuals.
Original owner: Snell Music Cinema Reference system,
two front towers with crossovers, two SUR2800, one
LCR2800 center, one SUB1800, ($28,000) $16,000
firm. Faroudja DV1000-1)VD, $2000; Ronco 980 Ultra,
rarely used, ($24,000) $15,990; Faroudja VP400A line
quadrupler, $15.999; Bryston 4B TFDC stereo amplifier,
$1750; NAD 2400 THX amplifier, $300; Citation 7.0
processor. $1500; Stewart screen, 1.85, 1.5 gain, 114"
diagonal, $750; Lexicon 501 500W monoblock amplifies $1600. Call Margaret, (713)666-4974.
AERIAL ACOUSTIC 10T, walnut, newest model,
excellent condition, $3995 OBO. (409)696-3910.
CARY 3005E, WE 300Bs, $2450; CAT Signature
Mk.II with phono, $2950; TARA Master Gen2 speaker cable, 12', $550. (606) 581-3763.
KRELL FPB-600, perfect, warranty, $7750. Jerry, (816)
561-4443 days, (816) 246-0396 evenings.
ARANOV 9100 mono amps, 110Wpc, plus set of
replacement tubes, (WOO) $2300; two Janis WI subs
with Interphase IA crossover/amps, ($3500) $1400.
(412)268-2313 dap, (412)492-0418 evenings.

New Age Audio Brings You
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The Montana EPS

MASSACHUSETTS
HIGH-END CHOI
IN BEAUTIFUL PICTURESQUE
1100 MAIN ROAD
WESTPORT, MA 02790
TEL. (508) 636-3400
FAX (508)
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SOUND IMAGES CABLES"
MESA ENGINEERING
MONITOR AUDIO'
ACRaTEC CABLES'
ECTRON*

FURNITURE BY
TARGET, CONTOURS. OSAR', AND SALAMANDER

MANY MORE PLEASE CALL
TRADE-INS ACCEPTED
PRE-OWNED EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE
'NEW ENGLAND'S EXCLUSIVE DEALER
** MASSACHUSETTS EXCLUSIVE DEALER

America's best disc, tape and
component storage system

The RACKIT - System
since 1984)

Stackable, portable oak units
hold all recording formats
and audio/video components
Free mailorder brochure
)please mention Stereophile)

Per Madsen Design (415) 822-4883
PO. Box 882464
San Francisco, CA 94188
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HI FI '99, THE HOME THEATER
& SPECIALTY AUDIO SHOW
May 11-12 Academy Music & Film
Seminar Series (Trade
& Press Only)
May 12-13 Academy Trade Days
(Trade & Press Only)
May 14-16 Consumer Days
(Open to the Public)
The Palmer House Hilton Hotel, Chicago
Trade Members: Come hear the latest industry buzz. Meet the hottest
designers. Attend informative interactive seminars. See the latest product developments. To pre-register,
fax awritten request on your company letterhead with a copy of your
business card to (505) 992-6682.
Consumers: Tickets now available! 3day ticket $35, 1-day ticket $20. Call
(505) 992-6600 or check out www.
hifishow.com for more information.
Exhibitors: Reserve your space now!
Call Ken Nelson at (914) 476-3157.
Hotel Reservations: The special HIFl '99 rate is $198 plus tax per night,
single or double occupancy. Call the
Palmer House at (312) 726-7500 for
reservations.
www.hifishow.com

Harmonic
Recovery System

ot iust another 'black box' -see
.arn Tellig's comments in STEREOMILE August'98 -but arecovery
of harmonic integrity. We would
like you to experience the HRS in
your own system ... money-back
guarantee if not fully satisfied. Call
us for literature, additional reviews
and customers' comments.
NEW
•AMAZON precision turntables
from Germany. Revolutionary
bearing. Advanced technology
•J. ALLAERTS hand-built MC
cartridges from Belgium. The best!
Call or write about the stunning
combination of AMAZON,
MORCH & ALLAERTS.
Please rune our ne

uldress/phone

ber

AUDIO ADVANCEMENTS
Box 2090 •Branchville NJ 07826 •USA
973 875 8705 •Fax 973 875 8735
Email audadv@eanhlink.net
www.audioadvancements.com
Orders toll free 1-888-59-Musik
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CARY 805 AMPS, Air Tight ATC-2 prcamp, Yankee
Ribbon speakers, Stax Qtuttro II CD playet (973)746-2794.

AUDIO RESEARCH LS2B, black, mint, $1400. (210)
344-3434.

LEVINSON COMPONENTS: No.333, 56000;
No.38S, $4200; No-36S, $4200; No37, $2600. Original
owner, warranty. (310) 915-7474, x28.

MERRILL STABLE TABLE, the only stand capable of
electromagnetic, mechanical, and RF damping. 45" tall,
5shelves., or 60" tall, 6shelves. Shipping weights: 45",
429 lbs; 60", 550 lbs (UPS-shippable). Underground
Sound, (901) 272-1275 or unmengsaudio.com

LEVINSON No38S preamp, mint condition, original
manuals and packing. (56500) $2995 0130. Serious
inquiries only. Le, (281)296-8954, leave nussage fno answer.
JGH'S REFERENCE SPEAKERS, TANNOY
DMTIO, $1199; beautiful Spendor SP100s with Sound
Anchor stands, $1899; Parasound/C£.C. 2000 CE)
transport, Channel Island Audio Alchemy 3.0 DAC;
Monolithic power supply, Audit and Tactic, $1399.
(303) 239-6680.
LEGACY WHISPERS, (318) 235-7137.
CLASSÉ CA-200, 6months old, perfect. $1800. (314)
352-7473.
ACARIAN ALÓN II SPEAKERS with biwire cables,
3 years old, $1200; Spitfire two-channel amplifier, 2
years old, $1250; Audio Research SP14 preamplifier, 11
years old, used daily, checked out with new tube, $750.
(914) 855-5891 EST: leave message.
BAT VK5i PREAMP (Sletrophile Class A, October
1998), $2500; Theta 1)ata Basic II transport, $800;
Purist Audio Colossus, RCA, lm, $350. All mint condition. Gng, (610)767-8875.
KRELL KSA-100S, excellent condition, 52000 OBO.
(319) 393-8279.
COMPLETE COMPONENT SYSTEM: Snell,
Ackom, Rotel, Parasound, Aragon, $3300. (215)567-4626
HEADROOM PREMIUM AMP with desktop
enclosure ($350), Grado SR225 headphones ($200),
both $275. Wiher, (210) 342-8906.
GENESIS 200, ($40,000) $19,900. Rave reviews!
Wonderful speakers in great condition. Still under factory warranty. E-mail: gen200s@aol.eom or leave »Image as
(630) 377-5061.

SILVER INTERCONNECTS extruded over highpurity copper — warm, liquid, beautiful sound at only
$65 per meter pair! Imagine interconnects that sound
superb but don't cost ridiculous amounts! 30-day
money-back guarantee — if not thrilled, you have
nothing to lose! Send check or money order to David
Paxson, 998 N. Washington Street Delphi, IN 46923.
AUDIO MATIÈRE EQUILIBRE-SIGNATURE
power amp with Gold Lion KT77 and KT88 plus spare
tubes, ($14,0130) $5750 plus shipping OBO; WATT
3/Puppy 2/PAWs/Puppy Tail/Mango treatment,
mint, $6200 plus shipping OBO; C.F-C. TL 1CD
transport, $1850; Timbre Technology DAC, silver, latest
full upgrade, ($S400) $1500; Mango R/V1X Reference
power cord, $160; Genelex KT88, new quartet, $160
each. Simon, (610) 525-8416 evenings EST (PA).
DCS ELGAR 24-BIT/192kHz DAC/preamp, the
ultimate digital processor, brand new, ($12,000) $9000;
Jadis JA-100 power amp, brand new, the best! ($18,500)
$11,750. (310) 659-7599.
McINTOSH 2 Mc1000 mono amplifiers, 1000W
each. Two XRT-24 loudspeakers with cables, LI)-7020
lascrdisc. Sacrifice price: a$40,500 Canadian value for
only $18,800 US. Rajean, (450) 434-0562,fax (450) 4341639, e-mail njtry@hormaitrom
APOGEE DIVA, flawless, piano black, Dax, crates,
manual, 1.4700; Krell KPS-20i/l, mint, box, manuals,
$6000; two Krell KSA-300S, mint, boxes, manuals,
$5000 each. (519) 576-7560.
PASS ALEPH Os, mint with OBM, $1700 OBO, (517)
837-3639 or slnuraul@coneentricner

FREE CATALOG
If you like
1-500-338-0531
to "do-ityourself"
then the
Parts
Express
catalog is
o
"
for you!
,
It is packed
full of prodie *a=
ucts like
raw loud-art.
speaker
drivers from Audax, Aura, Morel,
Dynaudio, Vita, and more. We stock
premium crossover parts, speaker
kits, cabinets, accessories, wire/
cable, and everything you need to
create your own high end speakers.
Build your own and save big!

J
RS

ELECTRONICS

&

MORE

HIGH END AUDIO
IN CENTRAL PA
VANDERSTEEN audio research
Theta Digital
California Audio Labs

AERIAL

eerdcCoRmAcK
mperintocnn
4
44
Sunfire
ADCOM

7--

SUMIKO

auchoquest

CALL TOLL FREE

1-800-338-0531
SOURCE CODE:

SPM

725 Pleasant Valley Dr.,
Springboro, OH 45066-1158
Phone: 513/743-3000 • FAX: 513/743-1677
E-mail: sales@parts-express.com
Web Site: www.parts-express.com

21 N. Market St.. Selinsgrove. PA •570.374.0150
www.s1ereoshoppe.com
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Audio
VACUUM TUBE PREAMPLIFIERS and SE powc
amplifier kits, passive line stages, phono stages, power
conditioners, and more. 131Y components from
Hovland MusiCaps, MultiCaps, Jensen oils, ICimber
Kap, Solen, Wima, Elna Cerafines, Black Gates,
Caddock, Holco, Mills, Resista; KR Enterprise,
Svedana, Sovtek, Western Electric; Cardas, Neunrik,
DH Labs, Kimber Kahle, Vampire; Alps. Noble,
Grayhill. We also have enclosures, books, and software.
Order our 200-page catalog. $12 (US/Canada), $18
(International). Visa/MasterCard. Call lebonse Labs,
(303) 470-6585, fax (303) 791-5783. PO. Box 260198,
Littleton, CO 80126, e-mail wlabs@ix.netcom.com ;rvebsite,
www.tvelbonielabsxont.
CARY: 300SE Signature, Western tubes, latest, $3150;
805C, latest, $5900. Pass demos: Aleph 12, Aleph P
remote, Aleph 5. Komuro 845SE, 54500. (801) 226-1018.
SOUNDSTAGE AUDIO of Silver Spring, MD —
DC's newest audio and home-theater store. Customer
service is what we arc about!! We have avery knowledgeable and courteous sales staff. Authorized dealer
for Nordost, Cary, WireWorld, Myryad, Source Harmonic Recovery System. Arcam, Ruark, Atlantis,
Audio Prism, and many more! 1310 Apple AMIlle, Silver
Spring 3113 20910 (877) 777-4434, local (301) 565-4011,
or visit our website at rvivwsoundstageaudioxom .Charles
Bowser, 011 ,M7 andfVmer NFL player, Miami Dolphins.
TUNGSOL NOS 6550s (RCA-labeled and boxes), 50
hours' use for testing only, octet, $75 each. Frank, (305)
935-6247 brfOre 10prn ESTfigronsults@msn.com
CLASSÉ C1'60 PREAMP, phono stage, silver face,
remote, excellent condition, rave review by Anthony
Cordesman in Audio,($4200)$1900 OBO. (508)877-7015.
KRELL A/V STANDARD preamp/processor, new
with DTS, AC-3, Pro-Logic, tabletop remote, most
current software, ($12,800) $10,000. Theta Pro Gen.Vawith HDCD, balanced, brand new, ($6050) $5000.
Call (765)714-6000, krellpro@aol.com
EA» 9000 DAC with HDCD, gold, ($6700) $3000;
EAD T2000 transport, ($2250) $1200; MIT 330, balanced, 3m, $325; AudioTruth Diamond 3X, balanced,
3m, $1100; ICirnber 8TC with PostMasters, double,
$450. (847) 291-7540.
MARK LEVINSON No332 amp, $4500; Mark
Levinson No.36S D/A, $3800; Cardas Golden Cross
balanced interconnect pair, 10', $975; biwired speaker
pair, 10', $1400, Sound Anchor amp stand, $200. Mint.
(650) 948-0286.

CDs, LPs, Tapes
HIGHEST PRICES l'.\ I
I) for classical LPs, mono and
stereo. Will travel for large collections. Call Lawrence
OTook PO.Box 138, Bearwille, NY 12409. Tel: (914)
679-3396. Fux: (914) 679-9832.

Mart

MOBILE FIDELITY AUDIOPHILE, Japanese LPs,
boxed sets and UHQRs, mint condition or sealed. (4/6)
488-0153 evenire fax (416) 485-5337
TECHNICS SP-10 Mk.I II turntable, excellent to mint
condition. (3/4)233-8582 or SLSeto@aol.com

TOP DOLLAR PAID FOR CD and LP collections.
No collection too large! Classical, opera, Jazz, rock,
alternative.
audiophiles
(SR/LSC/EMI-ASD).
150.000 titles in stock. Free brochure! Princeton Record
F-edrang4 20 Tulane St., Princeton, ng 08542, USA. (609)
921-0881, www.prexxons .

SONY CDP-X779ES, CDP-X777ES, CDP-X77ES,
CDP-C801ES CD players. Sony DTC-57ES. DTC75ES DAT players. Pioneer PD-TM1, TM2, or TM3
I8-CD changer. (6/4)275-3723.

RCA, Mercury, and London set sale. Write: Records,
104 Barrington Drive, Oak Ridge, 77‘1 37830.

SOUND CITY is seeking highly motivated individuals for full-time sales positions in Audio/Video and
Custom Home Theater. Outgoing person to sell wide
selection of mid-high-end specialty A/V products.
Excellent growth opportunity in direct-mail/catalog
sales or custom. North Jersey/NY arca. Fax résumé to
(973)334-6115 or call (800) 888-5343, x300.

Wanted
TUBE HI-FI AND SPEAKERS, tube theater amps,
corner speakers, horn drivers, coaxial/Medal speakers,
crossovers, tubes. Altec, ElectroVoice, JBL, Jensen.
McIntosh, Quad, Dynaco, Scott, Lovaher, Fisher.
Heath, Eico, RCA, Tannoy, Leak, Marantz, Western
Electric, etc. Also high-end ARC, Conrad-Johnson,
Linn speakers, etc. Also old guitars and guitar amplifiers. Sonny Goldson, 1413 Magnolia Lane, Midwest City,
OK 73110. (405) 737-3312,fax (405)737-3355.
CASH PAID FOR USED AUDIO/VIDEO EQUIPMENT. Buy, sell, and trade by phone. Dealer for
AudioQuest, Harman/Kardon, Marantz, NAD, NHT,
Paradigm, Paradigm Reference, Phase Technology,
Speakercraft, Sherwood/Newcastle, Toshiba. Stern,
Trading Outlet (Since 1984), 320 Old York Road,
Jenkintown, PA 19046. Call (215) 886-1650, fax (215)
886-2171. Website catalog: WWII' WOC0111
E-mail:
tsto@tstecorn

Employment

Business Opportunities
IF TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION and the
excitement of the audio/video industry appeal to you —
Tice Audio would like to speak with you! As aTice
Audio partner you will be in astrategic position to
build your future with ours as we diversify into new
markets and continue our advancements in technological innovation. We have created alimited number of
opportunities for "hands-on" partners to share in our
future expansion. If you have marketing or audio/video
knowledge and the necessary financial backing ($1 million minimum), call us at (561) 575-7577, or visit our
website, www.tkeaudio.com, for more information.
Serious inquiries only.

Audio Mart Order Form
RATES: Private, $1.25 per word; Commercial, 54.15 per word; $166 minimum on all commercial ads. A word is defined as one or more characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either side.
(Telephone and fax numbers, e-mail and WVJW addresses count as one word.) PAYMENT: All ads
must be prepaid with order. Visa/MC or checks arc accepted. MAIL TO: Stertvphik Classified Ad
Department, RO. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529, or FAX (505) 983-6327, or SUBMIT
ONLINE: classifieds@sterophile.com (Faxed and e-mailed ads are credit-card only.) DEADLINE: Ads
arc due on the first working day of the month, two months in advance of the issue in which your ad will
appear. For example, if you want your ad to run in the May 1999 Stereophile, you must submit it with payment by March 1, 1999. Ad material that reaches us after deadline will appear in the next available issue.
No refunds. If you have questions, call (505) 982-1411, ext. 520.
3 Enclosed is payment in the amount of S

for

words.

WILSON WATT/Puppy 5.1, S9700; Jadis Defy-7
Mk.II, $2900; Jeff Rowland 5Series II, ($6500), $2900;
Krell KSA-250, $3200; Levinson No20.6, $6300; VTL
MB-600 monos, ($12,000) $5400; EAD DSP-9000
Series III, HDCD, ($7000) $2500; Theta Gen.5,
24/96, 13500; Artemis EOS, ($5300) $2300; Scientific
Fidelity 24K Crown Joule Signature, ($5800) $2300.
(909) 627-3869.

7 Iprefer to pay by check, made payable to Stereophile.

BAT VK60, ($4950) 53300; Klyne 7PX3.5B phono
amp. Yamamura power cords, ($4950) $2500; Nestorovic Type 5 Reference speakers, 8 ohms, warranty.
($8500) $4988; Siltech FTM4 Gold Gen3, lm, RCAs,
($2640) $1388; Magnum Dynalab Etude tuner, balanced, $1500; Synergistic Designer's Reference, lm,
RCAs, ($2000) $1100. (520) 742-6130, MS7,* becketma@yahoecom

Copy (Please type or print; attach separate sheet if necessary):

7 Iprefer to pay by 7 Visa 7 MasterCard
My card I is

Exp. date

Signature
Please run my ad in the following months:
Category heading:

7 General

CDs/LPs/Tapes

7 Wanted

J Employment

AUDIO ARTISTRY BEETHOVENS, mint, Stereophile Loudspeaker of the Year for 1998, ($28,000)
$15,000 OBO. Ron, (847) 236-9114.
WE OFFER PERFECT CONDITION with warranty: Audio Physic, Cary, Conrad-Johnson, Gcrshman
Acoustics, Krell, Levinson, Manin-Legan, mbl, MIT,
NBS, Sonic Frontiers, Transparent, Wadia, and many
more high-end audio and video components. Call for
inventory list. Td (718) 961-8842. Fax: (718) 886-9530.
High End Audio.
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teat black-level retention,"
said Ito myself, as Ichecked
out the Grand Canyon on
Monday night, one day after the 1999
International Consumer Electronics Show
closed down. There's aStereophile tradition
of visiting the GC as awind-down from
the hectic activity of the show, but Iwas
all alone in my pilgrimage this year.
The night was as perfectly dark as I've
seen recently, with no moon, or clouds to
reflect manmade light back to earth. The
sky, however, seemed positively brilliant
compared to the canyon itself, which was
the blackest of blacks. Whatever light
went in did not come back out.
And my black-level comment was
appropriate to CES —it was a DTV/
DVD kind of show. For an event that
started out in the 1960s devoted to high,
medium, and low fidelity in sound reproduction, this year's focus was all on the
visual aspects of home entertainment.
In only its second year of release, DVDVideo is ahuge success, with arollout rate
dramatically faster than that of CD. Even
much-debated and -opposed Divx looks
like amodest success, with 87,000 players
sold through the end of 1998, according to
its onlie begetter Circuit City.
And, despite all its problems, DTV has
managed sales of 13,000, most of those of
the high-definition variety. Tom Campbell, of Dow Stereo/Video in San Diego,
reported selling 100 digital TVs—with
digital reception not even available in his
market. Joel Brinkley, our colleague at
Stereophile Guide to Home Theater (and the
New York Times), told me of $3000
HDTVs available from Hitachi. Once a
major manufacturer hits a "low" price
point like that, it's not long before others
follow. There probably won't be too much
to watch on HDTV until the end of 1999,
but there will be TVs to watch it on. Manufacturers introduced aplethora of new
models at the Show.
Philips announced "personal TVs" — a
partnership with DirecTV and searchengine developer Tivo. The product
learns what you like, combs through
DirecTV's programming day, and records
the programs you might want on a16GB
hard disk — enough for 12 to 20 hours of
programming, depending on compression
aggression. Cool product!
In the "war" for dominance between
computers and traditional consumer electronics, Isee consumer electronics as the
winner because of its ability to more effec154
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tively capture a large number of consumers. Philips' personal TV is a great
example of how the two fields can morph
into one another.
Sound reproduction, with two salient
exceptions, was more of the saine: incremental improvement. Sounds boring? In
fact, it isn't — whether you're spending a
little or a lot, the sound reproduction
available in 1999 is way better than it's ever

pie coming into the stores are asking for
home theater, and paying big bucks for
custom installations. That's why manufacturers barely even manufacture two-channel receivers anymore. It's all five-channel
audio/video; most receivers have Dolby
Pro Logic and Dolby Digital, and an increasing number include the format that
still doesn't quite exist: DTS.
If one thing's certain about our industry, though, it's change. In 1983, CD's second year, we were told that computers
In 1999, DVD's second
were going to displace the consumer's
year and DTV's first,
appetite for consumer electronics. Instead,
CD led the way to manyfold growth in
it looks like video
traditional consumer electronics (though
computers didn't do badly themselves).
will displace audio
In 1999, DVD's second year and DTV's
first, it looks like video will displace audio
as the primary
as the primary driver of the market — at
least for the next two to three years.
driver of the market.
Eventually, though, the market (manufacturers, retailers, and consumers) will need
been before. What I'd like to think of as a something new.
Stereophile kind of mentality has spread to
That's where those salient exceptions to
record producers, makers of mass-distribincremental improvement come in: the
uted speakers and electronics, and multihigh-density music formats, SACD and
store audio/video chains. It's everywhere.
DVD-Audio. SACD will appear this
The most significant fact about 1999 may
spring in Japan, and sometime around late
be that excellent sound reproduction isn't
fall or winter in the US (no definite release
just high-end anymore; it can be found
date has been announced). DVD-Audio is
almost anywhere.
talked about as alate-1999 phenomenon,
Nevertheless, a pall hangs over the
which means Christmas, if we're lucky;
sound reproducers, particularly those stigotherwise, sometime in early 2000.
matized by the label "two-channel."
It's also clear that the format war won't
Never mind that well over 90% of all
matter. At CES, Denon and Yamaha anrecordings ever made were made with
nounced universal players, which will
two channels, and that few multichannel
handle both formats plus DVD-Video, for
systems are set up to effectively play back
later this year; others won't take long to
multichannel music. For that matter, most
announce similar products. Sony's audio
stereo systems are set up wrong, with
division will make only an SACD player,
speakers all over the room or at diagonal
but Iwas told by aSony representative
opposites. Most consumers get better
that the company's video division "might"
stereo in their cars — where they have no
make auniversal player.
option as to speaker placement — than
Back to the Grand Canyon. My walk
they do at home.
on aperfectly dark night went on for 20
The manufacturers and retailers have
minutes. As my eyes got used to the dark,
decided that systems have to have video
even the canyon's perfect blackness begun
and have to include multichannel if custo reveal features. Detail was murky — but
tomers are going to get excited about it.
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N" 335
N°336
Dual Monaural
Power Amplifiers

Refined — improved by introducing subtleties or distinctions. There is perhaps no better way to
describe the new Mark Levinson 300-Series amplifiers.
Their technologies are derived from both the N 33 Reference Amplifier and its half-power sibling, the
N"33H. Cyanate Ester voltage gain circuit boards, previously reserved for "Reference" and "S" class products, are now used in each of the new Mark Levinson 300-Series amplifiers.
New output devices and higher output power extend the amplifiers' control over the loudspeaker. The
result is afast, open and detailed sound with the texture and feeling of the music preserved.
Building upon the design of their predecessors, we have even added afew subtle curves to refine their
appearance. You will be tempted to display them as sculpture. Visit your Mark Levinson dealer for an
audition and experience the very definition of the word refined.
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Alvin Queen -Bennie Wallace
The Old Songs" sessions, January'93
(AQ 1017)

AudioQuest connects

vn 11to

the music.

When Alvin Queen pours his heart into the music, you want to hear and feel
every bit of his performance.Whether used in the studio or in the home,
AudioQuest and AudioTruth cables are designed to allow the beauty and
passion of the music to emerge unscathed.
If you would like to know why AudioQuest cables and recordings sound so
good, please call for our "Cable Design" booklet.This illustrated piece discusses
basic truths of audio/video system interaction and the specific challenges of
good cable design.
Visit your AudioQuest or AudioTruth ,dealer and experience the music.
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